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PREFACE

This General Report of the 1981 B. C. Mathematics
Assessment contains a description of the study, an analysis of

the major findings, and a number of recommendations directed

toward those who share in the continuing task of improving the

teaching and learning of mathematics in this 'province. The

Assessment was designed to evaluate students' achievement in

and attitude toward mathematics, to document changes n ach-

ievement by comparing the,1981 results to those obtained in

11977, and to conduct a survey of teachers of mathematics. In

addition. the entire Assessment hai been directed toward the

goal of identifying and clapifying different models for the

mathematics curriculum.

The report, like the proof of a mathematical theorem,
conceals most of the time and, effort that went into tne plan-

ning and execution of the study. In all, the students and the
teachers of mathema4cs, the personnel ,of the Learning

Assessment Branch of the Ministry of Education, the staff of

B. C. Research, and the members of the Contract Team. the

Advisory' Committee, and the Review Panels spent over 90 000

hours on the project--more hours than the average person works

in e lifetime.
11

To the teachers of mathematics and their prinipals -I

would like to extend my thanks for the level of professiona-
lism they exhibited by their willingness to participate in the
various phases of the study. Special thanks are also due to a

number of individuals whose expertise and dedication helped
make what could have been a virtually impossible task into a

rewarding, professional experience. This group includes Nancy

Greer, Bob Wilson, and Alan Taylor of the Learning Assessment

Branch as well as Mary Cooper and Barbara Holmes of B. C.

Research, and 'Ake Dirks of U. B. C., my Research Assistant.

rally, my thanks go to the members of the Contract Team
for the fine work they did on the project. For each of them

this meant adding an onerous task to already-overcrowded
schedules, with little prospect of any reward other than their

personal satisfaction. Wendy Klassen, Ian de Groot, Les

Dukowski, Tom O'Shea, and James Sherrill gave. unselfishly of

their time and talent to assure the success of the 1981

Mathematics Assessment.

ix

David F. Robitaille
University of B. C.
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CHAPTER 1

V.

INTRODUCTION

\Da id F. Robitaille

The second British Columbia Mathematics Assessment was

carried out during the 1980-81 school years, Approximately

90 000 students' enrolled in Grades 4, 8, and 12 throughout
the province, as well as a representative sample of Grade 10

students, took pait in the study which was conducted on behalf
of the Learning Assessment Branch of the Ministry of Education

by a Contract Team, which had been selected for that purpose.
In addition, approximately 1600 teachers of mathematics com-

pleted questionnaires which dealt with a number of important
aspects of the teaching and learning of mathematics.

With this Assessment the Learning Assessment Branch

plemented, for the first time, a policy which stipulated that,

in a given school year, no school would be requested to have
its students participate in more than one activity related to

the Mathematics Assessment and one other project sponsored by
the Learning Assessment Branch. A4 a result, all of the stu-

dents in any school which took part in the formal pilot-
testing of the instruments were excluded from the Assessment
itself which took place in the month of March. A second policy
implemented\in this project called for having a sample of stu-

dents within sufficiently large districts participaeerather
than the entire population. The possibility of :imPlementing

that policy had to be decided secarately for each school dis-

trict since, in order to produce reliable data for the

district reports2, fairly large numbers of students had to be

included. Details of the sampling techniques employed are pre-

sented in Chapter 4.

'This number includes students from the iblic schools of the

province and from independent schools receivi .ng financial

support from the Ministry of Education. The data reported in

the remainder of this report are based solely on the informa-

tion obtained from teachers and students in the public

schools.

2Each of the 75 school districts in the province receives a

District Report of the Assessment results. That report

includes the item results for their own students as well as

the corresponding figures for the province as a whole and

their geographic zone.

1
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1.1 Organization of the Assessment

A number of different groups participated in the design
and execution of the 1981 Mathematics Assessment. In addition
to the thousands of teachers and students who completed the
Assessment instruments, these included personnel from the
Learning.Assessment Branch 'of the Ministry of Education, the
members of the' Contract Team, representatives from B. C.
Research, as 'well es the members of the Technical Sub-
Committee, the Advisory Committee, the Revi,ew.Panels, the
Interpretation Panels, and the teachers and students of the
'schools which participated in the pilot-testing.

The Contract Team had the primary responsibility for de-
signing the Assessment, developing the necessary

"instrumentation, and reporting the results. The team was com-
posed of two members of the Department of Mathematics and
Science Education of the University of British Columbia, a
member of the Faculty of Education of Simon Fraser University,
and three classroom teachers: a primary teacher from Richmond
School 'District, a junior secondary teacher from Langley', and
a senior secondary teacher from North Vancouver.

B. C. Research served as the Technical Agency for the
Assessment. B. C. Research is the technical operation-of the
British Columbia Research Council, an independent, not-profit,
industrial research society. B. C. Research carries out con-

y, tract research and provides technical services to clients in
the private andpliblic 'sectors. As the Technical Agency for
the Assessment, 'B. C. Research was responsible for various
parts of the project such as overseeing the printing', distriJo-
ution, and collection of the instruments, 'coonii-nating the
scoring and a,ialysis of all of the. instruments, and providing
consultative services to the Learning Assessment Branch and
the Contract Team on matters relating to.the technical, stati-
stical, and psychometric aspects of the study.

The Technical Sub-Committee consisted of representatives
of the Learning Assessment Branch, the Contract Team, and the
Technical Agency. This committee served as the forum for dis-
cussion and decision-making on issues of a technical or
statistical nature.

The Advisory Committee, provided guidance and'advice to
th, Contrext Team and the Ministry of Education during the
development of the instruments,, the review of the results, and
the preparation of the final reports. They also chaired the
meetings of the Revjew panels and of the Interpretation
Panels.
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The member. of the Advisory Committee were selected from

across the province by the Learning Assessment Branch to re-

flect a cross-section of opinion on matters pertaining to the

teaching and learning of,mathematics. In addition co Lwo ,ep-

resentatives of the Learning Assessment Branch, the chairman

of the Contract Team, and two representatives from B. C.

Resear...h, the Advisory Committee consisted of four classroom

teachers, a school principal, a district-level administrator,

a university professor, and a school trustee.

Like the Advisory Committee, the Review Panels and the

Interpretation Panels consisted of educators and informed mem-

bers of the public selected from across the pl:vince. The task

of the Review Panels was to discuss the goals and objectives

of ,the mathematics curriculum in B. C., both present and fu-,

ture. The Interpretation Panels were convened after the

Assessment data had been analyzed to examine the results and

to comment on the performance of the students.'

1.2 Scope of the Assessment

The Learning Assessment Program is based on the premise

that systematic collection and dissemination of comprehensive,

reliable data are essential components of the effective man-.

agement of education in this province. Decisions about new

directions or new emphases in educational matters should be

based on a clear understanding of what students are learning

and how they are.being taught.

According to guidelines laid down by the Learning

Assessment Branch, the objectives of each province-wide _

assessment are to:

inform professionals and the public of the

strengths and weaknesses of the public

litti-st----theMi-nistr_y and school districts in

decisions related to the -de-verormierrt-T--- re=
view,

,

modification, revision, and

implementation of existing curricula and

supporting instructional materials;

assist the Ministry in decisions concerning
allocation of redburces;

identify areas of need and provide direc-

tions for change in both pre-service and in-

service teacher education and professional

development;

13
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provide direction foiidddittional-researcn
,

Within the framework of these guidelines, it was intended
that the 1981 Mattematizs Assessment would pcovide Lhe
Ministry of Education with-much of the information required to
make decisions about the need for a review or revision of the
current mathematics curriculum, and. about directions that any
such process might take. Five specific goals were established:

to identify the major curriculum models in
use in British Columbia and elsewhere;

to evaluate and report on students' act.ieve-
ment in mathematics and their attitudes
toward. the subject;

to assess the extent and direction of change
in the pattern of students' achievement
since the 1977 Assessment;

to survey teachers of mathematics on a

number of matters which affect the teaching
and leavning of mathematics;

to co-ordinate B. C. participation in the
Second Internation,1 Study of Mathematics;

Curriculum Models

Wherever mathematics ought, the curriculum is based
on a particular set of opini and beliefs about the nature
of mathematics and its place in oeneral education. These
opinions and beliefs, whether stated explicitly or not, help
to determine the ccntent of the mathematics curriculum and the
methodology used to teach that content. An attempt was made in
this Assessment to categorize such opinion and beliefs, to
identify a number of alternative models for the mathematics
curriculum, and to solicit opinions from educators and members
of the public regarding the goals of the mathematics curricu-
lum in B. C., both present and future.

_ As a first step,\ a paper entitred-Curriculum-Modals in
Mathematics 4417-wItten-.---1-t--s-purpose_wasU identify widely -
heni5UTREi-of-view about the nature of mathematics,-th-e-char =
acteristics of different mathematics cure' :la, and a number
of factors which influence thoie curricu.i. The paper was, in-
tended to Serve not only as a framework for designing the
instrumentation to be used in the Assessment and for analyzing
the results, but also as a background paper for any future
review or revision of the mathematics curriculum in the prov-
ince.

14
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Secondly, meetings were held with six Review Panels at-
-----four_locations around the province. Each person who was in-

vited to one of -these- meetings was lent a copy of the

Curriculum Models paper and a Goals Survey questioanai:e which

had been designed to gather information about goals for the

mathematics curriculum.

The, opinions of teachers of mathematics were also sought

on the questions of curriculum models and goals of the mathe-

matics curriculum. Certain section3 of the Goals Survey

questionnaire were reproduced on the Teacher Questionnaires,

thereby enabling teachers to express their views on some of

the same matters as the Review Panels.

Student' Outcomes

A major objective of every assessment is to evaluate stu-

dent attainment in a particular discipline. In the 1981

Mathematics Assessment this was done by selecting five rela-

tively broad areas, called domains, for evaluation. At each of

the grade levels where testing done, the same five domains

were utilized: Number and Operation, Geometry, Measurement,

Algebraic 'topics, and Computer Literacy. Each domain, except

Computer Literacy, was subdivided into a number of objectives.

Test items corresponding to these domains and objectib,es were

developed by the Contract Team during the summer of 1980,
pilot-tested in the fall, and then selected for inclusion on

the Assessment instruments. The final pool-of cognitive test

items at the Grade ,tlevel consisted of 138 items divided e-

qually among three booklets. For Grade 8 also, there were 138

items divided among three booklets; for Grade 12, 90 items

divided into two booklets.'

Within each domain and objective, efforts were __Trade to

include items which not only tested the specific topic in

question,but also required students to use different types of

skills and abilities in order to obtain the solutions. Using a
classification scheme adapted from Wilson (1971) which had

also been used in the 1977 Mathematics Assessment (Robitaille
and Sherrill, 1977) as well as in a test-development project

sponsored by the Learning Assessment Branch (Robitaille,

Sherrill, and O'Shea, 1980), each item was categorized as be-

-to-one_olIbTee unitive behavior leve1.s: Computation

and Knowledge, Comprehension, and-AppifcatIon--ItemsveTe also
---------

'Because so many school' districts have few Grade 12 students,

the numbers of items and test booklets at that level had to

be restridted in order to provide reliable estimates of stu-

dent achievement at the district level.

15
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selected on varyin4 levels of difficulty, a.; defined by the
results of the pilot-testing.

As was the case 15 1977, the 1901 Assessment was directcd
primarily at three groups of students: Grade 4, Grade 8, and
Grade 12. These three groups were selected to represent, re-
spectively; the end of prima ?y education, the end cf
elementary education; and t!,e end of public schooling'. In
addition, a probability samplL of Grade 10 mathematics classes
participated in the Assessment. Their participation was
intended to provide information on student attainment of the
content objectives evaluated in the Assessment at that point
in the curriculum, namely Grade 10, where the study of mathe-
matics ceases to be compulsory. Moreover, their participation
provided data for comparison 'kith the Grade 12 population as a
whole and, more importantly, with that portion of the Grade 12
population which had not studied any mathematics beyond the
Grade 10 level.

The structure of the cognitive item pool for the
Assessment is shown in Figure 1-1. The model is a 5 X 3 X 3
solid: five content domains, three cognitive behavior levels,
and three grade levels.

Computer literacy

Algebraic Topics

Measurement

Geometry

Number & Operation

Grade 4 Grade 11 Grade 12

Application

Comprehension

Knowledge

Figure 1-1. Model for the isren 148-t-hematics -Assessment ___

'All Grade 12 students were included whether they were study-
ing mathematics or not.

16
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The content objectives which were assessed at each grade
level included a small number that are not part of the present
B. C. mathematics-curriculum. For example, none of the content
inrlfltied in the romputer Literacy domain is listed in the cur-
rent edition of the B. C. curriculum guide for mathematics
(Curriculum Development Branch, 1978). Similarly, objectives
dealing with basic ideas from the fields of probability and
statistics were included in the Assessment even though these
topics are not part of the pre-sc rtbedcurriculum. Inclusion of
such non-curricular items and objectives was motivated by the
fact that recommendations for including these topics in the

school curriculum have been made by groups such as the
National Council of Supervisors'of Mathematics (1978) and the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1980). These
topics were also among the raes evaluated in the 1978 assess-
ment of athematics conducted in the United States by the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP,1978).

A number of the items used in the Assessment were chosen
from among those used in the 1977 Assessment as a means of
assessing the extent and direction of change in students' ach-
ievement patterns since the first study. These items were
collected into groupings called Change Categories. '!'here were
two Change Categories at the Grade 4 level (Number and
Operation, Measurement), two at Grade 8 (Number and Operation,
Geometry and Measurement), and three at Grade 12 (Number and
Operation, Geometry and Measurement, Algebra). .

Student outcomes in mathematics consist of more than just
achievement. Students develop ideas about the nature of the

subject and attitudes toward it. In an attempt to obtain some
data from students about their feelings toward mathematics, an
attitude scale was included as part of the student test book-
lets at each level tested. The items making up that scale were
selected from among those used in the most recent NAEP assess-
ment of mathematics and in the Second International Study of
Mathematics.

Teacher Survey

Probability samples of teachers of mathematics at all

grade levels were identified as prospective participants in
this phase of the study. Each-of those teachers was sent a

comprehensive questionnaire, some thirty pages in 'length. Of
the more than 2100 questionnaires which were sent out, 75%

were returned completed: an extremely high rate of return for
------suchuestionnaire distributed by mail.

The questionnaires, one form for elementary teachers and
another for secondary, were divided into eight sections. The
first section dealt with the teacher's background and academic
preparation. The remaining sections treated topics such as

1"
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goals of mathematics education, implementation of the pre-
scribed curriculum, utilization of calculators and computers,
impact of the Learning Assessment Program, teacher education
in the future. some class-specific information, and current
practices in the teaching of mathematics.

Second International Study of Mathematics

Strictly speaking, the International Study was not part
of the 1981 Assessment; however, both projects took place
during the 1980-81 school year and B. C. participation in both
was sponsored by the ;earning Assessment Branch. The results
obtained from B. C. participation in the International Study
are the subject of a separate volume to be published by the
Ministry of Education early in 1982. Only a brief description
of the structure of the study is given here.

The International Study is being Conducted by the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement, better known as IEA. IEA has sponsored a number
of international surveys on various subjects, including the
First International Study of Mathematics (Husen. 1967) which
was conducted approximately fifteen years ago. Twelve coun-
tries, not including Canada, participated in that study. -

As with the first study, the Second International Study
of Mathematics is focussed on two groups of students and their
teachers. For British_Columbia the first group, known as
Population A, consists of students enrolled in Math 8. The
second group, Population B, consists of "students who are in
the normally accepted terminal grade of the secondary educa-
tion system and who are studying mathematics as a substantial
part ... of their academic program". (IEA, 1979, page 10) In
B. C. the sample for Population B was drawn from among those
classes _taking Algebra 12. In all, approximately one hundred
Math 8 teachers and their students and an equal number of
Algebra 12 teachers and their students made up the sample of

_classes selected to represent British Columbia in the study.

More- -than twenty jurisdictions are represented in the
International Study. Moat are countries, but there are some
exceptions. A list of those participating is given below.

Australia
Belgium (Flemish)
Belgium (French)
Canada (British Columbia)
Canada (Ontario)

England
Finland
France

Israel
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
-ScDtiand
Spain
Swaziland
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Hong Kong Sweden

Hungary Thailand

Ireland United States

Components a the Study. The Second International Study

of Mathematics has been structured as a broadly-based investi-

gation of the teaching and learning of mathematics in schools.

The project has three major Components: a curriculum analysis,

a study of classroom processes, and an analysis of'student

outcomes, both cognitive and affective, in the light of the

curriculum and predominant instructional practices. The end-

result will be the construction of an international portrait

of the mathematics curriculum as intended and prescribed in

curriculum guides and textbooks, as implemented by teachers of

mathematics in their classrooms, and as attained by students.

Of the three components, the analysis of classroom pro-

cess used in the teaching of mathematics was the one which

most strongly motivated B. C. participation in the Study. A

series of unique, topic-specific questionnaires, each dealing

with a particular topic from the curriculum (e.g. Fractions,

Measurement, Trigonometry) was developed as a means of gather-

ing data on how teachers of mathematics go about the day-to-

day task of teaching mathematics. The curriculum analysis com-

ponent should also prove to be very usefu] since it will

enable comparisons to be made between the B. C. mathematics

curriculum and that offered in other parts of the world.

1.3 Structure of the Report

The topics covered in the remainder of this report fall

into three main categories corresponding to the three major

objectives of the 1981 Mathematics Assessment.

The first part, consisting of Chapters 2 and 3, deals

with the topic of models for the mathematics curriculum. The

Curriculum Modets-paper--menticvned- earlier- appears here as

Chapter 2. The three models defined therein will be referred

to on a number of occasions in the remainder of the report.

Chapter 3 contains a summary of the recommendations Qbtained

from the Review Panels that participated in the Goals Survey.

The second section, Chapters 4 to 7, deals with student

outcomes. Chapter 4 contains technical information about the

structure of the instruments, the pilot-testing of the "cogni-

tive items and the attitude scale, as well' as a discussion of

the sampling procedures used. In Chapter 5, the results ob-

tained at the Grade 4 level are presented. Chapters 6 and 7

contain -the-ana1ogous information for Grade 8 and 12 students

respectively. ,The Grade 10 reiatiere also-d-isc4ssed in

O
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Chapter 7.

The third portion, Ch6..pters 8 and 9, is a report of the
data obtained from teachers of mathematics. Chapter 8 contains

description of the background and academic prepacaLion of
the teachers as well as a summary of their opinions on a
number of matters affecting the mathematics curriculum.
Chapter 9 deals with the topic of instructional practices used
by teachers in their teaching of mathematics.

The last chapter, Chapter 10, contains the recommenda-
tions which the Contract Team wishes to direct to those
individuals, groups, and organizations who share the responsi-
bility for the continuing improvement of the teaching and
learning of mathematics in British Columbia.
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CHAPTER 2

CURRICULUM MODELS IN MATHEMATICS'

David F. Robitaille and Michael K. Dirks

Mathematics has always been a major component of the
school curriculum. Mmari (1980) reminds us, for example, that
Plato included mathematics as part of.the training of the
philosopher-king in The Republic. Although there are dif-
ferences among countries regarding the specific mathematical
topics that are included in the curriculum, in the proportion
of students who study that content, and in the ways in which/
the content,is taught, there is no disagreement regarding the,
basic fact of the matter. Mathematics is universally consi-
dereC to be an important component of schooling.

A great deal has been written on the topics of goals for
school mathematics and reasons for teaching mathematics. (See,
for example, Ahlfors and others, 1962; Watson, 1971; Edwards,
,Nichols, and Sharpe, 1972; Braunfeld, Kaufman, and Haag, 1973;
O'Brien, 1973; Bell, 1974; Evyatar, 1974; ,Hendrickson, 1974;
Christiansen, 1975; Hershkowitz, Shami, and Rowan, 1975;
Servais, 1975; Matthews, 1976; McNelis and Dunn, 1977). In the
past decade Unesco has sponsored the publication of a number
of reports entitled New Trends in Mathematics Teaching which
deal with changes in the teaching of mathematics around the
world. The most recent report, Volume IV, was published in
1979. Moreover, in 1978 Educational Studies in Mathematics
published sixteen papers from different countries dealing with
changes in type mathematics curridplum during the past twenty
years.

In spite of he size of this body of literature, it is
difficult to av id concluding, as W. W. Sawyer (1948) does,
that "the fact is that nobody knows why mathematics is taught
in schools. Teaching mathematics is a custom, like shaking
hands. We have got used to it. People cannot imagine schools
without an arithmetic-lesson." (page 8)

'The authors are indebted to a number of people for their con-
structive criticism of earlier drafts of this paper. Among
those who-helped in this way were Tom Bates of UBC, David
Wheeler of Concordia University, Ian Westbury of the
University of Illinois, 'as well as the other members of the
Contract Team and the Assessment Advisory Committee;

12
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The allegation that no one knows why we teach the mathe-

metici we do to so many students may be somewhat exaggerated,

but it does contain a certain amount of truth. Ar examination

of documents describing school mathematics curricula makes it

appear that, in some cases, little thought has been given to

fundamental issues such as the goals of the 'mathematics

curriculum. Where goals have been identified it is often

difficult to see how the content selected for inclusion in the
curriculum is related to those goals. In certain instances it

Would seem that curricular goals are stated and then largely
ignored. Content would appear to have been selected, as Sawyer

says, on the basis of tradition or in response to the latest

swine of the pendulum of curricular fashion.

Change in the mathematics curriculum is.sometimes under-
taken without sufficient prior consideration of goals and

objectives. Such change seems pre-ordained to be transitory
and not extremely influential. Successful adoption and
mentation of a revised curriculum requires, as a prerequisite,

careful weighing of the reasons for change and an in-depth

evaluation of the goals of the curriculum. Alfred North

Whitehead, the British 'philosopher, mathematician, and co-
author with Bertrtnd Russell of the Princioia Mathematica,

addressed himself to the issue of change in the mathematics
curriculum on the occasion of his presidential address to the

Mathematical Association (Whitehead, 1916). In decrying the
process by which such changes were introduced in a piecemeal

fashion he said:

This question of the degeneration of 'algebra
into gibberish, both in word and in fact, af-

fords a pathetic instance of the uselessness
of reforming educational schedules without a

clear conception of the attributes which you
wish to evoke in the living minds of the

children....
You cannot put life into any schedule of
general education unless you succeed in exhi-

biting its relation to some essential
characteristic of all intelligent or emotional
perception. (page 197)

More recently, in reporting the results of an observa-

tional study of the implementation of New Math curricula,
Sarason (1971) commented as fellows:

The attempt to introduce a change into the

school setting makes at least two assumptions:
the change is desirable according to some set
of values,, and the intended outcc es are

clear.... The new math ... illustrates the
problem of intended outcomes clearly....
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Neither in the specific case we described nor
in the general literature is it clear what
outcomes were intended, whether or not there
wz:, pricrity amt-ng outcczaa, and ;:hat Lhz
relationship is between any outcome and the
processes of change leading to it. (pages 62-
63)

Regarding the process of curricular change, Sarason as-
serts that "intended consequences are rarely stated clearly,
if at all, and as a result, a means to a goal becomes the goal
itself, or it becomes the misleading criterion for judging
change." (page 48)

The formulation of goals, the construction of a mathema-
tics curriculum, and the successful implementation of that
curriculum require an understanding of the nature of mathema-
tics itself, of school mathematics, and of the interaction
between the two. (See Figure 2-1) This interaction Hay be seen
as consisting of a number of factors which operate on the body
of mathematics to .select and restructure the content deemed to
be most appropriate for the school curriculum.

1

Curriculum

Development

Process

Figure 2-1. Origins of the school mathematics curriculum.

In the remainder of this chapter each of the three com-
ponents will be examined in some detail. The- nature of
mathematics will be discussed first. This will be followed by
an examination of four foices which affect and influence the
curriculum development process. Then three curriculuM models
for mathematics will be described as outgrowths of the two
earlier phases. Finally, some comments will be made concerning
the implications of such an analysis for the process of
curriculum revision. ,

24
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2.1 The Nature of. Mathematics

In A fnnrnnrp rn A paper dealing with aims of mathematics

;education, Watson (1971) says: "It has been conjectured that
there exists an no such that for n > no any set of n mathema-

ticiansticians will contain at least one pair who disagree on the
definition of mathematics. It is believed that no42."2 (page

106) As in the case of goals for the teaching of mathematics,

there is a substantial body of literature dealing with the

question of the nature of mathematics-
%

In this literature, there is virtual unanimity that
mathematics is not monolithic, but multi-faceted. Beltzner,

Coleman and Edwards (1976), in their review of the state of
the mathematical sciences' in Canada, characterize the field

in, three ways: (I) as a powerful means for analyzing

experience, (2) as a cultural resource, and (3) as an

important language essential for modern communication.
Furthermore, they propose as "the chief and overridiLg aim for
the teaching of mathematics in the schools the widest possible
dissemination ofar understanding of what mathematics is and ,

what it is not." (page 117) (emphasis in the original) They go

on to say that, to their knowledge; such an aim has never been
made explicit by any school system.

Many categorizations and partitionings cf mathematics
have been made over the years. It is commonplace, for example,
to distinguish between pure and applied mathematics.

The historian of science, Thomas S. Kuhn (1977), provides

some important insights confirming both the relatively recent

emergence of the pure-applied distinction, and the divergence

2A number of readers of an earlier draft of this paper have

suggested strengthening Watson's conjecture by changing the

condition to n no. This new conjecture would 'appear tobe
founded upon a. considerable amount of first-hand experience_

in the field.
,.

3Steen (1978a)- observes that "in the past quarter century the

world of mathematics has evolved from a single discipline to

a cluster of intertwined subjects now usually termed
'mathematical sciences'." (page 7) He lists as examples the

fields of number theory, mathematical logic, differential
topology, algebraic geometry, operations research, °statis-

tics, computer , science, combinatorics, mathdmatical

programming, mathematical economics, mathematical biology, .

mathematical psychology, mathematical linguistics, and.

cliometrics.
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of opinion internationally regarding the exact nature of this
di tinction.lHe writes:

"NC s
st.svs uos..11,j 1.44G

nineteenth century was a gradual shift in the
perceived identity of mathematics. Until' per-
haps the middle of the century such topics as
celestial. mechanics, hydrodynamics, elastici-
ty, and the vibrations of continuous and
discontinuous media were at the center of pro--,
fessional mathematical research. Seventy-five
years 'ester, they had become "applied
mathematics", a concern separate from and
usually of lower status than the more abstract
questions of ',"pure mathematics" which had
become central to the discipline.... [This
separation] occurred in different ways and at
different rates in different countries. (pages
60-61)

'Histo"rically, there has been considerable and, at times,
heated discussion about the nature of mathematics and, inevi-
tably, about the type of content most appropriate to school
mathematics. An examination of some of the details of such
discussions will help clarify certain aspects of the turricu-

' lum models to be presented later. ,N

Pure Mathematics

Much has been"written (Eves and Newsom, 1963; Benacerr
and Putnam, 1964; Nagel and Newman, 1968; Wilder, 1968;
,Barrett, 1979) about attempts around the turn of the century
'to secure the.foundations of mathematics aft1/4r the surge of
research activity in the preceding two centuries. 'The details
of Russell's logicism, Brouwer's intuitionism, and Hilbert's
formalism need not be examined here, but some consideration
must be given them if only because it has been argued else-
whkre (Kline, 1977; Barrett, 1979) that the goals of logicism
and formalism, in particular, have had an impact on both the
orientation of research in mathematics and on the mathematics
curriculum of the schools.

According to Russell (Moritz, 1958), "Pure mathematics is
the class of all propositions of the form '2 implies g', where
2 and g are propositions containing one.or more .ihriables, the
same in the two propositions, and neither.2 nor g contains any
constants except logical constants." Russell goes' on to say
that "mathematics may be defined as the subject in which we
never know what we are talking about, nor whether what we are
,saying'is true::" (page 7)

0

26
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Tne formalist program of David Hilbert.(a German of the
GOttingen school as were Gauss, Riemann, Klein, and later

Courant) has, even more than the logicist one, had an impact
on the school mathematics curriculum. Hilbert himself was an

eminent mathematician who worked in a number of different
fields and with varying, degrees of rigor. He is credited (Eves
and Newsom, 1963), on the one hand, wi..h having "sharpened the
mathematical method from the paterial axiomatics of Euclid 'o

the formal axiomatics of the present day,"-(page 142), and on
the dther hand, pith having produced a classic intuitive expo-
sition of geometry in Geometry and the Imagination with Cohn-
Vossen.

The basis for Hlibert's formalist position was his desire
to provide a consistent, finite, axiomatic foundation for all
of classical analysis (Wang, 1978). In Hilbert's view

"mathematical expressions are regarded simply as empty signs.
The postulates and theorems constructed from the system of

signs ... are simply sequences of meaningless marks which are
combined in strict agreement with explicitly stated rules."

(Nagel and N.'man, 1968, page 224) Von Neumann (1964) de-
scribed the formalist approach a1 follows:

Tyrleading idea of Hilbert's
is .that, even if the stateme
mathematics should-turn out to
content, 'nevertheless, class
involves an internally closed procedure which
operates according tofixed rules known to all
mehematicians and which consists basically in
constructing successively certailar combinations
of primitive symbols which- are considered
"correct" or "proved ". (Mega 50)

Hilbert's goal of establishing the absolute consistency of a

deductive system was shown by GOdel, in 1931, to be unat-
tainable for any system as complex as that of the arithmetic
of 'natural numbers. In his Incompleteness Theorem, GOdel dem-

onstrated that any "suitably strong" system will contain
statements whose truth or falsity is undecidable within that
system. (Hofstadter, 1979)

According to Barrett (1979), mathematics i'esearch in

America has been dominated by the goals of formalism. Felix
Browder and Saunders Mac Lane (1978), both eminent Ametican
mathematicians,. .draw a careful distinction between Hilbert's
formalist, program and the research paradigm which grew out of

it.

eory of proof
s of classical
e false-as to
al mathematics

In its most vulgar form (and it is the vulgar
fords of Aophisticai0 intellectual doctrines
that tend to 8,4)4 across the intellectual

4
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landscape), the-formalist doctrine was takeh
to say that mathematics consists simply of the
formal manipulation of uninterpreted symbols,
or of reasoning by formal deduction (itself

reduced simply to symbolic manipulation) from
any assumptions whatever as long as they could
be presented in an explicitly symbolic form.

Taken in this form (and it is clear from his
explicit statements that Hilbert would have
found this form of the thesis horrifying), the
vulgar formalist doctrine argued against, even
the possibility of any objective content for

any part of mathematics. It even seemed to
argue against the significance and the content
of the historically conditioned mathematical
fields, as well as against their intuitions
and central problems. In the context of apply-
ing mathematics _to the analysis of the

phenomena of the natural world, it makes any
significant application a miracle on principle
and a triumph of will over content. (page 344)

Browder and Mac pane thenAo on to argue that the effect

-,óf what they. term vulgar foimalism has been felt not, only in

the ma hematical culturetbut even-more so in some scientific
fields which make use 4 mathematics. Theycontend-that:

while the vulgar 'formalist attitude towards
-mathematics has. never- achieved a. totally .
dominant influehce upon mathematical research
even when unchallenged as an ideology, the
very similar instrumentalist viewpoint gf the
contemporary theoretical physicist towards
mathematics, became dominant in physics. (page
345)

Although formalism and abstraction are dertaieely not e-

quivalent terms, the abstract orientation of much of the
mathematical research on this continent and elsewhere during
this century has reinforced the formalist view of the nature
',f mathematics. As Marshall Stone (Griffiths and Howson, 1974)

has noted:

when we stop to compare the mathematics of

today with mathematics as it was at the close
of the nineteenth century, we may well be
amazed .to note how rapidly our mathematical
knowledge has grown in quantity and complexi-
ty, but we should also not fail to observe how
closely this development has been involved
with an emphasis on abstraction and an in-

creasing ,concern with the perception and

'Pe

2S
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analysis of broad mathematical patterrs.
Indeed, upon closer examination we see that
this new orientation, made possible only by
the divorce of mathematics from its applida-
tions, nas been the true source- of its
tremendous growth during the present century.
(page 120)

While not diiagreeing with Stone as to the facts of the
matter,, the following quotation from The Thirty- Second
Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) (Jonet, 1970) presents a somewhat less-glowing picture:

The tendency for American mathematical re-
search to be very pure, and in the general
area of the foundations of mathematics rather
than in-applied__mathematics,_ continued into
the twentieth century, becoming a real na-
tional handicap at the time of World, 4 War II.
(page 30)

One of the clearest indicatiots of the impact of abstract
formalistic thinking on School mathematics in America may be
found in the following remarks-by the late E. G. Begle (1979),
the mathethatician-turned-educator who' headed the extremely
influential School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) in the
U. E.--A.-He said, "-I- cons-idler -mathematics to _be. a set of
interrelated, abstract, symbolic systems." (page 1) Two pages
later he stated that; We are dealing with an abstract (the
symbols, so far, are meaningless), symbolic (we have nothing
but symbols and strings of symbols) s stem. (page 3) (empha-
sis in the original) Although Browder and Mar Lane (1978) feel
that the influence of formalism on profess:..,nal mathematical
activity is in decline, thzy also maintain that "vulgar for-
malism has been spread on a much more explicit level aid to a
much wider public than it ever reached before through the
formalist thrust of a large part of the new curricula in the
elementary and secondary schools." (page 345)

*

Hersh (1979), a critic Of formalism and of- the goal of
providing "secure" foundations for mathematics in general,

. ,states that there is a definite connection between this orien-
tation and the reality of school mathematics, not only in

terms of specific content but also in terms of pre.sentation
and motivation of the subject. He contends:

The last-half-century or so has seen the rise
'f formalism al, the most frequently advocated
point of view in mathematical philosophy. In
this same period, the dominant style of expo-
sition in mathematical journals, and even in

texts and treatises, has been to insist on

29
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precise details of definitions and proofs, but
to exclude or minimize discussion of why a

problem is interesting, or why a particular
method of proof is used.... One's conception
laf what mathematics i- affects one's concep-
tion of how it should Ei presented.... Another
example is the importation, during the '60's,
of set-theoretic notation and axiomatics into
the high-school curriculum. This was not an
inexplicable aberration, as its critics some-

. times seem to imagine. It was a predictable
conse'uence of the philosophical doctrine'that
reduces all mathematics to axiomatic systems
expressed in set-theoretic language. (page 33)
(emphaiis in the original)

Hersh goes on to conclude that:

(1) The unspoken assumption in all founds-
tionist viewpoints is that mathematics
must be a source of indubitable truth.

(2) The actual experience of all schools--and
the actual daily experience of
mathematicians--shows that mathematical
truth. like other kinds of truth, is fal-
lible and corrigible. (page 43)

Such views are similar to those formulated by Imre
Lakatos, whose mentors were Karl Popper and George Polya. The
recent focus on problem solving within the mathematics educa-
tion community (NCTM, 1980) provides special impetus for
critically considering Lakatos' stance concerning' the naturt
of the discipline. In his book, Proofs and Refutations: The
Logic of Mathematical Discovery, Lakatos (1-06) asserts that:

Formalism denies the status of qathematics to
most of what has beeh commonly understood to
be mathematics, and can say nothing about its
growth. None of the "creative" periods.and
hardly any of the "critical" periods of mathe-
matical theories would be admitted into the
formalist heaven, where mathematical theories
dwell like the seraphim, purged of all the
impurities of earthly uncertainty. {page 2)

In Lakatos' opinion, "informal, quasi-empirical, mathema-
tics does not grow through a monotonous increase of the number
of indubitably established theorems but through the incessant
improvement of guesses by speculat,on and criticism, by the
logic of proofs and refutations." (page 5)

30
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Amlied Mathematics

In contrast to the formalist view of mathematics as pure

is that held those who see the subject as being closely

linked to its applications. Interestingly enough, so-called
applied mathematicians h.ve frequently refused to adopt an

either-or position on the pure versus applied distinction,
preferring instead to promote a compromise between the two

extremes. Thus, Richard C-orant (1941) in the preface to his

classic text, What is Mathematics?, says:

"Mathematics as an expression of the

human mind reflects the active will, the con-
templative reason, and the desire for

aesthetic.. perfection. Its basic elements are
logic and intuition, analysis and construc-

tion, generality and individuality. Though
ci;Ifferent tradittions may emphasize different

a'spects, it is only the interplay of these
antithetic forces and the struggle for their

synthesis that constitute the life, useful-
ness, and supreme value of mathematical
science.

"without doubt, all mathematical develop-
ment has its psychological roots in more or
less practical requirements. But once started

under the pressure of necessary applications,
it inevitably gains momentum in itself and

transcends the confines of immediate utility.
This trend from applied to theoretical science
appears in ancient history as well as in many

contributions to modern mathematics by en-

gineers and physicists....

"However, while the theoretical and pos-

tulational tendency of Greek mathematics
remains one of its important characteristics
and has exercised an enormous influence, it
cannot be emphasized too stringly that appli-

cation and connection with physical reality
played just as important a part in the mathe-

matics of antiquity, and that a manner of
presentation less rigid than Euclid's was very
often preferred." (pages xv-xvi)

He cautions his readers about the danger of over-emphasi-

zing the deductive character of mathematics.

If the crystaLlized deductive form is the

goal, intuition and construction are at least
the driving forces. A serious threat to the

31
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very life of 'science is implied in the asser-
tion that matheiatics is nothing but a system
of conclusions drawn from definitions and pos-
tulates that must be consistent but otherwise
may be created by the free will of the mathe-
matician. If this description were accurate,
mathematics could not attract any intelligent
person. It would be a game with definitions,
rules, and syllogisms, without motiQi or goal.
The notion that the intellect can create
meaningful postulational systems at its whim
is a deceptive half-truth. Only under the dis-
cipline of responsibility to the organic
whole, only guided by intrinsic necessity, can,
the free mind achieve results of scientific
value. (page xvii)

Similar opinions_ have been voiced in other countries such as
the Soviet Union (Aleksandrov, Kolmogorov, Lavrent'ev, 1963)3
and'the United Kingdom (Griffiths and Howson, 1974).

Henry Pollak (1979, page 233),, in a.paper discussing the
interaction between mathematics and other school subjects,
presents four definitions of applied mathematics.

(1) "Applied mathematics means classical applied
mathematics," which includes the various branches of an-
alysis as well as algebra, trigonometry, and geometry
from the secondary school curriculum.

(2) "Applied mathematics means all mathematics that has sig-
nificant practical application." This would include all
of the topics in the current secondary school curriculum
plus such topics as probability, statistics, linear alge-
bra, and computer science.

(3) "Applied mathematics means beginning with a situation in
some other field or in real life," constructing and work-
ing within a mathematical model of the situation, Ind
then applying the results to the original situation.

(4) "Applied mathematics means what people who apply mathema-
tics in their livelihood actually do." This definition is
similar to the owe given in (3).

He then goes on to discuss, in some detail, each of these def-
initions and to show the implications of each for the school
curriculum.

Pollak's third and fourth definitions emphasize process
rather than content. A key implication for school mathematics
emanating from these two definitions is that the process of
model building should be emphasized rather than the applica-
tions themselves. Howson (1978), for example, is quite
critical of some of the material produced by the Sixth Form
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Mathematics Project (an applied, upper-secondary level pro-
ject) for merely putting narrow problems in an applied setting
and avoiding the model bUilding process. (page 207)

The term "mathematization" has been used to describe an

approach to the teaching and learning of mathematics based
upon the skills of model*building and John Tr,ivett of Simon
Fraser University and David Wheeler of Concordia are among the

Canadian proponents of such an instructional- approach.
Beltzner, et al. (1976) quote Wheeler approvingly and -then

give-the following admonition:

The absorption and retention of "facts" should
not be the main object of the teaching-learn-

--ing process - but rather an important by-

product. The main aim should be-that of. ex -._

ploiting, and extending the ability to

"mathematize" which is inherent in all"think-
ing individuals - by encouraging the student

to exult in the "algebraic" character of

mental functioning. (page 119)

Mathematics as a Creative Art

Mathematicians, whether pure or applied, have often writ-

ten and spoken about their field in terms- one usually

associates with the fine arts rather than the sciences. They

see mathematics as a realm of endeavor characterized by in-

sight, creativity,' and beauty. One of the major arguments to

be found in the literature concerning the reasons for studying
mathematics is the inherent beauty of tht subject, its struc-

tures, and its patterns.

G. H. Hardy (1967), the British mathematician, put it the

following way:

A mathematician, like a painter or a poet, is
a maker of patterns. If his patterns are more

permanent than theirs, it is because they are
made with ideas....
The mathematician's patterns, like the

painter's or the poet's, must be beautiful;
the ideas, like the colors or the words, must

fit together in a harmonious way. Beauty is

the first test: there is no permanent pace in
the world for ugly mathematics. (pages 84-85)
(emphasis in the original)

Hardy's mathematics was pure mathematics and he took

great delight in that fact. He said, "I have never done any-

thing 'useful'. No discovery of mine has made or is likely to
make, directly or indirectly, for good or ill, the least dif-
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ference to the amenity of the world." (page 150) He did say,
however, "I have added something to knowledge...which differs
in degree only, and not in kind, from that of the creations of

the great mathematicians, or of any of the other artists,
great or small, who have left some kind of memorial behind
them." (page 151)

The Hungarian-born American mathematician, Paul Halmos
(1968), described his art in the following way:

For the professional pure mathematician,
mathematics is the logical dovetailidg of a
carefully selected sparse set of assumptions
with their surprising cor..lusions via a con-
ceptually elegant proof. Simplicity,
intrkacy, and above all, logical analysis are
the hallmark_of'mathematics. (page 380)

and later:

It is, I think, undeniable that a great part
of mathematics was born, and lives in respect
and admiration, for no other reason than that
it is interesting--it is interesting in

itself.... Don't all of us feel the irresis-
tible pull of the puzzle? Is there really
something wrong with saying that mathematics
is a glorious creation of the human spirit and
deserves to live even in the absence of any
practical application? (page 386)

Finally, he says:

I hope just the same, that I've shown you that
there is a subject cadled mathematics... and
that that subject is a creative art. It is a

creative art because mathematicians create
beautiful new concepts; it is a creative art
because mathematicians live, act, and think
like artists; and it is a creative art because
mathematicians regard it sc. (page 389)

Applied mathematicians have also spoken aboutthis issue.
Morris Kline (1962) is an applied mathematician whose greatest
technical contributions to mathematics have been in the area
of the mathematical behavior of radio waves. He has also been
a harsh critic of what he perceives as being an extreme over-

emphasis on formalism and abstraction in mathematics research
and teaching. He, like Courant, rejects the pure-applied dis- -

tinction and, regarding the artistic side of mathematics, he
observes:
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Mathematics offers artistic outlets not only
in the creation of theorems and proofs, but in

the expression of its material. A painter may
have a great theme but he must also present it
most effectively. The same is true in mathema
tics. The symbolism can be employed neatly and
suggestively just as words are.used in poetry.
(page 671)

Later, he continues:

Perhaps the best reason for regarding mathema-
tics as an art is not so much that it affords

an outlet for creative activity as that it
provides spiritual values. It pq.* man In

touch with the highest aspiratiien and lofti-

est goals. It offers inte,leCtual delight and

the exaltation of resolving the mysteries of
the universe. (page 671)

Summary

The purpose of this section has been to examine several

conceptions of the nature of.mathematics, since it has been
suggested (Otte, 1979) that the way in which mathematics is

vier d by members of the mathematics community has a profound

effect on the school curriculum as conceived and as realized.

The categories discussed here were chosen more for the sake of

convenience than out of any strong feeling for their su-

periority over some other categorization. Differing approaches

to such a discussion of the nature of mathematics have been

taken by Browder (1976) and Confrey (1980), to name only two.
What seems clear is that some sort of analysis and, discussion

of the nature of mathematics is a prerequisite to the process

of curriculum development,

Thecurrent literature in mathematics education contains
increasingly frequent references to the ideas of Imre Lakatos,

whose work was mentioned earlier. For example, Bill Higginson

(1980) of Queen's University contends that "answers to some

critical problems of long standing in mathematics education

can be found in aspects of the theories of Karl Popper, Imre

Lakatos and Jean Piaget." (page 6) Some possible implications
of Lakatosian ideas for school mathematics have been suggested
by Hersh (1979). He contends:

The criticism of formalism in the high schools
has been primarily on pedagogic grounds: "This
is the wrong thing to teach, or the wrong way

to teach." But all such arguments are incon-

clusive if they leave unqUestioned the dogma

that real mathematics, is precisely formal
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derivations from formally stated axioms. If

this philosophical dogma goes unchallenged,
the critic of formalism in the schools appears
to be advhcating a comprOmise in quality:, he
is a sort of pedagogic opportunist, who wants
to offer the student less than the ."real

thing". The issue, then, is not, What is the
best way to teach? but, What is mathematics
really all about? To discredit formalism in
pedagogy, one must challenge its philosophical
base: the formalist picture of the nature of

mathematics. Controversies about high-school
teaching cannot be resolved without confron-
ting problems about the nature of mathemOtts.-
,(page 33-34) (emphasis in the original) -

whether' Hersh has over-stated the case or whether, as
Agassi (1980) has-suggestedT-a- atosiart-- revolution is im-
minent, is tar from clear. What i,s clear is that the prevalent
perceptions of the nature of mathematics are an important de-
terminant of the school mathematics curriculum.

2.2 Factors Influencing the Curriculum Development Process

Earlier, the curriculum development process was portrayed
as a mediator between the domain of mathematics and that of

school mathematics. The function of the curriculum development
process is to restructure mathematics into a form appropriate
for the school curriculum.. This restructuring process is in-

fluenced by a number of factors, each of which affects the
development of the mathematics curriculum in a specific way.
Four such factors will be discussed here.

Sociological Factors

Both the content and the methodology of school mathema-
tics are influenced by sociological factors beyond the control
of the schnml And by the nature. of the schoni setting itself.

As Bauersfeld (1980) has observed:

Teaching and learning mathematics is realized
in institutions which the society has set up
expriFITly to produce shared meanings among
their members. Institutions are represented
and reproduced' through their members and that
is why they have characteristic impacts on

human interactions inside of the
institutional.rsicl They constitute norms and
roles; they develop rituals in actions and in
meanings; they tend to seclusion and self-suf-
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ficiency; and they even produce their own

content--in this case, school mathematics.
(pages 35-36) (emphasis in the original)

The past twenty years or so have provided a number of

exampleS--of -the influence of sociological factors on the

mathematics curriculum of the schools.' Dur_ing the New Math

era, _for example, mathematics was considered by many as re-
quirin41fittts-set-attention and prominence in the schools. In

the United States, all of the physical sciences as-well as
mathematics benefitted from an enormous influx. _of government

and private foundation funds- during the-late 1950s and the

1960s, in part as a result of the'Surcessful launching of the

first` unmanned earth satellite by the Soviet Union in 1957.

The picture in the United Sta s regarding public support
for mathematics and the physical sciences has changed dramati-

cally in the lasttwo-decades. As the report of the National

Advisory Committee on Mathematical Education (1975) makes

clear, the importance of mathematics and the sciences has de-

clined in public opinion, and students' interests are being

directed elsewhere. As a result, financial support for curric-

ulum development and research in mathematics is not nearly as

strong as it was.

More recently we have witnessed, on the one hand, the

rise of "accountability" in -the schools as a response to
public pressure about the high costs of schooling; and, on the

other hand, we have seen disquiet about claims that standards

are falling. The so-called back-to-basics movement,' minimum
competency testing, and the growth of provincial, state, and

national assessment programs may all be viewed as responses by
school systems to demands from the society which they serve.

Teachers are members of the society in whose schools they

teach, and therefore are in a somewhat ambiguous position re-
gardfng-innovati-ans_in_teaching_ prartice and materials. In

House's (1979) opinion, many curricular innovations have

failed because they were subverted by teachers and never im-

-'------A m" "--ivaLC/Cis :Lc4L;Gratly failed tc, c-- "-r ...... .....
6 .1.v.i. 1..sSIG

critical role of classroom teachers and neglected to involve

them in the development process. For example, there is moun-

ting evidence (Brandt and others, 1979; Fey, 1979; Robitaille,

1981) that the New Math was never fully implemented in

schools,' and that teachers have not responded as positively

or as enthusiastically as might have been expected to the

'This movement is a world-wide phenomenon. According to

Kolyagin, Lukankin, and Oganesyan (1980, page 74) in the

Soviet Union it is known as the "return to Kiselev" movement.
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adoptton of the metric system or to the use of calculators and
computers in schools (Robitaille and Sherrill, 1977).

It has also been argued that innovations which stressed
an inquiry approach or learning by discovery frequently had
little impac because of their lack of fit with a rule-obe-
dience functi of school mathematics. Easley (1979)., for

example, contends that:

Some teachers might even admit to using arith-
metic as a,kind of moral training in the sense
that_ students can be taught to be neat and
orderly, to be- --responsible for doing their
work on time and getting---it_turned in in
prorer form, and being responsible fot- their
own _work and not getting help from other
people. These- are,-really moral values for
which -arithmetic is seen by many-teachers to
be a suitable instrument, not the only instru-
ment but one very suitable instrument. (page
9) (emphasis in the original)

4

Although it has not been done were, it would certainly be
possible to discuss the impact of sociological factors on the
curriculum development process in a broader context. It may
be, for example, that the type of social and political system
operating in a given place at a given time influences not only
the educational system in general but, in particular, the
mathematics curriculum. As Howson (1980) has observed:

It is usual in mathematical periodicals--even
those devoted to education ---to fight shy. of
political issues. For example, curricula and
school organisational patterns are presented
and discussed in an aseptic, non-political
manner. Yet mathematics education in any coun-
try cannot be divorced from politics, and we
delude ourselves if we believe that this is
noc so. (page 285)

Howson continues with a critique of Swetz's (1978) formu-
lation and analysis of the phenomenon , of "socialist
mathematics education". Such cross-political comparisons are
beyond the scope of the present paper and, as can be inferred

5Beltzner et al. (1976) consider the New Math movement in

Canada to have failed because, in their opinion, only the
appearance of New Math was incorporated in most textbooks and
those textbooks "attempt to teach jargon rather than ideas."
(page 122)
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from Howson's paper, much careful analysis remains to be done.
before any meaningful conclusions can be drawn in this 'area.
Nonetheless, it seems clear that any program of curriculum
revision which seeks to incorporate aspects of an apparently
successful innovation from a different jurisdiction must in-
clude an analysis of the social and political differences
between the two places.',

Psychological Factors

'Griffiths and Howson (1974) have stated that in Great
Britain psychological theories have not tIr3 a very great
impact on the mathemaalpics curriculum, especially at the secon-
dary school level. They do say, however, that among the
exceptions to this general rule are.the materials produced by
the Nuffield Project, the work of Her Majesty's Inspector
Edith Biggs, and, to a lesser extent, that of Richard Skemp.

In North America, on the oth.er hand, the mathematics
curriculum and the teaching of 'mathematics- have both been
fairly heavily influenced by changing beliefs and theories
about the ways in which children learn and what they are ca-
pable of learning at various age levels. Although some such
beliefs and theories have been short-lived, a few have demon-
strated remarkable durability and resistance to change.

A great many educators still subscribe to a form of ,the
theories of mental discipline and transfer of training as they
apply to mathematics. They believe that subjects like mathema-
tics help teach students to "think logically" both in

mathematical and non-mathematical situations. In a study con-
ducted among teachers of secondary school- mathematics in

British Columbia (Robitaille, 1973), for example,, it was found
that when teachers were asked to rank some twenty objectives
for the teaching of geometry, the five objectives which were
ranked highest had nothing to do with geometry itself, or with
mathematics for that matter. All of them were either mental
discipline or transfer objectives. The belief, however ill-
femnAdari, that tha attirly of Rflnlitiaan avnthotin nonmotry will
assist in the development of students' ability to think logic-
ally, has persisted in spite of results such as those reported
by Fawcett (1938) and, more recently, WilLams (1980).

'MacDonald (1977), for example, has compared the relative in-
fluence of American and British approaches to the New Math on
the Australian curriculum. In his opinion, "The upshot was
that the transition to new mathematics programs. in many parts
of this country combined some of the worst features of both
the U. K. and the U. S. experiences!" (page 56)
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Bcaaviorist theories of learning, from those of

, E. L. Thorndike to Robert Gagne, have also had a considerable
and lasting influence on the teaching of mathematics.
Thorndike's -laws of exercise, effect, and readiness were based

upon- his rejection of a logical; axiomatic presentation of

arithmetic. Critics of his connectionist psychology have as-

. serted that he rejected meaning in mathemitics along with
axiomatics (Jones, 1970). Thorndike himself (1921) admonished
his readers that:

ArithMetic makes a very strong appeal to two
potent interests--the interest in mental acti-
vity and the interest in achievement. Many
children like arithmetic in the same way and
for much the same reasons that they like

puzzles, riddles, checker's, chess, and other
intellectual names. Almost all children _like.
to have their tasks definite so that they can
know what they have- to do and when it is -done,
and enjoy the sense of action, achievement,
and mastery. (page 14)

He encouraged teachers to, use arithmetical games, races,
matches, and the like ... when such games, races, and the like
are jest as instructive as mere'drill for drill's sake." (page
28) While it'is clear that Thorndike's formulation of, bonding
lost credibility in the 1930s, it ust be recognized.that many ,
teacher-,, -or commercially-produced ames and puzzlewoiksbeets
are based upon a Thorndikean view arning.7 Smith (1976),
in discussjng the impact of Thorndike's work, says that "by.'

and large Thorndike's) conception rning occurs has
permeated o thinking about teaching to such tent that
we are oft n unaware that we are persua(ed by hi- iews."

'(page 25)

More recently, the construction of So-called task analy-

ses and behavioral objectives has enjoyed wide popularity in
North America. 'The Dutch mathematician, Hans Freudenthal
(icrms.), this "atomisation". to use his terminoloov.
in the strongest terms. He points out that this practice has

not taken such a firm hold in other countries, pointing in
particular to the Nuffield project materials in Great Britain

as well as to work by Tames Varga in Hungary and Emma
Castelnuovo in Italy.

'Just as Browder and Mac Lane (1978) distinguished between
Hilbert's view of formalism and its "vulgar" derivative, one
might also distinguish between Thorndike's actual formula-
tions and their vulgar derivatives.
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During the New Aatb era the work of Jerome Bruner (1963)
was extremely influential in the educational literature, if
not in the typical classroom. His declarations to the effect
that "any subject can be taught effectively in some intellec-
tually honest form to any child at any stage of development,"
(pace 33) and that the best way to learn mathematics* is by
behaving like a mathematician, were hallmarks of that period.
At-the primary school level, the developmental theory of Jean
Piaget continues to exert an import%.1i., influence on tire

teaching of mathematics in North America and elsewhere.

Piaget's (1973) conclusion that "there exists, as a func-
tion of the development of inte'ligence as a whole, a

spontaneous and gradual construction of elementary logico-
mathematical structures and that these 'natural' ... struc-
tures are much closer to those being used -in 'modern'
uathematits than to those being used in traditional
mathematics" (page 79) has sometimes been used, along with
Bruner's declaration, to justify the i-clusion of modern
mathematics in final, finished form in the school curr' um.
However, 7iaget himself states:

with modern mathematics..AA the teacher is

°often tempted to present far too early notions
and operations in a framewrrk that is already
very formal. In this case the procedure that
would seem indispensable would to take as
the starting point the qualitative concrete
le,eis: in other words, the representations or
models used should correspond to the natural
logic of the levels of the pupils in question,
end formalisation should be kept for a later
moment. (pages 86-87)

It shoe d be' noted in this connection that the Harvard
Mathematics Project conducted by_Bruner and Dienes (Dienes,
1963) relied heavily on the use of concrete apparatus although
one of their objectives certainly was to accelerate the pro-
cess of formalization.

ReactiOns to these theories and beliefs has varied both
between and within countries. For example, Jim Fey (1978) of
the University of Maryland criticized many of the American New
Math programs for the elementary school as having been
"conceived in a naive optimise that young children could
achieve far more than had ever been expected of theM.". (page.

341) On the other hand, Max Bell (1980) ot the University of

*Bruner's comment was actu,lly made about physics, not mathe-
matics.
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Chicago, in an address to the annual meeting of the NCTM, said
that one of the major problems facing mathematics educators in
the 1980s was a "pervasive pessimism about yOung children's
mathematics abilities." (page 17-1)

Although. a great deal of research has been done on the
-topic of how children learn mathematics, "progress has been
slow and our knowledge of mathematical learning processes
meagre," (Chapman, 1972, page 153) Many of the most fundamen-
tal -questions remain only partially answered, and the list of
issues or questions which have been answered deflnitively is

all too short.

Pedagogical ''actors

The methods and materials used by teachers of mathematics
are important determinants of the mathematics curriculum as it

is attained by students. So too are the qualifications, both
academic and p'rcfessional, of the teachers themselves.

At the elementary school level in many countries,
teachers have lit,le or no academic preparation in mathematics
beyond the secondary school level (OEEC, 1961). In British
Columbia, for example, approximately twenty-five percent of

the elementary school teachers surveyed in 1977 (Robitaille
and Sherrill, 1977) indicated that they had no post-secondary
training in mathematics.

Elementaiy teachers tend to be generalists while their
-secondary school counterparts are more likely to be subject
matter, specialists. The resulting dichotomy between "child-
orientation versus subject matter-orientation" has, in Otte's
terms (1979, page 126), been a source of antagonism in discus-
sions of the pedagogy of mathematics. The pros and cons of
permitting only specialists to teach mathematics have been
debated for many years, but no resolution of this argument,
appears imminent.

The type of training which universities provide for pros-
pective teachers of mathematics is also an important issue.
Reporting el- the PRIME-80 conference which was sponsored by
the Mathematical Association of America and which was irrzended
to identify directions for the university-level training of

future KL-hematicians and teachers of mathematics, Steen
(1978b) si...ites,rather ominously that:

Moreover, 60% of undergraduate mathematics
enrollments are now in applied areas, with the
remaining 40% split evenly between required
and e,.eCtive courses. Only those students pre- .

paring for careers as high school teachers are
continuing to take the traditional courses -
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because they are required to by certification
regulation,. This situation ... is doubly dan-
gerous: not only does it mean that future high
school teachers May be ill-prepared to cope

with their students' demands for new applica-

tions, but the commitment to teaching

disqualifies them ,from other mathematics-re-
lated jobs that now universally require majors
with an applied concentration. (page 172)

The subject matter content of the curric4um and the

nature of the population of students at a given grade level

who are studying mathematics vary considerably from place to

place, particularly at the secondary school level. Thus, in

some European countries, a substantial portion of the last

year of secondary school mathematics is devoted to the study

of talculus. In such countries, it is often the case that only

a small proportion of the student population is permitted to

continue their studies of mathematics beyond the minimum com-

pulsory level. In other words,- these countries have formal

"streaming" or "tracking" programs' whereby students who have

been identified as highly capable in a given subject area are

challenged to explore those areas in some depth.

In both Canada and the United States, a larger proportion

of students studies mathematics beyond the compulsory level

than in many other countries. In most school jurisdictions in

North America, however, there is some sort of provision made

for talented students to specialize or to complete the regular

courses in an accelerated way and then follow a program such

as Advanced Placement through which high school students can

gain up to one-year's university credit in calculus. In

British Columbia, although a few elective courses have been

included in the secondary school mathematics curriculum, no

program of acceleration or specialization is defined in the

Curriculum Guide. As a matter of fact, the so-called honors

course at the Grade 12 level was discontinued several years

ago.

A pedagogical situation which appears to be unique to

British Columbia is that of semestering or, in some cases,

quartering of mathematics courses. In some schools, for exam-

ple, students take a course such as Mathematics 8 during the

first semester (September to January), and then take no mathe-

'According to two papers recently published by Unesco (Hayter,

1980; Kawaguchi, 1980), for example, qualified students in

the,,United Kingdom and Japan may spend between 10 and 18

hours a week taking mathematics courses at the senior secon-

dary level.
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matics course during the'second semester. In other parts of ,

Canada and in the United States, this type of semestering of

courses may be relatively common at the Grade 12 level, but is
rarely seen at lower grade levels.

Technological Factors

In British Columbia, the inf'uence of technological fac-
tors on the mathematics curriculum and the teaching of

mathematics has been minimal, Re 'its from a survey of mathe-
matics.teaching practices in Britlich Columbia (Robitaille and
Sherrill, 1977) indicate that little use is made of audio-
visual aids and equipment other than the overhead projector.
Moreover, only a small percentage of teachers who have access
to computers actually make use of them in their teaching of

mathematics either for instructional or managerial functions.
The use of calculators is favored by teachers for secondary
school students, but not for elementary school students and
not during examinations.

Other countries appear to make more extensive use of var-
ious media, for example, in the production of radio and
television programs in mathematics for the schot,ls. Heimer
(1979) states that, at a conference held in 1967, reports of

radio. and television pro,:rams in mathematics were received
from Denmark, Australia, France, Hungary, Ireland, and the
United States. He also states that since 1957, the BBC has
produced more than 3no such r=lgrams, and that the Federal
Republic of Germany, Brazil, Japan, the United States, and
Hong Kong have "recently mounted important television or re-'
diovision projects' in mathematics." (page 222) Of course,
without further information, one must be careful not to equate
the existence of particular programs or innovatiovs with their
widespread use and implementatien.

Of all the various technological devices and materials,,
the calculator seems certain to have the greatest impact on
the schools and on th-2 `caching of mathematics. In some coun-
tries their use is vil'uaLy universal and students use them
at all times, even during examinations. In other countries
ca'culators are rarely found in schools and.their impact has
yet to be felt.

The situation in British Columbia regarding calculators
is somewhere between these two extremes, and some decision
regarding their place anZ availability in the schools will
have to be made in the near future. The q...estion of whether it
makes sense, economically or educationally, to devote so much
time to the development of children's ability to compute when
low-priced, powerful calculators are readily available must be
addressed. Wheatley (1980), for example, has proposed the fol-
lowing changes to the mathematics curriculum of the elementary
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school:

shift from a computationally based curri-u-
19m to a conceptually oriented curriculum
using the calculator as an instrumental
tool, and
eliminate the teaching of complex computa-
tions in the elementary school. (page 37)

Wheatley's second recommendation is the more straightfor-
ward of the two. Suggestions to eliminate such computational
skills as long division with divisors of more than two digits,
and multiplication by multipliers having more than two digits

are clear and unambiguous. His.first point is more problema-
tic, both in terms of its meaning for curriculum developers

and of the form in which such a curriculum would in fact be

implemented by teachers. As Roberts (1980; has stated in

reviewing the results of research into the use of calculators:

Although the proposition that calculator usage
can have an impact on mathematical concept
formation seems reasonable, it is not support-
ed thus far by the empirical data available.
In fact, a strong case can be made that this
hypothesis has not been adequately tested

since few studies made any real attempt to
carefully integrate calculator use into the

curriculum that would illustrate how.calcula-
tors can facilitate concept learning. (page

84)
.:

While the phrase, "conceptually oriented curriculum", is
open to many, perhaps rather contradictory, interpretations,

any forecast of curricular change :,r2 this direction arising
from the introduction of calculators into the classroom must

be tempered by data such as that reported by teachers in the

1977 British Columbia Mathematics Assessment (Robitaille and
Sherrill, 1977). When asked where the major emphasis should be

placed in the mathematics curriculum, less than seven percent
of the elementary school teachers polled favored a greater
emphasis on the development of concepts and principles than on
computational skills and drill. (page 43)

Given the pre-eminent position of computational skills in

the curriculum, at least in North America, on the one hand,
and the power and availability of calculators on the other, it

would appear that some sort of large-scale curricular impact

is inevitable. The fate of previous innovations, as well as
the influence of other factors within the curriculum, develop-

ment process, however, makes it virtually impossible to

predict the precise nature of any such change with any high

degree of confidence. For those undertaking curriculum revi-
y
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sion, an in-depth analysis of the specific uses and
implications afforded by this device would seem to warrant top
priority.

The ever-increasing availability of micro-computers also
has important implications for both the content of the school
mathematics curriculum as well as the emphasis to be placed on
different topics. Ultimately, the presence of such devices in
classrooms will have implications for teaching methodology as
well.

Summary

The curriculum development process in mathematics is in-
fluenced or affected by a number of factors, four of which
have been discussed here: sociological, psychological, pedago-
gical, and technological. In every place where mathematics is
taught, different weight is attached to and different concerns
dominate each of these factors. This has the ultimate effect
of producing different curricula, each of which is unique to
the particular place for which it was developed.

2.3 Models for the Mathematics Curriculum

Earlier, in Figure 2-1, the school mathematics curriculum
was portrayed as being an outgrowth of the nature of the sub-
ject itself, adapted, filtered, ,,and restructured by the
curriculum development process. Four factors which influence'
that process were described and their role An-the emergence of
a particular model for the mathematics turLiculum is portrayed
in Figure 2-2.

One might conceive of several different curriculum models
for mathematics, each one based on a particular view of the
nature of the subject and conditioned by sociological, psycho-
logical, pedagogical, and technological factors. Of this
number, there are three which are prevalent today: a model
which emphasizes mathematics as the science of abstract struc-
tures and their properties, a second which stresses the
applications bf mathematics to other disciplines, and a third
which emphasizes the importance of mathematics in everyday
living. These models will be referred to, respectively, as the
Pure Mathematics model, the Applied Mathematics model, and the
Basic Mathematics model.

The Pure and Applied Mathematics models are more or less
directly derived from the corresponding views of the nature of
the discipline. Such views are then filtered through the
curriculum development process, and influenced by factors such
as the sociological, psychological, pedagogical, and technolo-
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MATHEMATICS]
CURRICULUM

MODEL

Sociological Factors-

, Psychological Factors-
Pedagogical Factors.'

Technological r-actors-

Figure 2-2. Development of a mathematics curricul4 model.
a

lical ones discussed earlier. In contrast, the third model has
only- a tenuous connection with any view a mathematician might
have of the nature or the value of the subject. Al:hough
Poincare's admission that he inevitably made errors in car-

p

rying out column addition exercises may not be characteristic
of professional mathematicians in general, there is no reason
tb believe that computational ability or a good memory for

formulas,, for example, are necessary components of creative
ability in mathematics (Krutetskii, 1976). The Basic
Mathematics model is Mich moreka direct product of the influ-
ence of factors such as the sociological-and pedagogical than
a derivative of a particular view of the nature of mathema-
tics.

1

In practice, these three models are seldom if ever found
in a pure state. Thus, the mathematics curricului for a given
place and for a given grade level might advocate placing
greater emphasis on one model than on either of the others,
but it is extremely unlikely that a curriculum would be con-
structed on the basis of one of these models to the total
exclusion of the other two. For example, a particular curricu-
lum might assign a pre-eminent role to the Pure Mathematics
model and yet still include aspects of the Applied. Mathematics
and Basic Mathematics models. Similarly, it is difficult to
imagine an entire mathematics curriculum being built solely
around the Basic Mathematics model.

To illustrate how these models are applied in practice)
three curricula will be considered: the French, the British,
and the North American. The French and British examples illus-
trate the existence of conflicting views of the importance of
the Pure Mathematics model as opposed to the Applied

4
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Mathematics one. The North American example is important to
this discussion not only because it is the context within
which we are operating, but also because it appears to be in,a
somewhat fluid state at the present time as a result of a
number of pressures for change that are being exerted both
from within 'aid outside the profession.

Due to ,limitations of space, the discussion of these
curricula must be rather brief. Many details have had to be

omitted and the resultant portrayal is somewhat over-simpli-
fied. In each of the three cases to be considered, the
mathematics, curriculum and the issues surrounding it are sig-
nificantly more complex and less easy to categorize than might
be inferred on the basis of the information presented here.

The French Curriculum

French society is more class-structured than North
American society and the French educational system, by its
selectivity, remains, despite attempts to democratize it, one
of the major agencies which propagate that structure (Revuz,
1979). Revuz has also pointed out that mathematics the

major instrument for sorting students into different educa-
tional tracks, and he warns that continuation of this practice
can do nothing but harm to the future of mathematics in

France. He says,, for example, "Success in mathematics has
become the-quasi-unique criterion for the career choices and
the selection of pupils." (page 247) And later, "The use of
mathematics as a selection instrument within the school system
could spell death to mathematical education in France." (page

250)

France has 11613 a long history of excenence in mathema-
tics, bilt the direction of Fren"ch mathematics research has
,changed dramatically in the last hundred years. Aa Kuhn (1977)
points out, French mathematicians such as Laplace, Fourier,
and Poisson mathematized physics during the first quarter of

the nineteenth century but, for reasons which are unclear,
after mid-century the attention of French mathematicians was
diverted from the concrete concerns of physics toward the
foundations of mathematics, culminating in the voluminous work
of Nicolas Bourbaki."

This fundamental re-orientation of mathematical focus has
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had an impact on the school curriculum. The French
mathematician, Rene Thom, speaking at the second International
Congress on Mathematical Education in 1972 said, "In fact,
whether one wishes it or not, all mathematical pedagogy, even
if scarcely coherent, rests on a philosophz of mathematics.
The modernist tendency is grounded essentially in the forma-
list conception of mathematics." (Otte, 1979, page 123)

An indication of the direction taken by reform in mathe-
matics eddcation in France may be fou:d in the paper presented
by the French mathematician, Jean Dieudonne, at the Royaumont
Seminar in 1959 (OEEC, 1961)." At that conference, Dieudonne
encouraged delegates to consider a number of fundamental re-

forms to the school mathematics curriculum. He encouraged the

adoption of more precise terminology and language, and the

replacement of traditional Euclidean geometry by linear alge-
bra and, particularly; ,vector spaces. He also urged the

adoption of a more rigorous, axiomatic development of school
mathematics based upon "constant appeal to intuition" (page

39) (emphasis in the original) and "experimental work", par-
ticularly with younger children. In a later paper reviewed by

Stevens and Garfunkel (1975), Dieudonne is auoted ap saying
-that, for most teachers, "the only way they can arrive at a

reasonably good understanding of mathematics and pass it on to
their students will be through a careful presentation of their
material, in which definitions, hypotheses, and arguments are
precise enough to avoid any misunderstanding." (page 685) In

the, same vein, Andre Magnier, Honorary General Inspector of
Public Education (France), said "the axiomatic presentation
has become--since Hilbert--the key presentation method in
mathematics." (page 10)

Many of Dieudonne's recommendations have become hallmarks
of what North Americans understand to be the French mathema-
tics- curriculum. Similar programs emphasizing mathematics as
the study of structures have been developed in Belgium and,

for many North Americans, the texts and materials produced in
Belgium by Georges Ply served as an introduction to the new

"Bourbaki is the pseudonym adopted by a group of mathemati-
cians, mainly French, who produced their first volume in
1939 and their thirty-first in 1965. Andre Well and Jean
Dieudonne have been among the leaders of the group. The
origin of the name itself is obscure, perhaps borrowed from

the Franco-Prussian War general, Charles Denis Sauter
Bourbaki.. (Boyer, 1968)

"In the proceedings of that conference, one finds Dieudonne's
now-famous remark: "Euclid must go!"
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approaches being tried in France and other francophone juris-
dictions. In the United States, the Comprehensive School.
Mathematics Program directed by Burt Kaufman has drawn heavily
upon.Papy's work.

The elementary sapol mathematics curriculum in Belgium
was described rece-ri in a paper by De Bruyn {1980). He lists
as major themes. of the-program the following fille topics:
'Sets and Relations, Numbers, Geometry, Measurement, and
Applied Mathematics. The 'detailed listing of the content of
the program is not broLen down by age or grade level, bt't if
is understood tha: the ordering is not chronological, but the
themes should evolve in symbiosis and'the mathematical struc-
tures build up themselves progressively in filigree of the
five themes." (page 19)

The Sets and Relations theme or strand contains topics
such as the properties of equivalence relations, Venn dia-
grams, auantifiers, logical connectives, and Cartesian-
products. The Numbers strand includes the concept of infinite
sets. integers, rational numbers. properties of operations,
and arithmetic. The Geometry strand includes the study of
plane and solid figuris and their properties as well as the
study of projections, symmetries, rotations, and translations.
In the Measurement strand are topics such as length, area,
volume, mass, time, and temperature. Applied mathematics ac-
counts for approximately twenty percent of the curriculum and
consists of topics such as equations, statistics, and probabi-
lity.

In the same volume, a paper by Laumen, Bex, and
Nachtergaele (1980) describes the content of the secondary
school mathematics curriculum in the following terms:

The programs recommend the study of the
main ideas concerning sets, relations, and
functions; then the study of sets of numbers
as structures; in geometry, the study of dif-
ferent sets of transformations and of their
basic structure and that af vector spaces of 2
and 3 dimensions.

"The teaching of analysis includes ele-
mentary concepts of topology.... Moreover, we
hope to reach a unified teaching of mathema-
tics, where the boundaries between algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, etc. have been expli-
citly abolished.

"Because of the introduction of modern
concepts and the elimination of topics such as
spherical trigonometry, descriptive geometry,
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and certain areas of arithmetic, we have been

able to include in the secondary scnool
curriculum an introductory treatment riot only

of algebraic structures, but also of in*egral

calculus, statistics, and probability (page

28) (translated Inom the French).

The Pure Mathematics model has also Kad an impact on the
mathematici curriculum in the Province of Quebec,-at well as

in other parts of Canada. In his work at the Universite de

Shetbrooke, for example; Zoltan Dienes'2 developed materials

which emphasized mathdMatical structures. Moreover,-the goals

ranked first and second in the list of four basic aims of the

elementary mathematics program for francophone schools in

Quebec are:

a. The exploration or acquistion of mathema-
tical concepts, properties, relations,
patterns, or structures.

b. A growing familiarity with certain elements
(verbal, graphic, or'symbolic) of mathema-

- tical -language necessary or' useful for

communication (McNicol, 1980, pb9e 11)

(translated from the French).

Computational skills are ranked third in this list, whereas

they are ranked higher in each of the other provinces

(McNicol, 1980).

It would be erroneous to atsume that, even in France, the

Pure Mathematics model has been universally adopted and ac-

cepted. Revuz (1979) reveals the existence of a considerable

'credibility gap regarding the new mathematics programs by

saying:

And there persists among the general public,
and within government circles, the idea of an

opposition between classical mathematics, aus-

tare but useful, of which it is necessary to
acquire a "core" at all costs, and modern

mathematics, clever, and entertaining but in

the last resort pointless, which one would put
on the list of subjects of enlightenment"--
which might be a tribute to its value as
mental training, or a polite way of saying

that it is of'secondary importance, to be sac-
.

'2Dienes' materials have also been used to some extent in

France and elsewhere. (Bell, 1975)
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rificed when there is a cut in the timetable.
(pages 243-244)

There are also indications, from certain spokesmen for the
teachers, of dissatisfaction with current programs and prac-
tices in the teaching of mathematics. The October 1976 issue
of the Bulletin Inter-IREM is devoted to a discussion of this
topic under the title "Social FunctiOns of the Teaching of
Mathematics".

The British Curriculum

The traditional British school organization and-curricu-
lum have had a tremendous influence on school systems
throughout the English-speaking world. In the realm of mathe-
matics, for example, Howson (1979) describes the algebra text
written by Hall -and Knight as one "on which it could be
claimed 'the sun never set'--for it was to be used for decides
throughout the British Empire."13 (page 156) This influence
has abated somewhat, but is still very strong in such diverse
places as India, Hong Kong, and the West Indies.

The British School, system, in contrast to the French, is
highly decentralized and "curriculum decisions are normally
made at the school level." (Hayter, 1980, page 88) A major
Constraint on the freedom of the schools to initiate change
would appear to be the external examinations which are pre-
pared for secondary school students. Hayter says that "it is

an anomalous feature of curriculum planning that, while the
system would seem to enable innovation at a local level and
provide the possibility of a mass movement within the system,
it more normally appears as a damping medium forthe implemen-
tation of innovation." (page 88) In particular, he mentions
the effect of pressures to resist innovation as including
parental and student expectations, teacher expertise, and the
existence of external examinations'.

The dominant British view of mathematics has always em-
phasized applied mathenatics, and applied mathematics has
historically been prominent both in the British mathematics
curriculum and in mathematics research. Griffiths and Howson
(1974) tell us that "throughout Britain ' Mathematics' in the
twentieth century has always included 'Applied hathematics',
and it has always been the aim of schools to stress the appli-
cations of the subject." (page 141)

"Their trigonometry text, first published in 1893, was still
. being used in anglophone schools in Quebec in 1965.
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An examination of the material produced by the Nuffield

Project and,the School Mathematics Project (swo will confirm

what Griffiths and Howson have said in comparing New_Math in

Great Britain to that in the U. S. The reason that the first

U. S. curriculum project, headed by the late Max Beberman at

the University of Illinois, was considered to be of little

relevance to Britain might be that " 'modern'-mathematics does
not consist entirely of abstract algebra in England." (page

141) They also say that-, consistent with this British view of

mathematics, "great attention was paid to modern industrial

applications of mathematics" from the beginnings of curricular
projects in the late 1950s. They contrast this with what they

view as an almost total absence of any applied orientation in

the SMSG materials from the United States or in Papy's Belgian.

project.

Bryan Thwaites (1972), the director of SMP, says:

It is a general belief in this country that

mathematical concepts should be revealed gra-
dually, being introduced at an intuitive level
and developed in parallel with other intuitive
ideas, so that patterns and logical, frameworks
slowly emerge..:.This view of the layout of a

school mathematical course is in interesting
contrast to, for example, the typical modern

American view, in which early formality is
thought to be concomitant with .understanding,

but it is one which has been propounded.over
many years in this country by such 'bodies as

our Mathematical Association.... Intrinsic in

the preceding points, and of fundamental im-

portance to the way in which children learn,
is the need at all levels for multitudes of
applications of the basic mathematical

'concepts. (page 241-242) (emphasis added)

At the Fourth International Congress on:Mathematical

Education (ICME-IV) which was held at the University of

California at Berkeley in August 1980, a leaflet entitled SMP

News offered the following description of the approach taken

in the materials produced by that project:

The "modern" content, with new topics such as.

matrices, statistics, and vectors displacing

some of the conventional algebra and euclidean
geometry, was the most feature of the

first SMP text-books. Howev , SMP materials
embody an approach to mathematics teaching in

which:

a topic is introduced through a'situation
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or application and the mathematics is de-
veloped from that situation;
a mathematical idea is developed gradually,
and the course returns to it in a helical 1

fashion, to extend and deepen understand-
ing;
explanations and justifications are given
for techniques and methods, which are
always set in context;
arbitrary rules are avoided;
the text is written to be complete in it-
self, with the intention that the pupil can
read it And thds take an active part in his
learning.. #.

The fairly obvious and understandable advocacy Stan e of .

the above remark must be borne in mind. Only through ca eful
examination and observation of .classrooms could the validity
of these claims be substantiated. Nonetheless, examination of
the contents of the SMP textbooks may offer a useful'basis f'or
making comparisons with North American materials.

SMP Books A - H are designed for use with students of
'average ability (the middle 50% of the population) in the 11.-
16:year age range. Boak D could then be reasonably compared to
material,s.p'repared for use in Grade 8 in British Columbia. The
Table of Contents of Book. D,,contains the following chnter
titles: Group _Tables, Rotational Symmetry in 3-D,Order and
Punctuat,ion, Similarity and Enlargement, Multiplication and
Division of Fractions, Vectors, Multiplication and Division of
Directed Numbers,' Looking for an Answer, Experimental
Probability, Interpretation of Graphs, Number Patterns
Pascal and Fibonacci, Ratio and Percentage, Pythagoras.

Books 1 5 are designed for use by students between the
ages of it and 16 who are in the upper quartile of ,the ability
range. Accordingly, Book 3 might be considered more or less
equivalent to the texts approved for use in British olumbia
at the Grade 8 level. The contents of Book 3 are as llovs:
Probability, Isometrics, Matrices, Rates of Ch ge, The
Circle, Networks, Three-Dimensional Geometry, Linear
Programming, Waves, Functions and Equations, Identity and
Inverse, shearing; StatistIcs, Computers and Programming, Loci
,and Envelopes.

Another distinctive feature of the British mathedatics
curriculum has been the extent of teacher involvement in the
development of new curricular materials. Howson (1979) says:

On of the most successful of all projects--
judged, faute de mieux, by degree of accep-
tance and longevity--is the School Mathematics
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Project of England. This is noteworthy for the
fact that not only have all its writing groupsp
consisted alMdst Amentirely of practisin
teachers, 'but it liga consistently used part
time rather than full-time writers. Author
have written in. their free time "or have been
given relief from some of their teaching
duties to study and write. As a result, they
have retained day-to-day contact with the
classroom and have been able to try out their
ideas there before committing them to paper.
(rage 144) (emphasis in the original)

The North American Curricul

Altl)ough the title of s section includes the term
"North American", the model which undergirds the curriculum
originated in United States. In the past twenty years,
Canadian provin..es, with the possible exception of Ontario,
have all adopted mathematics textbooks which were either pro-
duced in the United States or were produced originally in the
U. S. and then "Canadianized"." There would not appear to be

a distinctively Capadian model for the school mathematic:
curriculum.

Unti ery recently, it was clear that the dominant view
of the natu of mathematics held by mathematicians in the
United States w s, as in the case of France, one which
promoted pure mathematics. Barrett (1979) reports that
American mathematics research was dominated by the. goals of

form,74ism, and reveals his own biases by saying that "a whole
generation of mathematicians labored to abolish their subject
by turning it over to the mechanism of a. ioms. "(page 103)
Begle (1974) had the following to say about the rise of the
formalist school, and its eventual application to the school
mathematict; curriculum:

"Most mathematics educators extol struc-
ture for sound historical reasons. .curing the
early part ^f the eighteenth century it became
clear that further progress in mathematics
itself would require that the basic concepts
be rethought, clarified, and made more pre-
cise. It also 'Ilmame clear that in certain
aspects-of math -. "tics, clever and intricate

This means that the texts have been changed so that they use
only metric units of measurement and that minor Lnanges have
been made in order to make the content more appropriate to
Canadian students.
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computations were less effective than a care-
,

ful study of the structure of the mathematical
.system, the wav in which the basic ideas fit

together.

"This new point of view toward mathema-
tics led to a tremendous flowering of

mathematical activity. The kind of work being
done by creative mathematicians during the
early decades of this century was qualitative-
ly different from what was done a century
before and was both more powerful and broader
in scope.

\\,

"During the period between the two World
Wars, it became clear that this way of looking
at mathematics- -first making sure that the

basic ideas were clear and understandable and
then investigating the ways they fit

together--was equally useful in education at
the graduate level. By 1940 graduate texts
taking this point of view were in the majori-
ty, and after World War II the movement spread
to the undergraduate program.

"When, in. the late fifties, university
mathematicians indicated a willingness to
assist in the improvement of precollege mathe-
matics, they naturally suggested that the
point of view that had proved so successful at
higher levels be tried at the secondary school
level, and when it seemed to work there, that
it be tried at the elementary school level as
well." (page 27)

The curriculum development model used in producing'many
of the major American New Math programs was the Research-
Development-Jiffusion model. (House, 1979; Howson, 1979) A
case history of the application of this paradigm may be found

in Wooton (1965) where he describes the early work of SMSG.
Briefly, their materials were produced in the following way: a
team of mathematicians and teachers would meet for a number of

weeks to discuss objectives and write materials. These ma-
terials would then be tried out in a number of schools and
revised. Finally, the materials were made available for

general use. In the case of SMSG and several other projects,
financial support was proxided mainly by the federal govern-
ment.

r
The influence of SMSG oil the North American mathematics

curriculum has been pervasive, and many textbook series,

whether at the elementary or the secondary level, 'are pat-
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terned after their SMSG counterparts. Indeed, many of the
authors of contemporary mathematics texts in the United States
were, at one time or another, involved in SMSG writing teams.

O'Brien (1973) refers to the important role played by
SMSG in describing the content of mathematics'at the elemen-
tary_school level in. orth America. He says:

The goals of present elementary school mathe-
matics programs--derived largely from the
publications of the School Mathematics Study
Group--involve an understanding of the prin-
ciples of the rational number system and the
interrelatedness of various subsets of the
rationals, the use of underlying principles
such as associativity, and distributivity in

support of proficiency in computation and, to
a,lesser extent, a knowledge of nomenclature
and notation in geometry. (pages 258-259)

At the secAdary school level, the following quotation
from the Preface to one of the SMSG texts, Mathematics for
Junior -High School, Volume I, provides a brief summary of the
flavor of the materials produced by the project:

Key ideas of '4,2nior high school mathematics
emphasized in this text are: structure of
arithmetic from an algebraic viewpoint; the

real number system as a progressing develop-
ment; metric and non-metric relations in

geometry. Throughout the materials these ideas
are associated with their applications.
Important at this level are experience with
and appreciatiQn of abstract concepts, the
role of definition, development of precise
vocabulary and thought, experimentation, and
proof. Substantial progress can be made on

these concepts in the junior high school.
(page v)

The two most widely-used mathematics textbooks' at the

Grade 8 level in British Columbia at the present time are
School Mathematics II (Addison-Wesley) and Mathematics II
(Ginn and Company). Results from 'a survey of teachers con-
ducted as part of the 1977 B.C. Mathematics Assessment reveal

that about fifty-five percent of the teachers of Grade 8
mathematics in the province made use of the former, and an

equal number used the latter (Robitaille and Sherrill,
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1977)."
Both of ,these texts owe their origins to SMSG materials.

As she authors of. Mathematics II state, "the series incor-
porates many of the recommendations of experimental groups

such as the School' Mathematics Study Group, where one of the
authors,has served as a panelist -and both have served as mem-

bers of writing teams." (page v) They go on to describe the
contents of the text as follows:

Mathematics II is designed to continue the

student's work in secondary mathematics, and
it offers a sound and thorough preparation for
suosequent formal courses in algebra and
geometry. Significant attention is directed to
the structure of mathematics, to the fundamen-
tal ideas underlying the familiar practices
and procedures of arithmetic, and to the prop-
erties and relations of algebra and geometry.
(page v)

4

The chapter titles in the text are Integers and Rational
Numbers; Exponents and The Pythagorean Property; Decimals and

Real Numbers; Constructions and Congruency; Equations and
Inequalities; The Coordinate Plane; Formulas and Functions;

Prisms and Pyramids; Cylinders, Cones, and Spheres;
Probability and Statistics; Similar Figures and Trigonometric
Ratios. School Mathematics II contains similar material.

It is difficult to determine the nature of the curriculum
model now prevailing in the United States. For a number of
reasons, including criticism from mathematicians (e.g. Kline,
1974; Ahlfors and others, 1962) and concerns about purportedly

serious declines in standards, there has been a clear move
away from much of the New Math content. It is less !clear in

what direction the curriculum is now heading.

The NACOME" report contains a strong rebuttal of criti-
cisms such as those by Kline in his book Why Johnny Can't Add
(1974). The report defends the changes made between 1955 and

1975 by saying that from a 19'5 perspective the principal

"The total exceeds 100% because teachers are encouraged to

make use of several authorized texts with their mathematics
classes.

''NACOME is the acronym for the National Advisory Committee on
Mathematical Education which was established by t7ie

Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences in the

U. S.\A. in 1974.
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thrust of change in school mathematics remains fundamentally
sound, though actual impact has been modest relative to

expectations." (page 21)

The report goes on to discuss current programs and is-
sues. Noting that most New Math programs were directed at the

more able students, the report lists the following areas of
current concern: "programs for less able students", "minimal

mathematical competence - for effective citizenship",
"interaction of mathematics and its fields of application",
and "the impact of new computing technology on traditional
priorities and methods in mathematics". (page 23) A similar
list ofpriorities for the 1980s was published recently by the
NCTM (1980). They p:opose that:

problem solving be the focus of school
mathematics in the 1980s;

basic skills in mathematics be defined to

encompass more than computational facility;

mathematics programs take full advantage of
the power of calculators and computers at

all grade levels;

the success of mathematics programs and stu-
dent learning be evaluated by a wider range
of measures than conventional testing;

more mathematics study be required for all
students and a- flexible curriculum with a
greater range of options be designed to ac-
comoeate the diverse needs-of the student
population. (page 1)

It would appear that the NCTM, in referring to "basic

skills", is attempting to put the widespread demands for a
renewed emphasis on computational skills into a broader pers-

pective. While it would be an exaggeration to say that
mathematics instruction in schools has historically meant

drill in arithmetic skills, there is no denying the fact that
the Basic Mathematics model has held,a pre-eminent position in

mathematics education in North America ever since elementary
education became universal at the turn of the century. At the
secondary school level, this model may be seen in the heavy
emphasis accorded to the development of manipulative tech-
niques in algebra. This emphasis has been questioned on a

number Of occasions over the last eighty years by mathemati-
cians, 1 mathematics educators, and by their prof_ssional
associations. They have sought, on these occasions, to moder-
ate the stress placed on what might be termed a narrow,
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utilitarian, skill-centred, scnool mathematics curriculum."

There is no doubt that, at the present time, the mathema-

tics curriculum in North, America is undergoing serious

scrutiny and that some fundamental changes will be made in the
1980s. O'Brien (1973) summarizes many of the basic questions
and issues which must be faced in the near future. He asks:

What is the usefulness in the life of'a
child--or in the life of the adult he will

become--of an understanding of the structure
of the rational number system? What is the

usefulness of a "knowledge" of facts, rules,
and procedures of number? What is the marketa-
bility of computational skill when thousands
of error-free long divisions, for'example, can
be performed by a computer in a few.secOnds,at
a cost of a few cents? What is the usefulness
in the life of a child or, an adult of a

"knowledge" of the nomenclature and the nota-
tion of-elementary geometry? (page 259)

In other words, while it is true that the Basic Mathematics
model has been of central importance to the North American
mathematics curriculum throughout this century, it may well be
that the increasing impact of technological factors will ne-

cessitate a reconsideration of the amount of emphasis which
that model should receive.

Summary

Three modeli for the mathematics curriculum which are in

widespread use today are the so=called Pure Mathematics model,

the Applied 14athematics model, and the Basic MathematicS
model. A particular curriculum will typically-iriclude aspects

of all three models, with one receiving greater emphasis than
the other two. This emphasis might vary,from One grade level

totthe next.

In France, the Pure MatheMatics model is pre-eminent, and
the basic direction and content of their-curriculum appears to

be fairly firmly established. In Great Britain, the Applied
Mathematics model is predominant. In North America, there has

been a clear move away from the Pure Mathematics model which
prevailed during the New Math era. It is less: clear at this

"See, for example, the volume produced by the Progressive
Education Association in 1940, Mathematics in General

Education.
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time which model will be the predominant one in the near fu-

ture, although some trends are discernible.

There is a certain amount of pressure, for example, to

implement a curriculum which emphasizes the Basic Mathematict
model. Advocates of the "back-to-basics" movement stress the

importance of computational skills and of preparing students

to function as "enlightened consumers in a technolpgicai

society." Teachers of mathematics, as well as others involved

in the field of mathematics education, have reacted to this

pressure, not by attempting to belittle the importance of the
"basics", but rather by proposing to expand the list of basic

skills to include such topics as probability an&statistics,
and computer literacy."

At the same Lime, there is a movement to assign higher

priority to problem solving and the applications of mathema-
tics. The NCTM has, in the last few years, published a two-

volume test entitled Algebra through Applications (Usiskin,
i1979); three yeirbooks, Applications in School Mathematics

(Sharron, 1979), Problem Solving 7 .§7171,371 Mathematics

(Krulik, 1980), and Teaching Statistics and Probability

(Shulte (1981); and a reference, text, A Sourcebook of

Applications of School Mathematics (Bushaw, 198157770FiCver,

the topic of problem solving was listed by the NCTM (1980) as

the number one priority for the teaching of mathematics in the

1980s.

2.4 Implications for Curriculum Revision

The mathematics curriculum may, for the sake of analysis,

be viewed from three different perspectives. Thus, we may dis-
tinguish among the curriculum as intended, the curricukum, as

implemented, and the curriculum as attained. By the Intended

Curriculum is meant the curriculum as planned at the provin-

cial level by curriculum committees and consultants, and as

codified in the curriculum guide. The Implemented Curriculum

is the curriculum as contained in the various texts and ma-

terials which are selected and approved for use in the schools
and as communicated to students by teachers in their class-

rooms. The Attained Curriculum is the curriculum as learned
and assimilated by the students. It has been argued elsewhere

(Robitail'e, 1980) that discrepancies exist among these three

versions o,f the curriculum in British Columbia and in other

''See, for example, the article entitled "Position Statements

on Basic Skills" in the February 1978 issue of The

Mathematics Teacher.
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parts of the world as well.

Most of the mathematics textbooks, that is the

Implemented Curriculum, used in British Columbia are

Canadianized versions of textbooks published in the United
States, and, as the discussion earlier indicated, their ooals
and content have been strongly influenced .by those of the SMSG

publications. On the other hand, the B.C. curriculum guide
(Cur(iculum Development Branch, 1978), the document which sets
out the Intended Curriculum, says that:

Before any formal mathematics can be under-
stood there must be a wealth of manipulative
experiences through which concepts and rela-
tions are understood at an intuitive level.
Mathematics as a discipline, as a formal
structure, must' be built upon a sound founda-,
tion of concrete experiences. Formal1study of

mathematics as a structured discipline is the
function of post-elementary education (page
1).

The guide goes on to say that "at the elementary level it is
important [that] the mathematics program include facts, compu-
tation, and processes.'" (page 1)

The specific content objectives listed in the curriculum
guide for each grade are not obvious outgrowths of the kinds
of global goals just mentioned, nor is it clear how mastery of

these specific content objectives will result in attainment of

those goals.

The list of specific objectives given for each grade is

lengthy and contains both the old and the new. Topics such as
sets,, geometry, variables and functions, consumer mathematics,
and vectors have been included but all of the customary topics
(Roman numerals, long division, factoring, ...) are there as

well. The curriculum is crowded with topics to be taught and
mastered, and the curriculum guide provides little, if any,
specific information to teachers to assist them Fn determining
the appropriate methodology or even the best textbook to use.
Indeed, since several texts have been authorized for use at

each level, the specific objectives for a given grade do not
necessarily coincide very well with any one of those texts.

The present situation, then, is one in which there appear
to be important differences between the Intended Curriculum
(Nand the Implemented Curriculum. Moreover, data collected re-
cently in connection with a test-development project

(Robitaille, Sherrill, and O'Shea, 1980) indicate the exiS-
tence of possibly serious discrepancies between the Intended
Curriculum and the Attained Curriculum (Robitaille, 1981).
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If the mathematics curriculum in this province needs im-

proving, and _the facts as presented here would appear to

justify such' an opinion, then care must be taken to design a
curriculum development procedure suited to the task. In par---

titular, every effort should be made to reduce the disparity

among the Intended, the Implemented, and the Attained

Curricula and, equally important, to ensure that the question

of what content is appropriate and necessary be faced square-

ly.

In an article in The Mathematics Teacher, Usiskin (1980)

argues that if topics such as computer nteracy, applications,
statistics, and geometric transformations are to be added to

the mathematics curriculum of the schools, some existing con-

tent will have to be eliminated. Certainly, one cannot attend

mathematics conferences or read professional journals and.not

reach the conclusion that content relating to mathematical

modelling, .applications, statistics, computers, calculators,
and problem salving will play an increasingly important role

in the mathematics curriculum of the1980s. Moreover, one
cannot help but agree with Usiskin that the hope af the 1960s

that "structure, deductive reasoning, and unifying ideas would .

enable some topics to be dealt with more quickly and more
easily' (page,414) and thus not require extensive deletions of

traditional material has not been realized. Such a position

flow seems more than a trifle naive. Bruner's (1973) vision

that increasingly powerful theories create a knowledge implo-

sion which structures the more perceivable explosion of new

facts remains a pious hope within the setting of real schools

and classrooms.

Usiskin is also quite correct in saying thit, in the 'pro-

cess of -curriculum revision, criteria for deciding which

content is to be,, included must be developed in order that new

material can., 61 added and, equally important, in order that

some traditional content can be excluded. Unfortunately, the

problem facing us is even more complicated, and its solution

will require more-than the formulation of content-oriented

selection criteria. It is essential that if, for instance,
problem solving is to become a major focus of the mathematics

curriculum, consideration be given to which views of mathema-

tics and mathematical presentation are consistent with that

focus. Additional criteria regarding the selection of

'Comprehensive schemes such as that described by Eraut, Goad,

,41d Smith (1975) may provide useful analytic tools for those

charged with the task of curriculum revision. However, the

curriculum development and learning theory assumptions which
underlie any such scheme must be carefully examined.
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materials" and the training of teachers must also be consi-
dered. As Confrey (1980) has observed:

of only does one's understanding° of one's
discipline affect profoundly what content is
selected for presentation, but it also affects
how that content is presented. The impact of

one's theory(ies) of knowledge is both on the
content and method of presentation and the

interaction between these, two cannot be ig-
nored. (page 21)

Finally, the various aspects of the curriculum develop-
ment process must be considered if 'revision Ls to be
meaningfully implemented. Returning to the example of problem
solving,_ one must consider the linkage between the desired
learning outcomes and any commitment to, say, behavioral psy=

chology or behaviorally derived mastery learning programs. In

short, the curriculum revision process must seek to identify

-and make allowances for the various aspects of and relation-
ships within the,mathematical and educational systems.
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CHAPTER 3

THE GOALS SURVEY

David F. Robitaille

Six Review Panels' composed of members of the public,

school' trustees, and educators were set up by the Learning
Assessment Branch to participate in the Goals Survey. Two
Panels discussed the goals of the mathematics curriculum at

the primary grade level, two at the intermediate level, and
two at the secondary level. The day-long meetings of the

Panel's were held in Kelowna, Prince George, Qualicum, and
Richmond during the fall of 1980.

The Goals Survey was intended to provide a forum for dis-
cussing the goals of the mathematics curriculum in B. C. In

preparation for the meeting of their Review Panel, partici-
pants were asked to read the Curriculum Models paper and to

complete the Goals Survey questionnaire.2 The questionnaire
was divided into four major sections: goals of mathematics

education, content of the curriculum, organizing for instruc-

tion, and process and affective objectives.

Each of the Panels experienced considerable difficulty in
reaching agreement on the meaning of some of the terminology

used in the questionnaire. Although terms such as "logical
thinking", "specialist", and "computer literacy" are widely

used, it was apparent that different Panelists held widely
different views about their meanings. This lack of agreement,

more obvious in this kind of forum than in data obtained
through questionnaires, constitutes a real limitation of such

surveys of opinion and preferences.

This chapter contains a summary of the discussions and
deliberations of the Review Panels. Because there were only

about 90 Panelists in all, no statistical analyses of the re-

sults were undertaken. Any conclusions reported here may be

° interpreted as representing the prevailing opinion of this
group of people selected to represent both the different geo-

graphic zones of the province as well as the different
segments of the population having an interest in the mathema-

'The names of the members of the Review Panels are listed in

Appendix B.

2The Goals Survey questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix E.
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tics curriculum of the schools.

A number of items from the Goals Survey questionnaire
also appeared on the Teacher Questionnaires' which were com-

pleted by element.,ry and secondary teachers as part of the
Assessment. For those common items, the Teacher Questionnaire

results are presented in this chapter as a complement to the

opinions expressed by the Review Panels.

3.1 Goals of Mathematics Education

The first section of the Goals Survey questionnaire set

the tone for the remaining portions and was intended to stimu-
late Panelists' thinking about some of the major questions
which will have to be answered in any review or revision of

the present mathematics curriculum. Panelists were given lists

of goals for education in general and for mathematics educa-

tion in particular. They were asked to rank those goals in

order of importance, and to make additions to the lists as

they saw fit.

All six Review Panels ranked the same two overall goals

of education as being most important:

to prepare students to live in society.

to have students acqu re basic knowledge
such as reading, writing, and mathematics.

Regarding the goals :f mathematics education, each of the

Panels agreed that teaching "students the mathematical con-

cepts and skills required to function as enlightened consumers

in a' technological society" was of primary importance. Also
highly ranked by all were the goals of familiarizing students

with the major 'ideas and processes used in mathematics, and

developing in students the ability to "think logically".

The Teacher Questionnaires, both elementary and secondar-

y, contained virtually the same list of goals for mathematics
education as did the Goals Survey questionnaire3, and teachers
were asked to rate each on a four-point scale ranging from Not
Important to Essential. Over 90% of both groups of teachers

rated the development of the skills required to function in

society and of the ability to think logically as being either
x_

t

3There were seven goals listed on the Goals Survey instrument
and eight on the Teacher Questionnaires.
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importl or essential goals for school mathematics.

3.2 Content of the Curriculum

Panelists were asked to rate the importance of a number

of broad topic areas first for the mathematics curriculum of

the elementary. school and then for the secondary scho91. The
list included the following topics:

#
mathematical concepts applications

tarithmetic skills structure and properties
algebra measurement
geometry problem solving
consumer mathematics

All six Panels rated the topics of mathematical concepts

and problem solving as being essential to the mathematics
curriculum of both the elementary and the secondary school.

Arithmetic skills were also rated as essential at the elemen-

tary level, and algebra at the secondary.

In general, results from the Teacher Questionnaires sup-

port the opinions expressed by the Review Panels. Over 90% of

elementary respondehts said that the topic of arithmetiC

skills received a great deal of emphasis ih their classes and
agreed that the topic should continue to be accorded that

degree of emphasis. According to '70% of the elementary

teachers, mathematical concepts should al3o be emphasized, and

the same proportion said that it was emphasized in their

classes. Seventy percent said that problem solving should be
emphasized, but less thau 50% said that they did so with their

students.

Among secondary teachers responding to the Teacher
Questionnaire, slightly more than 60% said that algebra should

be heavily emphasized in the mathematics curriculum. This was

the only topic selected for emphasis by a majority of the res-

pondents.

The Review Panels then moved on to a discussion of the

"back-to-basics" question and the meaning of the term "basic".

On this issue, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(1980) has recommended that "basic skills in mathematics be

definee to encompass more than computational facility." (page

1) Such a definition was provided by the National Council of
Supervisors of Mathematics (1978) of the United States. They

listed ten "basic skills" of mathematics:

problem solving
applying mathematics in everyday situations
alertness to the reasonableness of results

7 !)
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estimation and approximation
appropriate computational skills
geometry
measurement
reading, 'nterpreting, and constructing tables,

charts, and graphs
using mathematics to predict
computer literacy

Panelists were provided with this list of topics and a

brief definition of the meaning of each. They were asked to
rate the importance of these topics on a four-point scale

ranging from Not Important to Absolutely Essential, and to
select the three most and the three least important ones for

their particular grade level.

All six Review Panels rated alertness to the reasonable-
ness of results, computational skills, and problem solving as

being either Very Important or Absolutely Essential at their
level, as well as for the mathematics curriculum in general.

Computer literacy and using mathematics to predict received
the lowest rankings.

To round out the section on tAe content of the school
mathematics curriculum, Panelists were asked to suggest topics
which should be droppfd from the British Columbia curriculum
as well as as topics which should definitely be included in

any future curriculum. Panelists appeared to find this to be a

difficult task, and few of them made recommendations outside
their own grade level. There appeared to be some degree of

agreement that topics such as,,
shoul'

Roman numerals, fractions, andjk

i

early emphasis on the use of abstract symbols shou be de-

leted from the primary curri ulum; that Roman numerals,
transformational geometry', and ny emphasis on sets and set

operations be deleted from the intermediate curriculum; and
that sets and set operations, graphs of inequalities, and the

formal unit on vectors be dropped from the junior secondary
curriculum. All three Panels agreed that less emphasis should

be given to the study of common fractions in the elementary
school.

The only topics whose inclusion in a future curriculum
was recommended by all three Panels were problem solving and
computer lites.acy although, in the latter case, there was some
disagreement as to/the best level at which to introduce the

)

This might include, for example, the study of symmetry,

translations (slides), reflections (flips), and rotations
(turns).
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topic. The Review Panels at the primary level felt that prob-
lem solving, decimals, and work with concrete materials should
be emphasized. The Intermediate Panels felt that more atten-
tion should be paid to the study of geometry and the use of
calculators. One of the secondary Review Panels recommended
that the Grade 12 curriculum include a unit on calculus.

3.3 Organizing for Instruction

The third section of the Goals Survey questionnaire dealt
with a number of issues that could affect the way in which
mathematics is taught in British Columbia and to whom it is

taught.

Groupino.of Students

Whether or not it is beneficial to students' achievement
in mathematics to use some form of ability grouping or stream-
ing, either within or between classes, is a question that has
been debated for decades. Begle (1979) summarized the results
of all the research that has been done in the area by stating
that "for all but the most able students, it seems to make
little difference whether they are grouped homogeneously or
not" (page 106).

All of the Review Panels came out in favor of ability
grouping by classes in mathematics at the secondary level, and
within classes at the elementary level. All were opposed to

placing students in classes at the elementary level on the
basis of their matheme_-ics ability. There was no general
agreement on whether or not all students, regardless of abili-
ty, should follow the same basic mathematic- program through
Grade 10 as prescribed. in the present curriculum. The secon-
dary Panels opposed the continuation of this practice, but the
others failed to reach a consensus.

Specialization of Students

In some countries, students at the senior level are
either expected or required to concentrate on a small number
of subjects and to pursue them in some depth. Thus, as was
mentioned in Chapter 2, a student might spend a considerable
proportion of his school time each week studying mathematics..
Panelists were asked to list the possible advantages and dis-
advantages of implementing a- program which would enable
students at the senior secondary level to concentrate their
studies in this way.

All of the Panels agreed that such a program might be
beneficial for the most capable students. However, they also

8.1
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felt that early,specialization of students should not be en-
couraged and that the schools should emphasize general educa-
tion through Grade 12

..,,,,Semestering of course

Many secondary schools in British Columbia operate on a
semester system. Under this syStem, a student might complete
an entire mathematics course during the first half of the
school year, and then not study any mathematics at all in the
second semester. This practic4, as was mentioned in Chapter 2,

virtually unheard of below the'Grade 12 level in other
parts of the.world, and its pros and cons have been the sub-
ject of some controversy here. Panelists were asked to comment
on the advantages and disadvantages of-the semester system for
the teaching of mathematics.

In the opinion of the Panelists, the advantages of semes-
tering seem tdo .be that it affords a greater degree of
flexibility in constructing the timetable for the school, that
more courses can be offered, and that it permits students to

make up course! without spending an extra year,in school.
Panelists felt that one of the major` disadvantages of semes-
tering mathematics courses- was that the courses were too
concentrated, leaving the students insufficient time to digest
new material. Moreover, they felt that the time=lapse between
one course and the next, up to one year in some cases, was t%)
long, and that students would therefore not be well-prepared
for subsequent courses. The advantages which were identified
tended to emphasize administrative rather than pedagogical.
concerns, whereas the disadvantages appeared to be mainly
pedagogical.

Compulsory Mathematics Courses

At the present time all students in B. C. are required to
study mathematics up to Grade 10. When Panelists were asked to
c.omment on that policy, a clear majority stated that some type
of mathematics course should be required of all students every
year from Grade 1 to Grade IT. There was some disagreement
about requiring mathematics of all Grade 12 students or in

Kindergarten. It was clear that the Panelists felt that there
should be a variety of courses available, especially at the
senior levels, and that not all students should be required to
961low academic courses.

Specialization of Teachers

It proved to be rather difficult to discuss the use of
specialists for the teaching of mathematics because of the
differing opinions which Panelists held about the reaning of
the Some felt the word described a person with a fairly

84̂
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comprehensive background in mathematics and the teaching of
mathematics. Others took the term to mean a person' who spent a

significant part of his time teaching mathematics but who

might or might not have an extensive academic background in

t.le-subject and its associated methodolov.

There was widespread agreement that the teaching of

mathematics should be consigned to well-trained specialists at
least at the junior and senior secondary levels. Moderate sup-
port ft. that view was evident for the teaching of mathematics
in elementary school. One Panel recommended that every elemen-

tary school have at least one mathematics specialist on its

staff who could serve as a resource person for the other

teachers.

Responses to this same item on the Teacher Questionnaires
1..roduced more clear-cut results, as shown in Table 3-1. An
ovewhe'ming majority of teachers, both elementary and secon-

dary, support the use of specialists for teaching mathematics
in secondary school. Thera is moderate support for the use of

specialistse at the primary level anS stronger support for
their use at ti ,r.t.ermediate level. In both of these utter
cases, howeva_ majority of the respondents did not support
the idea.

Table 3-1
Percent of Teachers Supporting the Use

of Specialists to Teach Mathematics

Level
Elementary
Teachers

Secondary
Teachers

At no level 2 3

Primary 16 25

Intermediate 32 47

Junior SeCondary 88 77

Senior Secondary 85 93

As in the case of the Review Panels, the word

*specialiW ./as Jot defined on the Teacher Questionnaires.
Fr that reason these results should be interpreted cautious-

, ly.

tiltulators

The discussion of the place of calculaors in the mathe-

matics cliassroom I )vided an opportunity for Panelists to air

a nImbee ,jt concern* they Cad ,about possible misuses of these
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devic4s by students. In keeping with the strong feelings about
the importance of computational skills: which they had ex-
pressed earlier, many Panelists initially resisted the idea of
using-calculators in elementary school.s. After some discussion

of ways in which calculators might be used beneficially, even
at the primary level, all of the Review.Panels supported their
use in schools. However, their concerns 'bout computational
skills remained, and they were strongly of the opinion that
the development of such "paper-and-pencil" skills must remain

a major goal of the elementary school mathematics curriculum.

Similar opinions were expressed by teachers of mathema-
tics in response to one of the Teacher Questionnaire items.

Those results are show' in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2
Percent of Teachers Supporting the Use of

Ca)culators in Mathematics Classes

Level
Elementary
Teachers

Secondary
Teachers

At no level
Primary
Intermediate
Junior Secondary
Senior Secondary

7

15

36
64
81

-1

5

10

20
56
91

If anything, these results show less support for the use
of calculators than that expressed by the Review Panels, par-

ticularly at the elementary level. One 1_Jssible reason for
this rather conservative position is t,at teachers fear that

the introduction and indiscriminate use of calculators will
result in a deterioration of students' abilities to apply the

stane,--d computational algorithms.

Computer Literacy

The term "computer literacy" is in widespread use and, as

so often happens, it is subject to many different in:erpreta-
Lions. On the Goals Survey questionnaire and on the Teacher

Questionnaires it was defined to mean a general awareness of

the role and function of computers as well as of their

strengths and limitations as they a.'e used in our society. It
was not intended to include such tt:hnical aspects of compu-
ting as programming or data analysis.

84
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All of the Rcview Panels were of the"opinion that comput-

er literacy had a place in the school curriculum, but not
necessarily as a part of the mathematics curriculum. The ma-

jority felt that the topic should Le dealt with in a number

different courses, including social studies, science, and ac-
counting, as well as mathematics. The second most prevalent

opinion was that a new course in computer literacy should be

introduced in the schools.

Similar opinions were expressed by respondents to the

Teacher Questionnaires. Virtually all of them felt that com-
puter literacy should be part of the curriculum. The largest

group, about 40% of all of these responding, felt that it
should be taught as part of several existing courses rather
than as a separate course or a part of the mathematics curric-

ulum.

3.4 Process and Affective Objectives

In the educational literature, a distinction is commonl

made between process and product objectives. The latter are

those objectives which deal with the rpecific items of content

to be taught or learned- The former go beyond the specific
content of courses 1-n r.;.:,c at problem solving strategies, for

example, and rther mental abilities that the learnig of
mathematics is believed to enhance. An example' of a widely-

held process objective is that the study of mathematics will

enhance students' ability to "think logically".

The development of positive attitudes and self-concept

are also important parts of the teaching and learning of
mathematics. Such affective outcomes are notoriously difficult

to specify and evaluate, but there seems to 'pe a growing

awareness of their importance and of their relationship to-
st.udents' achievement.

The Review Panelists were given a list of process and

affect17e objectives for mathematics, and they were asked to
rate the importance of each on a f-_,ur-point scale ranging from
Not Important to Absolutely Es1.;ential. That list, which is

reproduced below, is not an exhaustive one, bu it 0-,es deal

with some of the concerns which have been rai.;ed in this re-

gard.

The ability to analyze and conceptualize
problems.

The ability to apply skills and strategies
tv new situations.
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The ability to discover patterns and simi-
larities.

An attitude of curiosity and exploration.

A number of prnblem-solving strategies.

The-process of logical reasoning.

The ability'to formulate key questions.

The ability to gather, organize, and inter-
pret data and communicate results.

A positive attitude toward mathematics.

An improved degree of confidence in their
ability to use mathematics as a tool to
solve real-life problems.

r"".--
A sense of enjoyment of mathematics.

The ability to make intglligent guesses.

The ability to read with comprehension.

All thirteen of the proposed objectives were rated as
Very Important or Absolutely Essential by each of the Review
Panels, although there were a number of comments about the
likelihood that things such as curiosity, positive attitudes,
and enjoyment can be taught. Members of the primary PanelS
felt that students also need to learn the value of persistence
and exer ion, that real-life problems are often complex and
not amenable to simplistic solutions.

The major difficulty with a discussion of process and
affective objectives is determiling how these objectives can
be attainA through the medium of the product objectives which
define the content of the curriculum. Ab was suggested by the
Review inels at the intermediate level, it is difficult to

see the relationship between' the objectives listed here and
the content identified as being important. For example, it may
well be absolutely essential for teachers of mathematics to

aim at the development of their students' ability to think
logically, whatever that means. It is not at all cigar. how-

ever, what content sLould be used to achieve that objective,
how that content should be taught, or if the logical thinkirg
ability developed through the study of mathematics will trans-
fer to non-mathematical situations.

A
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3.5 Summary

The task of the Review Panels was a difficult one, as
might have been expected. They were asked to consider the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the alternatives described in
the Curriculum Models paper even thrugh these may have been
outside their personal experience. Since these descriptions
were necessarily sketchy, and since many of the Panelists en-

countered much of the material discussed for the first time
when they read that paper, it is Lot surprising that no radi-
cal departures from current practice were suagested.

In the opinion of the Panelists, the mathematics curricu-
lum 94ould emphasize one major theme: developing in students
the abilities, concepts, and skills they will need in order to
participate successfully in our complex Fogiety. This included
having a high degree of proficiency in computational skills as
well- at. being able to apply the skills and techniques of

mathematics in real-life situations. In terms of the models
defined in the Curriculum Models paper, the Panels seemed to

be advocating the adoption ore combined Applied Mathematics-
Basic Mathematics model. There was little support for emphasi-
zing any sort of Pure Mathematics model at any level. However
it is not possible to decide whether or not such a lack of
support was a reaction to purported excesses or inappropriate
emphases of the New Magi, or to a belief that a curriculum
based to any large extent on t' Pure Mathematics model is

inappropriate.

The Goals Survey was 5l3o conducted with the Mathematics
Advisory Committee (MAC),- a committee established by the

Minis-;ry of Education to a:ivise the Curriculum Development
Branch and the Learning Assessment Branch on matters affecting
the teaching and learning of mathematics in British Columbia..
The members of this committee are selected to represent all
levels of public schooling, as well as the colleges and uni-

versities.

On the whole, the opinions expressed by the members of
MAC were very similar to those of the Review Panels. They em-

phasized the impOrtance of problem solving and the necessity
of educating students to be enlightened consumers. They were

somewhat mbre: inclined than the Review Panels to recommend
that mathematics be taught by specialists, even at the primary
grade levels. Process oLjectives were considered to bye very

important but the commjtte2 members felt that affective out-
comes and enjoyment of mathematics should be given lower

priority.

In the deliberations of the Review Panels and MAC, it was
apparent that there is no consensus about the place of geome-
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try in the curriculum, except that it is not seen as being of

top priority. Moreover, there does not appear to be any agree-

ment on reasons for including geometry in the curriculum,
either elementary or secondary, or on apprcpriate geometric

content and teaching methodology. This is a matter which the

Curriculum Development Branch should address in the very near

future.
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CHAPTER 4

T.NSTRUMENTATION AND SAMPLING

Thomas O'Shea

In the 1981 Mathematics AssessmeW information was col-

lected about students' achievement in mathematics, their

attitudes toward the subject, and aspects of their personal

backgrounds. This information was obtained using instruments

eveloped specifically for the students and curriculum of

British Columbia. The instruments required 45 minutes to ad-

minister and were civided into three sections--background

information, attitvl-s toward mathematics, and mathematics

achievement ' Technical issues related to the development of

the instruments and the ouesrion of -sampling are dealt with in

this chapter of the report.

4.1 Ba.itm-curd Information

There is increasing evidence that performance in mathema-

tics is related to specific characteristics of the student

1979, page 85). For example, the differential perfor-

mance mf males and females is of particular interest at the

present time. In order to ohtain information on this and other

issues, students were as,,ed to provide peisonal information

such as age, gender, whether English was their first language,

and the extent of calculator usage. As a recult, it was possi-

ble to analyze achievement and attitude data on the basis of

"reporting 76tegories" within each of these variables. Other

questions, dealing with topics such as the plans of Grade 12

students for enrolling id particular post-secondary institu-

tions, were added on the basis of requests from various

tranches of the Ministry of Education.

The background information section of the instruments was

also used to provide i;If.;ralation about the extent to which

Students have adopted the metric system. Students were asked

to state which units, metric or imperial, they,would use in

four practical situations.

sr

F

'The_irstrumenis are reproduced in Appendices F, G. and H.
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4.2 Attitudes toward Mathematics

In a review of 93 research studies on mathematics atti-
tudes, Begle (1979) found that half of the studies simply
measured students' attitudes toward mathematics. He concluded
that mathematics is neither the most strongly liked, nor dis:
liked school subject; rather, the average student's attituae
toward mathematics is a neutral one. He also found that when
students reach secondary school their attitudes toward mathe-
matics gradually become more negative. Finally, Begle
suggested that there is a significant positive correlation
between attitude and achievement. However, he pointed out that
the relationship is not as strong as many people contend, and
it was not evident in every study.

In a similar review, Kulm (1980) ited Crosswhite (1972)
to the effect that there is a low positive relationship be-
tween attitude and achievement. Kulm suggested that _studies
concerning attitudes toward mathematics are spurred by the
belief that there may be a causal relationship oe.tween such
attitudes and achievement. That is, by inducing szident enthu4-
sleet for mathematics, teachers can increase student
performance in the subject.

The attitude scales used in this Assessment were derived
from scales developed by the International Association for tht
Evaluation of Education4 Achievement (IEA) for inclusion in
the Second International St-u-dY of Mathematics, and by NAEP for
use in their 1978 assessment of mathematics. initially, two
scales appeared to be suitable. The first scale,
Mathematics as a Process, consisted of fifteen items and was
intended ,to measure students' feelings about the nature of
mathematiok. For each item students were asked to express
their agreement or disagreement with statements such as
"Learning mathematics involves mostly memorizing." This scale,
which originally contained 23 items, had been piloted interna-
tionally for the IEA study and showed generally acceptable
reliabilities (coefficient a) ranging from 0.56 to 0.75 for
Grade 8 students and 0.49 to 0.91 for Grade 12 studen:s.
However' reviewers from various countries had criticized the
scale because of`the difficulty of the language in the items
and because of the ambiguity of certain items even when" the
language presented no problems.

The second scale, Mathematics and Myself, consisted of 19

aitems designed co gauge students' reactions to the study of
mathematics. The scale provided a description of the extent to
which students found mathematics enjoyable, and to which they
felt competent to do mathematics. Reliabilities reported f'or

this scale, which originally contained 24 items, in the IEA
pilot studies were high, ranging from 0.83 to 0.91 for Grade 8

9.0
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students, and from 0.71 to 0.95 for Grade 12 students.

However, the deletion by IEA of some items and the rewording
of others left some doubt as to whether the remaining items

would function adequately as a scale.

The two scales were included in the pilot testing phase

of the 1981 Assessment to determine their suitability. As

well, a subset of eight items from the Mathematics and Myself
scale was selected for pilot testing at the Grade .4 level. The
results obtained are shown in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1
Attitude Scale Results from Pilot Tests

Math RS a Process
Reliability*

Math and Myself
n , Reliability*

Grade 4 1453 0.68

Grade 8 728 Rfl 714 0.88

Grade 10 48 0.48 49 0.88

Grade 12 227 0.56 225 0.92

*Hoyt estimate of reliability

The results for Mathemat.ti and Myself indicated that the

scale was psychometrically acceptable at all grade levels. At

the Grade 4 level, only two students failed to respond to the

set of items, and a maximum of sixteen failed to respond to a 4

particular item.

On the other hand, the results for the Mathematics at a
Process scale were unacceptable. Further analysis of this

scale failed to provide evidence of appropriate conceptual
structure, and the scale was finally abandoned.

ri

For the Assetsment, thw athematics and Myself scales

were used as piloted. Analysis f the Grade 10 responses and a

tilen percent ,sample of responses selected from each of the
other grade levels yielded the results shown in Table 4-2,

corroboratinge reliabilities obta3ned in the pilot study.

/,
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Table 4-2
Attitude Scale Results from the Assessment

Number of Responses*

Grade 4 3067
Grade 8 3301
Grade 10 2456
Grade 12, 2558

Reliability**

0.73
0.87
0.89

*Based on a 10% sample for Grades 4, 8, and 12.
**Hoyt estimate of reliability.

4.3 Achievement Items

Construction of the achievemeit portion of the instru-
ments involved a.number of tasks: determining the domains and
objectives at each grade level, generating test items, pilot-
testing, and selecting the final items. sp.

Item Generation

The content domains forthis Assessment were determined
by the Contract Team, with the assistance of the Advisory
Committee. Within each domain, a, number of objectives were
identified and an attempt was made, to standardize these across
grades. The domains and their associated objectives are shown
,in Table 4-3.

Most of the items used were related to topics from the
prescribed curriculum in B. C.; however, a number of items
addressing content from outside that curriculum were also in-

cluded. Where appropriatei items were drawn from existing
sources such as the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP, 1979), the Second International Study of
Mathematics (IBA, 1980), and the British Columbia Mathematics
Achievement Test project (Robitaille, Sherrill, Kelleher, and
Kiassen, 1979). Items were also chosen to reflect.a wide range
of difficulty in order that students of varying levels of a=
bility would be challenged.

Ae
Other considerations also uided em sqlgpti.n. It was

intended that it should be possible report on brow topics
across domains, such as problem solvin d consumer mathema-
tics. Comparison of performance with thefirst iss_usoent was
required, and although not a priority, dross-grade co. risons
were to be possible.

9414
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Table 4-3
Domains and Objectives

Domains
Grade 4

Objectives
Grade 8 Grade 12

1. Number &
Operation

2. Geometry

Number concepts Whole numbers
& computation

Estimation Fractions &
decimals

Fractions & Ratio,
ratio, proportion,

& percent
Geometric Geometric
figures

Geometric
relationships

3, Measurement Length, area,
Volume, mass
Time &
temperature

Equations4. Algebraic
Topics

5. Computer
Literacy

Graphs
Probability

Number
concepts

Fractions E.
decimals

Ratio,
proportion,

Ge

lercent
etric

figures figures
Geometric Geometric
relationships relationships

Logical Logical
reasoning reasoning

Metric units Metric units

Area &
volume

E-pressiont,
equations, E.

inequalities
Graphs
Probability
Statistics

,,Are? &
volume

Expressions,
equations,
inequalities

Graphs,
Probability
Statistics

Sufficient items, in roughly double the proportion to
their representation on the final instruments, were collected

and made ready for pilot testing.

Pilot Testing

In October 1980, a sample, of schools was selected to ad-

minister the items in order to provide statistical data

together with students' and teachers' comments on the suita-

bility of-the items. The sample drawn for pilbting s subject

to constraints imposed by the decision taken by e e Ministry

of Education in this Assessment to test only sa les of stu-

dents in the larger school districts.

For the pilot study, six test forms were assembled' at )

%ach of the Grade 4 and Grade 8 levels, and three at the Grade

T2 level. For each test form, a sample of ten classes was

selected. In addition a small number of Grade 10 classes was
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selected to write the Grade 12 forms since a sample of Grade

10 classes was to be included in the Assessment.

As much as possible, pilot classes were selected so that

the number of classes drawn was proportional to size of geo-

graphic zone and, within school districts, to district size.

Within a district, an attempt was made to select schools dif-
fering in numbers of students having English as a second
language. Classes participating in the IEA st'udy were excluded

from eligibility for pilot sampling. Where possible, a school
which was selected for one grade was also selected for anoener

'grade. This was done since schools selected forpiloting (were

to be excused from participating in the Assessment. proper. In

those secondary schools selected, either two or three .classes

wrote the pilot tests whereas all students in Grade 4 in the

elementary schbols selected were tested. Details of the pilot

testing are shown in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4
Pilot Testing Sample

Number of
4 8

Grade
10 12

Districts 13 13 3 '! 9

Schools 33 24 6 12

Classes 60 60 6 30

Students 1453 1442 147 678

Test Forms 6 6 3 '3

Because piloting took place only in the larger school
districts, some geographic zones in the province were not re-

presented in the sample. To ensure that questions were
appropriate for those regions, copies of the pilot tests were

sent to selected teachers in those areas, and they were asked
to comment on the suitability of the items.

Teachers of all pilot test classes were asked for their

opinions regarding the reading level of the 4ems, the under-

standability of the format, the time eillow4nceCand, for Grade
t4, the desirability of including the attLude scale. As well,

students were asked to comment on the appropriateness of the
examples and items used.

The data from each pilot form were analyzed using the

computer program LERTAP (Nelson, 1974). On the basis of the
pilot results, items which showed any,of the following charac-
teristics were eliminated, or were examined in detail before

94
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being considered for!p.iTibiluse on the final instruments:

more than 95 ,. or fewer than 20%, of the
students core tlyonswered the question (p-

e value greater than 0.'95 or less than 0.20);
the point-biserial correlation between cor-
rect response and the total test score was
less than 0.20;
the point-biserial correlation between any

incorrect response and total test score was
greater than 0.10;
a distractor was selected by less than one

, percent of the respondents.

Change Categories and Items

One of the objectives of-the 1981 Mathematics Assessment
was to document change in student achievement since the 1977

Mathematics _Assessment. In 1977, the Assessment focussed on
.three levels of cognitive behavior as the basis for reporting

achievement. Three domains--Computation and Knowledge,
Comprehension, and Applications--were used as major reporting

units, each ranging across various content areas. In 1981, on

the other hand,the asis for reporting consisted of a number

i
of domains defined b content: Number and Operation, Geometry,
Measurement, !Algebr is Topics:.and Computer Literacy. Hence,
the problem of reporting change was vmpounded by two dif-

fering definitions of the term "amain"- This lack of

congruence forced the adoption of a new reporting unit for

change, .the Change Category. The number and content of Change
Categories at; each grade level were dependent upon how many

r

1977 items were suitable for. in 1981. Such items were
selected according to a number of c teria:

!

.,...,

they had to suit the domains defined in

1981, since they were not to be set off in a
separate group for chance analysis only;

' the had to provide a good cross-section of
the content detined for each Change
Category; I

their 1977 p-values were to be less than
0.80 in order to allow for the posse ity
of !growth in 1981, that is, to avoid ssi-

rn ble ceiling effects. 41.

--- /

A furthei- consi ratioh in developing thi mechanism fori
reporting change wa the number of items to be used in each ..

Change Categoyy. Because the measurement 'kip reporting of

change is a' sensiti* issue it was felt that there was a nked

to assign a conOdetable number of items to each ,Change

Category. For Grades 4 and 8 this number was set at12; for
Grade 12 it was/set at 10 since there were fewer i/tems in
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total to be used at this level. As a result, two or three cat-
egories were 'defined at each grade level. The categories are
shown in Table 4-5, along with the number of items in each.
These items were not pilot tested as sufficient informatior on
their suitability was available from 1977.

Table 4-5
Change Categories

f
Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 32

Number. and
Operation

(1.2)

Measurement
(II)*

Sem

Number and
Operation

(15)

Geometry and
Measurement

(12)

Numbeg and
Operation

(10)

Geometry and
Measurement

(10)**

Algebra
(In;...11........

*Only 1! items were available in this category,
**Reduced to 9 in the Assessment due to -a printing error on

_he final instruments.

Construction of Test Forms

In contrast to 1977, the 1981 Assessment made use of sev-
eral test forms per grade. By this means more Items could be
administered and a better underStanding of achievement pat-
terns could be obtained. At the same time, because each test
form was given to a large sample approximately 10 000,at each
grade level --the results may be generalized to the provincial
population .with high, degree of confidence. This situation is
different at the district level, where standard errors are
large in some districts because of small enrolment.

All achievement items were multipi'e choice, with five
options including an "I don't know" response. The forms, in-

cluding background information and attitude items, as'well as
administration time, were to be completed in 45 minutes. BaSed
on previous experience in assessment_and test development, the
number of achievement items per form was set at 46 for Grades
4. and 8; and 45 for Grade 12. To achieve adequate curriculum
coverage and to measure change effectively, three forms, AD, B,
and C, were constructed for each of Grades 4 and 8, and two
forms, A ari. B, for Grade 12. A key factor leading to these
numbers was the requirement that district-level' reporting be.
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based upon adequate numbers of students writin7 each form. For

Grade 12, in particular, this was a serious problem as many

school districts have small Grade 12 populations. Hence, only

two forms were constructed at this level.

For the final selection of items, the Contract Team,

bearing in mind the change items to be used, identified appro-

priate items from those surviving the pilot stage. For each

objective a collection of items somewhat greater than the

number required was presented to the Advisory Committee, and

they made recommendations as to which items should be used.

The final selection was made by the Contract Team after

reviewing the face validity of each item and the adequacy of

the group of items for testing each objective.

The first items to be assigned to final test forms were

the change items. These were distributed in such a way as to

avoid duplication of similar items on one form. In some cases,

where items were related to an illustration, the items were

retained as a grcup on the same form. The change items were

positioned on the 1981 forms in locations similar to those

they had occupied in 1977 in order to avoid any question of a

fatigue factor in the event of changed performance.

Non-curricular items were deliberately not placed at the

beginning of each 2orm. Several easy items were selected to

start each form and, following these, all remaining items were

randomly assigned toforms within objectives. The final forms

wee generally balanced with equal numbers of items on each

objective. A summary of item assignments is given in Table

4-6.

An informal timing pilot was conducted in December 1980

to ensure that the 45-minute time limit w1s still reasonable.

The final forms were administered to six classes at each of

Grades 4 and 8, and to four classes at Grade 12. Teachers were

asked for information regarding the amount of time required

and the clarity of the administration instructions. Results

showed that the time allotted was sufficient. Some modifica-

tions were made to the directions for administration.

An indication of the equivalence of test forms within

domains may be obtained by comparing means and standarl devia-

tions as shown in Table 4-7. These statistics were L.sed on

the results obtained by a 10% sample of students who wrote

these items. Domain 5, Computer Literacy, has been excluded

because only two items from that domain were included on each

form. .--

Finally, because the school district is the smallest unit

for reporting performance in the Assessment, it is important

that district results be measured reliably. The reliability

:9 ;-4,
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Table 4-6
Structure of the 1981 Assessment Instruments

A
Grade 4

B C A
Grade

B
8

C

Grade
A

12
B

Objective 77* 81 77 81 77 Si 77 81 77 81 77 81 77 81 77 81

1.1 3 9 3 9 3 9 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 1 1 2

1.2 1 2 0 3, 0 3 2 4 2 4 2- 4 2' 3 2 3

1.3 0 4 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 1

2.1 0 3 0 3 C 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

2.2 0 4 0 4 C 4 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 1

2.3 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3

3.1 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

3.2 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 1

4.1 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 6 0 6 0 6 3 4 4 3

4.2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 1 1 2

4.3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3

4.4 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3

5 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3

*77 refers to items from the 1977 Assessment
81 refers to items used for the first time in 1981.

Table 4-7
Means and Standard Deviations of Domain Scores

Grade Domain Number
of Items

Form A
Mean S.D.*

Form B
Mean S.D.

Form C
Mean S.D.

4

1

2

3

4

19

7

10

8

13.20
4.27
5.62
4.41

3.76
1.51
1.99
1.78

13.13
4.58
5.79
4.85

3.65
1.41
2.03
1.92

12.83
4.07
6.10
4.31

3.54
1.49
2.12
1.95

8

1

2

3

4

16

8

7

13

10.05
4.55
2.79
6.55

3.44
1.74
1.62
2.94

10.16
4.59
3.28
6.59

3.24
1.77
1.57
2.48

9.76
4.55
3.39
6.81

3.51
1.70
1.73
2.56

12

1

2

3

4

11

9

6

16

6.81
5.26
3.35
8.45

2.68
1.84
1.90
3.77

6.12
5.i1
3.47
8.66

2.71
1.96
1.64
3.45

*S.D.-Standard Deviation.

figures shown in Table 4-8 are based upon school district mean

domain scores.
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Table 4-8
Reliability* of District Domain Scores

Domain Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

1 0.96 0.96 0.93

2
l 5

0.86 0.89 0.90

3 0.89 0.90 0.92

4 0.91 0.94 0.95
5 0.63 0.79 0.52

*coefficient a

4.4 Sampling

In 1 lecause of ever-increasing demands on the time

of teach , .nd students in test-development and assessment
activities 'e Ministry of Education adopted a policy which

stipulates ,,lat, in a given school year, no school would be
asked to participate in more than one assessment activity and

one other testing activity sponsored by the Ministry of

Education. For that reason schocls selected for the pilot

study, with the exception of the small timing pilot, were not
included in the final Assessment. Schools previously selected

for the IEA study were not used for the Assessment pilot
study, but were eligible for inclusion in the Assessment pro-

per.

, A second decison taken by the Ministry of Education al-

lowed assessment results for large districts to be based upon

samples rather than upon the entire population at any grade
level. Clearly, sampling was not feasible for all districts,

given the large spread in student enrolments in the 75 school
districts in the province. As a first step in constructing the

sample a calculation was made for each district to determine

the minimum sample size required to produce a 95% confidence
interval of at most ±5% on each item. That is, in the "worst"

case, for an item which 50% of the students sampled answered
correctly, one should be "95% sure" that, if all the students
in the district had responded to the item, between 45% and 55%
of them would have obtained the correct answer to the item. On

the basis of this calculation, school districts which were
identified as being large enough to allow sampling in the

Assessment were then used to provide classes for the pilot
phase of the study.

At the Grade 4 level, 62 districts were too small to

permit sampling, and all schools in those districts were in-

cluded in the Assessment. In to other districts, only those

schools participating in the pilot study were excluded. In
each of the remaining eleven districts, eligible schools, that

90
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is those which had not takeh part in piloting, were ranked by
Grade 4 enrolment. The number of schools to be omitted was
determined on the basis of the minimum sample size required'
and the average school size in the district. The ordered list
Of schools was then divided into strata from each of which one
school was to be eliminated. Those schools were selected ran-
domly, using c table of random numbers. As a result, a further
161 schools in addition to the pilot schools were excluded.
Although no rigcrous analysis was undertaken, the sample of
schools within each district .appeared to be geographically
representative of the district,

For Grades 8 and 12, after the pilo-schools were exclud-
ed, it was impossible to exclude any other schools without

.distorting the representativeness of the Assessment results,
because there are relatively few schools at those grade lev-
els. Thus for Grade 8, Assessment results for 62 districts are
based on all schools in the district; for 13 districts they
are based on the schools remaining after the pilot schools
were eliminated. For, Grade 12 those numbers are 65 and 10,
respectively.

The Grade 10 sample was designed to yield 2500 students.
Within each of the six geographic zones of the province,
schools were listed in order of enrolment in Grade 10. The
simple size for each zone was determined in proportion to the
zone enrolment. Within a zone, the list of schools was divided
into strata of size such that two schools could be randomly
drawn from each stratum. If a school happened to be drawn
which did not also have Grade 8 or Grade 12 students to be
assessed, that school was omitted and an alternative selected.
The resulting sample consisted of 2525 students, 105 classes,
87 schools, and 45 district:.

The use of samples required that the enrolments in the
participating schools be determired accurately. For all grade
levels assessed, principals of partic.oating schools wer
asked to indicate grade enrolments when returning completed
instruments. These enrolment figures were compared to the in-
formation contained in the September 1980, Form I for each
school. For Grade 12, the enrolment figures were adjusted for
the normal drop-out rate to March 1981. If a large discrepancy
existed between the principal's figure and the adjusted Form I
estimate, the principal was contacted personally by B. C.
Research in order to obtain the correct enrolment. For Grades
4 and 8, if the principal's figure was within 15% of the Form
I estimate, it was accepted; otherwise, the Form I figure was
used.

The use of samples also had to be Laken into account in
the reporting of results. In all cases where background infor-
mation and attitude or achievement results are reported, the

1Q
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figures have been weighted to reflect the 'characteristics of
the sample. For example, if a p-value Of- 72% is reported for

an achievement item, that figure is an estimate of the percent
correct had all of the students in the province at that level
responded to t)e item. "he situation is similar in reporting
background data. For example, where numbers of students res-
ponding to test forms are indicated, those numbers refer to

the weighted totals taking sampling into account.

The provincial return 'rates for the Assessment instru-
ments are shown in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9
Return Rates

4

Grade
8 10*

Number of
Eligible 30 1b0 34 579 2574
Students

Return rate 95.6% 90.8% 95.4%

12

30 652

79.8%

*based on a design sample of 2500
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CHAPTER 5

GRADE 4 RESULTS

Wendy Klassen and David F. Robitaille

This chapter contains a discussion of the Grade 4 results

for each objective and domain assessed. A number of sample

items from the Assessment instruments are presented and dis-

cussed as illustrative examples; however, because of space

limitations, it was not possible to discuss each individual

item in detail in this chapter.'

The Interpretation Panel at the Grade 4 level consisted
of 14 members from across the province: 2 school principals, 7

teachers, a primary superviso-, a university professor, a

school trustee, a parent, and a multi-cultural worker. It was

their task to examine the province-wide results of the

Assessment and to identify strengths and weaknesses in student

achievement as measured by the tests. The Panel was asked to

rate each item, objective, and domain result as

Strong
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Marginal
Weak

(ST)
(VS)
(S)
(M)
(w)

These ratings are included in this chapter where applicable.

5.1 Description of the Instruments

The "Grade 4 item pool contained 138 test items divided

equally among three booklets, 46 per booklet. Tht items were

designed to assess students' mastery of five domains: Number

and Operation, Geometry, Measurement, Algebraic Topics, and

Computer Literacy. The domains were subdivided into eleven

objectives, as is shown in Table 5-1. The topics of

Probability and Computer Literacy were included in the

'The Grade 4 Assessment booklets and item-results are repro-

duced in Appendix F.
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Assessment at all levels even though they are not part of the
prescribed curriculum. The results obtained on these two

objectives may assist the Ministry and school districts in
making decisions related to the revision of existing curricula
for this level.

The number of items to be included in the item pool for
each objective was decided on the basis of the relative impor-
tance of the objective for the grade level concerned. Thus, as
is shown in Table 5-1, over 40% of the Grade 4 items fell into
the Number and -Operation domain. At the other extreme, the
non-curricular topics, Probability and Computer Literacy, ac-
counted for only 7% and 4% respectively.

Table 5-1
Grade 4: Organization of Test Items

Domain / Objective Number of items Percent

1. Number and Operation 57 41**

Number Concepts and
Comr.utation 36 26

Estimation 9 7

Fractions and Ratio 12 9

2. Geometry 21 15

Geometric Figures 9 7

Geometric Relationships 12 9

3. Measurement 30 22

. ' Length, Area, Volume,
and Mass 18 13

Time and Temperature 12 9

4. Algebraic Topics 24 17

Number Sentences 9 7

Graphs 6 4

Probability* 9 7

5. Computer Literacy* 6 -4

*Non-curricular objectives.
**All percentages have been rounded to the nearest whole

number.

The items in the Assessment are only a sample of all pos-
sible items for any given dcmain. The larger the sample, the

more representative it is. So, for example, it would be more
reliable to generalize results fron acmain 1 which contained
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57 items than from Domain 5 wiich contained only,six items.

Items were selected to represent different levels of dif-

ficulty, and the Interpretati,gn,Panel was asked to take the

difficulty of an item into account when rating the perfor-

mance. That is, the more difficult the item, the lower the
expected level of performance should be, and vice versa. Other
factors the Panel was asked to consider were the importance of
the skill represented by the item, the fact that some objec-

tives were not part of the current curriculum, and the wide

range of individual differences present at this level.

This proved to be an extremely difficult task as Item A/5

exemplifies. The question involves solving a missing addend

equation. Knowing that 16% answered "I don"t know", and that

25% knew that one had to subtract to obtain the solution, the

42% that answered correctly seems high. Yet, the Panel consen-
sus rating on the result was Marginal.

A/5. To find the missing number in 746 + = 931 you should:

% of students

subtract 746 from 931 42t2

add 746 to 931 12

subtract 931 from 746 25

add 931 to 746 4

I don't know 16

Figure 5-1. Grade 4--Item A/5.

In addition to being categorized by content, the items

were divided into one of three cognitive behavior levels:

Computation and Knowledge, Comprehension, and Application.
This dimension required that studen,:s use different types of

skills and abilities in order to obtain solutions. Each item

was placed in one domain, one objective, and one behavior

level. A breakdown of the item pool is shown in Table 5-2.

2t indicates the correct answer.
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Table 5-2
Grade 4: Number of Items by Cognitive Level and Domain

Domain Knowledge Comprehension Application Total

Number and Operation 25 13 19 57

Geometry 9 12 0 21

Measurement 11 i3 6 30

Algebraic Topics 0 9 15
k 24

Computer Literacy 6 0 0 o

Total . 51 " 47 40 138

All content items were multiple choice.'Five choices were
given for each item, the fifth one being "I don't know".
Students responded to the test items in the test booklets by

marking their choice of answer with an "x" in the appropria'ce
box.,The information from the booklets was then keypunched
into machine-readable format.

In addition to the content items, each booklet contained
nine background information items and an eight-item attitude,
scale which students were asked to complete before taking le
test. Students were requested to answer the eight attitu
items as honestly as possible after teachers had discussed aln

example with them.

Forty-five minutes were allotted for the Assessment. Thi
included time for instruction, distribution and collection of-
the Assessment booklets, completion of the background and at-
titude items, and completion of the test items.

5.2 Description of the Population

. The Mathematics Assessment at this level was designed for
all students enrolled in Grade 4. Within sufficiently large
distrigx54 representative samples rather than the entire popu-
lation participated. Also, schools which had taken part in the
pilot-testiny of the Assessment instruments were excluded from
the testing which -took place in the month of March. Of the
schools that participated in the Assessment, principals re-
ported the total number of eligible students to be 30 150. The
Assessment instruments were actually written by 28 815 stu-
dents, or 95.6% of the total. This compares favorably with the
1977 return rates.

10c
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Age, Sex, 4nd Languages Spoken

The Assessment was administered during the month of March
1981.,At that time, Grade 4 students who had been age 6 at the
time of their enrollment in school should have been either 9

or 10 years old. Approximately 92% of students at the Grade 4
level fell into that category.

A

Apperoximately 1200 more boys than girls took part in the

Assessment. bout .52% of the respondents were boys while about
48% were girls.

Of' the students= enrolled in Grade 4, approximately 86% '

learned English as their first language. Ninety percent of the
children at this level usually speak English at home.

Use of Calculators

A good deal of research interest in- the field of

Mathematics Education is currently focussed upon an examina-
tion of the effect of the use of calculators in the

mathematics classroom. As part of the 1981 Assessment, stu-
dents were -sked several questions- concerning their use of

calculators. Their responses to these questions are summarized
in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3
Grade 4: Use of Calculators

Category of Use Percent

Use a calculator at home

Sometimes use a calculator
to do homework

Sometimes use a calculator
in school

39

13

4

The fact that only 4% of children in Grade 4 in 1981 have
used a,calculator in school may be indicative of the fact tha,
educators are not convinced of the advisability of them with
students at this level. But since almost ten times as many
children use calculators at home as at school, the question of
calculator use should be investigated. The uses of technologi -.
cal devict3 such as calculators, computers, video disks, and
electronic games in the home and other out-of-school places
should be anticipated. Programs should be planned that will

1u-,4
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encourage the positive and educationally beneficial use of
these devices.

Metric Usage

Each student's test booklet contained a list of four que-
stions designed to assess the extent to which today's students
"think metric". Each question was, .accompanied by two res-

. ponses, both correct, and students were diebetd to choose the
answer which came to mind first. The results obtained are dis-
played in Table 4-4.

4*

Table 5-4.
Responses to Mettle Usage Items

(Pere-int)

, -am,

Grade 4 -Grade 8 Grade 12 4

How much does a bicycle weigh'
About 15 kilograms 40 . 26 16
About 35 pound: 59 72 (82

what is the temperature in this room?
About 20 degrees 61- 38
About 70 degrees, 38 60

:40
-59

c61
How fai is it from Prince George to Prince Rupert?
About 700 kilometres 37 30 -...22

About 450 miles 63 67 77,

How much gasoline can the gas tank in a large car hold?
About" 90 litres 41 22 . 19
About 20 gallons 59 74 79

The results show that students at all three levels tested
do not "thihk metric". Irronly, one case out of 12, the tem-
perature item at Grade 4, did a majority select the metric
response over the imperial. For each item the percent selec- .ir
ting the metric response was greatest in Grade 4 and lowest in
Grade 12.
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5.3 itLtitudea towaL6 Mathematics

At the Grade 4 level, eight items from the attitude scale
entitled Mathematics and M self were selected and the original

wording was a tered s ig t y to make it more suitable for use
with children of that age. Each item had five response choices
ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Some of the

items were stated positively: "I really want to do well in

mathematics". Others were stated negativell: "If I had my

choice I would not learn any more mathematics". The items cov-

ered a wide range of experiences that studepts might have had

with mathematics.

The attitude' scale appeared before the ac. d Assessment

items in each booklet. Students were requested to read and
answer by themselves the eight attitude items as honestly as

possible after teacl rE demonstrated with an example on the

blackboard.

Student show that, at Grade 4, most students

felt -positively toward mathematics. In fact, the summary

scores for egative pr strongly negative responses were less

than 4% while the summary scores for posit' e or strongly po-
sitive responses were 78%. Table 5-5 shows tne results for all

attitude responses.

Table 5-5
Grade 4: Summary of Attitudes Toward Mathematics

Attitude Percent of Students

Strongly Positive 35

Positive 43

Neutral 19

Negative 3

Strongly Negative 0

The results show that Grade 4 children generally have a

very positive attitude toward mathematics. Ninety percent of

tne students at the Grade 4 level agreed with the statement "I

really waht to dc, well in mathematics". Eighty-six percent

responded that they felt good about solving a mathematics
problem by themselves. Seventy-eight percent of the students

indicated that they would not choose to omit mathematics from
their further schoo&ing. Sixty-nine percent think mathematics

is fun, 15% could not decide, and only 16% not think mathema-
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tics was fun.

5.4 Domain 1: Number and Operation

This domain contained the largest number of items because

of its importance in the curriculum. The 57 items were divided

into three objectives: Number Concepts and Computation,

Estimation, and Fractions and Ratio.

The mean percent correct for the 57 items in this domain

was 7C %. These results were rated as Very Satisfactory by the

Interpretation Panel, the highest rating of the five domains.

Considering the importance of this domain, it is encouraging

that the students did so well. Table 5-6 displays the total

number of ite in each objective with the mean percent cor-

rect and the Interpretation Panel's rating.

Table 5-6
Grade 4: 'lumber and Operation

Objective Number
of Items

Mean
Percent Correct

Panel
Rating

Numbe ,. icepts
an' k....mputation

Estimation

Fractions and Ratio

36

9

12

74

62

62

IS

VS

S

VS

Number Concepts and Computation

Thirty-six \items were used to measure students' mastery

of this objective. The items dealt with the whole number con-

cepts of place value and counting, mathematical principles,

and the four basic perati,ons with whole numbers. Considerable
emphasis was place- on operations, particularly addition and

subtraction, at all three cognitive levels. ProbleW-solving

items included both single- and multi-step solutions.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 74%.

Overall, the students' performance in this objective was rated

as Very Satisfactory. Considering the large percentage of'the
curriculum that this objective covers, the result: here are

very pleasing. Table 5-7 shows a breakdown of the items by
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Table 5-7
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 4: Number Concepts ane Computation

Rating Number of Items

Strong 4

very Satisfactory 16

Satisfactory 12

Marginal 2

weak 2

rating category.

Items A/23 and C/2 are represer.tative examples of items

used to assess students' maste:y4of this objective. On Item
A/2, 88% of students were able to name the place value of a

given digit in a 4 -digit number. This performance was rated
very Satisfactory by Panelists. On Item C/2, the performance
was rated Strong as 88% of the students were able to perform
column addition with regrouping correctly.

A/2. The 2 in 2645 means:

% of students

2 hundreds 3

2 thousands 88t

2 ones 1

2 millions 5

I don't know 3

Figure 5-2. Grade 4--Item A/2

Students' performance on inverse operations and regrou-

3A/2 means item number 2 in booklet A.

in
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C/2. ADD: 678

+ 34

% of students

901

991 1

621 5

721 88t

I don't know 4

Figure.5-3. Grade 4--Item C/2.

ping was weaker than expected, and the Panel felt that these
areas reauired more attention. An example of an item indblving
an inverse operation is B/4. Performance on this item, 49%,
was rated as Weak by the Panel. Less than half of the students
knew which two numbers to add to check a subtraction when all
information was given. An example of a regrouping item is Item
B/5 shown where only 52% of the students were able to regroup
in a non-traditional manner. This result was rated as
Marginal.

The Panel also found that students' pertormairc-e was
weaker on items that involved reading. In fact, for this
objective the number of words per item actually distinguished
the ten easiest items from the ten most difficult items. The
average number of words per item on the ten items with the
highest success rate was four, while the ten items with the
lowest success' rate had an average number of 18 words per
item.

Students' overall performance in this objective was very
igood. Based on the results and the Panel ratings, it would

appear that the content covered by this objective is being
taught very well.

Estimation

Nine items were used to measure students' mastery of this
-)bjective. The items dealt with estimating the sum, dif-
ference, and pr% qct of tihole numbers. Although it is

generally agreed tLat the skill of estimation is important, it
is a difficult one to test. There is no actual control over
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p/t_ frn rberrk Chic cuhrrartinn, whie-h rwn numbers would by

added?
-476

- 337
139-

% of students

476 and 337 23

476 and 139 8

337 and 139 49t

337 and 476 5

L don't knoW 15

Figure 5-4. Grade 4--Item B/4.

B/5. Find the missing number:

3 tens + 12 ones = tens + 2 ones

2

3

1

_

of students

521-

i
16

8

I don't know 20

Figure 5-5. Grade 4--Item B/5.

the methods children will use to answer an estimation item.
For example, in Item A/20, students may do the subtraction

first and then round off. Performance on this Item was rated
Strong.
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A/20. Mr. Fish had 567 hot dogs to sell at
the ball game. He had 364 hot dogs
lad Aftor rho gnome. Ahnnt" hem. Mgeny

did he sell?

% of students

200 81t

600 2

500 2

300 8

I don't know 6

Figure 5-6. Grade 4--Item A/20.

The mean percent correct for the objective was 62%.
,Although the results for this objective as a whole were rated
,as Satisfactory, Panelis-s ageed they would like to see stu-
dents do better in this area. Table 5-8 shows a breakdown of
the items by rating category.

Table 5-8
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 4: Estimation

Rating Number of Items

Strong 2

very Satisfactory 1

Satisfactory 2

Marginal S 3

Weak 1

Students did well rounding off to the nearest 100, but
not as well rounding off to the nearest 10. Performance on
Item A/24 was rated Marginal because only 61% of the students
correctly rounded 43 to the nearest 10.

The ability to round off numbers is an integral part of
the skill of estimating. Because it is often more expedient to
estimate than to actually compute, estimating skills, in-

cluding rounding, should be taught and emphasized early in
one's schooling.

114
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A/24. Round off 43 to the nearest ten.

% of students

30 7

50 0

40 61t

44 20

I don't know 5

Figure 5-7. Grade 4--Item A/24.

Fractions and Ratio

The 12 items in this objective were designed to comply

with the current curriculum guide for mathematics which states

that students should be able to identify unit fractions of

objects and sets, and read and write equations using these

fraction names by the end of Grade 3.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 62%. As a

whole, performance in the objective was rated Very

Satisfactory. Table 5 -9 shows a breakdown of the items by

rating category. 4

Table 5-9
Interpretation Panel Ratings
Grade 4: Fractions and Ratio

Rating Number of Items

Strong 1

Very Satisfactory 5

Satisfactory 3

Marginal 2

Weak 1

It appears students are not as confident in identifying
fractions as part of a set as they are in identifying frac-

tions as part of a whole. Sixty-seven percent of the students
recognized the figure that showed 1/4 shaded as part of a

115
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whole in Item C/4. Yet 40% of the students mistakenly named as
1/3 the part of a set that was really 1/4 shaded in Item A/9.
only 10% could correctly identify a set that was 1/3 shaded in
another item that involved recognition of equivalent frac-
tions.

C/4. Which shows 1/4 shaded?

% of students

67t

8

7

5

I don't know 10

Figure 5-8. Grade 4--Item C/4.

A/9. Which set is one-third (1/3) shaded?

% of students

AAAA
00
0100 lot

0 0
0 40

CD CD CD 410 4111 4D 42

I don't know 6

Figure 5-9. Grade 4--Item A/9.

As there are several physical world models for both part-
whole and subset-set interpretations of fractions, both should
be taught. That is, children should be able to recognize that
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1/3 of a chocolate bar and 1/3 of a dozen cookies both repre-

sent the fraction 1/3 but may be, in fact, different amounts.

Emphasis in the teaching of fractions usually is placed

on considering fractions as parts of wholes. It may he the

case that the idea of fractions as part of a set is too ab-

stract to be taught at the primary leve) and should be

postponed until later grades. Students at th.s level have had

limited exposure to the subset-set concept of fractions and to

the concept of ratio. Students' performance on the three ratio

items were rated as Strong and Very Satisfactory; however,

they were easy items.-

5.5 Domain 2: Geometry

The geometry objectives in the current cLrriculum guide

for Grade 3 deal mainly with the construction of geometric

models and the manipulation of concrete materials. Because of

the virtual impossibility of testing this, on a paper-and-

pencil test the Assessment focussed on the concepts and know-

ledge needed to dc those geometric constructions and

manipulations. The 21 items were divided into two objectives:

Geometric Figures and Geometric Relationships.

The mean percent correct for the twenty-one items in this

domain was 62%. These results were rated as Satisfactory by

the Interpretation Panel. Table 5-10 displays the total number

of items in each objective with the mean percent correct and

the Interpretation Panel's rating.

Table 5-10
Grade 4: Geometry

Total Number Mean Panel

Objective of Items Percent Correct Rating

Geometric Figures 9 75 VS

Geometric Relationships 12 52 S
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Geometric Figures

Nine items were used to measure students' mastery of this
objective. StudenLs were asked to answer items concerning the

identification of and distinguishing among geometric, figures.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 75%.
'Overall, the students' performance in this objective was rated
as Very Satisfactory. Table 5-11 shows a breakdown of the

items by rating category.

Table 5-11
Interpretation Panel Rating
Grade 4: Geometric Figures

0

Rating Number of Items

Strong 1

Very Satisfactory 6

Satisfactory 2

Marginal 0

Weak 0

Panelists agreed that students at this level demonstrated
good knowledge of the names of geometric figures. For example,

in Item A/t0, 86% of the students were able to identify the
triangle inside the circle. This correct response percentage

was rated Very Satisfactory.

A/10. Which is a picture of a
triangle inside a circle?

A
% of students

12

10

V

86t

1

I don't know 1

Figure 5-10. Grade 4--Item A/10.
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Geometric Relationships
",..

Twelve items were used to measure students' mastery of
this objective. Students were asked to answer items concerning
geometric relationships such as symmetry and congruence. The

mean percent correct for items in this objective was 52%, and

the students' performance was rated as Satisfactory. Table

5-12 shows a breakdown of the items by rating category.

Table 5-12
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 4: Geometric Relationships

Rating Number of Items

Strong 1

very Satisfactory 4

Satisfactory 2

Marginal 3

Weak 2

The Satisfactory interpretation for results on this

objective was not so much an evaluation of students' responses
but rather an evaluation ortheir efforts to answer something

they had almost certainly not been taught. Although the term

"symmetry" is mentioned explicitly in the curriculum geide, it

was clear that the vast majority of students were unfamiliar

with it. It also appears that the word "congruent" held no
meaning for most students. Item C/27 is an example of an item

where the term symmetry was used.,Performance on this item was

rated Marginal. ,
G

5.6 Domain 3: Measurement

The 30 items in this domain were divided into two objec-

tives: Length, Area, Volume, and Mass; and Time and

Temperature.

The mean percent correct for the 30 items in this domain

was 60%. These results were rated as Marginal by the

Interpretation Panel, the lowest rating of the five domains.

Table 5-13 displays the _otal number of items in each objec-

tive with the mean percent correct and the Interpretation

Panel!.$ rating.

it
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C/27. How many lines of symmetry
does this shape have?

% of students

1 1

2 141-

3 1

4 74

I don't know ,I0

Figure 5-11. Grade 4--Item C/2/.

Table 5-13
Grade 4: Measurement

Total Number Mean Panel

Objective of Items Percent Corrent Rating

Length, Area, Volume,
and Mass

Time and Temperature

18

12

58

63

M

M

Length,Area, Volume, and Mass

Eighteen items were used to measure students' mastery of

this objective. They dealt with the measurement of length,
perimeter, area, volume, capacity, and mass of a physical

object in metric 'units. Also included were items involving
conversiom of units within the metric syitem.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 58%, and

this performance was rated as Marginal. Table 5-14 shows a
breakdown of the items by rating category.

Although students were able to choose correct measurement
units', they were not as confident in making applications using
measurement. For example, in Item C/29, only 12% of the stu-

dents could correctly answer a perimeter question without
being given a diagram. This result was given a Weak rating.

,
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Table 5-14
Interpretation Panel Rating

Grade 4: Length, Area, Volume, and Mass

Rating Number of Items

Strong 3

Very Satisfactory 2

Satisfactory 5

Marginal -5

weak 3

t

C/2S. Mr. Jones put a wire fence
all the way around his
rectangular garden. The
garden is 1C m long and 6 m
wide. How many metres of
fencing did he use?

% of students

16 m 60

32 m 12t

36 m 4

60 m 17

I don't know 8

Figure 5-12. Grade 4- -Item C/29.

O

On a related item including a diagram, 60% obtained the
correct answer. This result was considered Satisfactory.

Performance on items involving the conversion of length,
units was disappointing.-Only 67% of the students could equate
100 centimetres with one metre. That result was rated only
Marginal. Considering the fact that these students should have
been taught the metric system and only the metric system since
they entered school, the results in this domain are somewhat
disappointing.
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Performance on items dealing witrea, mass, and volume

was rated Marginal to Satisfactory. Even though these are ab-
, stract- concepts, the Panelists felt that -students should be

more familiar with them.
, .

.

Results were also inconsistent: Item' A/39'showed a lack
of familiarity with eats of mass, and this result was rated

'Weak. On the 'other hand, results of Item C/38, rated Very
'Satisfactory, imply that students are very confident_ with
units of capacity. One possible reason for this inconsistency

A/39. A ter. -year -old boy is 14:ikely to_
weigh:

% of students

35 grams 7

75 grams .18
.

35 kilograms ,20t

75 kilograms 4C .

I don't know 14

(4

Figure 5-13. Grade 4--Item,A/39.

C/38. A milk jug is likely to hold:

% of students

1 millilitre 5

10 millilitres '6.

1 litre s
83t

100 litres 4

I don'` know

Figure 5-14. Grade 4- -Item C/38.

4,1
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is that children actually see units of capacity more often

than units of mass. For example, all milk cartons are labelled

in metric units.

Time and Temperftture

Twelve ',terns were used to measure students' mastery of
this objective. Students were asked to 'espond to items deal-

ing with topics such as reading a clock to the nearest five-

minute ,inte val, recording time using the conventional nota-

tion, re: gnizing time relationships from seconds to years,
and read. g 8 Celsius thermometer.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 63%, a

performance which was rated as Marginal. Table 5-15 shows a
breakdown'of the items by rating category.

Table 5-15
Interpretation Panel Ratings .

Grade 4: Time andTemperatnre
g

Rating Numberof Items

Strong 1

Very Satisfactory 3

Satisfactoty 1

Marginal 6

weak p. .,
1

Students were able to read clocks and.thermomeiers; . hov-,

ever, they are apparently unable to use standard notation for .

time. NilieLy,pccent of student:, : Strt.nso racfll*, r.bArl the'

clock on one item to obtain the corr..ct t me. but only 69%, a

Marginal result, could choose the proper notation for half

past two in It,.1 C/18-

Students. web* able to read thermometers directly but were

poor at seleyting appropriate temperatures for given weather
condition, As'In the case of the item discussed pawner deal-
ing with mass, this may indicate a general lack of familiarity
with.metric.dnits. Results of Item A/44, rated Weak, illus-

trate. this weakness. The most frequent response was the

Fahrenheit temperature.
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C/18. Which says half past two?

% of students

30:2 13

230 7

2:30 69t

2.3C 7

I don't know 4

Figure 5-15. Grade 4--Item C/18.

A/41. The temperature on a sunny summer
day would most likely be:

% of students

5` Celsius 1

25c Celsius 26t

55° Cel&ius 27

85° Celsius 34

I don't know ,I0

Figure 5-16. Grade 4--Item A/41.

5.7 Domain 4: Algebraic Topics

The 24 items in this domain were divided among three
objectvesi Number Sentences', Graphs, and Probability.

The mean percent correct for the 24 items was 58%. These

results were rated as Satisfactory by the Interpretation

Panel.
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Results on -all three objectives tended to be

Satisfactory. In the case of Number Sentences and Graphs, the

Panel felt that students did not do as well as they should
have; however, for the Probability objective, ratings tended

to be Satisfactory because the topic is not part of the pre-
scribed curriculum. Table 5-16 displays the total number of

items in each objective with the mean percent correct and the
Interpretation Panel's rating.

Table 5-16
Grade 4:. Algebraic Topics

Objective
Total Number Mean Panel

of Items Percent Correct Rating
f

Number Sentences 9 55 Mto S
Graphs 6 68 S

)

Probability
9c

55 S

Number Sentences

Nine items were used to measure students' mastery of this
objective. Items dealt with definitions and symbols' in alge-

bra, the use of variables in equations'and inequalities, and
the use of variables to represent numbers.

I r
The mean percent -orrect for this objective was 55%, and

j this performonce *ea -rated as being between Marginal and
Satisfactory: Table 5-17 shows a breakdown of the items by

rating category. .

Table 5-17
Interpretation Panel Rating
Grade 4: Number Sentences

Rating Number of Items

Sitong
Very-Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Marginal
Weak

c-

0

2

2

'4

1
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Students' ability to recognize the number sentences to be

used in setting up problems was rated as Satisfactory. On two
sword problems, 67% and 71% chose the appropriate number sen-

tenceto solve the problem. It is important to bear in mind
that developing the students' ability to apply the appropriate
mathematical techniques in order to solve a given problem is

one of the most important reasons for teaching and learning
mathematics. There is no point in teaching children how to

add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers unless they also
learn when to apply these operations. The results 'reported
here indicate that a fairly substantial degree of progress
toward that goal has been attained at the Grade 4 level inso-

far as problem solving is concerned.

Solving missing addend questions appears to be p.n ex-
tremely difficult task for students at this level. Results of

Item A/5, rated Marginal, show that only 42% of the students
could, correctly solve a '3-digit missing addend question.

A/5. To find the missing number in 746 + 931

you should:

% of students

subtract 746 from 931 42j

add 746 tc 931 12

subtract 931 from 746 25

add 931 to 746 4

I don't-know 16

Figure 5-17. Grade 4--Item A/5.

Considering results from other sections of the Assessment, the

difficulty does not appear to lie with the actual computation
but with the concept of inverse operation itself.

According to the Interpretation Panel, results on items

dealing with the knowledge and use of inequality symbols
ranged from Weak to Very Satisfactory. Results on Item B/12,

rated Marginal, seem to indicate that students are not famil-
iar with the symbol ">"; however, results of Item B/29, rated
Very Satisfactory, indicate that they are. Many Panelists felt

students did not recognize the form oZ the question in
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% of students

188 14

203 29t

209 14

197 15

I don't know 28

Figure 5-18. Grade 4-7Item B/12.

B/29. Choose the correct symbol to make
this a true sentence.

Item B/12.

13 6

>

w

% of students

77t

2

< 13

5 1

I Con't know 7

Figure 5-19. Grade 4--Item B/29.

The question of whether or not inequality symbols are

useful at this level or not needs to be considered. The mem-
bers of the Interpretation Panel agreed the symbols were

difficult to learn, but suggested that if the meaning were
stressed more, they would be valuable concepts to know at this

level.
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Graphs

Six items were used to measure students' mastery of this

objective. The items involved the reading and interpretation
of bar graphs, line graphs, and pictographs. The mean percent

correct for this objective was 68%, and this performance was
rated as Satisfactory by the Interpretation Panel. Table 5-18
shows a breakdown of the items by rating category.

Table 5-18
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 4: Graphs

Rating Nuiber of Items

Strong 1

Very Satisfactcry 1

Satisfactory 4

Marginal 0

Weak 0

Students generally did well in graphing and the
Satisfactory rating of their performance on this objective may
be somewhat-low. The Panel felt, however, that graphing is an

area in which students should do well. They felt that a lot of
work, is done across subject areas in the primary grades in
graphing. For that reason,results might be expected to Ape
even higher. The two items receiving the highest success rates
required students merely to read graphs. On those items re-

quiring4More than simple reading of graphs, the results were

only Satisfactory.

Probability

Probability was one of the two non-curricular objectives
included as part of the Assessment. The main purpose for the

inclusion of probability was to provide base-line information
on a topic which many people feel is important and should be

part of the curriculum. Results on this objective may assist
the Ministry and school districts in decisions related to the

revision of existing curricula for this level.

Nine items were used to measure students' ability to
judge the outcomes of situations involving basic concepts of

probability. The mean percent correct for this objective was
55%. Performance was rated as Satisfactory even though the
topic is not prescribed and many children have had no previous
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exposure to these types of questions. Table 5-19 shows a

breakdown of the items by rating category.

Table 5-19
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 4: Probability

Rating Number of Items

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory' 3

Satisfactdry' 5

Marginal
Weak 0

Of the nine probability items, the three with highest

rests l-ts were accompanied by illustrations and were related to

day-to-day experiences of children. For example, it may have

helped children answer Item B/8 if they had been familiar with
spinners. The fact that 56% of students answered the item cor-

rectly was rated Satisfactory by the Interpretation Panel.

B/8. Sam and Sara are playing a game with this spinner. Every

time the spanner lands on red, Sara gets a point. Every

time the spinner lends on blue, Sam gets a point. After

10 spins, the winner will-be the one with the most points.
Who is 'more likely to win?

% of students

Sara will 8

Sam will 56f

It dill be a tie )(
9

Either one has the same chance of winning 24

I don't know 4

Figure 5-20. Grade 4--Item B/8.
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5.8,Domain 5: Computer Literacy

Computer Literacy was the second of two non-curricular
objectives included in, the Grade 4 Assessment. As with
Probability, the main purpose for its inclusion was to provide
base-line information on a topic which many people feel is
important and should be part of the curriculum. Results on
this objective may assist the Ministry and school districts in
decisions related to the revision of existing curricula for
this level.

Six items were used to measure students' mastery of this
objective. Students were asked to answer items concerning the
capabilities and applications of contemporary computers and to
make judgmentt regarding the social impact of contemporary
computers, "Questions dealt with what computers could do, not
,,ith programming, flow charting, and so on.

The mean percent correct for this objective was 41%, a

level of performance that was rated as Satisfactory. Table
5-20 shows a breakdown of the items by rating category.

Table 5-20
Interpretation Panel Ratings
Grade 4: Computer Literacy

Rating Number of Items
9

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory
satisfactory 5

Marginal 0

Weak 0

The Panel tried to keep in mind, when rating the items,
that these were difficult questions for children who had not
had any exposure to computer literacy before. The percent of
correct responses ranged from 22% to 66%.

Panelists, agreed that, with the increasing use OR compu-
ters and calculators in society, the school must play a role 1,

in the teaching of computer literacy. The form and extent it
should take in the mathematics curriculum, and in Ahe primary,
mathematics jcurriculum in particular, was considered. At the
primary level, exposure to terminology, uses, and functions of
computers at a very basic level is needed, but without empha-
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sis on technical aspects. The practicality of even such a
limited goal as exposure to computer literacy has its diffi-,

culties. 'Many schools still do not have access to'calculators
and computers, especially at the primary level, useful curric-
ulum materials are not readily available, and many mathematics
teachers do not feel confident or competent in teaching com-

puter literacy. Panelists generally felt that, _although
Computer Literacy is becoming increasingly important., it is '

not a priority topic at the Primary level.

5.9 Changes in Achievement Since 1977

The Change Categories 'consisted of items that had ap-
peared on the 1977 Mathematics Assessment and were repeated on
the 1981 Assessment in order to obtain information on the

npture and extent of change. Twelve items from the 1977 test
were included in the Number and Operation Change Category.
Another eleven were chosen for the Measurement Change
Category.

ry

Results of the two Change Categories studied in Grade 4

show that the standard of performance in mathematics for stu-
dents at this level is being maintained. In comparison to

results in 1977, students performed better on more than 50% of

the change items.

Number and Operation

Off. the 'fifty-seven items in the Number and Operation
Domain, twelve were included'in the Change Category. The mean

percent correct- for these twelve items was 72% in both 1977
and 1981. The performance change on most items was less than

6%

The largest increase, 16%, was found on Item ^/26, a
fraction item, where the results went from 54% in 1977 to 70°

in 1981. Although many factors may have contributed to this
increase, it may be that a greater emphasis has been placed on
the teaching of unit fractions since 1977, at least in part-

whole situations.

Measurement

Of the thirty items in the Measurement Domain, eleven
were included in the Change Category. The mean percero.. correct
for these eleven items was 60% in both 1977 and 1981, and the

performance change was minimal on most items.

The largest increase, 144, was found on a metric usage
item involving capacity, where the results went from 69% in
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C/26..Which box-is one-fifth (1/5) shaded?

11

z
,% of students

6

70t

8

11

I don't know ...,... 5

Figure 5-21. Grade 4--Item C/26.

1977 to 83% in 1981.

5.10 Reporting Categories

A student's' achievement in Mathematics is the result of

the interaction of a large numbeg of factors, some intrinsic

and ethers extrinsic to the student. Age, sex, and other at-'

tributes inherent in the student combine with curriculum

variables and environmental variables, such as teacher dif-

ferences, to influence overall student performance. A great

deal of information concerning the relationship between'stu-

dent background variables and achievement was collected in

this Assessment, far more than'cah be fully discussed in a

report of this length\ From the large number of variables be-

Aieved to be related, to achievement, a smaller .set of

variables was selcted zne. thz 44,4!cob f-ctors

to performance was studied.

In the sections that Follow, all of the results reported

are based on correlational trends. No attempt has been made to

imply that cause-and-effect relationships exist since the

Mathematics Assessment was not designed to identify such rela-

tionships. All that can be.said is that, on the basis of the

Assessment data, there appears to be a relationship between

certain variables.. It remains for other studies designed as
follow-ups to seek causal relationships.
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Sex Daferences
tr.

Based bn the-items used in the Assresmentresults showed
that at the Grade.4 level boys ootained44 higher mean percent

correct on three of the five domains assessed.. Some of the

differences were statistically significant, but. quite small;

the largest difference was 3%. Boys did somewhat better than

girls in Algebraic Topics and Computer Literacy. Boys per-

formed better than girls in the Measurement domain. On both

objectives the mean percent correct ,for boys was about three

points higher than for girlf. Figure 5-22 portrays the results

for each domain by sex.

Boys II

Girls

Number & Operation Geometry Measurement Algebraic Topics Computer Literacy

Figure 5-22. Grade 4--Sex differences in achievement.

uiris performed betttL 1-.A-dy in *ht Cerms.ry Anmain.

It is worth remembering that the Geometry items largely con-

cerned vocabulary as opposed to spatial visualization and

concrete experience. Girls also performed somewhat better than

boys in the Number and Operation Domain.

First Language

In one of the backgiound items in the Assessment book-

lets, students were asked whether English was their first

language. The results of analyzing the achievement data ''on

each domain for two subgroups, those who responded YES to the

question and those who responded NO, favor those students who

° first learned to speak English. The differences do domain

scores were small with the greatest difference occurring in
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the Geometry domain, specifitally in the Geometric
Relationships objective.

Attitude

The attitude of Grade.4 Students toward Mathematics and
their achievement by domain were cprrelated. It was' found that
a positive attitude toward Mathematics-is moderately corre-
lilted with achievement in all Domains except Computer
i,iteracy.

Girls' attitudes toward Mathematics are slightly more
positive than boys' in Grade 4. In Grade 8, 'however, boys'
attitudes are slightly more positive'than girls'. The trend of
deteriorating attitudes among girls in comparison to boys is
continued through Grade 12.

This finding is not surprising. It seems reasonable that
a correlation between attitude and achievement should exist.
The fact that the correlation between attitude and achievement
in Computer Literacy is weak may be due to the fact that the
items in this domain are not-necelsarily mathematical content,
but, for many students, general knowledge.

5.11 Summary

The Grade 4 item pool contained 138 test items designed
to assess students' mastery of eleven objectives grouped into
five domains. Two of these objectives,were not prescribed in
the current Primary Mathematics Curriculum. The number of

items to be included in the item pool for each objective was
divided on the basis of the relative-importance of the objec-
tive. for Grade 4. Items represented different levels of
difficulty and were also classified under one of three, cogni-
tive behavior levels. Each item was categorized in one domain;
one objective, and one behavior level.

Twenty-three items were repeated from the 1977 Assessment
in order to obtain information on the nature and extent of
change. These items formed two Change Categories.

In addition .to the content items, each booklet contained
"nine backgrou d i formation items and a eigh*-item attitude

scale which st dent were asked to complete before taking the
test'.
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The Grade 4 Mathematics Assessment was designed for all

students enrolled in Grade 4. Of the schools that Irticipated

in the Assessment, principals reported the tots' number of

eligible students to be 30 150. The Assessment instrument was
written by 28 815 students, or 95.6% of the to* About 52%,

of the respondents were boys while abc 4d% wece girls.
Ninety-two percent of the Grade 4 students were eithee' nine pr

ten years old when the Assessment instrument was administered

in March 1981. Approximately 86% of the students enrolled in

Grade 4 learned English as their first language, and 89%

usually speak English at home. The data gathered on the use of

calculators show that almost 40% of the students use a calcu-

lator at home, about 13% sometimes use -a calculator to do

homework, and only 4% sometimes use a calculator in school.

Test Results

The 138 test items' were divided among five domains:
Number and Operation, Geometry, Measurement, Algebraic Topics,

and Computer Literacy. Each domain was subdivided into a

number of objectives, and the items were generated to measure

mastery of the objectives.

The Number and Operation domain was divided into three

objectives: Number Concepts and Computation, Estimation, and
Fractions and Ratio. Students' performance in this domain was

generally Very Satisfactory. Panelists were very pleased with

these results considering the importance of this domain. Place
value, computation, and fraction questions were well done.

weaker areas included questions involving inverse operations,
regrouping, and rounding. Students' performance was markedly

weaker on items that required more reading.

1

The .Geometry domain was divided into two objectives,
Geometric Figures and Geometric Relationships. Students demon-
....._....s __ 3 1...."1-1..... ...g o.i..^ etftmehe ...4; p".....mm*..4... finlirme Cemilm
o..v..cu yvvu nnv..cuy. f .". "--.. f _ _

more difficult questions involved abstract visualizations, and °

students performed satisfactorily on these. Manf.students were
unfamiliar with the Content of items in the' Geometric

Relationships objective. In particular, the term "symmetry"
held no meaning for most students. Despite this, students'

performance was rated as Satisfactory on this objective.

The Measurement domain 'consist'ed of, two objectives: .

Length, Area, Volume, and Mass; and Time and Temperature. Of

all the domains, Measurement had the most disappointing re-
sults. Despite the emphasis placed in recent years on learning
the metric system and despite the fact that it is the only

system of measurement these students have been taught, they

are, still unfamiliar with many of the metric units. Knowledge

0
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of units of mass in particular seemed to be weak. A-strength
was shown-with units of capacity, an. students were- able to
read clocks and thermometers. On the other :hand, they dis-
played some difficulty-with standard notation for time and for
electing temperatures for given weather conditions.

The Algebraic Topics domain consisted of three objet
tives: Number Sentences, Graphs, and Probability. Students'
performance on the Number Sentences objective was rated
Md'rginal to Satisfactory. Solving missing addend And inverse
operation questions appeared to be an extreme4 difficult task'
for students at this level..Another particular weakness was
shown in the knowledge and use of inequality syMbols.
Recognition of number sentences to be used in problem solving
was Satisfactory to Very Satisfactory. Students performed well
on graphing items. Of the six questiOns, four were rated
Satisfactory, tone very Satisfactory, and one Strong.'
Probability ;was one of the two non-curricular objectivps, and.
performance on'this objective was rated Satisfactory consider-
ing the topic is not prescribed and many children have had no
previous exposure to these types of questions.

The Computer Literacy domain was. the second of two non-
curricular objectives included in the Astessment. The items in

'this objective dealt with what computers,could do, not with
programming, and flow-charting.,The performance in this objec-
tive was rated Satisfactory in view of the fact that it is not
a prescribet topic.

Sex Differences

Based on the items used in the Assessment, results show
that at the Grade.4 levt.1, boys performed better on three of
the five domains assessed. The three domains were Measurement,
Algebraic Topics, and Computer Literacy., Girls outperformed
boys on the other two domains. All differences were slight.

Language

Students were asked to respond YES or NO to the question
"was English the, language you first learned to speak?TM. The
two resulting subgroups were correlated with achievement data
on each domain. All results slightly favored the students who
had first learned ta_speak English.

Attitude

A positive attitude toward Mathematics is moderately cor-
related with, achievement in all Domains except Computer
Literacy. The correlation between attitude and achievement in
Computer Literacy may be weak because the items in this domain
were not.aecessarily mathematical content.
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Based on the sample drawn from the Assessment data, it

was rcuzid that girls' attitudes are slightly more positive
than boys' at Grade 4.

a
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.CHAPTER 6

'GRADE 8 RESULTS

Leslie E. Dukowski and Thomas O'Shea

the results of the As*essment for Grade 8 are summarized
in this chapter.. A discussion of the results by domain and
'objective is preceded by descriptions of th6 'instruments, of

the student population, and of their attitudes toward mathema-
tics. Reporting categories, changes in achievement since the
1977 Assessment, and an overall'summary follow the discussion
of 'the test,results. Specific items have been use's Lc illus-
trate Assessment objectives but, because of space limitations,
it was not possible to discuss every item.' All percentages
reported in the chapter have been rounded to the nearest whole

number.

The Grade 8 Interpretation Panel rated the results ob-

tained on each item, objective, and domain using five rating

categories:

Strong
Very, Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Marginal
weak

(ST)
(VS)
(S)
(M)
(W)

the ratings given by the Panel were based on their personal
and professional opinions of the acceptability of the results,
and should not be considered as absolute. The ratings end,per-
tinent comments of the Panel for each domain and objective are
given in the chapter.

Since this was the second Provincial Learning Assessment
in Mathematics for B. C., data from the first Assessment have

served as a benchmark to,which student ptrformance in,1981 was

compared. Twenty-seven items from the 1977 Assessment were
repeated on the 1981 instruments. These items, grouped into

two Change Categories, were used to measure changes in student
performance during the four year interval between Assessments.

'The Grade 8 test booklets and 'individual item results are

reproduced in Appendix G.
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6.1- Description of the instruments

Three test booklets, A, B, and C, each containing 46 ach-

ievement -item were used at the Grade 8 level. The pool of 138

items tested 13 objectives in five domains: Number and

Operation, Geometry, Measurement, Algebraic Topics, and

CompUter Literacy. Each test booklet also contained a common

. set of twelve items dealing with student background informa-

tion and.a I9-item scale designed to measure students'

attitudes toward- mathematics. All items were multiple-choice

and students marked their answers directly in the test book-

lets.

The student background items provided information on

students' age, gender, first language, scnool attendance his-

tory, use of calculators and computers, homework, and

familiarity with SI metric units. The attitude scale,_

Mathematics and Myself, container 19 five-point Likert-scale

items.

The achievement items each had five response choices.

Four of these were possible answers, while the fifth option

for each item was "I don't know". Each test booklet contained

an equal number of items for each of the 13 objectives, and no

achievement item appeared in more than one test booklet. Table

6-1 Shows the distribution of items by domain, objective, and

cognitive level.

Table 6-1
Distribution of Items

Domain Knowledge Comprehension Application Total

.Number and Operation 21 9 18 48

Geometry 7 9 8 24

Measurement -14 1 6 21

Algebraic Topics 10 16 13 39

Computer Literacy 6 0 0 6

Total 58 35 45 138

Of the objectives tested, four deal with content which is

outside the curriculum presently prescribed in B. C. These

objectives are Logical Reasoning, Probability, Statistics, and
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Computer Literacy.2 Inclusion of this content in the

mathematics curriculum has been recommended by groups such as
-Ile-National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the

National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics. Information
regarding students' knowledge about some of the most basic

ideas of these topics will be useful in any future review or
revision of the Mathematics curriculum in this province. The
other nine cojectives cover content normally taught up to and .
including Gr de 7.

About 400 test items were developed over the summer of

1980 and were drawn from a number of sources. Some were chosen
from those made public by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress in the U. S., others from the British
Columbia Mathematics Test Project and the Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium computer literacy question -

na're. Many were written specifically for the 1981 Assessment
(Klassen, Dukowski, and deGroot,1980). Some items, designated
as change,items, were repeated from the 1977 Assessment.

The items underwent a thorough piloting and review pro-
cess in the Fall of i980 and, -ventually, 138 of them with
good psychometric characteristics and a close fit with the
stated objectives were chosen for the final forms of the test
instruments. These items were distributed among the three test
orms, and subsequent pilot testing verified that the total

administration time of the instruments, including student
bakgruun0 and attitude sections, would not exceed forty-five
minutes.

6.2 Description of the Population

A total of 3. 390 Grade 8 students wrote the 1981

Mathematics Assessment test booklets: 10 577 wrote booklet A;
10 447, booklet B; and 10 366, booklet C.

Age, Sex, and'First Language

The data gathered from the background items indicate that
most Grade 8 students-, 91% of them, are between 13 and 14

years old. This age range is the one which should contain most
students who 'moiled in Grade 1 at age six. Seven percent of
the student:, were older than 14 years and 2% were younger than
13. Approximately 400 more males than females participated in

2The Computer Literacy domain was not subdivided into objec-
tives.
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the Assessment. Responses to the items regarding language

reveal that while 13% of the students did not learn English as

a first language, only 7% usually speak some language other

than English at home.

Calculators and Computers

A great deal cf research and discussion has taken place

regarding the use of hand-held calculators in the mathematics

classroom. In this Assessment students were asked several que-

stions concerning calculator use. Although the items were not

identical to those asked in 1977, they were very similar, so

the responses to these questions for both 1977 and 1981 are

given in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2
Grade 6: Use of Hand-Held Calculators 1977-1981

(Percent)

Category of'Use 1977 1981

Have used a calculator at home 35 36

Pave used a calculator for

homework 29 34

Have used calculator at school 10 15

Calculator use has not increased dramatically as some

educators may have expected. This may be due in part to the

"back-to-basics" movement which was prevalent in the period

between the two Assessments. Other factors may be that educa-

tors are not convinced of the . advisability of using

calculators at this level, or that they are reluctant to use

calculators unless class sets of them are available. One fur-

ther reason may be that the Ministry of Education has not

sanctioned calculator use in the intermediate and junior sec-

ondary grades as it has in the senior secondary grades by

allowing their use on scholarship examinations.

Regarding the preserv_e of computers in schools, almost

half the students indicated that there was a computer in their

school. SuiprisinglY, almost 25% of the students did not know

if there. was a computer in their school or not. Table 6-3 sum-

marizes the data for Grades 8 and 12. The data were not

gathered at Grade 4.
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Table 6-3
Computers in Schools (Percent)

Response Grade 8 Grade 12,

YES 49 67

NO , X26 14

I don't know 24 18

The responses tc items which ask haw and where computers
are used in schools show that, at Grade 8, computers are used

mainly in mathematics classes and are are usually used in
teacher demonstrations. In Grade 02 there is a greater use in

other disciplines and student use increases.

Homework Assignments

Students were asked how long it had taken them to com-
plete their last homework assignment in mathematics. The data
in Table 6-4 show that about 73% of the students have homework

Table 6-4
Grade 8: Homework Assignments

Length of Last Homework Assignment Percent

There have been no homework assignments 8

Between 1 and 10 minutes 23

Between 11 and 30 minutes 50

Between 31 and 60 minutes 11

More than one hour 4

No response 4

assignments which take at most 30 minutes to complete. In 1977

one half of the students estimated that their homework aver-
aged less than 30 minutes per day and one quarter estimated
they required between 30 and 60 minutes per day. In 1977 about

15% of the students said that they spent no time at all on
mathematics homework, whereas in 1981 only about 8% indicated
that they had no homework assigned.

Metric Usage

The present curriculum guide for mathematics in B. C.
contains the following statement on metrication.

(

The Federal Government has ,comiitted Canada to
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the change to the Metric system. This change

will take place over a ten year period and is

tc be completed by 1981. Commencing in

September, 1973, all primary pupils began to
use the metric system as a standard of mea-

surement. It has been agreed by the council of

Ministers of Education, Canada,' that all in-

struction in elementary and secondary schools

will be predominently (sic) metric by 1978.
Mathematics for years K-12 will be completely
metric by that date. (page 3)

The information provided by the metric usage items shows

that this statement has not proved true. Students clearly do

not "think metric". Each of the metric usage items consisted

of a question followed by two statements. Both statements, one

in SI metric units and the other in British units, were cor-

rect answers to the question. Students were told that both

--aftswers were correct and were asked to respond by selecting

the answer which came to mind first. For example, one question

asked "How much does a bicycle weigh ? ". This question was fol-

lowed. by the statements "About 15 kilograms" and "About 35

pounds". Three quarters of the students chose the latter

statement. This pattern was typical for all four items. Grade

4 students tended to use Metric units more than the Grade 8

students and Grade 12 students tended to use them less. The

results are summarized in Table 6-5.

Table 5-5
Responses to Metric Usage Items

(Percent)

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

HoW much does a bicycle weigh?
Abobt 15 kilograms 40 26 16

About 35 pounds 59 72 82

What is the temperature in this room?
About 20 decirees 61 38 40

About 70 degrees 38 60 59

How far is it from Prince George to Prince Rupert?

About 700 kilometres 37 30 22

About 450 miles 63 67 77

How much gasoline can the gas tank in a large car hold?

About 90 litres 41 22 19

About 20 gallons . 59 74 79

.,
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6.3 Students' Attitudes.' toward"Mathematics

Each Grade 8 and Grade 12.test booklet contained a 19-

item scale designed to assess students' attitudes toward
mathematics. The scale, Mathematics and Myself, was developed

for use in the Second International Study of Mathematics, and
many of the items were also used in the 1978 study of mathema-
tics achievement conducted by NAEP in the U. S. At the Grade 4
level, only eight of the items were used.

Each item had five response choices ranging from Strongly
Disagree to Strongly Agree. Some of the items were stated pos-
itively: "I really want to do well in mathematics." Others

were stated negatively: "No matter how hard I try I still do
not do well mathematics." The statements covered a wide

range of experiences that students might have had with mathe-

Matics.

Results show that, at Grade 8, most students feel posi-

tively toward Mathematics. ln fact, only 6% of the responses
were negative or strongly negative, while 60% of the responses
were positive or strongly positive.

There are some interesting individual item results at

Grade 8. Ninety-three percent of the students agreed with the
statement "I really want to do well in mathematics" and over

95% indicated that their parents wanted them to do well in
mathematics. Eighty-three percent responded that they felt

good about solving a mathematics problem by themselves. With
regard to taking more mathematics, 78% said that they were nbt

afraid of mathematics and 56% said that they were looking for-
ward to taking more mathematics. Seventy-three percent of the
students indicated that they would not choose to omit mathema-

tics from their schooling.

6.4 Domain 1: Number and Operation

By the end of Grade 7, students are expected'to be able
to perform the four basic operations of addition, subtraction, ,

multiplication, and division with whole numbers, common frac-

tions, and decimal fractions. Students at this level are also
expected to have some understanding of number concepts, to be

able to perform calculations involving ratio, proportion, and
percent, and to be able to apply their computational skill to

solve word problems. The items in the Number and Operation
domain were intended to measure,those skills and understand-
ings. The set of items had a wide range of difficulty. The
results of the items in each objective of this domain are pre-
sented in Table 6-6f the Inte'rpretation Panel ratings are also'
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Table 6-6
Grade 8: Number and Operation

Objective Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Panel
Rating

Whole Numbers 18 69 S

Fractions and 18 59' M

Decimals
Ratio, Proportion,
and Percent

12 61 M

Total 48 63 M

included.

There were 16 items in each booklet from the .Number and

Operation domain covering' three objectivesP Who10 Numbers;

Computation with Fractions and Decimals; and Ratio,

Proportion, and Percent. Fifteen of the total of 48 items in

this domain were change items.

The Interpretation Panel rated the results of each of the

items in the domain and also assigned a rating to each objec-

tive and to the domain as a whole.The overall rating for the

Number and Operation domain was, Marginal. The ratings for each

objective are discussed below.

Whole Numbers

The overall rating by the Interpketation Panel for the

students' performance on the 18 items in this objective was
Satisfactory, and Table 6-7 contains a summary of the ratings

. given. The ratings indicate that students' skill with whole

number computation is Satisfactory to Very Satisfactory with

only one resylt on a division question rated as Marginal. That

item, Z/3,3 was correctly answered by 72% of the students and

is reproduced in Figure 6-1.

Table 6-7
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Whole Numbers

Rating Number of Items

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory 6

Satisfactory 5

Marginal 6

Weak 1
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B/3. Divide; 9315 = 23

% of students

405 remainder 0 721

45 remainder 0 12

450 remainder 3 5

315 remainder 3 4

I don't know 6

Figure 6-1. Grat 8--Item B./3.

The results .which received the lowest ratings were
generally on word problems or on those items which involved
place value concepts and operations with zero.. Members of the
Interpretation Panel suggested that the low scores on some of
the items may have been due to reading difficulties and that

c- two of the items dealing with primes, composites, multiples
and factors may have been too abstract for the students. They
recommended that students be given more experience with word
problems and the properties of zero, and that more emphasis be
placed on estimation skills.

0
Computation with Fractions and Decimals

The Panel ratings of the 18 item-results in this objec-
tive showed the greatest variation of all the objectives as
shown in Table 6-8. On one of the two items with the most

Table 6-8
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Fractions and Decimals

'Rating °- Number of Items

Strong 2

Very Satisfactory 0

Satisfactory 4

Marginal 8

Weak 4

highly rated results, 95% of students read a menu and correct-
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ly calculated the cost of a meal. In the second item, students

were required to solve a word problem involving fractions.
Ninety-three percent of the students responded .correctly to

this item, B/14, which is reproduced in Figure 6-2.

3/14. Seven pies are to be cut into fourths. How many pieces

will there be?

% of students

14 2

7

28 .93t

36 2

I don't know 2

Figure 6-2. Grade 8--Ite9e13/14.

The results rated as Satisfactory tr-luded those invol-
ving subtraction of common fractions and ecimal fractions,

and simple word problems involving subtraction of common frac-

tions and multiplication of decimal fractions. Those rated as
Marginal and Weak included items requiring the application of

place value concepts, of'comparison of fractions, of division
ot common fractions and decimal fractions, of multiplication

of decimal fractions, and of conversion from common fractions

to decimal fractionspercent.

The results on the items in this objective do not reveal

weaknesses in computational skill but rather in estimation
skills, fr- ,tion concepts, and in understanding the behavior
of zero. For example, the item which had the lowest percent of

correct responses in the Grdde 8 pool was item Cam, repro-
duced in Figure 6-3. In this item, students were ked to

place the decimal point in a product. Whereas the correct
answer was selected by only -7% of the students, 83% chose the

answer which is obtained by the usually correct procedure of

counting decimal places to position the decimal point. Members
of the Interpretation Panel rated the results as Weak but corn-

mented that the item was unfair because the trailing zero had

been omitted from the product. However, if one were to check.

responses by estimationh the correct option is easily Iienti-
fled.
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C/36. The decimal point has not yet been placed
in the answer to the exercise below:

358.6 x 0.25 = 8965

Which shows the correct placement?

% of students

0.8965 2

896.5 4

8.965 83

89.65 7t

I don't know 2

Figure 6-3. Grade 8--Item C/36.

Similarly, the result for Item A/11, shown in Figure,6-4
-was rated Weak. This item also involves estimation., Although

- the item is not an easy one, the correct answer would appear
to be obvious after applying simple rounding and estimating.

A/11. The Ciagram shows a calculator display. Use estimation
.to decide which of the four exercises would have that
answer.

0

25.664472

% of students

5.3269 x 4.8179 ...' 38t.

3.8245 x 7.93345 .. 27 -

144.971 0.56487 .. 9

133.427 10.6304 .. (8

I don't know .: 1\

Figure 6-4. Grade 8Item A/11.
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Finally, performance On all items involving fraction con-

cepts was rated as Weak. Item A/30, shown in figure 6-5 was

repeated from the 1977 Assessment. It required students to
find the largest of four fractions. One third of the students

responded correctly. As in 1977, most students chose 2/3 as
the correct response instead of 4/5. The reason for this is

not clear.
a

A/30. Which number is largest?

% of student§

2/3 35

4/5 31t

3/4 20

5/8 11

I don't know 2

Figure 6-5. Grade 8--Item A/30.

Ratio, Proportion, and Percent

By the end of elementary'school, students are expected to

be able to work with, and have some understanding of ratio,

proportion, and percent. In particular, students are expected

to:be able to solve simple proportions and to compute percent-

ages. The Panel ratings for achievement on the items in this
objective are found in Table 6-9. Most item-results were rated

Marginal.

Table 6-9
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Ratio, Proportion, and Percent

Rating Number of Items

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory, 0

Satisfactory 3

Marginal 7

Weak 2
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For Item A/20, reproduced in Figure 6-6, students were
required to write a percent to represent the shaded portion of
a region. Just over half of tWresponses. were correct. Almost
one third b.f the students simply counted the number of shaded
regions. This performance was rated as peak.

A/20. What percent of the, figure is shaded?

% of students

25% 7

4% 31

20% 54t

16% 6

Idon't know 2

Figure 6-6. Grade 8--Item A/20.

The Panel, commented that the test results showed that

students had, a poor grasp of the concepts of proportion and
percent, especially of percents greater than 100%. Figure 6-7

shows Item B/26 which asked for a comparison between a number
and 105% of that number. Although nearly 60% of th4....xesponses
were correct( over 20% of the students responded "I,don't
know". This performance was also rated as Weak by the
Interpretation Panel.

Item A/35 had a similar response pattern. This item, a
scale question, had results,rated as Marginal. 'Zit is repro-
duced in Figure 6-8. In fact the number of students choosing
the "I don't know" response was over 15% on five of the twelve
items for the objective, a much higher rate than on the other
objectives in this domain.

Summary

The overall Panel rating of the results in the Number and
Operation domain was Marginal. Although change from 1977 will
be described at the end of the chapter, it should ,be noted
that expectations of student performance may have changed
since then. There is only one change item in this domain for

9
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B/26. How does 10g% of a number compare in si e with
the number?

% of students

more than twice'as large 10

less than half as large 7

slightly smaller 5

slightly larger -`;et

I don t know .11

Figure 6,77. Grade 8--Item B/26.

A/35. The distance between two points on a map
is 8.5 cm. what is the actual distance
between the two points if the scale used
in the map is 1 cm to 30 km?

% of students

305 km 7

255 km 58t

205 km 8

830 km 6

I don't know 21

Figure 6-8. Grade 8--Item A/35.

which the score in 1981 is less than that in 1977, yet in four

cases the Panel rating in 1981 is lower than in 1977 on the
same item, and in no cast ;s the Panel rating higher. In all,

over the three objectives of the Number and Operation domain,

a number of conclusions may be drawn. Student performance on

items evaluating computational skills is at least

Q
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O

Satisfactory, but students have a marked difficulty with word
problems and they are not adept at estimation or checking the
reasonableness of answers. Neither do students appear to have
-in adequate grasp of fraction and percent concepts.

4
6.5 Domain 2: Geometry

The 'Grade 8 tests contained a total of 24 items in the
Geometry domain. The items in each of the three objectives,
Geometric Figures, Geometric Relationships, a d Logical
Reasoning, were distributed equally among the three test
forms. .Table 6-10 summarizes the results and the
Interpretation Panel ratings for the objectives. Each of the
objectives is discussed separately below.

Table 6-10
Grade 8: Geometry

Objective Number of Mean Percent Interpretation
Items Correct Panel Rating

Geometric Figures 6 57 M
Geometric Relationships 12 52 M'

Logical Reasoning 6 69 S

Total 24 58 M

Geometric Figures

This objective contained six items, and the'Panel ratings
are shown in Table 6-11. Five items could be considered vocab-
ulary or terminology items, and one required students to
visualize an object in space. This last item, shown in Figure
6-9, was answered correctly by 72% of the respondents and that
performance was rated Satisfactory by the Panel.

Of the remaining item results in this objective, one was
rated Satisfactory, three Marginal, and one Weak. Knowledge of
vocabulary and terminology was slightly improved over 1977
based on the three change items included in this objective.

15;::
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Table 6-11
Interpretation Panel Ratings
Grade 8: Geometric FiqUres

Rating Number of ,Items

Strong C

Very Satisfactory 0

§atisfacto; 2

Marginal/ 3

Weak 1

A/4. The heavy line shows one edge of the cube.
How many edges does the cube have?

% of students

6 6

5 1

9 19

12 72t

I' don't know 2

Figure 6-9. Grade 8--Item A/4.

Geometric Relationships

The twelve items in this objective covered a wide range
of content: spatial reasoning, elementary theorems in geome-
try, and symmetry. Panel ratings are found in Table 6-12.
Student performance was rated as Strong and Very Satisfactory
on the two spatial reasoning items of wnich Item A/42 in
Figure 6-10 is an example. Performance on an item requiring
students to estimate the number of degrees in an angle was
also rated as Satisfactory.

In the application of elementary theorems, only one
fourth of the students correctly answered an item about the
relationship between the sides of a triangle with equal base
angles. Twenty-eight percent chose the "I don't know" res-
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'able 6-12
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Geometric Relatibnships

Rating Number of Items

g5trong 1

Very Satisfactory 1

Satisfactory 2

Marginal 2

Weak ' 6

A/42. What will the figure above look like
when it's cut out and unfolded?

I II

IV

% of students

I 2

II 5

III 90t

IV 2

I don't know 1

Figure 6-10. Grade 8--Item A/42.

ponce. This Item, C/39, is reproduced in Figure 6-11 and its

results were rated Weak.

Only 17% of the students answered item A/41 correctly,

(see Figure 6-12) an item dealing with the Pythagorean

Theorem. The large number of students choosing the option con-
taining the square root sign indicates that many may have been

exposed to the theorem and recognized the need to extract a
sqUare root in one step of the solu..ion, but the largest frac-
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% of students

60 27

p 25t

+ p 17

P 3

I don't know 28

Figure 6-11. Grade 8--Item C/39.

A/41. The legs of aright triangle are 6 cm and 8 cm
long. How long is the hypotenuse?

% of students

48 cm 31

7 cm 10

100 cm 6

10 cm 17t

I don't know 36

Figure 6-11. Grade 8--Item A/41.

tion of students chose " I don't know". The performance on

this item was rated Weak.

Logical Reasoning

As Panel 'members pointed out, logical thinking is not
exclusive to geometry. However, because Euclidean Geometry has
been used as the model for deduc.ive reasoning for centuries,

logic and geometry are often considered synonymous. The

Logical Reasoning objective was placed in the Geometry domain

1b5
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for convenience only. It could, with equal justification, have
been placed in almost any of the other domains.

Performance on five of the six items in this objective
was rated Satisfactory or better; the results on the remaining
item were rated Marginal. Item C/12'is typical of the Logical
Reasoning items and is illustrated in Figure 6-13. In these
items, a class is described. Th' respondent is then required
to decide whether or not an object is a member of that class.
Given the difficulty of the item, the correct response rate of
62% was judged Satisfactory.

One cannot conclude on the basis of these items that stu-
- dents are learning logical reasoning as a by-product of

mathematics alone. Indeed there may be a great deal of logical
thinking taught during Language Arts, Reading, Social Studies,
or Science. Whatever the source, it appears that students'
ability to reason, at least as reflected by these items, is
Satisfactory. The Panel commented that some sort of logical
reasoning should be included explicity in the mathematics
curriculum. It was the Panel's opinion that working non-rou-
tine problems would provide an opportunity for students to
practice logical reasoning, and at the same time, improve
problem solving skills in other areas.

C/12. NO STUDENT WHO GRADUATED FROM CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL IS
UNEMPLOYED.

Gerry is unemployed, so we may conclude that:

% of students

Gerry did not graduite'from_Central
High School 621-

'Gerry went to Southside High School 2

Gerry did not go to school 6

Gerry did not go to Central High School 23

I don't know

Figure 6-13. Grade 8--Item C/12.
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Summary

The most striking pattern which emerges. from these re-

sults is the magnitude of the "I don't know" response. The
average "I don't know" response on the items having results

rated Marginal or Weak is 16%. The Panel felt that instruction
in Geometry was being neglected. Similar comments were made by

the Interptetation Panel in 1977. Panel members pointed out
that because Geometry is traditionally taught at the end of

the year and because it usually appears at the end of the
textbooks, it tends to get left out due to lack of time. This

Problem' is compounded .f teachers in later grades assume that
the required material has been covered. The,,, Panel suggested

that instruction in Geometry be given a higher priority and
that it be taught using practical applications.

6.6 Domain 3: Measurement'

The Measurement domain consisted of 21 items grouped

'under two objectives: Metric Units; and Perimeter, Area, and

Volume. The items in each objective were distributed equally

among the three test forms. Table 6-13 summarizes, the results

for the Measurement domain.

Table 6-13
Grade 8: Measurement

Objective Number of Mean Percent Interpretation

Metric Units
Perimeter, Area, and
Volume

Total

Items Correct . Panel Rating

9 57 M

12 37 W
21 46 M

Metri,1 Units

The Metric Units .objective consisted of items dealing

with temperature, length, and mass. The Panel ratings are
found in Table 6-14. The Panel rated student performance on

two of the length items as E.tisfactory and on one of the

length items as Very Satisfactory. Performance on the fourth

length item, requiring students to convert units, was rated as

Weak. This weakness in converting units was observed in other

items as well. Figure 6-14 contains Item B/2 which is repre-T
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Table 6 -14
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Metric Units

Rating Number of Items

Strong 0

Very Satitfactory '1

Satisfactory 2

Marginal 3

Weak 3

13/2. A metre' is about:,

% of students

the height of a dining room table 85t

the height of a grown man 4

the height of a skyscraper 1

the height of a mouse 5

I don't know 5

Figure 6-14. Grade 8--Item B/2.

sentative of the length items and on which student performance
was rated Very Satisfactory. The Panel,suspected that, thegood
performance on length items was due to the fact that.students
have free access to metric rulers in the classroom and are
therefore familiar with metric units of length.

Performance on the two temperature items' was rated
Marginal. Sixty-five percent of the students. correctly identi-
fied 100°C as the boiling point of water, and 53% of the
students correctly estimated the temperature on a sunny summer
day, a decrease of 16% over the 1977 performance on'the same
estimation item. On the other two change items in this objec-
tive, student scores increased from 69% to 79% on a length
item, and from 45% to 56% on the mass item, yet the
Interpretation Pahel ratings were not increased over the 1977
ratings of Satisfactory. In fact, the rating of performance on
the mass item was reduced to Marginal from Satisfactory. It

seems that here, as in other areas, the expectations of the
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members of the Interpretation Panel exc eded those of the mem-

bers of the 1977 Panel.

Some of the items discussed above could be considered

metric usage items as opposed to unit' conversion items dis-
cussed below. In light of the metric usage questionnaire, it

is, clear that students do not "think metric". With regard to
the temperature items, many Panelists remarked on use of

British units on weather forecasts and the apparently poor
attitude in the media toward metric conversion. Panel members

also pointed out that there appeared to be a definite lack of

feeling for metric units and that students might need more
practical experience using metric units to measure objects.

Four of the items in this objective involved conversion
of units. The one item result rated Satisfactory required-stulr
dents to convert five metres to centimetres. The other three

items, all of whose results were rated Weak, each contained
decimal fractions. Figure 6-15 shows Item B/44 which is repre-
sentative of these items. Only 25% of the respondents could

correctly combine three masses with different units, and one
third chose the "I don't know" response. On each of the other

two items 16% of the responses were "I don't know". The re-
sults indicate that students are not adept at converting units
even though ease of twit conversion is a feature of the metric
system. Because metric conversion depends heavily on place,

value concepts, it may be that the Weak performance on these
items is a direct result of students' difficulty with place

value concepts.

B/44. What is the combined mass of three objects having masses

'of 600 g, 1.02 kg and 32 g?

% of students

1.652 kg 25t

2.04 kg 7

834 g 10

733.02 g 26

I don't know 33

Figure 6-15. Grade 8--Item B/44.
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Perimeter, Area, and Volume

At the Grade 8 level it is expected that most students.
are able to calculate-areas-and perimeters of rectangles and
triangles and ,also to calculate the volumes of right prisms.
Of the twelve items dealing with these topics, one dealt with
perimeter, four with volume, and seven with area. The Panel
ratings are found in Table 6-15.

Table 6-15
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Perimeter, Area, and Volume

Rating, Number of Items

Strong 0
Very Satisfactory 1

Satisfactory 1

Marginal 4
Weak 6

The single perimeter item was a word problem for which
students were required to calculate the amount of fencing re-
quired to surround a rectangular garden. The correct response
rate was 47% and the Panel rated that as Weak. This poor per-
formance was consistent with performance on most of the word
problems in this objective, and on-word problems throughout
the Grade 8 Assessment.

The best rating assigned to the results of any of the
seven area questions was Marginal. Item A/40, reproduced in
Figure 6-16, which had results rated Weak, ,required students
to calculate the area of a right triangle. The most common
mistake was for students to multiply the two given side
lengths. This incorrect procedure also gave the most commonly
chosen answer on the other triangle area question.

Two area items involved multi-step procedures to find the
areas of parts of regions. Item B/18 shown in Figure 6-17 is
one of these as well as being a change item. The "I don't
know" response rate was 30% and performance was rated as
Marginal.

On other area items, only 13% of students correctly esti-
mated the area of a dollar bill and less than one quarter
responded correctly to questions involving the relationship of
the length of the sides of squares to their areas.
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% of students

42 ....% 27t

20 20

84 36

21 4

I don't know 14

Figure 6-16. Grade 8--Item A/40.

B/18. What is the area of the shaded portion
of this figure?

10

15

% of students

54 3t

96 21

120 7

60 10

I don't know 30

Figure 6-17. Grade 8--Item B/18.

Students' achievement for volume Item C/3, which is re-

produced, in Figure 6-18, was rated as Very Satisfactory. This

item is not only a word problem, but is a multi-step problem

as well. Results were rated Satisfactory on a straightforward
volume calculation, and Marginal on the two remaining items.

Summary

As noted above, students appear not to have a feeling for

metric units, and their performance on word problems and
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C/3. A rectangular pool of dimensions 4 x 5 x 6 has the same
volume as another pool of dimensions 2 x 12 x h. What
is the value'of'h?

e ik

% of students

3 6

4 .
.4

5 . 66f

.4_
6 7

I don't know 16

Figure 6-18. Grade 8--Item C/3.

multi-step problems is generally poor. Student performance on
the three change items in this objective, however, has im-
proved slightly since 1977.

6.7 Domain 4: Algebraic Topics

,.

The Algebraic Topics domain included 39 items grouped
'under four objectives. Two of the objectives are presently
covered in the B. C. Curriculum. The other two objectives,
Probability and Statistics, are not. Table 6-16 contains the
number of items, the mean percent correct, and the Panel ra-
tings for each objective. The overall rating for the domain
results was Satisfactory.

Table 6-16
Grade 8: Algebraic Topics

Objective Number of
Items

Mean Percent Interpretation
Correct Panel Rating

Expressions, equations,
and inequalities

18 56 S

Graphs 6 64 VS
Probability 6 41 S
Statistics 9 44 S
Total 39 52 S
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Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities

Tht overall rating for students' performance on this

objective was Satisfactory. Pallel ratings on item results are

summarized in Table 6- 17.The Panel commented that most ques-

tions were difficult and abstract. The students did very well .

on some items concerning-evaluating and writing expressions.

Table 6-17
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Expressions, Equations; and Inequalities

Rating Number of Items

.Strong 0

Very` Satisfactory 2

Satisfactory 6

Marginal 7

Weak 3

On items involving the writing and interpretation of for-

mulas, achievement was rated as Marginal. Figure 6-1.9 contains

-_Item C/35 which is an example of this type. For this, and sim-

ilar items, the "I don't know" response rate averaged-over

10%.
. ,A.

%...

Results on two items involving equations were rated as

Satisfactory, and results on two others were rated Weak. Those

results rated as Satisfactory were achieved on items involving

simple equations in one variable as illustrated by Item B/22

in Figure 6-20.

One of the equation items which had results rated as Weak
called for students to solve the equation 3n=1. Forty-eight

percent of the students chose the correct answer, 1/3. Thirty

percent subtracted 3 from 1 to obtain -2. The fourth equation

item, Item B/20, shown in Figure 6-21, was a difficult, non-

routine proble . Considering the Panel's commits that the

idea of vari le did not seem well understood, the 16% "I

don't know".res nse rate is understandable and the 42% cor-

rect response 'rate is encouraging in comparison to the low

results on all non-routine items in the Assessment.

One item was concerned with the solution to an inequali-

ty. Linear inequalities are not emphasized in the intermediate

grades so the 15% "I don't know" response rate is reasonable.

However, the 54% correct response rate was rated as Marginal
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C/35. The following formula has been used to determine the
average mass for boys between the ages of 1 and 7:

M = 9 + 2A

where Nfrie the average mass-in kilograms and A is the
boy's. age in years.

According`to this formula,-for each year older a boy $

gets, how much more should he weigh?

% of students

2 kg 30t

9 kg 28

11 'kg 18-

.44 kg -3

I don't know 21

Figure 6-19. Grade 8-7Item C/35.

B/22. Solve: 3x 3-=

% of students

x = 7 2

x = 4 6

x = 3

. x = 5

I don't know 11

9

72t

Figure 6-20. Grade 8--Item B/22.

by the Interpretation-Panel.
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11/20. What values of n make the sentence (n 5) 5 = n
TRUE?

% of students

0 only 26

0 and 5 only 12

all values of n 42t

no value cf n 4

I don't know ... . . 16

Figure 6-21. Crade 8--Item B/20.

Graphs

Six items were usecito assess students' ability 'con-

struct and interpret graphs. T' 'Panel rated perfot 4..nce on
four of the items as Satisfactory or better, on one item as

weak, and one item result, k/37, was not rated because the
Panel felt that the wording of the statement of the question
was ambiguous. These ratings are summarized in Table 6-18.

Table 6-18

Interpretation Panel Ratings
Grade 8: Graphs

Rating Nmber of Items

Strong 1

ve,-1, Satisfactory 2

Satisfactory 1

Marginal 0

Weak
Not Rated 1

The items dealt with various types of graphs: bar, line,
and circle. Item C/31, shown in Figure 6-22, is representative
of the graphing items on which performance was cated Very

Satisfact \ry.
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C/31. For how many months was the rainfall more than 5 cm?

25

.4 15

g 10

20

A
Jon Folt Mat Alm MIN Jim Sop Oct Nov Ow

MONTHS

% of students

3 5

4 5

6 85t

9 2

I don't know 2

Figure 6-22. Grade 8--Item C/31.

The one item on which student achievement was rated as
Weak was obviously difficult for Grade 8 students. Figure 6-23
shows this item, B/I9. In order to answer this question a stu-
dent must have some understanding of the relationship between
rate and slope. Most iespondents chose the graph with the lon-
gest line segment as the one which represented the greatest
rate.

The Panel was pleased with the results obtained on this
objective. One member commented, however, that the interpreta-
tiun of graphs is so iMportant that even though the rating was
Very Satisfactory, continued emphasis on graphing skills would
be desirable.

Probability

The Interpretation Panel commented that the students per-
formed well on the the six probability items considering that
this content is not presen \tly in the curriculum. Item A/45 in

Figure 6-24 shows a typical item and response pattern for
items in this objective. On every probability item, less than
half of the students responded correctly, and the "I don't
know" rate was approximately 10%. Panel ratings are summarized
in Table 6-19.

Statistics

Items in the Statistics objective assessed students' a-
bility to interpret and make judgments about statements
involving statistical information. Overall, student achieve-
ment on this objective was rated as Satisfactory. For two
items in which information given in tables had to be interpre-
ted, student performance was rated as Weak. For example, in

Item C/40, 'shown in Figure 6-25, more studen*s incorrectly
chose 7 as the correct answer rather than 700, having not read
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B/19. The grapn shows the speeds of three cars, A, B, and C.
Which cat is travelling fastest?

TIME

% of students

A 17t

B 2

C 42

Not enough information given 37

I don't know 2

Figure 6-23. Grade 8--Item B/19.

A/45. If on the roll ot a die the probability that a five will
appear is 1/6 then the probability that a five or

a three will appear is:

% of students

1/6 ...., 20

1/36 7

1/3

1/12 14

1 lon't know 10

Figure 6-24. Grade 8--Item A/45.
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Table 6-19
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Probability

Rating Number of Items

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory 0

Satisfactory 5

Marginal 1

Weak 0

the table title carefully and failing to recognize that the
numbers in the table were given in hundreds. Otherwise, re-
sults on items consisting of reading and interpreting tables
and charts were rated as Satisfactory or better. The Panel
ratings are found in Table 6-20.

C/40. How many passengers used the Fiske Airport in June?

AIRLINE c'ASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR

Airports
Jan

Hundreds of Passengers Per Month

Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 4 30

Camden 6 8 1 5 8 2 30

Dover 8 5 9 6 6 3 37

Fiske 5 6 6 1 3 7 28

Grange 1 2 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 26 154

% of students

26 12

28 11

700 31t

7 44

I don't know

Figure 6-25. Grade 8--Item C/40.
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Table 6-20
Interpretation Panel Ratings

Grade 8: Statistics

Rating Number.of Items

Strong 1

Very 1Sati sfactory 1

Satisfactory , 2

Marginal 1

Weak 2

Not Rated 2

Results on the two items dealing with averages were rated

as Satisfactory and Marginal. The item which obtained
Satisfactory results was a change item. In 1977 the percentage

of correct responses was 63%, in 1981, the percentage of cor-
rect responses was 64%. The item on which performance was

rated Marginal was a difficult question and each of the op-

tions was a reasonable answer.

6.8 Domain 5: Computer Literacy

The Computer Literacy domain consisted of six items in a

single objective. All items were knowledge items and the mean

percent correct was 60%. The items in this domain were de-

signed to assess students' knowledge of the capabilities,
applications, and social impact of contemporary computers. The

overall rating by the Interpretation Panel of the results in

this domain was Satisfactory. Panel ratings for individual
item results are found in Table 6-21.

Table 6-21
Interpretation Panel Ratings
Grade 8: Computer Literacy

Rating Number% of Items

Strong 0

Very Satisfactory 2
,

Satisfactory 1

Marginal 3

Weak 0

Four of the items had to do with non-technical c.spects of

computers, but the other two items were more technical in na-
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ture. Students' achievement on the latter items was not as
high as on the non-technical items, and they received Marginal
ratings. Figure 6-26 contains one of them, Item C/37.

C/37. In order to solve a problem, a computer:

% of students

must use punched cards 32

must have a -set of instructions
written by people 461-

must have solved a similar problem before 7

must have blinking lights 2

I don't know 13

Figure 6-26. Grade 8--Item C/37.

The Panel spent some time discussing the place of comput-
er literacy in the schools. They commented that media
influence on students' knowledge is very strong. Considering
the responses to the background items about computer use in
the schools, television, radio, and the newspapers may be the
only source of information regarding the uses of computers for
a large proportion of students. During the discussion of the
results, the Panel made a distinction between computer use and
computer literacy. They felt that computer literacy as defined
above is a necessary part of a student's education .eas
programmingloKills are not n'eded by all students.

6.9 Changes in Achievement since 1977

The first B.C. Mathematics Assessment was carried out in
1977, and the data from that Assessment can 'serve as bench-
marks against which changes in student performance may be
measured. However, the structure of the 1981 Assessment dif-
fered from that'of the preyious one: the items were grouped
under different domains and object4ves and there were three
test forms in 1981 compared to one in 1977. The Grade 8 change
items, those items used ,on both Assessments at Grade 8, have
been grouped in two Change Categories. These Change Categories

1 740
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are not related to any of the domains or objectives previously
discussed in this chapter up to this point. The two Change
Categories, Number and Operation and Gecmetry and measurement,
are two distinct categories constructed for the sole purpose
of comparing student performance.

The evaluation of the significance of change in student
achievement over time is a complex task and there is no uni-

versal agreement as to the proper way to carry out such an
evaluation. In the context of the Mathematics Assessment it is

important to bear in mind thatfour years have elapsed since
the first data were collected and that the data were collected
from two different sets of students. No attempt has been made
to apply tests of statistical significance to the change data..

Number and Operation
6

The Number and Operation change category consisted of

fifteen items. Table 6-22 gives the test item number, the per-
cent of students responding correctly, the percent change, and
the Interpretation Panel ratings in each of the two
Assessments. The data show that the 1981 results are generally
higher than 1977 achievement. Of the fifteen items, only one

shows a decline in performance and one shows no difference.
Every other item shows improved performance.

Table 6-22
Grade 8: Change Category Number and Operation

Item Number

1977 1981

Mean Percent
Correct
1977 1981

Change
Interptetation'
Panel Rating
1977 1981

8 A/3 70 72 +2 M s

17 A/12 66 69 +3 S S

27 A/23 63 65 +2 S S

47 A/30 29 31 +2 W W

50 A/36 59 65 +6 S M

12 B/6 42 42 0 M W
18 B/17 32 37 +5 W W

28 , B/23 58 59 +1 M M

36 B/30 66 74 +8 VS S

49 B/40 79 84 +5 S S

2 C/2 66 62 -4 M M

13 C/13 55 61 +6 M M

31 C/20 38 45 +7 M M

34 C/23 73 74 +1 VS S

30 C/25 72 76 +4 VS VS

Mean Percent Correct 58 61
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Change comes slowly in Education. Methods, practices,
and, presumably, student achievement levels are resistant to
change. This apparent trend toward increased proficiency on
the items'in this Change Category is encouraging and may indi-
cate the beginning of a long, gradual improvement in student
achievement.

Geometry and Measurement

The Geometry and Measurement Change Category consisted of
twelve change items table 6-23 gives the test item numbers,
the percent of students responding correctly, and the
Interpretation Panel ratings for each item in both
Assessments. The same trend emerges in this change category as
in the Number and Operation category. Overall, student perfor-
mance in 1981 is superior to that in 1977.

Table 6-23
Grade 8: Change Category Geometry and Measurement

Item Number

1977 1981

Mean Percent
Correct
1977 1981

Change
Interpretation
Panel Rating
1977 1981

19 A/I5 69 53 -16 S M
39 A/21 40 48 +8 M M
41 A/28 59 64 +5 M W
52 A/40 24 27 +3 W W
20 B/15 69 79- +10 S S

37 B/18 27 33 +6 W M
40 B/28 63 62 -1 M M
53 B/42 60 63 +3 M M
22 C/17 45 56 +11 S M
43 C/28 64 72 -r8 S S

38 C/30 69 72 +3 S S

54 C/38 63 68 +5 S S

Mean Percent Correct 54 58

6.1C Reporting Categories

A student's achievement in Mathematics is the result of a
large number of factors, both extrinsic and intrinsic to the
student. Age, sex, and other attributes inherent in the stu-
dent combine with curriculum variables and environmental
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variables, such as teacher differences, to influence overall

student performance. A great deal of information concerning

the relationship between student background variables and ach-

ievement was collected in this Assessment, far more than can

be fully discussed in a report of this length. From the large

number of variables believed to be related to achievement, a

smaller set of variables was selected and the relationship of

these factors to performance was studied.

In the sections that follow, all of the results reported

are based on correlational trends. No attempt is made to imply

that cause-and-effect relationships exist since the

Mathematics Assessment was not designed to identify such rela-

tionships. Thus, while the results show several si..70ng

relationships between a student's gender and performance, this

does not imply that one's achievement is determined by one's

sex. All that can be said is, that on the basis of the

Assessment data, there appears to be a relationship. It re-

mains for other studies designed as follow-ups to seek causal

relationships.

The discussion of the reporting categories is based on a

random sample of 10% of the students. Therefore, in these sec-

tions, the results of the tests of statistical significance

used to evaluate the extent of any differences are given.

Sex Differences

There has been much interest shown in the differences in

mathematics achievement between boys and girls. In the 1977

Assessment, the data appeared to support a growing body of

literature which indicates that, starting around Grade 8,

girls outperform boys only in those areas of mathematics at

the lower cognitive levels.

The 1981 Assessment data were analysed in order to deter-

mine if there were any sex-related differences. Based on the

10% random sample of all students writing the tests, there are

significant differences in achievement between boys and girls

in some domains. In particular, boys' performance was signifi-

cantly better than, girls' (p<0.01) on all domains except

Number and Operation.

Within the Number and Operation domain, girls' achieve-

ment was significantly greater than boys' (p<0.02) on one

objective. That objective, Whole Numbers, contains a large

proportion of knowledge and skill items, 10 out of 18. On the

Ratio, Proportion, and Percent objective, there was a high

proportion of analysis items, and the boys' achievement was

significantly greater than the girls' (p<0.01). On the domain

as a whole, boys' and girls' performances were about equal.

1 7-3
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On every other domain boys' perfori;nce was significantly
greater than girls'. Boys' performance was also significantly
(p<0.01) higher on 7 of the remaining 10 objectives in these
four domains. There were no significant differences in ach-
ievement between boys and girls on Geometric Figures, Logical
Reasoning, and Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities.

First Language

One of the background items asked students whether or not
English was their first language. Results show no clear pat-
tern of superior achievement based on this partitioning of the
population. In 1977 different questions were used to classify
students according to language first learned, and items were
grouped under different domains. At that time results indi-
cated that students who had a non-English-speaking background
performed well. in mathematics and were not disadvantaged in
that respect. Results of this Assessment indicate that stu-
dents with a non-English-speaking background do about as well
as those students with an English-speaking background.

Attitudes toward Mathematics

The Assessment data show that a positive attitude toward
mathematics is moderately correlated with achievement in all
domains except Computer Literacy.

6.11 Summary

The Grade 8 Assessment instruments consisted of three
test booklets each containing 46 content items from a pool of
138 items grouped into thirteen objectives in five domains.
Nine of the objectives assessed content currently prescribed

,.v in the E. C. Curriculum. The remaining four objectives dealt
with content not presently prescribed but which may be consi-
dered for inclusion in future B. C. curricula. Twenty-seven
items were repeated from the 1977 Assessment so that changes
in student achievement could be examined.

In addition to the content items, the tests included
twelve student background items and a 19-item scale designed

--to measure students' attitudes toward m..,thematics. The back-
ground and attitude items were common to each test form. All
items were 4n multiple-choice format and students responded
directly in the test booklets. Every content item had five
options or response choices of which four were possible ans-
wers while the last option was "I don't know".

A total of 31 390 students responded on one or other of
the test booklets. In those districts where samples of the
students had written pilot forms of the test, only those stu-
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dents from schools which had not participated in the piloting

wrote the instruments in March.

Background Information

Based on the data gathered from the background informa-
tion items, over 91% of the students were between 13 and 14

years of age at the time of testing in March. There was a
slight imbalance of number of boys over number of girls. Over

90% of the students were currently enrolled in mathematics

classes.

The background information also showed that although cal-
culators are not used extensively in the classroom, over one

third of the students use them at home. Computers are present
in almost half the schools but they are not used extensively

in mathematics classrooms. Results indicated that 73% of the
students spend less than one half hour on mathematics home-

work, but only 8% do not have any mathematics homework
assigned. Thirty-four percent of the students said that they

sometimes use calculators to do homework. Information col-
lected on students' facility with metric units indicated that

students do not "think metric". The attitude items showed that

most students feel positively about mathematics and that mojap
would not voluntarily omit mathematics from their schoolimi.-

Test Results

In the Number and Operations domain, student performance

was rated as Marginal. Generally, students were able to per-
for:, calculations at a satisfactory level but had difficulty

with place value, fraction and percent concepts, word prob-
lems, and estimating.

As a whole, performance in the Geometry domain was rated

as Marginal, although performance on the non-curricular objec-
tive, Logical Reasoning, was rated as Satisfactory. In the
Geometric Figures and Geometric Relationships objectives, stu-

dents did well on items involving spatial reasoning but showed
weaknesses in the knowledge of terms and in the application of
elementary theorems. The response rate for "I don't know" was

-high, indicating that instruction in Geometry may need addi-

tional emphasis.
0

Results from the Measurement domain received a Marginal

rating. Achievement on dealing with length was good, but not

on those dealing with temperature or mass'items. Results also

indicated that most students are not able to convert from one

metric unit to another, a skill related to place value con-

cepts.

1 7
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Student performance on perimeter, area, and volume items
was rated as Weak. Students had difficulty with a perimeter
word problem, and many were unable to find the area of a
triangle or the area 'of a part of a rectangular figure. Re-
sults showed that students appeared to have poor measurement
skills, and their.performance on word problems and multi-step
problems was Weak.

Grade 8 students performed at a Satisfactory level or
better in the Algebra domain. Most students correctly answered
straightforward items on equations and expressions, and their
achievement in interpreting, graphs was rated Very
Satisfactory. Performance on the two non-curricular objectives
in this domain, Probability and Statistics, was rated

'Satisfactory. As might be expected, many students indicated
that they were unfamiliar with the content and vocabulilry of

these objectives by choosing the "I don't know" response.

The results of the items in the Computer Literacy domain
indicated that most students have a good understanding of some
of the most elementary ideas about the capabilities of 'modern

computers. However, most students were not familiar with more
technical aspects of computers. Student performance ill this
domain was rated as Satisfactory.

Changes in Achievement since 1977

Items were chosen from the 1977 Assessment instruments
and included on the 1981 test for the purpose of measuring
change in student achievement. These 27 chapge items were
grouped in two Change Categories'Number and Operation, and
Geometry and Measurement. These Change Categories are not the
same as the content domains discussed above but are two dis-
tinct groupings constructed for the sole purpose of examining
changes in performance.

Both Change Categories show similar patterns. Only three
items showed declines in performance. Of the remaining items,
24 showed increases in achievement since 1977 and one item
showed no change. The fact that performance increased on
almost all of the change items is encouraging.

Serdifferences

Boys outperformed girls on nine of the thirteen test
objectives. On the test domains as,a whole, there was little
difference between boys' and girls' achievement in Domain 1,

Number and Operation. However, on each of the other domains,
boys' achievement was greater. In addition, Grade 8 boys" at-
titudes toward mathematics were found to be slightly more
positive than girls'.
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Neither group of students, those whose first language was
English, nor those whose first language was other than

English, showed a consistent trend of higher achievement on
the test objectives and domains. It appears that students with
non-English-speaking backgrounds do about as well as students
with English-speaking backgrounds.

Attitudes

Achievement in mathematics is moderately correlated with
attitudes toward mathematics.

6.12 References

Klassen, W., Dukowski, L., and de Groot, I. Item preparation
for the 1981 Mathematics Assessment. Vector, 1981, 22, 2,

22-25.
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,CHAPTER 7

GRADE 1,2 RESULTS

Ian C. de Groot and James M. Sherrill
,.

The results obtained on the Grade 12 Mathematics
Assessment instruments for each objective assessed are pre-
sented and discusged in this chapter. Some of the items from
the Assessment instruments are included as illustrative exam-
ples to clarify points made in the .report. All percents
reported in this, chapter, or displayed in tables, have been
rounded to the nearest wly.e number.

The same items were also given to a sample of Grade' 10
students, and these results1411 be discussed along with those
from Grade 12. Throughout this chapter, students who wrote the
Grade 10 instrument will be' referred to as the Grade 10
sample.

Several items were repeated tromp, the 1977 Mathematics
Assessment. These items, known-as change items, were repeated
in order to measure the degree of change since 1977. This
change and its implicationsoill be discussed in later sec-
tions of this chapter.

The Grade 12 Interpretation Panel was charged with the
task of rating each item, objective and domain based on the
overall Grade 12 results. The ratings giveh by the Panel for
each item were based on the opinions of_thit group reacting to
the results of the item under consideration. The
Interpretation Panel's ratings were on ,a five-point scale
using the following descriptors:

Strong
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Marginal
Weak

All of the ratings for each domain and objective and some com-
ments of the Interpretation Panel Are inluded .in this
chapter.
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7.1 Delscriptim of-the ipstruments

The two test booklets contained a total of 90 items, 45

in each of Book ets A and B. These booklets have been repro-

duced as Appendix H.

The aim of the Grade 10 and Grade 12 instruments was not

to evaluate individual courses, but to assess the mathematics
achievement levels of all students in the province. The items

were designed to assess students' mastery of 13 objectives in

5 domains over the 3 cognitive levels of Knowledge,

Comprehension, and Application. The distribution of items by
domain and cognitive level is presented in Table 7-1.

Table 1-1
Number of Items by Cognitive Level and by Domain

domain Knowledge Comprehension Application Tota,]

Number and Operation 3 13 6 22

Geometry 10 7 18

Measurement 8 3 12

Algebraic Topics 13 7 12 32

Computer Literacy 6 0 0 6

Total 40 22 28 90

The Contract Team, with the assistance of the Advisory

'Committee, selected the items that, were to be used in each

domain and at each cognitive level. The decision was based von
several factors such as the number of objectives in the domain

and the importance of assessing certain basic concepts.

One of the domtins measured, Computer Literacy, was in-

cluded in the Assessment for the first time mainly for the

collection of base-line data: Similarly, two of the objec-

tives, Probability and Statistics, in the Algebraic Topics

domain and Logical Pearonii-,0, in the Geometry domain, were also

in the Assessment for the first time. These objectives teal

with content which is not included in the present curriculum

prescribed in B. C. They were itirluded in the Assersmenl. to

measure students' performance on topics considered importilnt

by such groups as tI National Council cf Teachers of

Mathematics and the National Council of Supervisors of

Mathematics. The results of studenp. performance on these
items should be useful in any future review or revision of the
mathJmatics curriculum in the province. The number of items on
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each form assessing topics not currently in the B. C. curricu-
lum is presented in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2
Grades 10 ..id 12: Non-Curricular Objectives

Domain Objective Items/Form

Geometry
Algebraic Topics

Computer Literacy

Logical Reasoning 3

Probability 3

Statistics 3

3

In addition to the mathematics achievement items, the
instruments contained 18 background information items and a
19-item scale measuring students' attitudes toward mathema-
tics. The students were asked to complete all of these
information items before attempting the achievement items.

Students responded to the items in the booklet:, by pla-
cing an "x" beside their response choice. All items in the
booYlets were of the multiple-choice type. For each item, five
responses were given. Of these, four were possible answers to
the item and the fifth was "I don't know".

Forty-five minutes were allotted for the completion of
the entire booklet. This permitted teachers time to giva in-
structions and complete and collect the instrument within a
regular classroom perica.

7.2 Description of the Population

The numbers of Grade 10 and Grade 12 students who parti-
cipated are shown in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3
Grades 10 and 12: Number of Students Resn,nding

Group Booklet A Booklet B Total

Grade 12 12 208 12 258 24 466
Grade 10 1 227 1 '29 2 456
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The Grade 12 Assessment population consisted of 24 466
students enrolled in Grade 12 regard.s.'s of whether they were

studying mathematics or not. The Grade 10 Assessment was made

up of a provincial sample of Grade 10 students.

Distribution by Sex, Age, and Mother Tongue

As expected, the Grade 12 and Grade 10 samples were

evenly divided between males and females with Grade 12 females
having a 1% plurality and Grade 10 males having a 3% plurali-
ty. In each case there were 3% who did not respond to the

item. In 1977 the Grade 12 females had a 3% plurality.

The 17 18 year olds accounted for 93% of the Grade 12
sample with 62% of the sample being 17 years old. Five percent
of the sample was 19 years old or older.

For over 90% of the students in the Grade 12 and Grade 10
samples English war the language usual'y spoken in the home.

English was also the language they fi st learned to speak for
over d5% of the two groups of students.

Mathematics Background

Mathematics is compulsory for all students in B. C. up to

and including Grade 10. Only one course is offi .ially pre-

scribed at each level, but there are local variations of the
Mathematics 10 course. For example, some students are placed

in Mathematics 10 core classes in which basic essentials are
emphasized. All mathematics courses taken after Grade 10 are

electives. The dis.ribution of mathematics background by sex
is presented in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4
Grade 12: Distribution of Mathematics Background by Sex

(Percent)

Courses Male Female Percent of
Grade 12 Population

Algebra 11 (or 11 Snri:I.ed) 51 49 63

Consumer Mathematics 11 41 59 18

Trades Mathematics 11 88 12 11

Computing Science if 70 30 8

Algebra 12 (or ;2 tnriched) 58 42 38

Geometry 12 73 27 6

Probability & Statistics 12 6'.! 38 3

Other 50 50 7

Res ...070
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Even with the introduction of the optional courses, the

algebra courses are predominant with 38% of the Grade 12 stu-
dents having taken Algebra 12 or Algebra 12 Enriched. In the

roller Grade 12 courses, the proportion of males is approx-
imately double the proportion of females.

The distribution for Algebra 12 remains virtually un-
changed from 1977. At that time, females accounted for 43% of

the enrolment in Mathematics 12 as opposed to the present en-
rolment in Algebra 12 of 42%.

The results show a slight change from the results of the
1977 Mathematics Assessment. In 1977 females formed 65% of the

group which took no mathematics beyond Mathematics 10. The
1981 resuits show that females now constitute 68% of the group
which took no mathematics beyond Mathematics 10'.

In 1977, females comprised 54% of the group that took no

academic mathematics beyond Math 11. The present results show
that this figure is now 49%.

Three of the new elective courses in the B. C. curriculum
since the 1977 Mathematics Assessment, Computing Science 11,

Geometry 12, and Probability and Statistics 12, have only mar-

ginal appeal, as the results show. This may be due to the
specialized nature of the courses and to the fact that secon-

dary students have many areas other than mathematics from
which they may choose elective courses.

It is to be noted that 7% of the Grade 12 population take
courses other than those prescribed in the curriculum guide.

These may be locally developed courses such as Computing
Science 12, Calculus 12, and General Mathematics 12.

Calculators

Students were asked to respond to the same three ques-

tions concerning the use of calculators as they were asked in

the 1977 Mathematics Assessment. The data are summarized in

Table 7-5.

The results indicate a significant change in the use of

Lalculators since 1977. In the 19A1 Mathematics Assessment 13%

wore Grade 12 students responded that they use calculators at

home, 20% more used calculators for homework, and 23% more

used calculY.tors in school. The data obtained from the Grade
10 sample also show that a majority of the students used cal-

culators at home, for homework, and in school. Th_se results
probably reflect changing attitudes on the part of both the

general public and mathematics teachers toward the use of cal-

culators in the learning and teaching of mathematics.
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Table 7-5
Grade 12: Calculator Usage

(Percents)

Response

Do You Use a Calculator
At Home? For Homework? In School?
1977* 19b1* 1977 1981 '977 1381

Yes 51 64 56 76 51 74

No 48 35 43 23 47 25

No Response 1 1 1 1 1 1

*I977-Results from the 1977 Mathematics Assessment; 1981 -

Results from the 1981 Mathematics Assessment

Mathematics curriculum designers should take into account this

trend toward increased usage and integrate the calculator into

the mathematics curriculum.

Computers

Sixty-seven percent of the Grade 12 students and 57% of

the Grade 10 students responded that there was a computer in

their school. One implication of such a finding is that many

students are graduating from secondary school with ability to

use the mputer.

Of the Grade 10 students who had taken classes in which a

computer was used, 451, had used a computer in their mathema-

tics clauses and 22% in a computer science class. Of the Grade

12 studenl_s who had taken classes in which a computer was

used, only 24% had used a computer in their mathematics

classes and 30% in a computer science class.

The recent growth of the use of computers in schools can

be described as impressive. This new presence of computers in

the high schools of the 1980s is a reality for ...:Mch all

mathematics teachers will have to be prepared. Teachers should

prepare by acquiring computer literacy through in-service pro-

grams made available by the Ministry of Education and the

local school districts.

Homework Assignments

Students presently enrolled in a mathematics course, were

asked how long it had taken them to do their last mathematics

homework assignment. The results are summarized in Table 7-6.

Sixty-nine percent of the Grade 12 group currently en-

rolled in a mathematics coinse responded that they spent

between 11 minutes and 60 minutes doidg thf.ir most recent
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Table 7-6
Grades 10 and 12

Time Required to do Most Recent Homework Assignment
(Percent)

Grade 10 Grade 12

No Homework 11 7

Between 1 and 10 minutes 19 11

Between 11 and 30 minutes 48 43

Between 31 and 60 minutes 17 26

More than one hour 5 13

mathematics homework assignment. For the corresponding inter-
val, the Grade 10 sample'had a 65% response. These data sug-

gest that the majority of mathematics students spend a

significant amount of time out of the classroom working mathe-

matics homework assignments.

The data show that a large group of Grade 12 students,

60%, were not enrolled in any mathematics course when this
Assessment was conducted. Almost half of the Grade 12 students
responded that they had not ha& any mathematics courses for at

least one school year.

Part-time Employment

The Grade 12 students and the Grade 10 students were

asked two questions concerning part-time employment. The ques-

tions concerned how many hours per week they worked and when
during the week they worked. The data are presented in Tables

7-7 and 7-8.

Table 7-7,
Grades 10 and 12: Part-time Employment

(Percent)

Do You Have a Part-time Joe'?
Response Gradc 10 Grade 12

No 49 34

Weekends Only 15 19

Weekdays Only 4 5

Both Weekends and Weekdays 24 38

The data show that a significant In-portion of Grade 12

students, 38%, work all week. At the Grade 1C level, 49% di3

not work at all, while 24% work all week.

1 isj
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Table 7-8
Grade 10 and 12: Number of Hours Worked

(Percent)

Number of Hours/Week Grade 10 Grade
1977

12

1981

1 - 5 7 5 4

5 10 13 15 16

10 20 17 23 28

Aore than 20 6 11 13

No Response 57 47 38

The -Tsults of the 1977 Mathematics Assessment showed
that 34% of the Grade 12 students worked more than 10 hours
per week, whereas the present results show that the proportion
has increased by 7%. In comparing the present data with the
results of the 1;77 Assessment, it appears that students are
pursuing part-time occupations more than before.

Fu'ure ?lens

Sixty-fnur percent of the Grade 12 group and 59% of the
Grade 10 sample indicated their intentions of pursuing further
educat:ion upon graduation from secondary school. The data re-
garding students' future plans are presented in Table 7-9.

The data displayed in Table 7-9 show some change since
the 1977 Mathematics Assessment. At that time 21% of the Grade
12 group planned to attend university, as compared to 17% pre-
sently. In the last Assessment, 6% of Grade 12 students
planned to attend a technical institute, 18% planned to attend
a community college in either. one of their speciality areas,
9% planned to,enroi in vocational, art, or trade school, and
'9% planned to go to work. Since the two choices concerning
taking a year off before pursuing either a job or further edu-
cation were not on the 1977 Assessment instruments, direct
compar:son of the results between the two assessments is
difficult.

The Grade 12 students were asked if they plan to attend a
postsecondary institution after graduation. If they responded
positively, they were asked which college, institute, or uni-
versity they planned to attend. The list of colleges,
institutes, and universities in B. C. was provided.

Twenty-one percent of the Grade 12 students responded
that they planned to attend one of the 14 colleges listed. No
single college dominated, with Douglas College, the most com-
molly selected college, being selected by 4%. Ten percent of
the Grade 12 students planned to attend one of B. C.'s 6 ins-

1 6.
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Table 7-9
Grades 10 and 12: Students' Future Plans

(Percent)

Plans Grade 10 tirade 12

Further Education
Business School
Vocational, art or trade school
Technical Institute
Community College: University

transfer program

59
3

8

5
4

64
2

8

5
11

Community College: career program 6 8

University 26 ;7

Take a year off and then pursue education 7 13

Enter the Jon Market 11 13

Look for a job 10 12

Take a year off and then look for a job 1 1

0 tier
30 23

Other plans 5 8

Undecided 18 8

No response 7 7

titutes with 95% of them selecting either' B.C.I.T. cr Pacific

Vocational Institute. Sixteen percent of the Grade 12 students

planned to attend one of B. C.'s four universities, with 56%

of them selecting U.B.C.

,The most commonly (selected by at least 5% of the sample)

selec-ted areas of study were Business management and sciences

and Health professions and occupations. Mathematics and physi-

cal sciences, together, were selected by less than 2%.

Metric Usage

Students were asked four questions involving measurement

irr order to assess the degree to which they tend to use metric

units. The questions were given with two correct responses,

one: in metric units and the other in imperial units. They were

asked to choose the answer which most readily came to mind.

The questions and the percent responding for both the Grade 10

and Grade 12 groups are presented in Table 7-10.

The responses to these questions show that secondaty

school students are still a ion way from "thinking metric".

The most favorable response occurred on the question involving

temperature, but even there the majority of students selected

the temperature expressed in Fahrenheit degrees.
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Table 7-10
Grades 10 and 12: Metric Usage Questions

(Percent)

Question _ Grade 10 Grade 12

1. How much does a bicycle weigh?
About 15 kilograms 18 16

About 35 pounds 81 82

2. what is the temperature in this room?
About 70 d-grees 64 59

About 20 degrees 35 40

3. How far is it from Prince. George to Prince Rupert?
About 700 kilometres 24 22

About 450 miles 74 77
...

4. How much gasoline can the gas tank in a large car hold?

About 20 gallons 81 79

About 90 litres 17 19

The mathematics curriculum guide states that all mathema-

tics for years K-12 should be completely metric by 1978. Since

all prescribed mathematics texts are now metric, it is pre -

'sumed that the metric system is the system taught and used by

the large majority of mathematics teachers. It is becoming

more evident, however, that a greater effort will have to be

made by all levels of government to educate the public at

large and encourage all citizens to use the metric units.

7.3 Students' Attitudes Toward Mathematics .

Each assessment booklet included a 19-item scale entitled
Mathematics and Myself. These items were designed to measure

students' attitudes toward, mathematics. Different attitude

components such as anxiety, motivation, self-concept, and en-

joyment of mathematics were reflected in these items.

The students responded to each item by marking one of the

followingStiongly Agree, Agree, Can't Decide, Disagree,

Strongly Disagree.

One cannot g_tneralize from a single statement on an atti-

tude scale so a global score was computed for the students. A

summary of the results are presented in Table 7-11.

The results show that -mere students feel positive toward ,

matheMatics than negative. Fifty-three percent of theGrade in
sample and 41% of the Grade 12 group have a positive attitude
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Table ' -11
Grades 10 and 12: Attitude Toward Mathematics

(Percent)

Attitude Grade 10 Grade 12

Strongly Positive 9 6

Positive 44 35

Neutral 38 41

Negative 8 16

Strongly Negative 0 2

toward mathemtics. At the other end of th_ scale, 8% of the

Grade 10 sample and 18% of the Grade 12 group have a negative
attitude toward mathematics.

The data frourtwo items of the attitude scale are pre-
sented in Table 7-12. While one cannot generalize from the
results on these two items, they wire selected as being repre-
sentative of the overall results.

Table 7-12
Grade 10 and 12: Results on Items 1 and 3 on the Attitude

Scale
(Percent)

Item Response
Positive Negative

Grade 10 Grade 12 Grade 10 Grade 12

I really want to do well in
Mathematics.

I am looking forward to
taking more mathematics

92

49

77

24

2

27

9

50

The general trend of the Grade 12 results being less po-

sitive than the Grade 1,0 results is reflected in the data in
Table 7-12. Also the data'. in Table 7-12 show the trend of both
groups of students being more positive about wanting to do

well in the mathematics they are taking than in wanting to
take more mathematics.
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7.4 Domain 1: Number and Operation

The 22 mathematics content items given for the domain of

Number and Operation were divided among three objectives:
Number Concepts, Computation with Fractions and Decimals, and
Ratio, Proportion, and Percent. Ten of the items were change
items which were used in the 1977 Mathematics Assessment. In

this section the results for the objectives are reported for
each domain. The Interpretation Panel's rating for this domain
was Marginal. The number of items, mean percent correct, and
the rating organized by objective are displayed in Table 7-13.

Table 7-13
Grade 12: Number and Operation Domain

Objective Number of
Items

Grade 12
Mean Percent

Correct

Panel
Rating

Number Concstpts

Fractions and Decimals

Ratio, Proportion and
Percent

6 55 M

10 60 M

6 63 S

The mean percent correct for each domain was computed.
For the Number and Operation domain, it was 59% for the Grade
12 group, and 55% for the Grade 10 sample.

Number Conceal

Thete were three items on each form for a total of six
items for this objective. The items included in this objective
were designed to assess students' comprehension of and ability
to use mathematical concepts such as scientific notation,

order of operations, estimation of the results of numeric
operations, and place value.

.---K-
.

The mean percent correct response for the Grade 10 sample
for this objective was 53% and for the Grade 12, group, 55%.

These results are the first instance of a consistent pattern.
The Grade 12 results and the Grade 10 results are very similar

on all objectives.
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The Interpretation Panel rated the results For this
objective as Marginal, with one item ated as Very
Satisfactory, r "o as Satisfacto0, one as Marginal, and two as
weak. The Panel was particularly concerned with the results of.
questions involving estimation. For example, performance on
Item 8/20, shown in Figure 7 -I, was rated as Marginal.

8/20. The closest estimate for Vair would be:

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

20 8 8

30 6 6

25 43 46t

80 36 34

I don't know 5 6

Figure 7-1. Grades i0 and 12--Itemp 8/10 and 8/20.

The intent of Item B/20 was to determine whether students
recognized that 640 is between 625 and 900, a first step in
estimating square roots. Thirty-six percent of the Grade 10

sample and 34% of the Grade 12 group estimated the result to
be 80. They may have considered that since the square root of -

64 is 8 then the square root of 640 should be 80.

In view of the contemporary role of calculators in mathe-
matics, many educators feel that experiences involving the
%kill of estimation should be interspersed throughout the
mathematics curriculum. Estimation activities could be incor-
porated.into all areas of the mathematics curriculum, thereby
encouraging the use of estimating skills to assess the reason-
ableness.of results.

The results for Item A/6, an item involving scientific
notation, and Item A/12, an item involving rounding to the
nearest tenth, are displayed in Figure 7-2.

The results of Item A/6 were rated as Very Satisfactory
by the Interpretation Panel, but the results of Item Afp were

1



A/6. Expressed in scientific notation, the
depth of a certain part of the ocean is
3.6 x 102 metres. What is the value of
3.6-x 102?
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% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

36 2 1

3600 27 27

1296 0 1

360 67 66t

I don't know 4 4

iv

A/f2. 31.8 L is a measuremeni which has been rounded to the
nearest tenth. Which of the following is not a possible
value for the measurement before it was rounded?

% of students
Gr.10 'Gr.12

31.76 L 6 4

31.80 L 10 7

31.749 L 07 49t

31.849 L 25 '1'30

I don't know . 11 9

Figure 7-2. Grades 10 and 12--Items A/6 and A/12.

rated as Weak. The low success rate on Item A/;2 may have been

ue to the way in which the item was worded. The results for

is objective suggest that the students had higher success
rates onhose items which were worded in a familiar, manner.
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Computation with Fractions and Decimals

The 10 items for this'objectiAe were chosen to assess the
students' ability to perform basic operations with decimals

and fractions and to solve verbal problems that involve the
use of these skills. The mean percent of correct responses for
the Grade 10 students was 55% and for the Grade 12 students it
was 60%.

The Interpretation Panel rated the results of this objec-
tive as Marginal, even though they rated the results of one Of
the items in this objective as.Very Satisfactory, four as

Satisfactory, three as Marginal and two as Weak. They felt
that the students' treatment of questions involving common

fractions left room for improvement. One of the items the
Panel rated as Weak is presented in Figure 7,;3.

8/19. Five times as many people visit a zoo on Saturdays as on

each of the other days of-the week. What fraction of
the weekly visitors come to the zoo on Saturdays?

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

5/7 65 02

2/5 8 7

5/12 .... ...... 6 7

5/11 7 J21

I don't know . . 15 :3

Figure 7-3. Grader 10 and 12--Item

As the results show; this item was interpreted incorrect-
ly by most students. The results may be as indicative of

weaknessin problem solving skills as of a weakness with frac-

tions.

The students tended to have less difficulty with awns
that involved operations with decimals, whereas both the Grade
10 sample and the Grade i2 group were less euccessfiA with

items involving operations with fractions.
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There appears to be a changing emphasis in the treatment
of fractions by many mathematics teachers. Th'ks shift of em-

phasis could possibly be due to two factors: the increased use

of calculators, as was previously shown in Table 7-5, and the
increased use of the metric system of measurement in mathema-

tics.

Ratio, Proportion, and Percent

The six items listed under this objective were chosen.to
measure students' knowledge of and ability to apply the con-

cepts of ratio, proportion, and percent. The Interpretation
Panel rated the overall results of this objective as

Satisfactory. They rated the results of one of the items as
Ve!y Satisfactory, three as Satisfactory, and two as Marginal,
one of which is shown in Figure 7-4. The mean percent correct

response for the Grade 10 sample was 57% and for the Grade 12
group it was 63%.

A/37. The lengths of two coils of rope are in the ratio of 7 to 9.
Find the length of the longer segment, if the shorter is

9 m long.

81/7 m

of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

39 45t

81 m 17 13

7 m 14 12

9 m 2 1

I don't know 29 29

Figure 7-4. Grades 10 and 12- -Item A/37.

Twenty-nine percent of both the Grade 10 and Grade 12

groups responded that they did not know the solution. The
Interpretaticn Panel felt that more emphasis should be placed

on questio%s involving problem solving with the use of ratios

and proportions.

The two items in this objective that involved the chan-

ging of either decimals or common fractions to percent both

elicited a 76% correct response from the Grade 10 sample and

1J
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an 80% and 76% correct response from the Grade 12 group. It
appeared that the students' had an overall positive perfor-
mance on questions involving percent but on questions
involving ratios their performance was lower.

7.5 Domain 2: Geometry

There were 18 items in the Geometry domain. Four of these
items were repeated from the 1977 Mathematics Assessment. The
domain was composed of three objectives: Geometric Figures,
Geometric Relationships, and Logical Reasoning. The number of
items, the mean percent correct, and the ratings are displayed
in Table 7-14 by objective.

Table 7-14
Grade 12:.Geometry Domain

Objective Number of Grade 12 Panel
Items Mean Percent Rating

Correct

Geometric Figures 6 56
Geometric Relationships 6 49 M to S
Logical Reasoning 6 79 vS

The mean percent correct for Domain'2 for the Grade 12
group was 61% and for the Grade IC sample was 59%. The
Interpretation Panel's overall rating, for the Grade 12 group,
for Domain 2 was between Satisfactory and Very Satisfactory.

Geometric Figures

The six items on this objective were designed to assess
students' ability to identify the parts of basic geo'ietric
figures such az circles, rectangles, triangles, and cubes, and
to perform calculations involving these parts. The
Interpretation Panel rated the Grade 12 students' performance
ari Satisfactory for this objective. The Panel felt that the
only weakness in this objective was the performance on items
';hat required knowledge of definitions. The mesil percent cor-
rect for the Grade 10 sample was 55% and fc the Grade 12

group it was 56%. The item with the lowest mean percent cor-
rect for the Grade 10 sample is shown in Figure 7-5.

This was an example of an unusual question. The low per-
cent correct for this item may have been due to the fact that
all of the choices were necessary for the figure to be a rec-

194
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A/29. In the figure below, the lengths of the sides are shown.
Which one of the following ensures that the figure is a
rectangle?

7m

e :_i

Col

E
rol

7 m %` of students
Gr.10 Gr .12

the opposite sides are congruent 36 30

the opposite angl 'e congruent 8 8

the angles are ri, agles 17 24t

the opposite side,: are parallel 33 32

I ciont.t know 5 6

r
Figure 7-5. Grades 10 and 12--Item A/29.

tangle, but the key word in the question is "ensures". This

may have been an indication of the difficulty that students
had in reading and interpreting certain questions.

An example of why the Paael rating was Satisfactory is

the result on Item B/27 in Figure 7-6. This item, which illus-
trated students' familiarity with certain geometric figures,

had a very high success rate.

The Interpretation Panel rated three of the items for the

Grade 12 group, !or this objective, as Very Satisfactory, one
as Satisfactory, and two as Weak.

Geometric Relationships

This objective was selected to assess students' knowledge
of relationships that involve angles, parallel lines, similar

triangles, right-angle triangles, and circles. Th, mean per-
cent correct response for the Grade 10 sample was 46% and for

the Grade 12 group it was 49%.

195
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8/27. The heay line shows one edge of the cube. How many
edges does tne cubehave?

Figure 7-6. Grades

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

5 1 1

6 5 4

9 .... 7 8

12 85 86f

I don't know 2 2

1C and 12--item B/27.

The Interpretation Panel felt that it could not decide,
from the results of this objective, on one specific rating.
Based on the overall performance on this objective by the
Grade 12 group, the Interpretation Panel rated the results
somewhere between Marginal and Satisfactory. The Panel rated
the performance on one item as Very Satisfactory, two as
Satisfactory, two as Marginal, and one as Weak. They felt that
this objective was not a reliable indication as to which
topics involving geometric relationships should be in the
mathema*ics curriculum. An item that caused some confusion,
Item A/42, is shown in Figure 7-7.

Approximate, 60% of the students in both groups chose
the first answev. They may understand the concept (' similar
figures but were confused by the triangles not being oriented
in the same manner.

The overall success rate at the Gtade 12 level of 49% for
this objective suggests that mathematics teachers need to
reinforce basic geometric relationships throughout the mathe-
matics crriculum. Mathematics teachers should encourage more
students to enroll in Geometry 12, which presently has an en-
rollment which represeits only 6% of the Grade 12 students.

1 w;
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A/42. Triangle4aC Is similar to triangle DFE.
Find the length of segment BC.

A

B
15 7 F

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

21 59 60

15 2 3

35 25 21t

45/7 2 2

I don't know .
12 13

Figure 7-7. Grades 10 and 12 --Item A/42.

Logical Reasoning

The study of mathematics is presumed to develop students'

ability to reason logically. It was decided to include Logical

Reasoning, an objective mentioned only at the Grade 8 level,

for two purposes: to measure students' ability to reason in an

organized manner and to determine if students draw appropriate
conclusions from a given set of facts.

Although logical reasoning is a necessary component

throughout the study of mathematics and this objective could

have been included in any other domain, it was considered ap-

propriate to include it in the domain of geometry since it is

generally accepted that logic is an inherent component in the

formal study of geometry.

The results for this objective were rated Very

Satisfactory by the Interpretation Panel. The results for

three of the items were rated as Strong and the results for

the other three items were rated as Satisfactory. The Panel

felt that the high success rate was indicative of the fact

that a reasonable transfer of learning was occurring. The mean

percent correct for the Grade 10 sample was 75%, and for the

Grade 12 group it was 79%.
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7.6 Domain 3: Measurement

The domain of Measurement in this Assessment had two
objectives--Metric Units and Perimeter, Area, and Volume. A
total ,of 12 items, of which five' were change items, comprised
this domain.

The number of items, mean percent correct, and ratings
are displayed in Table 7-15 by objective.

Table 7-15
,Grade 12: Meksurement Domain

Objective Number of
Item

Grade 12 Danel
Mean Percent ating
Correct

Metric Units

rea and Volume

6

6

66

48

S

N.

The mean percent correct for the Grade 12 group, 57%, was
once again slightly greater than that for the Grade 10 group
which was 55%. The Panel's rating for tne domain was Marginal.

Metric Units

The six items involving metric units were designed to
measure sutdents' ability to wor within the metric system of
measurement. Th mean corre t rense for the Grad,: 10 sample
was 62% he

Satisfactory.
items as We

,

anel rat the results of three of the six
nd of ach of the other three items as

s r ing for this objective was
ade 12 group it was 66%. The

Interpretatio ne

Satisfactory, e y Satisf tory, and Strong.

The question nvo 'ing temperature had the greatest suc-
cess rate. This wa.. robably due to the fact that temperature
in degrees Celsius is the metric measure used most often in

everyday life by Grade 10 and Grade 12 students.

Three items in which students had to convert within the
metric system caused some difficulty and students' performance
on these items was rated as Weak by the Interpretation Panel.
The results for Item A/11, an item involving conversion from
kilometres to metres, are presented in Figure 7-8.

4r.
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A/11. How many, metres are in 0.65 km?
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% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

65 25 22

650 51 53t

6.5 11 10

0.65 2 2

I don't know 11 13

Figure 7-8. Grades 10 and 12--Item A/11.

The Interpretation Finel rated the rtsuits for Item A/11
as Weak. On the other hand, the results of the conversion from
metres to centimetres were very positive, as indicated by the
data in Figure 7-9, and were rated Very Satisfactory.

B/12. 5 metres is the same length as:

50 centimetres

500 centimetres

50 millimetres

500 millimetres

I don't know

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

5 7

-87 85t

1 1

3 2

3 5

Figure 7-9. Gcades 10 and 11--Item B/12.

There are two possible explanatio
results to the two items that involve
first explanation could be that students
culty in converting from larger units to

for 'the different
he same process. The
ometimes have diffi-
smaller units; the
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second, and more"llikely explanation, considering the results
shown in Figure 7-9, is that the students felt more confident
in working with conversions involving whole numbers, rather
than decimals. The mean percent correct for this objective for
the Grade 10 sample was 62% and for the Grade 12 group was
66%.

The results for this objective show that students are
making acceptable progress in learning to work in the metric
system., The results can be contrasted with the Metric usage
items, in Table 77-10, where students given the choice, chose
the response that involved Imperial units over the Metric
units. The students appear to be learning the metric system of
measurement in school; however, teachers cannot force the stu-
dents to use the units outside of school.

Perimeter Area, and Volume

This objective assessed the students' grasp of methods of
calculating the perimeter, area, and volume of common two- and
three-dimensional geometric 'figures. Two of the six items in

this objective involved estimating areas and the
Interpretation Panel rated the results of one item as Marginal
and the other as Weak. The overall results for this objective
were rated as Marginal by the Panel. The mean percent correct
for the Grade 10 sample was 47% and for the Grade 12 group it

was 48%.

Of the six items used in this objective, the performance
was rated as Marginal or Weak for flip., of the items by the
Interpretation Panel. There is no obvious explanation for th'is
less than acceptable result as the items dealt with different
topics and assessed students' responses to questions involving
areas of circles, right triangies, squares, and rectangles.
The results for two items are shown in Figure 7-10 and 7-11.

The Interpretation Panel rated the results on Item B/40
as Satisfactory which made it the highest rated item for the
objective. The success rate was surprisingly high given that
the problem is not a one-step volume problem.

The Interpretation Panel rated the results of Item B/21
as weak since only 38% of Grade 12 students responded correct-
ly. The item is illustrated in Figure 7-11.

This is another example of a multi-step problem. Students
were required to recall the definition of perimeter, area, and
sqw.re. The results showed that 39% of the Grade 12 group and

. 40% of the Grade 10 sample simply squared the number that was
given in the question.

2UC)
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8/40. A small cube measures 2 cm by 2 cm by 2 cm. How many of
be put into a rectangular box that is 24 cm long by 10 cm
wide by 6 cm deep?

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

60 19 15

180 54 58t

720 - 11 8

1440 5 4

I don't know 12 15

Figure 7-10. Grades 10 and 12--Items B/40.

B/21. The perimeter of a square is 12
centimetres. Find the area in square
centimetres.

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

48 14 12

9 36 38t

12 4 4

144 40 39

I don't know .. 6 8

Figure 7-11. Grades 10 and 12 - -Ittm 8721.

The overall ,results of this objective suggest that more
attention should be given to the topics of perimeter, area,

and volume by mathematics teachers. It is felt by many educa-
tors that any student graduating from secondary school should,
as a minimum for this objective, understand what is meant by

2ui
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.,.,,

and be able to calculate the area of common figures given the

needed dimensions.

7.7 Domain 4: Algebraic Topics

Thirty-two items over four objectives were included in

the Algebraic Topics domain: Expressions, Equations, 'and
Inequalities; Graphs; Probability; and Statistics. Twelve of

the 82 items were not part of the B. C. curriculum. The number

of items, the mean percent correct, and the rating are listed
by objective in Table 7-16.

Table 7-16
Grade 12: Algebraic Topics Domain

Objective Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Panel
Rating

Exprersions, Equations
and Inequalities 14 56 S

Graphs 6 74 VS

Probability 6 -----754 ------f--- S

Statistics 6 30 W to M

The mean percent correct, Lar this domain,'for the Grade

12 group was 54% and for the Grade 10 sample, 48%. The
Interpretation Panel's overall rating, for this domain, uas

Satisfactory.

Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities

The 14 items chosen for this objective were designed to

assess the students' ability to solve linear algebraic equa-.
tions, to factor and find the roots of quadratic equations, to

solve systems of linear equations, to solve linear inequali-

ties, and to evaluate expressions.

The maan percent correct for the Grade 10 ,ample, for

this objective, was 49% and for the Grade 12 group, 56%. The

results of this objective were rated as Satisfactory by the

Interpretation Panel. The Panel suggested that students per-
formed well on stexightforward items but had some difficulty
with non-routine items such as solving for a variable in terms

of !mother or working backwards through an expression.

Uti
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The Interpretation Panel rated the results of nine of the

14 items for this objective as either Very Satisfactory or
Satisfactory. The results of the remaining five items were

rated Marginal.

Graphs

The six items in this objective were designed to evaluate

students' ability to read information and drat conclusions
from data presented graphically. Only two of these items in-

volved coordinate iraphs. The other four items were the type
.that everyone should be able to interpret from their ex-

periences with data presented in the daily-newspapers.

The "lean percent correct for the Grade 10 sample, for
this objective, was 70% and for the Grade 12 group it was 74%.

The Interpretation Panel rated the results for this objective

as Very Satisfactory. The.Panel offered the opinion that stu-
dents performed tell on this objective because of the pictoral
presentation of the data..

One of the two items rated as Strong by the Panel is pre-
sented in Figure 7-12 The results from that item show that

the students had littlei,difficulty interpreting the graph in

order to assess the'question correctly.

A/1. For how many months was the(eKkfall more than 5 cm?

Pk

I

Jost Ps Ms, AN MY .Mw Jul Arg Is Oct NMr Des
MONTHS

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

3 a. 2 2

4 2 2

6 90 92t

7 5 4

I don't know 2 1

Figure 7-12. Grades 10 and 12--Item A/1.

20 al
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Ts.

The data show students did well on these items. The over- .

all results, for these .items, .suggest that students from
Grades 10 and 12 are able to interpret correctly data pre-
sented graphically. This high positive response could be due
to the act that most students encounter graphs in many other
subject 07eas besides mathematics.

Probability ,

The :;ix items in this objective were all non-curricular
items .and were included in this assessment for the 9.posa of
gathering base-line data in ar area of mathematics that is

gaining in importance in the secondary curriculum of other
provinces and countries.

The items were designed to measure whether students had
acqUired some of the basic notions of Probability. The mean
percent correct for the Grade 10 sample was 49% and for the
Grade 12 group was 54%.

The overall 'mean percent correct can be considered as a
positive result for items that were new to most students. The
Interpretation' Panel rated the results of this objective as
Satisfactory. The results for five of the six items were rated
as Satisfactory and the results for the sixth item was- rated
as Marginal/Satisfactory. The Panel suggested that Item B/6
was reasonably well done considering , the degree of complexity
of the question. The Panel also rated the results of Item B/37
to be Satisfactory especially in view of the fact that this
topic is not include 4 in the B. C. curriculum. The results of
these two items are displayed in Figure 7-13.

The most common error made in Item B/6 was'in not making
the distinction between, for example, a car painted with 0 red
top and blue bottom'and a car painted with a blue top and red
bottom. As a result, approximately the same percent of Grade
10 and Grade 12 students chose 10 as the correct solution.

In Item B/37, almost one third of the students subtracted
0.36 from 100. One possible explanation is that the students
interpreted the probability of 0.36 as being 0.36% and sub-
tracted it from' 100%. Another possible, an6 similar,
explanation is that, the students subtracted 0.36 from 1, but
used 1 in the form of 100%.

Statistics

This is, another objective that was included in this
Assessment to obtain base-line data. Statistics is included in
the B. C. mathematics curriculum as a special course,
Probability and Statistics 12, and some statistics are inclu-

U 4
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B/6. Th4 roof and the body of a car are to be painted different

colors. Using only 5 colors, how many different ways

can the t. or pailliedl

% of students
Gn.10 Gr.12

5
22 19

9 3 4

10 28 29

20 34 371'

I don't know 12

B/37. If the probability that it will rain on a given day is

0.36, then the probability that it will not rain is:.

r
% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

a

V

f
0.64 53 58?

0.36 7 5

99.64 31 31

99.36 1 1

I don't know 7 5

Figure 7-13. Grades 10 and 12Items B/6 and B/37.

ded in courses such as Consumer Mathematics.

The .six items- in this objective were chosen to assess

students' ability to.interpret information presented in tabu-

lar form and to determine-their familiarity with two measures

of central tendency- -the mean and the median. The mean percent

correct for the Grade 10 sample, for this objective, was 23%

and for tht Grade 12 group was 30%.

1 The overall results for this objective were disappointing

in view of the importance of statistics in everyday life. The

2u5
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Interpretation Panel rated these results somewhere between
Weak and Marginal as they felt that the major difficulty was
in reading and interpreting tab3es, both necessary skills. The

was less concerned with items which involved knowing
definitions such as the median of a set of numbers.

The students' performance on the three items that in-
volved the interpretation of data presented in tabular form
was less than adequate. The Interpretation Panel rated the
results of Item B/35, which is illustrated in Figure 7-14, as
Weak.

AIRLINE PASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR

Hundreds of Passengers Per Month

Airports
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 4 30

Camden 6 8 1 5 8 2 30

'Dover 8 5 9 6 6 3 31

Fiske 5 6 6 1 3 7 28

Grange 1 2 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 26 154

B/35. How many passengers used the Fiske Airport in June?

% of students
Gr.10 Cr.12

7 46 42

26 7 7

700 40 43t

2600 5 6

I Jun ' t know .. 2 2

Figure 7-14. Grades 10 and 12--Item B/35.
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Eighty-five percent of the Grade 12 students, and 86% of

the Grade 10 students were able to find the proper piece of

information from the table. Only half of them, however, knew

vhat that piece of information represented, that is, not 7

passengers, but 7 hundred passengers. An item that caused a
notable degree of confusion is shown in Figure 7-15.

8/5. A television commercial states that 90% of the people who
expressed a choice thought that Brand A was better or no
different than Brand X. What percent of these people
could have thought that Brand X was better or no different

Brand A?

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

Less than 10% 49 47

up to 100% 7 10t

at most 90% 12 13

cannot tell based on the information 29 27

I don't know 3 3

Figure 7-15. Grades 10 and 12--Item B/5.

The Panel was very unhappy that this item was included as

they felt that it was a misleading item, and the results pos-

sibly supported this view as most students misinterpreted the

item. The question was included to ascertain students' ability

to recognize statistically insignificant claims. The negative

results suggest that some time should be spent, perhaps in

Consumer Mathematics units, dealing with statistically mislea-

ding claims.
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7.8 Domain 5: Computer Literacy

This domain was included in the Assessment in view of the
growing importance of th-., role of computers in education and
society as a whole. It was considered necessary to assess all
students' knowledge of the role of computers in society. Six
ron-technical items were used to try and determine how in-
formed the students were with res'ect to terms such as program
and memory, what coo:uter.programmers do, and uses of compu-
ters. The essential idea was to obtain data on how computer
literate the students of this province are, and not to deter-

. mine whether they could read a flow chart or program a
computer.

The number of items, mean percent correct, and rating for
the Computer Literacy domain are pr2sented in Table 7-17.

Table 7-17
Grade 12: Computer Literacy Domain

Number of
_Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Computer Literacy 6 66

Panel
-RatIng

S to VS

The Interpretation Panel rated these results somewhere
between Satisfactory and Very Satisfactory as they felt that
although the items used were elementary, students seem to have
some basic knowledge about the issues and roles of computers
in society. The Panel felt that computer related materials
enhance the critical thinking process and that further devel-
opment of student skills in this area is to be encourged. They
also felt that computers should continue to be made available
to schools and teachers that want them, rather than making the
study of computers compulsorl at a given grade level. The mean
percent correct for this domain, for the Grade 10 sample was
60% and for the Grade 12 group it was 66%.

7.9 Problem Solving and Consumer Mathematics

Problem solving encompasses several routine and nonrou-
tine functions considered to be necessary in the daily lives
of most people. It involves applying mathematics to the solu-
tion of real world problems. Because of the growing awareness
of the value of problem solving techniques to the average ci-

()8
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tizen, the National Council of Teachers of Mathema:ics has
recommended that mathematics curricula of the eighties should
be organized around problem solving.

Consumer Mathematics involves the solution of consumer-
oriented problems which is considered to be a necessary skill
in order for a person to be able to function in an efficient
manner in society.

The 1981 Assessment was designed, in part, to study
students' results in the two important areas of Problem
Solving and Consumer Mathematics. Students' performance in
these two area:, was not evaluated by the Interpretation Panel.

Problem Solving

Sixteen items were used to define a problem solving
strand on the instruments for the Grades 10 and 12 students.
The objectives and the numbers of items from those objectives
that formed the problem-solving strand are found in Table
7-18.

_Table 7-18
Problem Solving Items by Objective

Objective p
Number of Itas

Fractions and Decimals 3

Ratio, Proportion and Percent 3

Geometric Figures 1

Geometric Relationships 2

Logical Reasoning 2

Perimeter, Area and Volume 3

Probability 2

The 16 problem-solving items were given the following
ratings by the Interpretation Panel: Strong-2 Very
-Satistutetory--2-Sitittictory--5, Marginal--4, and Weak--3. It
should be remembered, however, that the Panel rated each item

as a part of an objective, not as part of the problem-solving
strand.

The overall performance on the problem-solving was 59%

for the Grade 12 students and 55% for the Grade 10 students.
The mean percent correct for both groups would increase 3% by

dropping just one item, Item B/19. A discussion of Item B/19

20D
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has already been given in Section 7.4.

The performance of both groups was best on the problem-
solving items from the Geometry Domain. The results from item
8/13 are presented in Figure 7-16. For rather obvious reasons
the Panel rated the results as Strong. Item B/13 is from
objective 2.3, Logical Reasoning, which contains items that
are not a part of the B. C.. curriculum.

B/I3. Two team captains take turns choosing players for
their teams. Ellen is always chosen first. Chris
is always chosen second. If Ellen and Chris are
never captains, how often do they play on the same team?

% of students
Gr.10 Gr.12

always 7 6

frequently 6 4

very rarely 4 4

never 81 831'

I don't know 2 2

Figure 7-I6.,Grades 10 and 12- -Item B/13.

An example of an item wi.lch had results which were rated
Weak by the Panel was Item B/21 which was presented earlier in

Figure 7-11 on page 192. A sizeable portion of the students
appear to have tried to solve Item B/21 by simply squaring the
number provided in the statement_ofthe_problem. -The_ students
probably recognized that the clue word, area, usually, means
multiply, so they did. Item B/21, however, is a multi-step
problem requiring division before multiplicati^n.. The percent
correct is 34 greater than in 1977.

The overall mean percent correct for the problem-solving
strand for both the Grade 10 sample and the Grade 12 group is

less than what is desired. More concern should be focussed on
problem-solving activities in the Number and Operation Domain

and the Measurement Domain.
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Consumer Mathematics

The Consumer Mathematics strand cc.r.siztce. cf 16 items.

The items were predominantly from the Algebraic Topics Domain.
The Consumer Mathematics items are presented in Table 7-19 by

objective.

Table 7-19
Consumer Mathematics Items by Objective

Objective Number of Items

Computation 'ith Fractionc and Decimals 3

Ratio, Proportions and Percent 1

Metric Units 1

Expressions, Equations and Inequalities 2

Graphs 4

Statistics 4

The Interpretation Panel gave the following ratings to

the 15 items in the Consumer_ Mathematics strandt Strong--2,

,4Very Satisfactory--1, Satisfactory--3, Marginal--3, Weak--6.
As with the Problem Solving strand, the items in the Consumer
Mathematics strand were rated by the Panel as part of the cor-
responding objectiv,.s, not as part of the Consumer Mathematics

strand.

The three highest-rated Consumer Mathematics items were

from the objective Graphs. Item B/I, one of the items which

had resultS rated Strong, is presented in Figure 7-17..

The students had little difficulty in reading and inter-

preting'the graph. The result is even more impressive when one
considers that the students had to make an estimate as to the

location of 2.5 km, only 2 km and 3 km are on the axis.

_ ot_the fourConsumer Mathema-t-i-e-s-i-tems from-the
Statistics objective had results that were rated Weak by the

Panel. An example of one such item, B/35, was presented earli-

er in Figure 7-14.

In the overall performance on'the Consumer Mathematics
strand there were bright spots such as the performance on the

graphing items, but the general performance level was less

than desired.
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B/I. From the graph below, the temperature at a depth of 2.5 km
is closest to:

60

SO

c 4'0
d 30
g 20
/- 10

0 1 2 3
Depth in Kilometres

Figure 7-17. Grades

7.10 Changes in Achievement Since 1977

% of students
Gr.I0 Gr.12

30°C 6 4

40°C 4 3

50°C 84 881.

60°C 4 3

I don't knew 2 2

10 and 12- -Item 8/1.

A major objective of the 1981 Mathematics Assessment was
to describe changes in students' achievement since the 1977
Assessment. For this purpose, a total of 29 items were re-
peated from the 1977 Assessment, and they were distributed
over three Change Categories. The Change Categories wera:
Number and Operation, Geometry and Measurement, and Algebraic
Topics. The results for each change item in each Change
Category will be presented in this section along with an anal-
ysis of the change.

d'
Number and Operation

The results for the 10 items in the Number and Operation
change category are presented in Table 7-20.

The mean percent correct for these _iems_in---t-he- 1-97T
--Attessment was 65 as compared to 67 for the present
Assessment. The overall positive change is considered to be
satisfactory; however, some items deserve closer attention.

The two items for operations with decimals and fractions
showed positive improvement which possibly indicates that, in

spite of a perceived increase in dependency on calculators,
students' skills in these areas have improved.

The two items involving calculations of unit price and
commission showed a decrease.in performance levels since the
1977 Assessment. This result is somewhat surprising due to the

2 2
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Table 7-20
12: Number and Operation Change Category

(Percent)

Item Number Topic Results Change

(1981) 1977 1981

A/6 Scientific Notation 67 66 -1

A/8 Division of Fractions 74 77 1

A/22 Division of Decimals 66 72 +6

A/24 Percent to Decimal 65 80 +15

A/30 Order of Operation 66 71 +5

B/9 Fraction to Percent 79 77 -2

B/1I Fractions 51 52 +1

B/15 Unit Pricing 65 59 -6

B/34 Order of Fractions 59 57 -2

B/45 Percent Commission 62 58 -4

AVerage Change +1.5

emphasis placed on certain topics in Consumer Mathematics in

the curriculum since 1977. It appears that students are learn-
ing more consumer arithmetic but understanding the

applications less.

Geometry and Measurement

The results of the nine items repeated from the 1977

Assessment in the Geometry and Measurement Change Category are

listed in Table 7-21.

The mean percent correct for these items in the 1977
Assessment was 57% and in this present Mathematics Assessment

the mean' percent correct is 61% which is an improvement of 4%

in the average performance.

Though the overall change in this category is positive,
the-items for mass and-length account for most of the improve-

ment.

The' metric change items involving mass and length showed
dramatic improvement in performance with positive changes of

14% and 22%4 respectively. Given that mass end length, in
metric terms, have been taught in the schools for almost 10

year, the results are pleasing, but not surprising. The Grade
12 student population appears to be learning the metric system
of measurement in school, but the results on the metric usage

items show that this knowledge is not - -being used in everyday

situations. On the other hand, the perforMance on the geometry

items remained unchanged.
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..

4.1

Tab'a 7-21
Grade 12: Geometry and Measurement Change Category

(Percent)

Item Number Topic Results
1977 1981

Change

A /13 Mass 54 68 +14
A/23 Area of Rectangle 54 56 +2
A/26 Diameter 78 81 +3

A/32 Area of Triangle 54 49 -5
B/12 Length 63 85 +22
8/21 Perimeter and Area 35 38 +3

B/26 Obtuse Angle 62 54 -8
B/32 Area of Circle 72 74 +2

B/43 Theorem of Pythagoras 43 49 +6

Average Change +4.3

Algebraic Topics

The results of the 10 items included in the Algebraic
Topics change category are presented in Table 7-22. The mean
percent correct for these items in 1977 was 59% and in 1S31,

59%. The results show that'the mean percent correct for this
topic is virtually unchanged fromqhe 1977 Assessment.

Table 7-22
Grade 12: Comparison of the Results on the Items (Percent

Correct) in the Algebraic Topics Change Category

Item Number Topic Results -
1977 1981

Change

A/34 Slope of a Line 43 42 -1

A/39 Factoring 61 64 +3

A/41 System of Equations 63 59 -4

A/44 Interpreting Graphs 67 75 +8

A/45 Formula Application 62 64 +2

B/30 Coordinates of a Point '2 76 +4

8/38 Simplifying Expressions 44 44 0

3/39 Roots of Equations 60 56 -4

B/42 Formula Manipulation 48 44 -4

8/44 Writing Equations 70 64 -6

Average Change -0.2
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The greatest decline shown in this Change Category was

with the item involving equation writing, which showed a de-

cline cf Et fr-.! 1077. Oth.r items involving roots of

equations, systems of equations, and formula manipulation all

showed negative change. The items that involved coordinates,

graphs, formula application, and factoring all showed positive

change.

The overall results of the three Change Categories indi-

cate improvement in basic skills since 1977. The results cf

items involving operations with fractions and decimals, mea-

surement, factoring, coordinates of points, and interptetation
of graphs all, show more positive results at this time. As

noted previously, the items involving area of a triangle, unit

pricing, and percent commission showed some decline in results

from the 1977 Assessment. Overall 16 change items showed a

gain (one item showed no change); the average was about 6%.

Twelve change items showed a decline; the average decline was

about 4%.

7.11 Reporting Categories

Achievement in the study of mathematics is the result of

several factors, both external and internal. The basic ability

of the student, the home environment, the curriculum, teacher

expectations, and peer pressure are all factors that contri-

bute to the performance of the student. A large amount of data

regarding the relationship between background variables and

achievement could have been gathered in this present

Assessment. From thi; large number of variables, a smaller set

was selected and the relationship of these factors to perfor-

mance was studied. The results presented, in the present

assessment do not represent cause-and-effect relationships.

They do show that certain factors that are thought to influ-

-ence outcomes occur at the same time.

In the sections that follow, the results reported are

based upon correlational trends. They are taken from a random

sample of 10% of the original Grade 12. Assessment population

whose last mathematics course was either Mathematics 10,

Algebra 11, or Algebra 12. The sample was chosen in this way

so that the results of the largest category of Grade 12 stu-

dents, students taking academically-oriented mathematics

courses, could,be reported. The random sample was comprised of

764 Grade 12 students whose last mathematics course was mathe-

matics 10, 677 whose last course was Algebra 11, and 938

Algebra 12 students. There were 1195 male and 1184 female stu-

dents included in the sample for a total of 2379.
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Mathematics Background

One goal of the present Assessment was to obtain data on
students' mastery of certain areas of the mathematics curricu-
lum. This mastery is, to a great extent, a function of the
number of years that the students have studied mathematics and
the level of the last mathematics course taken.

The 'late in Figure 7-18 illustrate the comparison of
students' performance as a function of their mathematics back-
ground. The results -are presented for four groups of students.
Those students. who were in Grade 12 and whose last mathematics
course was Algebra 12, students in Grade 12 whose last course
was. Algebra 11, students in Grade 12 who completed Mathematics
10 as their last mathematics course, and students currently
enrolled in Grade 10. The results for all five domains of the
Assessment are shown on the graph.

Number 0 Algebraic Computer
Operation Geometry Measurement Topics Wimpy

C3 amide 10
11111 Math 10

Algebra 11

C:3 Algebra 12

Figure 7-18. Grades 10 and 12--Achievement by mathematics
background.

The Mathematics 10 group's performance is lowest for all
domains. The least satisfactory results for this group are in

the Measurement, domain and the Algebraic Topics domain. The
Algebra 12 group, as aspected, performed satisfactorily over

all domains with the best results shown in Domain 3,

Measurement.
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The Mathematics 10 group has shown no real improvement in

performance since the 1977 Mathematics Assessment, and steps

must be taken to improve the mathematical competencies of this

group. It is becoming more evident that Grade 11 mathematics

should be made mandatory for all students in the province, if

a satisfactory level of mathematical competency is to be at-

tained by all secondary school graduates.

Sex Differences

As was the case in the 1977 Mathematics Assessment, male

students outperformed females in all three groups of the

sample under consideration, and over all objectives in this

present Assessment. The only exception was the Algebra 12

group fot the objective Logical Reasoning. The results are

displayed in the graph in Figure 7-19.

2
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Figure 7-19. Grade 12--Sex differences in achievement.

The results showed another similar pattern to the results

obtained in the 1977 Mathematics Assessment. At the domain

level, when mathematics background is controlled, the same

differences occur in the male/female comparisons on achieve-

ment. The difference bitween achievement of males and females

were least with the Algebra 12 students; on two of the five

domains the difference.were greatest for the mathematics 10

group.
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FUture Plans

The results for the 'live domaina organized by future

plans Ore presented in.Figure 7-20. The category designated
Training includes students who planned to proceed to business,

vocational, art,- or trade school, or to attend a technical
institute's or community college's career program. srhe desig-

nation University includes.all students who planned to go to
university or attend a community college's university transfer

program.

+20

+15-

Training p

University

7 Work II

+10- 7

-10-

- 15- Number & Algebraic Computer,
Operation Geometry Measurement Topics Literacy

Figure 7-20. Grade 12--Achievement by future plans;

Not surprisingly, the university group's performance was

best for all domains. The differential in performance between
the Job and University groups was over 254 on the Measurement"

domain and the Algebraic Topics domain, and over ZO% for the

Number and Operation domain. It is worth noting that the

domain on which the results were most closely - grouped (range

of 14 %) was Computer Literacy, the domain whose items did .not

come from the a. C. curriculum. The Training group outper-
formed the Job group on all five domains though by a very

slight-margin in the Geometry'domain.
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7.12 Summary

The Grade's 10 and 12 achievement instruments, which were
identical, consisted of two booklets, each with 45 achievement
items, 18 background information items, and 19 items in a sec-
tion entitled "Mathematics and Myself". Students were given
either. Booklet A or Booklet B from which the items were de-
signed to assess the students' mastery of 13 objectives over
five domains.

A total of 29 achievement items were repeated from the
1977 Mathematics Assessment for the purpose of measuring
change. In addition, four non-curricular topics were
assessed--Computer Literacy, Probability, Statistics, and
Logical Reasoning.

Forty-five minutes were allotted for instructions and for
the distribution, completion, and collection of each booklet.
All achievement items were of the multiple choice type. For
each item, five possible responses were given. Of these, four
were possible answers to the item and the fifth was "I don't
elow".

The Grade 12 instrument was designed to be written by
students enroli-d in Grade 12, regardless of their maehemati-
cal backgrotinds. There was a total of 24 466 students who
participated at this level. The Grade 10 instrument was writ-
ten by a sample of 2456 students currently en-)11ed in Grade
10.

e

IAShgalgaci4211411SLI

Based on the data gathered from the 18 background infor-
mation items, both samples (Grade's 10 and 12) were fairly
evenly divided between males and females. Over 90% of the
Grade 12 students were either 17 or'18 years old, whereas 94%
of the Grade 10 group was 16 years old or younger. In addi-
tion, for 92% of the students that pirfiripettsii et the Grxrip
10 and i2 levels, English was the language spoken in the home.
An examination of mathematics background by sex rhowed
for the Grade 12 group, 42% of the students enrolled in
Algebra 12 were female as compared with 49% in Algebra 11, 60%
in Consumer Mathematics 11, and 12% in Trades Mathematics 11.

The three questions on the instrument concerning the use
of calculators were identical to the questions asked on toe
1977 MathematiCs Assessment. A plurality of Grade 12 studentt
and Grade 10 students use calculators at hOme, for homework,
and, in school. The responses to these questions 'indicate' a.

greater number of students using calculators presently than
was the case in 1977.
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Students were asked three questions concerning the use of
computers in their schools. A majority of students have compu-
ters in their school. A majority of the students who had taken
a class in which a computer was used used a computer in one of
their mathematics classes or a computer science class.

A majority of the students at both the Grades 10 and 12

levels works between 10 and 20 hours a week at part-time jobs.
Over 60% of the Grade 12 group plan to enroll in a post-secon-
dary institution after graduation.

Students were given four questions involving metric
usage. They were asked to choose the response which more rea-
dily came to mind from two responses, one in metric units, the
other in imperial units, but tenth correct. The results of the
items involving four types of metric units, show that the stu-
dents were more familiar with the metric temperature unit. The
results also show that the majority of Grade 12 students
select the Imperial unit response when given a choice.

There- -were ,19 items designed to measure the students'
attitudes toward mathematics. The results show the 41% of the
Grade 12 students have a positive attitude toward mathematics
compared to only 18% who have a negative attitude.

Achievement

The 90 achievement items on the two forms of the
Assessment were organized in five domains, which were divided
into 13 objectives. The items were also categorized by cogni-
tive level. There were 40 items at the Knowledge level, 22 at
the Comprehension level, and 28 at the Application level.

Number and Operation. The results for the itemstinvolving
number concepts were rated as Marginal by the Interpretation
Panel, and all questions involving estimation were rated as
less than satisfactory. Students require more pracitce with
estimation questions in view of the increased use of the cal-
culator at all levels. The results of Operations with
-Fractions were also rated as Marginal, whereas students' res-
ponses to questions involving percentage was rated as
Satisfactory, and questions on ratio as less. than satisfac-
tory.

Geometr . Questions involving gelowcl'ric figures were
rated as atisfactory, whereas those involving geometric rela-
tionships were rated between Marginal and Satisfactory. The
responseG to the non-curricular objective, Logical Reasoning,
were rated as Very Satisfactory.

Measurement. Though the performances were rated as
SatisTinO71737 items involving metric measurement, the three.
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items concerning conversion within the metric system were
rated as Weak. Performance on. the items involving area and
volume were rated as Marginal.

Algebraic Topics. The results on the items involving e-
quations, graphs, and probability were rated from Satisfactory
to Very Satisfactory. The results on the items involving sta-
tistics were rated between Weak and Marginal.

The results for items involving factoring, the solution
sets of equations, and the solution of inequalities were re-
garded as very favorable. Questions that required
interpretation of data from graphs were done exceedingly well
by a large majority of the students. Student& responded less
than satisfactorily to items that required reading data from
tables.

Computer Literacy. The results of the items under this r

domain were rated between Satisf ctory and Very' Satisfactory.
Students appear to have a understanding of the purpose
and function of computers in ociety.

Problem Solving and Consumer Mathematics. The success
rate for the 16 items for problem solving was 59%, an accep-
table performance. It is interesting to note that the Grade 10
sample had a higher success rate than two of the three Grade
12 sub-groups. The same pattern held for Consumer Mathematics.
The success rate for the 15 items for Consumer Mathematics was
55% with the Grade 10 sample scoring higher than two of the
three Grade 12 sub-groups.

Changes in Achievement Since 1977

The 29 items in common to the 1977 and 1981 assessements
were organized into three Change Catego,ies. The Change
Categories were Number and Operation, Geometry and
Measurement, and "Algebraic Topics.

Contrary to the past pattern in math'matics assessment in
other places, there were no declines in achievement at the
domain level. The present performance of the Grade 12 students
for the Number and Operation category was 1% better than the

performance of students in the 1977 Mathematics Assessment.
Over the Geometry and Measurement category, there was a 5%

increase in performance over the 1977 Mathematics Assessment,
and for the Algebraic To category there was no change.

The results on a numbes of items such as metric measure-
ment, order of operation, division of decimals, and changing a
percent to a decimal showed marked improvement over the 1977
Assessment results. However, the results of some items such as
unit pricing, percent commission, and areas of. triangles
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showed a decline in performance. The three most noticeable
changes in performance since 1977, were all positive changes
of at least 14%.

Reporting Categories

The Grade 12 data for the Mathematic's Background items
were taken from a sample of 10% of the Assessment population
whose last mathematics course was either Mathematics 10,
Algebra 11, or Algebra 12.

The results for the Mathematics Background category were
identical to the results of the 1977 Assessment. The Algebra
12 group performed at a much higher level than the Algebra 11

or Mathematics 10. groups; A not surprising result since the
Algebra 12 group had taken a mathematics course for every year
of their school career. The Algebra 11 group, as would be ex-
pected, outperformed thee Mathematics 10 group over all
domains.

Male students outperformed female students on all objec-
tives. Students who planned to attend university after
graduation outperformed, by a considerable margin, students
who planned on more vocational training or planned to look for
a job.
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CHAPTER 8

THE TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS

James M. Sherrill and David F. Robitaille
a

As in 1977, two questionnaires were developed for the

1981 Mathematics assessment.' One questionnaire was completed

;.:1, elementary school teachers and the other by secondary

school teachers. The sample of elementary teachers was-drawn

from the population of teachers who had submitted a Form 3' to

the Ministry of Education in September 1980 and who had regis-

tered at least one class of Grades 1 - 7. Teachers who were

also serving as district level personnel were excluded. The

sample of secondary teachers was drawn from the population of

teachers who submitted a Form J to the Ministry of Education

in September 1980 and who hap registered at least one mathema-

,tics class in Grades 8 - 12. Again, teachers who were serving

as district level personnel were excluded.

A teacher-coull qualify for participation in several

ways: an elementary teacher might have a split Grades 4/5

class, for example, and would be entered as both a Grade 4

teacher and a Grade 5 teacher; a secondary mathematics teacher

might be teaching a Grade 8 mathematics class, a Grade 9

mathematics class, and a Grade 10 mathematics class and would

be entered as a teacher at each of those levels. Using a prob-

abilistic model each teacher was assigned to one and only one

grade level. It is interesting to note, however, that 31% of

the elementary teachers indicated that they taught more than

one mathematics class.

The population was then stratified by grade level. The

number of returned questionnaires needed to attain accurate

dot: tnt2 Ce1rnlArpd. and the number of questionnaires to be

sent out in order to receive the required number of returns

was determined.

'Form J, "Teacher's Report on Qualifications, Salary,

Experience, and Class Size", is completed by teachers in

B. C. each September.
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The teachers to whom the question.laires were to be sent
were randomly selected. The selection was accomplished by ran-
domly 'selecting a starting point on the list of eligible
teachers and then selecting every nth teacher, where n was
determined by dividing the number of teachers on the list by
the number of questionnaires needed to be sent out in order to
obtain accurate data.

One thousand one hundred sixty-five elementary question-
naires were mailed and 868 returned completed for a return
rate of 75%; 951 secondary questionnaires were mailed and 733
returned completed for a return rate of 77%. Given that the
questionnaires were about thirty pages Ions, required a lot of
time ajd effort to complete, and were distributed by mail, the
return rates are very good.2

These high return rates are a gaod indication of not only
the dedication of B. C. teachers but of their willingness to
go beyond the call of duty to help improve the teaching of

mathematics. They deserve to be congratUlated.

8.1 Structure of the Questionnaire

Although. separate questionnaires were prepared for the
elementary and secondary levels, they shared the same struc-
ture and many similar items. Of the seventy items on the
elementary questionnaire and the sixty-seven items on the sec-
ondary questionnaire, sixty-four items appeared on both.

Each questionnaire consisted of eight sections: A --

Teacher Background, B--Goals of Mathematics Education, C
Program Implementation, D--Calculator and Computer Use, E --

Assessment and Testing, F--Mathematics Teacher Education of
the Future, G--Teacher In-service Education, and H--Class-
Specific Information.

Though some of the items from the 1977 questionnaires
were included on the 1981 questionnaires, there was more em-
phasis in 1981 on gathering data to assist in the process of
curriculum review and revision. On the 1981 questionnaires,
there were items where teachers rated general and specific
goals of ulathematics education, there was an entire secticin on

2In a recent National Council of Teachers of Mathematics pro-
ject, Priorities in School Mathematics, which also mailed two
types ofguestionnaires, return rates averaged 29% and 34%.
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implementing a mathematics program, there was a section where

the teachers could give some indication of how they felt

teacher education should be accomplished, and there was a sec-

tion on the in-service education of teachers.

Some items were used t9 define mathematics curriculum .

models. Teachers supporting the models were identified, and
the 'results of the teachers supporting the different models

were compared.

The results of the survey are divided in two parts and

are presented in Chapters 8 and 9. In Chapter 8 the results

from sections A, B, F, and G are presented; Chapter 9 contains
the results from sections C, D, E, and H.

#

The validity of data collected through questionnaires is

always open to question: On items dealing with questions of

fact, there is usually no problem: however, when opinions are

sought, two factors may affect rer.Ilts. On the one hand some

respondents may feel that a particular response is wanted by

those who are gathering the data and will slant their response

in the perceived direction. On the other hand, the other

factor is the "Screw You" effect', that is, some respondents

may feel a particular response is wanted by those who are

gathering the data and will slant their response in the oppo-

site direction. The high return rates, however, mean the

responses are representative of the entire population of B. C.
teachers which makes the probability of those two factors sig-

nificantly biasing the data very low. High return rates are

also a good indication that the respondents have taken the

task seriously.

There are two restrictions that should be placed on the

interpretations made of the data gathered by a questionnaire.

The first is that the respondent may not define some particu-
1Ar torm the same way that either the researcher or other

respondents do. For example, Laical Thinking does not appear

as a topic in the curriculum until the secondary yet

80% of the elementary teachers responded that Logical Thinking

was currently being emphasized in Grades 1-7. It is not known

what definition of Logical Thinking the elementary teachers

were using, but it is likely that the definition was different

'Barber, T. X. "Pitfalls in Research, Nine Investigator and

Experimenter Effects" in Second Handbook of Research on

Teaching, R. M. W. Travers (Ed.). Chicago: Rand McNally and

Company and the American Educational Research Association,

1973, p. 399.
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from the one used in the curriculum.

The second restriction is that the items are not open --
ended. In planning the ideal teacher education program, for

example, the teachers were not asked to present their own pro-
gram, but to respond to a specific list of choices. A
different list of choices could change the results.

The two restrictions on the interpretations made of data

gathered by questionnaires were addressed while the question-
naires were being developed. Teachers at all levels were
involved in earlier forms of the questionnaires and their com-
ments were used in the selection of items, wording of items,

and the list of choices for items. In addition, several of the
items were taken from the Goals Survey Questionnaire. An at-

tempt was always, made to use the most unambiguous terms
possible and to present complete lists of choices with t..e

items.

8.2 Part A--Teacher Background

The initial section of the questionnaires, Teacher

Background, contained items concerning years of teaching,

teaching load, academic and professional preparation, member-
ship in professional associations, and teaching preferences.

In addition, elementary teachers were asked about the type of

classroom situation in which they taught.

The average teacher of elementary uchool mathematics is

an experienced teacher teaching mathematics in a self-con-
tained classroom. Seventy percent of the teachers have taught

for six or more years and 40% have taught for eleven or more
years. Ninety percent are teaching in self-contained class-

rooms and mathematics -represents less than 25% of the teaching
load of 84% of elementary teachers.

Seventy-two percent of the elementary teachers feel that

the mathematics content courses they have taken adequately

prepared them to teach mathematics; 70% feel the same way
about their mathematics methods courses and 66% feel that way

about their other education courses. Sixteen percent of the
elementary teachers have never successfully completed a post-

secondary mathematics courbe, and 13% have, never successfully
completed a course in the teaching of mathematics.

The average teacher of secondary school mathematics is an
experienced teacher, but not necessarily a full-time mathema-

tics teacher. Sixty-four percent of them have taught for six

or more years, and 41% have taught for eleven or more years.

One disturbing result is that mathematics represents less than
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ialf of the workload of 47% of the teachers teaching mathema-
tics. Given that teachers would have to be teaching eight
classes before two mathematics classes would represent 0 r 25%

of their teaching load, it may be assumed that 30% of the
teachers teach only one class of mathematics.

Eighty percent of the secondary teachers feel that the

mathematics content courses they have taken adequately pre-
pared them to teach mathematics; 62% feel the same way about

their mathematics methods courses and 60% feel thatway about
their other education courses. However, 10% of the teachers
have never successfully completed a post-secondary mathematics
content course. Even more disturbing is the fact, that 28% have
never successfully completed a course in how to teach mathema-
tics. In other words, a significant number of teachers of
secondary school mathematics have inadequate academic or pro-

fessional preparation

Very few elementary teachers belong to any of the profes-

sional associations that were listed in the questionnaire.
Only 1 %' belong to the B. C. Association of Mathematics
Teachers (BCAMT) and the same proportion belong to the'

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). Thus at

moat 2% of elementary teachers belong to either of the t..)
professional associations for teachers of mathematics that a..e
most readily available to them. The membership in the two

general professional associations for elementary teachers is
also low with 15% belonging to try Provincial Intermediate

Teachers Association and 28% belonging to the B. C. Primary
Teachers Association.

Very few of the Secondary mathematics teachers belong to

the two professional associations' specifically designed for
mathematics teachers. Only 26% belong to the BCAMT and 14% to

the NCTM.

In the 1977 B. C: Mathematics .,ssessment

Instructional Practices report (Robitailie ana Sherrill,

1977), there was a recommendation concerning membership in
professional associations. Based on the results for both ele-

mentary teachers and secondary mathematics' teachers, a

recommendation concerning membership in professional associa-

tions is again needed. Elementary teachers cannot be expected
to pay for membership in all the content-orianted associations
(mathematics, social studies, physical education, etc.). The

BCAMT may want to contact the other content-oriented profes-

Down from 3% in 1977.
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sional associations in B. C. to create a "blanket" membership
that would cost substantially less than the total cost of
joining each of the associations separately. The SCANT may
also want to encourage. schools to subscribe to Vector.

About 70% of elementary teachers and '75% of secondary
teachers have attended a mathematics session at a conference,
a workshop, or an in-service'day in mathematics in the last
three years. One interesting finding in the data concerning
who attends the mathematics sessions was that over two thirds
of the elementary teachers and almost three fourths of the
secondary teachers who said they had attended a mathematics
session at a conference in the last three years were also the

ones who responded that they nad attended a workshop or in-
service day,in mathematics in-the last three years. On the
other hand, 61% of the' elementary teachers and 63% of the sec-
ondary, teachers whb responded that they had not attended a
mathematics session at a conference in the last three years
also had not attended a mathematics aoekshop or in-service
program in the last three yeaes. Ia general, the teachers who

attend the workshops and in-service programs mathematics
are the same teachers who attend the mathematics sessions at

conferences.

Overall, the teachers indicated that they enjoyed teach-
ing at their respective levels and teaching mathematics. Over
90% of the teachers responded that if they had a choice of any
level, they would prefer to teach at their current level.
Almost 94% of the teachers also responded that if they had a

choice, they would continue to teach mathematics.

8.3 Noteworthy Sub-Populations

Results from both questionnaires indicate that there
exists a .group of teachers- who feel that they were not adequa-
t12 p&=FmLed Liac11 mr.th=tice. Tn nA/4;*;etn,

secondary level, there appears tO be a group of tes.lhers for
whom mathematics represents at most only one fourth of their

teaching load. In each case the responses of these sub-groups
were compared to the remainder of the sample of teachers.

Inadequately Prepared Teachers

The teachers who considered themselves to be inadequately
prepared to teach mathematics represented 19% of elementary
teachers. and 16% of secondary teachers. All teachers were
asked to rate how well their mathematics content courses,

their mathematics methods courses, and their other education
courses head prepared them to teach mathematics. If a teacher
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selected Inadequately for all three types of courses or selec-

ted Inadequately for two types of courses and Adequately for

the third, then the teacher was classified as an Inadequately

Prepared Teacher.

The data from the Teacher Background and Program

Implementation sections of the questionnaire indicate that a

significantly lower proportion of the Inadequately Prepared
secondary teachers, in comparison to the rest of the secondary
teachers, had attended ,a mathematics session_ at & conference,

or a mathematics workshop, or an in-service program in the

last three: years. A significantly lower proportion of

Inadequately Prepared teachers had referred to the curriculum
guide recently. Compared to the rest of the teachers a higher

proportion of the Ihadequately Prepared secondary teachers
preferred to teach at he junior secondary rather than the

senior secondary leve-.

In preparing the idea: teacher education program, a lower

proportion of the Inadequately Prepared secondary teachers
considered mathematics courses from the department of mathema-

tics and foundation courses in education 'Essential. Each of

the following was also given an Important or Essential rating

by a lower proportion of the Inadequately ,Prepared secondary

teachers: techniques of classroom management and discipline,

techniques of evaluation, and teaching algebra. A lower pro-

portion of the Inadequately Prepared secondary teachers felt

that algebraic concepts and skills and consumer mathematics

should receive much emphasis in the curriculum. In addition, a

lower propo#tion of the Inadeqilately Prepared elementary

teachers felt that mathematics ccatent from the Faculty of

Education were Important or Essential in their ideal teacher

education program.

With respect to professional development through in-ser-

vice education, a lower proportion of the Inadequately

Prepared secondary teachers had had experience with each of

the nine croups listed. A majority of the Inadequately

Prepared secondary teachers had had no experience with seven

of the nine in-service groups listed. A lower proportion of

, the Inadequately Prepared secondary teachers responded to a

positive category for each of the nine in-service,groups

listed.

Part Time Mathematics Teachers

The data from the Teacher Background section o" the sec-

oondary teachers' questionnaire fndicdte that, for almost half

of the secondary teachers teaching mathematics, mathematics

does not represent a majority of their teaching load. Based on

the questionnaire data and the possible number of classes a

teacher can teach, it appears that 30% of the teachers sur-
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veyed teach only one class of mathematics. An analysis was
made of the responses from the teachers teaching only one
mathematics class, Single Mathematics Class teachers.

Other data from the Teacher Backgrvund section of the
questionnaire indicate that 23% of the Single Mathematics
Class teachers have not completed a post-secondary mathematics
class, and a majority have not completed a course in how to
teach mathematics. In both cases the proportion is much higher
than for teachers whose teaching is predominantly mathematics.
Only 29% of. the Single Mathematics Class teachers have at-
tended a mathematics' session at a conference, and 32% have
attended a mathematics workshop cr in- service program in the
last three years. Both, of these percentages are much lower
than the comparable ones for teachers whose teaching load is
predominantly mathematics.

Since mathematics is probably not their teaching special-
ty, and certainly not their main workload responsibility, it
is not surprising that only about one fourth of Single
Mathematics Class teachers had read any of the Assessment re-
ports concerning the student results. The Instructional
Practices report, for example, discusses how teachers teach
mathematics, and only 6% of Single Mathematics Class teachers
had read it.

Seventy-seven percent of the Single Mathematics Class
teachers are teaching a required mathematics class, that is, a
Grade 8, 9, cr 10 mathematics class. An additional 15% are
teaching a non-academic Grade 11 mathematics class.

In the Class-Specific Information section of the quest-
ionnaire, the data indicate that over twice the proportion of
Single Mathematics Class teachers as teachers for whom mathe-
matics represents a majority of their teaching load have their
students engage Frequently or Very Frequently in Drill on
arithmetic computation. Almost half of the Single Mathematics
Class teachers d4:, not allow i.ueit students to use calculators
in their mathematics class compared to about 30% of the
teachers for whom mathematics representsa majority of their
teaching load.

t
8.4 Part B--Goals of Mathematics Education

Both elementary and Secondary teachers were asked to rate
the importance of eight overall goals of school mathematics.
The first seven of the eight goals were identical to those on
the Goals Survey. The teachers rated each goal using the des-
criptors Not Important, Somewhat Important; Important, and
Essential. The results are presented in Table 8-1.
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Table 8-1
. Ratings o Overall Goals for School Mathematics

(Percent)

Goal

Important or Essential

Elementary* Secondary

)//8. To develop the idea that mathematics
ie tho erionra, of ab*tract.

deductive structures 26 23

1. To teach students the mathematical
concepts add skills required to
function as enlightened consumers
in a techriological society 95 93

2. To serve is a mechanism for sorting
students, for, entrance into their
vocational fields of interest 34 38

3. To familiarize students with the .

major ideas and processes used
in mathematics 86 78

4: To prepare students for entry into
specialized technological, scientific,
and professional fields 64 77

5. To develop in students the ability
to think_logically 94 90

6, T9 develop students' interest in and
enthusiasm for the study of mathematics
by introducing them to interesting
'mathematical topics 80 63

7. To prepare students for the study
of further mathematics 66 69

*Percent of teachers rating the goal as either Important or

Essential

Both groups of teachers agreed with the Review Panels

that the two most important goals were to prepare students to

live in society and to develop students' ability to think log-

ically. Both were rated Important or Essential by over 90% of

the teachers.

While these OW goals were rated highest by the teachers,

at least 63% of each group of teachers rated six of the eight

0
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goals as Important or Essential. On the otherhand, at most 38%
of either group rated the two goals of sorting students into
vocational fields or of developing mathematics as the science
of abstract structures as Important or Essential: .

The two groups were in substantial agreement on their
ratings of six of the eight goals. They differed by 13% on the
importance of preparing students for entry into specialized
fields and 17% on the importance of developing student in-

terest in and enthusiasm for mathematics. In the. first case,
secondary teachers felt the goal was more important thah their
e.ementary counterparts; in the second case, the reverse was
true.

e.5 Part F--Mathematics Teacher Education of the Future .

. .

In this section of, the questionnaire, teacher's we 'given
an opportunity to design an ideal program forv.the pie "ration
of teachers of mathematict for the 1980s. They were asked to

rate the importance that different general components, dif-
ferent mathematical content areas, and different disciplines
would play, in their ideal teacher education program and the
importance of preparation in differ t teaching methods and
areas of content.

First, teachers were asked to rate the importance that
certain types of courses would have in their teacher education
program for teachers of school mothematict for the 1980s. The
results are presented in Table 8-2.

,

Both groups of teachers-were in'agreentent on which three-
components were ,most important. They both rated very highly ,

those areas that were related most closely to the teaching
experience. Secondary teachers also rated highly mathematics
courses from the department of mathematics whereas only 46% of
the elementary teachers rated such courses as Important or

Essential. *Iough a majority of both groups rates matnematics
content courses trdm the Faculty of Education as Important or
Essential, a substantially greater proportion of.elementary,
teachers than secondary teachers did so.

The only course area outside of the Faculty of Education
to be rated as Important or Essential by a majority of elemen-
tary teachers was English. Neither content courses in other
disciplines nor foundations courses in education were rated as
Important or Essential by more than 36% of either group of

teachers. As a matter of fact, courses in educational founda-
tions were rated as Not Important by 27% of the teachers.

Next, the teachers were asked to rate specific teaching
areas or skills with respect to how importnt wick( would be in
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Table 8-2
Components of an Ideal Teacher Education Program

(Percent)

Course Areas

Important or Essential

Elementary* Secondary

1. Mathematics courses, from the
department of mathematic', 46 85

2. Mathematics content courses
from the Faculty of education 73 57

3. Methods of teaching mathematics 97 86

4..Content courses in other
disciplines (e.g., commerce,
geography, etc.) 27 36

5. Foundations courses in education
(e.g., )hilosophy, psychology,
sociology, etc.) 35 25

6. Content courses in English 52 49

7. General teaching skills
(e.g., classroom minagenu t,

measurement and evaluation,
questioning techniques, etc.') 96 90

8. Student teaching 94 94

*Percent of teachers rating the course area as Important or

Essential.

their ideal teacher education program. Though both groups of

teachers were presented a list of 12 specific teaching areas

or skills the two lists were not identical; however, seven of

the items were the same. A summary of the ratings is presented

in Table 8-3.

While only 46% of elementary teachers rated Use of

Stations and Laboratories as Important or Essential, and only

24% rated Teaching Fingermath as Important or Essential, the

other 10 items on the list were rated as Important or

Essesnti,al by at least 68% of elementary teachers. All but one

of the items received positive support from a majority of sec-

ondary -mathematics_ teachers and that 'one item received

positiv& support from 49% of secondary teachers. It is sur-

prising, the' a technique such as using stations and
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Table 8-3
Importance of Specific Areas

(Percent)

Areas of Teaching
Important or Essential

Elementary* Secondary

1. teaching algebra ** 95
-. teaching applications

of mathematics 89 89
3. teaching consumer mathematics * 86
4. teaching decimals 79 **

5. teaching fingermath 24 **

6. teaching the four basic operations , .

with whole numbers 98 **

7. teaching fractions 77 **

8. teaching geometry 69 84
9. teaching metric measurement 94 69
10. teaching probability-and statistics ** 48
11 teaching problem solving 98 96
12. teaching the'structure of

mathematics 71 50
13. teaching trade and industrial

mathematics ** 67
14. techniques of classroom management

and discipline 92 89
15. techniques of diagnosis and

remediation 95 89
16. techniqUes of evaluation ** 86
1.7. use of stations and laboratories 46 **

*Percent of teachers rating each specific teaching area or
skill as Important or Essential.

**The teaching area or skill appeared only on the other list.

laboratories received so little support, relative to the
others.

Six areas were rated Important or Essential by 90% or
more of elementary teachers and eight Important or Essential
by at least 8nof secondary teachers. About 90% of both
groups rated each of the following Important or Essential:
teaching problem solving , techniques of diagnosis and remedi-
:.tion, techniques of classroom management and discipline, and
rAlching applications of mathematics. Elementary teachers,also
gave a very positive response to teaching the four basic
operations with whole numbers, which did not appear on the
secondary teachers' list, and teaching metric measurement,
which was highly rated by 94% of elementary teachers and by
only 69% of secondary teachers. In addition to the four items
rated highly by both groups, the secondary teachers also gave
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a very positive response to teaching algebra, teaching consu-
mer mathematics, and techniques of evaluation, none of which
appeared on the elementary teachers' list. Eighty-five percent
of sacondary teachers rated training in the teaching of geome-
try as Important or Essential compared to 68% of elementary'`
teachers.

After rating course and teaching areas, teachers were
asked to rate specific content areas. Teachers were asked to
rate the importance of eight mathematics content areas and
eleven content areas it disciplines other than mathematics and
education. The teachers rated each with respect to its impor-
tance in their proposed teacher education program. The percent
of each group of teachers rating each mathematics content area
as Important or Essential is provided in Figure 8-1.

100%
Algebra

Number Theory Geometry
80

Logic
Geometry 70 Number Theory
Algebra

60 -Logic

50
Probability Statistics

40 Probability
Statistics
Calculus 30

: 20 History of
History of
Mathematics 1

Mathematics

Figure 8-1. Importance of selected areas of mathematics
for teacher education.

Four of the eight topics were rated as being Important or
Essential to their respective ideal teacher education program
by a majority of both groups of teachers; the four were logic,

geometry, algebra, and number theory. The four mathematics
content areas that were not rated Important or Essential by a
majority were probability, statistics, calculus, and, at the

bottom of the list, history of mathematics.

Elementary teachers ranked number theory first on their
list with 87% of the teachers rating it Important or Essential
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compared to 67% of secondary teachers. Secondary mathematics
teachers ranked algebra first 9n their list with 96% of the
teachers rating it Important or Essential compared to 62% of
the elementary teachers.

Another interesting contrast was the rating of logic.
Seventy-five percent of elementary teachers rated logic as
Important or Essential, which was 18% greater than the propor-
tion of secondary teachers that rated logic the same way.
Elementary teachers' rating of logic was second only to their
rating of number theory. It is not known what definition, in
specific terms, elementa teachers were using for logic.

The final item in section F asked teachers to rate con-
tent courses in disciplines other than mathematics and
education. Of eleven ,disciplines listed, only two were rated
as beihi Important or Essential by a majority of both groups
of teachlrs: English and computer science. Physics was rated
Important or Essential by 64% of secondary teachers and 42% of
elementary teachers. Astronomy, geology, and engineering were
rated Not Important by a greater proportion of elementary
teachers than rated them Important or Essential. Astronomy,
geology, geography, and psychology were rated Not Important by
a greater proportion of secondary teachers than rated them
Important or Essential. While it is not surprising that
English received the elementary teachers' highest rating, the
high rating of cdzputer science is surprising to some extent.
This positive response to computer science is, however, con"
sistent with the results for the items in the Calculator and
Computer Use section a the questionnaire.

8.6 Part_G--Teacher In-service Education

In section G, teac'iers were art,ed to rate the degree of
help they had receiv.0 from *acu of nine groups of persons
that offer in-service activities in mathematics. Teachers were
then asked to judge the need for workshops in a number of
areas. Finalll, teachers were asked for their W.nion regar-
ding the prefer.ed format fbr in-service programs.

Groups Offering In-service Activities

The teachers rated each of nine groups that offer in-ser-
vice activities w4th respect to the degree of help they had
received from each group. A summary of the results is pre-
sented in Table 8-4.
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Table 8-4
Ratings of Groups Offering In-service Activities

In-service
Group

Mean Rating*
Elementary Secondary

Ministry of Education personnel 1.0 1.0
BCTF professional development

personnel 1.4 1.3

Local PSA personnel 1.8 1.5

BCAMT wotkshop speakers 1.5 1.8

University personnel 1,9 1.6

District supervisers, coordinators,
or resource teachers 2.1 1.4

Fellow teachers 2.7 2.8

Community resource people 1.6 1.2

Educational consulting firms 1.2 0.9

*Using the following values: Not Helpful At All--0, Somewhat

Helpful--1, Moderately Helpful--2, Very Helpful--3, and

Extremely Helpful--4.

Only. one group offering in-service activities obtained a

mean rating greater than 2.5, fellow teachers. Fellow teachers

represent the one group that is immediately available, easily
accessible, and offers instant feedback to inquiries.

Three of the nine groups were groups from inside the

teacher's school district. These three, fellow 'teachers, dis-

trict supervisors,coordinators, or resource teachers, and

local PSA personnel were three of the four highest rated

groups by elementary teachers. The only group from "outside"

the district that received a rating in the top four by elemen-
tary teachers was university personnel, which was rated third.

Secondary teachers, on the other hand, rated both BCAMT work-

shop speakers and university personnel higher than local PSA

personnel, or district superisors, coordinators, or resource

teachers.

In Figure 8-2, the percent of the teachers, both elemen-

tary and secondary, that had had experience with each of the

groups offering in-service activities is shown.

There may be two explanations for the strong positive

correlation that exists between, the proportion of teachers
having experience with an in- servi -e group and the rating
given the group by teachers. Since all the groups are helpful,

the more teachers who had experience with a group, the higher
rated the group. More likely, however, is the explanation that
the more helpful I group was perceived to be by the teachers,
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Ministry of [duration
Personnel

SWF Professional
Development Personnel_

Local PSA Personnel

SCAMT Wcrkshop Speakers
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Figure 8-2. Vtilixation of in-service resources.
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the more teachers seek that group's help. A majority of th.z
teachers have had no experience with Ministry of Education
personnel,. BCTF professional development personnel, local. PSA
personnel, BCAMT workshop speakers, community resource people,
and educational consulting firms.

In-service Format and Topics

Teachers were .undecided on the format. that in-service
workshops should take. Thirty-cne percent of elementary
teachers felt that a one- to two-hour workshop on one topic
was best. However, 29% felt that a series of workshops on one
topic was best, and 27% wanted a one-day workshop on one
topic. Twelve percent of elementary tdachert wanted the work-
shop to take the form of a degree credit university course and.
only 1% wanted the format to be a non-credit university
course.

i

Thirty-four percent of the secondary teachers wanted a
series of workshops on one topic, while 26% wanted a one-day
workshop on one topic. The remaining 40t of secondary teachers
were split between the format being a one7-''to.two-hour work. -
shop on one topic (20%) and a university 'course for degree
credit (17%). Very few secundary teachers wanted workshops to
take the form of non-credit university courses.

Teachers were presented with a list of topics for in-ser-
vice workshops and asked to rate the 'importance of holding
workshops on them. The mean rating of each topic is shown in
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Table 8-5
Ratings of Suggested In-service Topics

In-service Topic
Mean Rating*

Elementary Secondary

1. Algebraic Topics
2. Applying mathematics to

everydapsituations
3. Calculus
4. Computation with whole numbers -
5. Computer literacy
6. Consumer mathematics
7. Decimals

* *

2.0
* *

1.9
1.5
**

1.6

1.8

2.0
0.9
**

2.0
1.8
**

8.,Diagnosis and remediation 2.4 2.0
9. Enrichment topics 2.3 1.9

10. Fractions 1.5 **

11. Geometry 1,5 1.7

12. Giftedness 1.9 1.7

13. Metric measurement 2.0 1.3

14. Probability and statistics 1.1 1.2

15. Problem solving 2.3 2.1

16. Use of micro-computers ** 2.i

17. Vocationalsor career mathematics ** 1.8

*Computed ,using the following values: Not Important -0,
Somewhat Important--I, Important--2, and Essential--3.

**This topic appeared only on the other questionnaire.

Table 8-5.

Using the criterion that a mean rating of 1.9 or greater
would be considered Important, seven of the 12 topics were
rated as Important by elementary teachers. The seven topics
were diagnosis and remediation of learning difficulties in

mathematics, enrichment topics for elementary school mathema-
tics, problem solving, applying mathematics in everyday
situations, metric measurement, giftedness, and computation
with whole numbers. Using the same criterion, secondary
teachers rated 6 of the 14 topics as Important. The topics
were problem solving, use of micro-computers, computer litera-
cy, applying mathematics to everyday situations, diagnosis and
remediation, and enrichment topics.

There were several surprises in the results. Both groups

of teachers gave probability and statistics mean ratings of
1.2 or less, which is below the .Important category.
Probability and statistics have been been discussed for inclu-
sion in the elementary mathematics curriculum. The NCTM had all

entire strand for probability and statistics at its 1981
-1111
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Annual Meeting, and the 1981 NCTM Yearbook is Teaching
Statistics and Probability. With respect to'the importance of
offering a workshop in probability and statistics, the topic
received the teachers' lowest mean rating.

Secondary teachers gave a mean rating of 1.3 to metric
measurement; clearly the two groups of teachers view the im-

portance of 'metric measurement as an in-service topic
differently. The topic has been in the curriculum for almost
ten years and literally hundreds of workshops have been pre-
sented. A possible explanation is that since parts of the
system are still being adopted, elementary teachers felt the
need for updating workshorA.

Another result which was unexpected, was the mean rating
given- by elementary teachers to computer literacy, especially
in view of their evaluation of its importance elsewhere in the
questionnaire. Elementary teachers ranked computer science
second of eleven disciplines, other than mathematics and edu-
cation, in importance in their proposed teacher education
program, and 99% of them said that computer literacy should be

a topic in the curriculum. The elementary teachers then ranked
computer literacy eleventh out of twelve topi:s in importance
with respect to offering an in- service workshop in the topic;
however, the mean rating does border on the low side of the
Important category. This last result may be largely due to the
fact that 88% of the elementary teachers did not have access
to computers in their schools.

8.6 Curriculum Models

One of the objectives of the 1981 Assessment was to pro-
vide data which would be useful in any future review or

revision of the mathematics curriculum in this province.
Chapter 2 contains a description of the way in which the field
of mathematics affects the contents of,school mathematics 'and
the processes for presenting school mathematics. That chapter
also contains a description of three models for the mathema-
tics curriculum: the Pure Mathematics model, the Applied
Mathematics model, and the Basic Skills model. An attempt was
made in the teacher questionnaires to ascertain the curriculum

4 model preferred by the teachers of mathematics.

41.

Definition of Models

Items from the questionnaires whose content was,related
more or less directly to one of the three models were col-

lected, one collection for each model. The results on the
items were then subjected to data analyses, including factor
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analysis. Factor analyses were computed in order to determine
if the items would cluster in the same sets as those used to

define the models.

At the elementary level, the three models had weak to
moderate reliability, item correlations that were positive but
weak, and items that clustered in only one identifiable model.
Since only one factor was identified at the elementary level,
no comparisons could be made and further analysis of the data
was abandoned.

The results for the elementary teachers are not surpris-
ing. In Chapter 2, it is pointed out that first, "There would
not appear to be a distinctively Sanadian model for the school
mathematics curriculum." The models used come from what is in

use in the U. S. However, "It is e.ifficult to determine the
nature of the curriculum model now prevailing in the United
States...there has been a clear Move away from much of the New
Math content. It is less clear in what direction the curricu-
lum is now heading."

At the secondary level, three factors were identified by

the factor analysis. While the three factors were not identi-
cal to the three original pets, there were many similarities.

Factor 1 contained nine items: 2'Applied, 1 Basic Skills-
Applied:and 6 Basic Skills. The six Basic Itills'items dealt
with consumer and career mathematics. For example, the
teachers who supported this factor felt consumer mathematics
should-be emphasized in the curriculum, Vocational or career
mathematics is an important in-service topic, and preparation
in teaching consumer, trade, and industrial mathematics is
important in a teacher education program. The six Basic-Skills
items which grouped in the factor analysis form a set called
the Real World factor.

Factor 2 contained nine items: 8 Pure Mathematics items
and 1 Applied-item. The 8 Pure Mathematics items dealt with

the traditional topics of school mathematics. For example,
teachers who supported this factor felt preparation in teach-

ing algebra and geometry are important in.a teacher education
program, teaching students to identify geometric figures and

solve open sentences are im?ortant objectives, and to famil-
iarize students with the major ideas and processes of

mathematics was an important overall goal for school mathema-
tics. The 8 Pure Mathematics-items which grouped in the factor
analysis form a set called the School Mathematics factor.

Factor 3 contained nine items: 5 Pure Mathematics items
and 4 Applied items. The nine,items tended to deal with appli-
cations 'of matheMatics. For example, teachers supporting this

factor felt that topics such as using mathematics to predict
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and applications to other fields should be emphasized in the
curriculum. The nine items form a set called the Applications
factor. The final definitions used in the analyses of the
curriculum models are presented in Table 8-6.

Table 8-6
Definitions of the Three Factors

.Factor Item Numbers

Real World (7 items) 12.1 44.2 44.7' 48.1
48.4 48.14 65.5

School Mathematics (8 items) 12.3- 20.2 20.3 20.4
43.1 44.1 44.3 44.9

Applications (9 items) 45.11 48.12 65.4 65.6
65.7 65.8 65.10 65.11
65.12

Results on Curriculum Model Items ti

All of the results concerning the three curriculum models
concern only secondary mathematics teachers. The responses on

each of the items in the three sets defining Cle curriculum
models for all of secondary mathematics teachers were totalled
and corikierted to standardized scores. Each teacher had three
scores: the total for the Real World factor, the total for the
School Mathematics factor, and the total for the Applications
factor. Each teacher was then categorized as supporting one of
the jactors'according to which of his three scores was great-4

est. There was a relatively even distribution with 36% of
secondary mathematics teachers supporting the Real world
Factor, 32% supporting the School Mathematics factor, and 31%
supporting the Applications factor.

Of the teachers'who supported, the School Mathematics fac-
tor, 55% had taught at least eleven years compared to only 30%
of those that supported the Real World factor and 39% of those
that supported the Applications lactor..1,0f those who supported
the Real World factor, 44% had taught five or fewer years, and
38% of those who supported the Applications factor had taught
five or fewer years'. Only 24% of secondary teachers who sup-
ported the School Mathematics factor had taught five or 'fewer

. years. Sixty-three percfht of the teachers who supported the
School Mathematics,factor were those for whom mathematics re-
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presented'a majority of their teaching load compared to 57% of
the teachers who supported the Applications factor and 43% of
the teachers who supported the Real World factor. Moreover, of

the teachers who supported the Real World factor, 39% were
teachers for whom mathematics represented at most only one
fourth of their teaching load.

The three groups of teachers were also compared with res7
pect to their post-secondary mathematics courses. The data
relating factor preference and post- secondary mathematics ex-

\
perience are presented in Table 8-7.

Table 8-7'
- Model Preference and Post- Sepndary Mathematics Experience

(Percent)

Model Preference
\ Description Real School

,world Mathematics Applications

Never successfully completed 18 5

a post-secondary mathematics
course

Never successfully completed 39 18 ). 24

a mathematics methods course

Of the teachers who supported the Real World factor, 18%

had never successfully completed a post-secondary mathematics
course and 39% had never successfully completed a mathematics
methods course. The proportions compare to the 3% and 18%,
respectively, for teachers who supported the School

Mathematics factor and 5% and 24%, respectively, for those
teachers who supported the Applications factor.

Of those teaChers'who supported the Real World factor,

46% responded that they would prefer to teach at the junior
secondary level. Only 28% of the teachers who supported the
School Mathematics factor preferred the junior secondary level

while 64% preferred the senior secondary level. :The
Applications factor, maintaining the middle ground image, had
38% .of its'teachers select the junior secondary level and 51%

select the seniqr secondary level.

In summary, the Real World factor seems to be preferred
by teachers bath the least experience, who do not teach mathe-

matics fulltime, and who would prefer to teach at the junior
secondary level. In addition, 18% of the teachers who support-
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ed the Real World factor had never successfully completed a

post-secondary mathematics course, 39% had never successfully
completed a course in how to teach mathematics, and barely

half had attended a mathematics session at a conference or a
workshop or in-service day in mathematics in the past three

years.

On the other hand, the School Mathematics factor seems to
be preferred by teachers with the most experiedce, who teach
mathematics fulltime, and who would prefer teaching at the
senior secondary_ level. To continue the comparison, only 3% of

this group had never successfully completed a post-secondary
mathematics course, only 18% had never successfully completed

a mathematics methods couse,,and almost two thirds had at-
tended a mathematics session at a conference and a workshop or
in-service day in mathematics in the past three years.

The Applications factor lies between the other two. On
eight of the'nine background items on which the comparison was
made, the results of.the teachers supporting the Applications
factor were between the results of the teachers preferring one
of the other two models.

The remainder of the items used to organize the data on

curriculum models dealt with the curriculum, use of computers
and computer literacy, activities in the classroom, and the

policy for students who-do not meet the mathematical require-
ments for the course.

Teachers were asked to rate the present curriculum with

respect to how it meets the needs of their students. Of the
teachers supporting the School Mathematics factor, 23% rated

the curriculum Very Well compared-to only 14% of the teachers
supporting the Applications factor and 10% of the teachers,
supporting the Real World factor.

'What shoUld happen to students who do not meet the re-
quirements of the course? There was strong support among all

three groups to tihe effect that the-student should repeat the
course or take a different course at the same grade level. One
other fact of interest, 23% of the teachers preferring the

Real World factor felt the best policy was to send such stu-
dents to a special class within the schoo' for remedial work,

compared to only 9% of the teachers preferring the School
Mathematics factor. The Applications factor was in the middle

with 18% of its teachers responding positively to the same

policy.

All three groups of teachers felt strongly that computer

literacy should be in the curriculum. The Real World factor
teachers and the Applications factor teachers' preferred that

computer literacy be taught as part of several courses, while
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the School Mathematics factor teachers were split, 33% to 36%,

between that approach and introducing a course, in computer

literacy.

Regarding the frequency with which the three groups had
their students engage in each of eight selected activities,

there was a strong positive response from all groups for
Individual work, Solving textbook exercises, and Listening to

teacher ex..anation.

The two activities on which there were statistically sig-
nificant differences were working at activity centres, which

was used often by only 2% of the leachers, and drill on arith-
metic computation. Of the teachers supporting the Real World

factor, 27% responded Frequently or Very Frequently to the
activity drill, on arithmetic computation compared to 23% of

_ the teacherS supporting the Applications factor, but only 12%

of the School Mathematics factor teachers responded- the same

=. way.

8.8 Summary.

The results ,on the items discussed in this chapter pro-
vide a deseriptiA of an average teacher. A teacher with all

the characteristics probably does not exist since the descrip-

tion is a composite.

The avefage elementary teacher of mathematics has taught

five or more years in a self-contained classroom. It is ex-

tremely unlikely that this teacher belongs to either the NCTM

or the BCAMT. However, it is likely that this teacher has at-

tended a mathematics session at a conference and a workshop or

an in- service day in mathematics in the past three years. The

average elementary teacher is_very positive about teaching 'at
the elementary level and about teaching mathematics.

The average secondary teacher of mathematics has taught
five or more years, but not necessarily as a full-time mathe-

matics teacher. It is unlikely that this teacher belongs to
either the NC-TM or the BCAMT. It is very likely, however, that

this teacher has attended a mathematics session at ,a con-

ference and a workshop or in-service day in mathematics in the

past three years. The average teacher is very positive about

teaching mathematics and about teaching at the secondary

level.

' Both -elementary and secondary teachers felt the two most
important goals for school mathematics are to teach students

the mathematical concepts and skills required to function as
enlightened consumers in a technological society and to devel-
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op in students the ability to think logically. Both 'groups
also felt the least important goal on the list was to develop
the idea that mathematics is the science of abstract, deduc
tive structures.

Teacher Education Program

In designing the ideal teacher education program for
their respective teaching levels, both groups of teachers felt
the most important areas we're those that dealt as directly as
possible with the teaching experience. This included topics
such'as methods of teaching mathematics, general teaching
skiU.s, and practice teaching. Both groups felt the two least
important areas for a teacher education program were content
courses in other disciplines and foundation courses in educa
tion. It is noteworthy that there was very' little support
among the secondary teachers for requiring calculus in their
ideal teacher.education program.

With respect to preparatiori in speCific teaching topics
and skills in a teacher education program, both groups gave
high ratings to training in teaching problem solving, tech7
piques of classroom management and discipline, techniques of
diagnosis and remediation,'and teaching applications df mathe-

!n addition, the secondary mathematics teachers gave a
high rating_toteaching metric measurement, and teaching the
structure of mathematics.

Elementary teachers felt the most important mathematics
content area for a teacher` education program was number
theory; secondary teachers felt algebra was the most impor-
tant. The only mathematics content- area on which the two
groups agreed was the/history of mathematics: both groups
agreed that it was least important. With respect to discip-
lines other than mathematics and education, the two groups
were in agreement that English and computer science were im-

portant tp a teacher education program. Secondary teachers
Also felt physics was important to their program.

In-service Education

-While fel3ow teachers was the only group of persons of-
fering in-service assistance that received a high rating from
the two groups of teachers surveyed, the teachers were able to
agree on several topics for in-service workshops. Both groups
rated as important each of the following: diagnosis and reme-
diation of learning difficulties in mathematics, enrichment
topics in mathematics, problem solving, applying mathematics
to everyday situations, and giftedness. To the list, elementary
teachers added metric measurement and secondary teachers added
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conpUter literacy.

Sub - populations

Among the teachers who teach mathematics at the secondary
school levels two suL-groups were identified. The first group,
:Inadequately PrePrepared teachers, consisted of teachers who felt
their mathf:m.?_tics content courses, mathematics methods
courses, and their other education courses had inadequately
prepared them to teach mathematics. Compared to the rest of
the secondary teachers, fewer Inadequately Prepared, teachers
had attended mathematics sessions at conferences, fewer had
attended mathematics workshops or in-service programs, over
80% of them had hot referred to the Guide recently, a majority
of them had no experience with seven c' the nine groups of-
fefing in-service activities.

In preparing an ideal teacher education program for ,,c-
ondary mathematics teachers, 69% of the Inadequately Prepi,ed
secondary teachers did not rate courses from the department .)f

mathematics as Essential. A majority of the Inadequa ly
Prepared teachers did not rate preparation in the te.chink, of
algebra as Essential to the preparation- of secondary mathema-
tics teachers.

The other sub-group identified was Single Mathematics
Class secondary teachers. Almost half the secondary mathema-
tics teachers'in B. C. have the majority of their workload in
an area other than teaching mathematics. Ir fact, teachers who
teach only one mathematics class (Single Mathematics Class
teachers) represent 30% of the teachers of secondary school
mathematics.

Twenty-three percent of thw Single Mathematics Class
teachers had not successfully completed a mathematics content
course since graduating from secondary school, 55% had never
had a course in how to teach mathematics, 68% had not attended
even one mathematics workshop or inservice program in the
last three years, 71% had not attended a mathematics session
at a conference in the last three years. The proportion of
Single tthematics Class teachers responding that their stu-
dents engaged in Drill or arithmetid computation Frequently or
Vcry Frequently was over twice as great as the rest of.the
secondary teficAers. About half of the Single Mathematics Class
teachers did ,v)t use calculators with their mathematics class
and would mi, allow their students to use them either.

Curriculum Models
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Since only one model was identified for elementary
teachers, all'the comparisons of model preference were at '.he

secondary level. Three models were identified at the. secondary
level. A set of items from the questionnaire was used to
define each mo&l- -Real World factor, School Mathematics fac-

tor, and -:ications factor. Each teacher was given a

composite sc .:or each model and categorized as supporting
the model fer finich the score was the greatest.

The -Real World factor teachers were teachers with the
fewest years of teaching experience, did not teach mathematics
fulitime', and preferred to teach at the jUnior, secondary
level. Of the three groups of teachers, Real World factor
teachers had the highest proportion who had not completed a

post-secondary mathematics content course, had not completed a
course in how to teach mathematics, and had not attended a
conference session, workshop or in-service program in mathema-
tics in the past three years. Of the three grpups, Real World
factorteachers had the lowest proportion respond, that the
present curriculum was doing very well at meeting the needs of

their students..

The School Mathematics factor teachers were teachers with
the most teaching experience, taught mathematics fulltim2, and
preferred teaching at the senior secondary level. Of the 7hree
groups of teachers, School Mathematics factor teachers had the
lowest proportion who had not completed a post-secondary
mathematics, content course, had not completed a course in how
to teach mathematics, and had not attended a conference ses-

sion in mathematics in the last three years. Of the three
groups of.teachers, School Mathematics factor teachers. had the
highest proportion respond that the present curriculum was
doing very well at meeting the needs of their students.

The Applications factor te,..hers' results were between
the other two groups on eight of the nine background items. In

terms of preparation, they were like the School Mathematics
factor teachers; ih terms of teaching experience, they were
more like the Real World factor teachers. On the other com-

par.sons, their results were equally, 4ifferent from both of
the other two groups.

The three groups had the same preference of what to do
with students who do not meet the mathematical requirements of
their course: have such students repeat the course or another
course at the same level. three groups gave strong support
to having computer literacy as part of the curriculum (though
not necessarily the mathematics curriculum).

All three groups had their students engaged in the same
three of the eight activities listed. The groups differed on

the frequency of dill on arithmetic computation. About one
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fourth of the Real World and Application tfactor teachers had

their students engaged in the activitToften compared to 12%

of the School Mathematics factor teachers.

The results do support the discusiion in Chapter 2 that

dif:erent curriculum models do exist among teachers. Also, the

models are related to certain factors in teachers' backgrounds

and hosethey approach teaching mathematics.
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CHAPTEP 9

INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

James M. Sherrill and David F. Robitaille

One of the most important parts of the process of teach-
ing mathematics is what actually transpires in the classrrsoms

where mathematics is being taught. As part of the teacher

questionnaires, data were ,sought concerning the instructional

practices used in the teaching of mathematics,. The results of

the analysis of those data are the focus 'of the discocsion

presented in this chapter.

9.1 Part C--Program Implementation

The main topics of this section of the questionnaires

were the use of the curriculum guides, textbooks, and metric

materials in the implementation of the mathematics program. In

the discussion that follows, the term "Guide" refers to the

Mathematics Curriculum Guide Years One to Twelve issued by the

B. Ministry of Education in 1978. It is the Guide that sets

out the mathematics curriculum that teachert are expected to

teach.

Guide

Over 80% of the teachers indicated that they had rererreZ

to the' Guide in the last year. In rating the comparative in-

fluence of textbooks, the local curriculum, and the Glide on

their selection of content for the teaching of mathematics,

the teachers felt the Guide was the most important, with two

thirds of the teachers rating it as either Important or

Essential.

One result related years of teaching experience and the

relative importance the teachers give textbooks and the local

curriculum when selecting course content. The more teaching

experience a teacher has the less likely it is that the

teacher will consider the textbook Essential when selecting

mathematics course content. Thirty-five percent of elementary

teachers with one to two years of experience ra ed textbooks

as Essential while only 18% the elementary teachers with

eleven to fifteen years of experie e did so. so of interest

is the finding that senior seconder rated the text-
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book as Important or Essential more often than junior

secondary teachers.

The teachers were asked to read each of ten statements

concerning the Guide, and curriculum guides in general, and to

indicate how strongly they agreed or disagreed with each
statement. The results are presented in Table 9-1.

Table 9-1
Opinions About Curriculum Guides

(Percent)

Statement
Negative Positive
Response* Response

E** $ E S

1. No curriculum guide is needed
2. The format of the current Curric-

ulur Guide is adequate as it is
3. The format of the current Curric-

ulum Guide needs to be revised
4. Topics in a curriculum guide should

be listed separately for each grade
5. A curriculum guide should contain a

suggested teaching order for topics
for a grade

91

29

31

10

18

90

32

28

11

2A

5

'51

38

83

76

6

45

41

74

70

6. A curriculum guide should include
recommendations, for appropriate
methods and materials 12 14 80 74

7. Time allocations should be'suggested
for each topic in a curriculum guide 31 15 60 76

8. Minimal objectives for each grade
should be specified in a curriculum
guide 8 4 88 91

9. For each grade, a single textbook
should be adopted as the basic
textbook in mathematics 58 50 34 39

10. Any future curriculum guide should
be supplemented with one or more
resource bookS 4 3 82 83

*Negative Response is Disagree or Strongly Disagree and

Positive Response is Agree or Strongly Agree
**E--Elementary teachers, S--Secondary teachers

There was strong support for the idea of having a curric-

ulum guide, with 90% of the teachers Jiving a negative

response to the statement "No curriculum guide is needed." The
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teachers gave a strong positive response that a guide_ should
be supplemened with one or more resource books (82 %), should
specify the minimal objectives for each grade (90%), Should
list the topics to be taught separately for-eaCh grade (79%),

should include recommendations for appropriate methods and

materials (77 %)., and should Suggest a teaching order for
topics for a grade (73 %).. While the response was positive
toward the suggestion that a curriculum guide should contain
time allocations for each tupic', 16% more of secondary
teachers than elementary teachers agreed. There was only mode-
rate support for continuing to adopt more than one basic
mathematics textbook for a given grade or course.

Though teachers had rather strong opinions about what a

curriculum guide should do, there was only slight support for
revising the format of the current Guide. This result may be

an example of one of the factors disCussed in the introduction
to Chapter 8. All four suggestions for what a curr- iculum guide
should -do, that the Guide does not do,-received positive res-
ponse ranging from 67% to 82% in favor; however, the teachers
were split over whether the Guide should be revised.

Looking at the data on what a cur-iculum guide should do
when the replies are grouped by years of teaching experience

yielded some persistent findings. Less experiehced elementary
teachers (1 2 years) gave a more poSitive response than the

rest of the elementary teachers that'a guide should include
the teaching order and time allocations for.topics and recom-

mendations for methods and materials.' The same finding was
true for secondary teachers with respect to the guide in-

cluding recommended methods and materials. Another finding
concerning years of teaching experience was that a higher pro-
portion of more experienced secondary teachers ,(six or more
years) responded that ,the Guide should be revised.

In the Guide are listed five major cognitive goals for

the mathematics curriculum. Teachers 'were,asked to rate these

according to how important they considered those goals to be,

using the descriptdrs Not Important(0),..Somewhat Important(1),
Important(2), and Essential(3). The mean ratings of the two
teacher groups are presented in. Table_ 9-2._

The results show that, of the major cognitive goals
listed in the Guide, two were considered especially important

by teachers. Over half of them said that it is essential that
the mathematics program enable students to identify, and use

the basic properties and operations of the real number system.

Almost half said that it is essential that the.,mathematics
program enable students to apply knowledge of mathematics to

familiar physical or environmental situations in order to con-

struct a descriptive mathematical model of the situation or to
solve a problem arising from the situation. All five major
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Table 0-2
Ratings of Cognitive Goals

The mathematics program will Mean Rating*
enable the student: Elementary Secondary

1. To identify and use the basic
properties and operations of
the real number' system

2. To identify common geometric figures
and demonstrate a knowledge of their
basic properties

3. To transform given numerical and
algebraic, expressions into
equivalent expressions

4. To solve open sentences of various
types and degrees of complexity

5. To apply knowledge of mathematics to
familiar physical or environmental
situations in order to construct a
descriptive mathematical model of the
situation or to solve a problem
arising from the situation

2.7 2.5

1.7 2.0

1.7 2.0

2.0 2.1

2.4 2.3

*The mean rating was computed using the following values: Not
Important--0, Somewhat Important-1, Important--2, and

Essential--3.

cognitive goals were rated Important or Essential by over 60%

of the teachers. In addition, over 96% felt that the list of
major cognitive goals coincided Quite Well or Very Well with

their views of what the major cognitive goals of the mathema-

tics curriculum should be.

Textbooks

Over 70% of the Grade 1 to 6 teachers indicated that they
use Investigating School Mathematics(ISM) as their basic text-
book with an additional 24% using the book as a supplementary

textbook. Only 5% of the Grade 1 to 6 teachers were not using
ISM. The second most commonly used basic text at the elemen-

tary level was Heath Elementary Mathematics, but only 18% of
the Grade 1-6 teachers used it as a basic text Over 60% of

the Grade 1 to 6 classes were not using Project Mathematics at

all.
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At the Grade 7 level, 74% of the teachers indicated that
they use School Mathematics I (SMI) as their basic textbook.
This is 2.5 times more teachers than were using any other
textbook as their basic text. An additional'16% of the Grade-7
teachers were also using SMI-as a supplementary textbook. Only
10% of the Grade 7 classes were not using SMI. Mathematics
was used as a basic:textbook by 30% of the Grade 7 teachers.'

There are three prescribed textbooks for the Mathematics
8 course. Forty percent of the Grade 8 mathematics teachers
indicated that they use Mathematics II as their basic text-
book, with an additional 27% of the teachers using it as a

supplementary or resource textbook. Thirty-five percent indi-
cated that School,Mathematics II was their basic textbook. and
another 33%-of the teachers list it as a supplementary or re-
source textbook. The other currently adopted Mathematics 8
textbook, Essentials of Mathematics 2, 'was listed as a basic
textbook by only 7% of the teachers. Another 30% used it as a
supplementary or resource textbook.

For Mathematics 9, Mathematics fPr a Modern World, Book 1

was predominant, having been listed as the basic text by 60%
of the teachers. Modern Algebra, Book lf Modules 1, 2, 3, was
listed as a basic text by 29% of the teachers. The other three
currently adopted Mathematic's 9 textbooks were listed as a

'basic text by less than 10% of the teachers.

In Mathematics 10 three books were used as basic texts by
more than 20% of the teachers._ Leading the list, was
Mathematics for a Modern World, Book 2 (56%), followed by
Modern Algebra, Book 1, Modules 4, 5, 6 (29%) and Business and
Consumer Mathematics (22 %J. Mathematical Pursuits, Two was
listed as a basic- text by only 0.2% of the teachers.

In Grade 11 there are three courses: Algebra 11, Consumer
Mathematics 11, and Trades Mathematics 11, but the last 'two
have -relatively small enrollments. For Algebra 11 Using
Advanced Algebra was listed as the basic text by 76% of the
teachers, and only 8% of the teachers indicated that they did
not use this text at all. Twenty-three percent of the teachers
listed Modern Algebra and Trigonometry, Book 2 as their basic
text with another 50% of the teachers listing it as a supple-
mentary resource text for their Algebra 11 courses.

'The total percentage exceeds 100% because schools are en-
couraged to adopt more than one of the prescribed texts for
each grade.
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The Consumer Mathematics 11 market was sit between
Business and Consumer Mathematics, with 38% li c.ing it as a

basic text and 24% using it as a supplementary text, and
Contemporary Business Mathematics, with 35% listing it as a
basic text and 22% using it as a supplementary text.

Basic Mathematics Simnlified was listed as a basic text

by 52% of the Trades Mathematics 11 teachers compared to 16%
listing Practical Problems in Mathematics Series.

In Grade 12 there are.also three basic courses: Algebra
12, Geometry 12, and Probability and Statistics 12. There are
five textbooks on the Algebra 12 list, but only two were in

widespread use. Using Advanced Aloebra was listed as a v'asic
text by 60% of the teachers, with an additional 20% of the

teachers using it as a supplementary text. Modern Algebra and
Trigonometry , Book 2 was listed as a basic text by 44% cf the
teachers, but another 36% listed it as a supplementary book.
Pre-calculus Mathematics was the third most commonly listed
basic text with only 13% of the teachers saying that they use

it as the basic text.

Only one text is prescribed for Geometry 12, and only one
for Probability and Statistics 12. Twenty-four percent of the
Geometry 12 teachers said they used Geometry (B.-C. Metric
Edition) as the basic text for he course, and only 19% of the
Probability and Statistics 12 teachers said they used
Probability and Statistics as the basic text for that course.
About 56% of the teachers in each course said they did not use
the prescribed text at all.

Metric Reference Material

Teachers were asked which of the Ministry-provided metric
reference materials they had used, how they had used the ma-
terials, and how often. Th;ee out of every eight elementary
teachers and three out of every five secondary teachers had
used none of the seven metric reference materials listed on

the questionnaire. About one third of the elementary teachers
had used Introduction to the Metric System or A Pocket Guide
To Metrics. About one fourth. of the teachers had used
Practical Activities for Introducing the Metric System in the
Elementary Grades or A Metric Familiarization Workshop. The
most commonly used item on the list for the secondary
teachers, A Pocket Guide to Metrics, was listed as having been
used by only 23% of the teachers. These results may be due to

the availability of ' other metric reference material, to the
fact that mathematics textbooks are metric, or to a belief by

teachers that students' prior training in the metric system
makes using the metric reference materials unnecessary.
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Reouired Courses and Specialists

The final two items in the Program Implementation section
concerned the highest grade in which all student's should be

required to take mathematics, and the -levels at which mathema-

tics should be taught by a specialist. Fewer than 3% of the
teachers felt that the last year of required mathematics
should be any one of Grades 1 to

Teachers' opinions differed as to whether Grade 10, 11,

or 12 should be the highest grade mathematics is 'required as

is shown in Table 9-3.

Table 9-3
Highest Grade For Required Mathematics

(Percent)

Grade Teaching Level
Elementary Junior Secondary Senior Secondary

10 18 26 30

11 , 13 36 48

12 62 32 18

Si:Ay-two percent of elementary teachers felt mathematics

should be required every year, Grades 1 to 12. Two thirds of
the tel,:hers agreed that whether Grade 11 or 12 is- the last

year, mathematics should be required of all students beyond
the current Grade 10 level. Interestingly, the proportion of

junior secondary teachers who listed Grade 12 as the highest
year was almost double the proportion of senior secondary

teachers who did so. , A°

There was strong support among teachers for requiring
that secondary school mathematics be taught by a specialist.

On the other hand, teachers still feel that primary level
mathematics should be taught by generalists. Only 16% of the

elementary teachers and 26% of the secondary teachers felt
primary level mathematics should be taught by specialists.

Support was stronger, 32% of the elementary teachers and a
majority (52%) of the secondary teachers for having interme-
diate level mathematics taught by specialists.

There was one item in the Program Implementation section
that appeared only on the secondary teachers form of the ques-
tionnaire. That item concerned three ways of organizing the
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secondary program in mathematics. Teachers were asked to res-
pond by marking which organization they felt was most appro-
priate for the junior secondary program and then for the
senior secondary program. The teachers responded that for both
the junior and, - senior secondary program, the organization they
preferred was the one that allowed different programs, with
classes grouped by ability. Such `an organization was preferred
by 58% of the teachers fo- the junior secondary program and by
86% for the senior secondary program. Given such a strong
preference at the senior secondary level, it is not surprising
that the's:Y.:her two organizational patterns -received little
support, less than 9% in fact. For the junior secondary level,
on the other hand, 29% of teachers preferred an organization
which required all students to follow the same basic course
but still used ability grouping for classes.

9.2 Part D--Calculators and Computers

Section Calculator and Computer Use, dealt mainly with
availability and use of calculators and computers. There were,
items which dealt with the levels at wtiich students should be
allowed to use calculators and be introduced to computers, how
computers are used in schools and how computer iiteracy should
be handled in the B. C: curriculum. The last subsection in
Part D of the questionnaire contained items on the micro-com-
puter specifically. The micro-computer items dealt with
teacher access to micro-computers and organization of micro-
computer workshops.

Calculators

Over 99% of the teachers felt that students should be
permitted to use calculators in mathematics classes at some
level. The support for allowing students to use calculators
was strongest for the senior secondary mathematics classes,
over 80%, and a majority of the teachers supported student use
of calculators in junior secondary mathematics classes. Over
one third of the elementary teachers felt that students should
be allowed to use calculators in Grades 4 to 7, but there was
very little support among secondary teachers for permitting
students in Grades 4 to 7 to use calculators. There was very
little support among teachers for students using calculators
in Grades 1 to 3 mathematics classes.

Computers in the Classroom

Not surprisingly, a much higher proportion of secondary
teachers than elementary teachers indicated that a computer
was-available in their schools for instructional purposes, 61%
to 12%. Of the 12% of elemehtary teachers, three fifths indi-
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cated that the computer,.was used in some mathematics classes.
About one half said that the computer was used in some class

other than mathematics or computer science, and 45% of them
said that the computer was used by a computer club or other

extra-curricular groups. Of the 61% of the secondary teachers
who had a computer available to them, 68% said that it was

used in .a computer science course; 64% said that it was used
in some mathematics classes; 62% said that it was used by a

computer club or other extra-curricular group; 43% responded
that it was used in some classes other than mathematics or

computer science. The uses the two teacher groups make of the
computer in their mathematics classrooms are quite 6ifferent
as is shown in Table 9-4.

Table 9-4
Uses of Computers

(Percent)

Uses Elementary Secondary

Computer is used as'a teaching tool
to demonstrate concepts 30 45

Students use the computer for
drill and practice 83 30

Students learn computer programming 33 68

Students use the computer to solve
problems that are a normal part
of the mathematics course 27 37

Students use the computer to solve
enrichment problems that are an
optional part of the mathematics_
course 43 33

Only 24% of elementary teachers that had,computert, avail-

able made use of computers in their classrooms. By far the
most common (83%) use made of computers by elementary teachers
was for drill and practice, Forty-three percent of the elemen-
tary teachers who used computers in their mathematics classes

did so for enrichment purposes.

It should be noted that the elementary teachers who used
the computer in their mathematics classes represented less

than 3% of elementary teachers responding to the question-
naire. However, it should also be noted that almost 70% of the
elementary teachers responding to the questionnaire felt that

students should be introduced to computers by Grade 7. This
result combined with the i'esult that 99% of elementary
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Table 9-6
Instruttional Uses of Computers in Secondary School

(Percent)

The computer is used 1977 1981

by extra - curricular groups 34' 62

in some mathematics classes 69 64

in a computer science'course 62 68

it other classes 34 . 43

9.3 Part E--Assessment and Testing .

Part E-of the questionnaire consisted of items p()ncerning
the impact of the 1977 B. C. Mathematics Assessment land the

use .of achievement tests published by the Ministry- of
Education-and standardized tests in mathematics. The secondary
questionnaire also contained an item concerning placement
tests in mathematics.

Assessment Reports

As is shown in Table 9-7, a higher proportion #,,tsecon-

dary.teachers than elementary teachers had teed one or More of
the reports of the 1977 Assessment. This -comparison should

Table 9-7
Percent of Teachers Who Have Read A 1977 Assessment Report

Publication(s) Elementary
Teachers

Secondary
Teachers

Distric Interpretation Report 19 31

Summary Report , 20 34

Test' Re rt 22 33

Instructi nal Practices Report 5 15

None of * the abOve 66 53

come as np surprise. Mathematics is the secondary teachers'
major professional-interest. The.elementary teachers, on the
other hand, are generalists with interests in several school
subjects and mathematics represents less than one fourth of

the workload for over 80% of them. However, over one third L,f
the elementary teachers and almost half of the secondary
teachers had read a;least one of the reports. It is somewhat.
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disappointing that only 10% of the teachers had read the

report that dealt specifically with the way in which mathema-
tics is taught.

Teachers were asked to rate the degree of impact the re-

sults and recommendations of the 1977 Assessment' had. One of
the direct results of not having read any of the reports is

one does not know what impact, if any, the Assessment has had.
Over the tight suggested areas, the percent of teachers res-
ponding "I t.on't knob" ranged from 40% to 50% for secondary
teachers and 46% to 54% for elementary teachers.

For five of the eight areas more ,achers felt the 1977
Assessment had had impact than felt that it had had no impact.
The five were the areas dealing with curriculum emphasis, sup-
plementary materials, remedial services, evaluation and

instructional practices. Whether these results reflect the
true stare of affairs or whether the areas on which the B. C.

Mathematics Assessment has had impact have not been communi-
cated to the teachers is unknown.

Almost 40% of thl teachers felt that the results and rec-
ommendations of the 1977 Assessment had had some impact on

their own teaching. Since about 40% of the teachers had read
one of the 1977 Assessment reports, it is diffi It to inter-
pret this finding. It may be that almost every teacher who had
read one of the reports felt the results and recommendation
had had impact on their teaching.

Use of Tests

Teachers were asked if they had used two types of tests;

standardized tests and the curriculum-based achievement tests
produced by the Ministry of Education. The curriculum-based
achievement tests (Mathematics Achievemert Tests) were pro-
duced in a Ministry-sponsored project, the Mathematicc
Achievement Test Project.

The Mathematics Achievement Tests were produced to try to

meet a need among mathematics teachers for tests that were
based on the B. C. curriculum. Mathematics Achievement Tests
were created for three levels (3/4, 7/8, 10/11). At any one
level, 3/4 for example, the tests were designed for achieve-

ment evaluation at the Grade 3 level and diagnostic purposes
at the Grade 4 level.

Since the tests were designed for use only at specified

grade levels, the data were analyzed to determine what pel
centage of the Grade 7 and 8 teachers, for example, used the

Grade 718 applications test. The data in Table 9-8 are based
on he number of Grade' 3 and 4 teachers for the three Grade

4
3/4 tests; Grade 7 and 8 teachers for tie five Grade 7/8
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tests; Mathematics 10 and Algebra 11 teachers for the Grade

10/11 Algebra test; Mathematics 10, Algebra 11, and Geometry
12 teachers for the Grade 10/11 Geometry and Measurement test;
Mathematics 10, Algebra 11, and Consumer Mathematics 11

teachers for the Grade 10/11 Consumer Mathematics test;

Algebra 11 and Algebra 12 teachers for the Algebra 11 test;

algebra 12 teachers for both the Algebra 12 (acme Version)
test and the Algebra 12 (Revised) test. The difficulty in this
apprbach at the eleme:.tary school leel is split classes. A

teacher might have a split Grades 2 and 3 class, be listed as
a Grade 2 teacher, have used the tests, but would not be

counted. At the secondary school, level the difficulty is the

teacher that teaches several different mathematics courses. A

person who teaches both Grade 8 and Grade 12 may have identi-
fied himself as a Grade 8 teacher, but marked that he had used
the Algebra 12 (BCAMT Version), such a teacher could no* be

counted in the rate of use for the test. For that reason, the
data in Table 9-8 should be considered as corservative esti-

mates of the actual usage kif the tests.

Table 9-8
Use of Mathematics Achievement Tests

Tests

Grade 3/4
Grade 3/4
Grade 3/4

Grade 7/8
Grade 7/8
Grade 7/8
Grade 7/8
Grade 7/8

Grade 10/11
Grade 10/11

10/11
Algebra 11
Algebr. 12
Algebt4 12

Sets and Numbers
Operations with Whole Numbers
Geometry and Measurement

Sets and Numbers \

Operations with Whole Numbers
Operations with Rational Numbers
Geometry and Measurement
Applications

Algebra
Geometry and Measureinent
Consumer Mathematics\

(BCAMT Version)
(Revised)

Percent

32
37
27

26
33
30
25
23

38
27
27
52
54
55

Since the Ministry originated the project that produced
the tests bt'ause of requests from teachers for valid and re-

liable tests linked to the B. C. 6irriculum, it is not
surprising that such a large segment of the teachers is using

them. The rate of usage for each Grade 8/4 and Grade 7/8 test
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listed in Table 9-8 makes them second only to the Canadian
Test of Basic Skills in ure in the Grade 3, Grade 4, Grade 7,
or 7Z7iBe 8 classrooms in F C. The rate of usage for the Grade
10/11 tests, Algebra 11 test, and the two Algebra 12 tests
make them the most commonly used tests in the Grades 10-12
mathematics classrooms.

While the Mathematics Achievement Tests were designed to
be used by specific groups of teachers, there are standardized
tests availab.e that have test forms for each of the grade
levels. Teachers were asked which standardized tests, from a
list of eleven, they used in their classes. The iesults are
presented in Table 9-9.

Table 9-9
Percentage of Teachers Using Standardized Tests

Tests Elementary Secondary

1. California Achievement Test 2 1

2. Canadian Test pf Basic Skills 58 13
3. Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills 4 2

4. Iowa Tests of Educational Development 1 1

5. Key Math 4 2

6. Metropolitan Achievement Tests 11 2
7. Sequential Tests of Educational

Progress (STEP) 0 1

d. Stanford Achievement Tests 17 6
9. Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Tests 7 8
10. Tests of Academic Progress (TAP) 0 1

11. Test accompanying the textbooks 42 25
12. None 21 56

The only test in common use in the elementary classrooms
was the Canadian Test of Basic Skills which had been used by
58% of elementary teachers. Forty-two percent of teachers used
the tests that accompany the various mathematics textbooks
used in Grades 1 to 7. Twenty-one percent oeteachers had not
used any of the standardized tests that were listed.

Over half of secondary teachers had not used any of the
standardized teats on the list. About one fourth of secondary
teachers used the tests which accompany the various mathema-
tics textbooks used in Grades 8 to 12. Of the standardized
tests listed by name, the Canadian Test of Basic Skills was
used most often, but by only 13% of secondary teachers.
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Secondary teachers were also asked whether or not a test,
analogous to the English Placement Test, should be used for
mathematics to determine university placement. A majority
(53%) of the secondary teachers were in favor of such a test.

9.4 Part H--Class-Specific Information

The final part of the questionnaires contained items con-
cerning a specific mathematics class. Teachers identified one
specific mathematics class and responded to the items in Part
H with that class in mind.

After the class was identified, several items were used
to describe the ability level of the class, the class size,
the frequency of certain types of instructional activities,
activities used in the last meeting of the class, the use of
textbooks, and the use of calculators. Also inclnded were
items that dealt with time to prepare the lesson for the pre-
vious meeting of the class, time to grade the last homework
assignment, and an estimate of hoW long students needed to
complete the last homework assignment. Teachers rated the im-
portance of different evaluation techniques and what should
happen ,f students are not successful in fulfilling the mathe-
matics requ_rements for the class. Other items dealt with the
effectiveness of the prescribed curriculum, which topics in
the curriculum are being emphasized in the class, and to wtiat
degree each of the same topics should be emphasized.

Elementary teachers were also asked, in Part H, to res-
pond to items concerning the amount of mathematics instruction
the class receives and whether the time allowed for mathema-
tics instruction is sufficient.

Class Description

Elementary teachers tended to judge their cis's' mathema-
tical ability to be "about the same" as other classes at the
same grade level more often than secondary mathematics
teachers (64% to 51 %l. Both groups of teachers felt the range
of mathematical ability in their specified class was either
Fairly Wide or Very Wide with more than 80% of the teachers
responding in one of those categories. The average class size
ranged from twenty-one to twenty-six. The average primary
class was 21 students, the average intermediate class was 25
students, the average junior secondary class was 26 students,
and the average senior secondary class was 25 students. The
average class size for the elementary grades was 23.1, down
from 25.0 in 1977. The average class size at the secondary
level was 25.6, down from 29.3 in 1977.
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One should keep in hind when comparing the 1981 and 1977
results in this section that 1981 teachers were responding
with one particular class in mind. For elementary teachers
this restriction has no effect, but for a secondary mathema-
tics teacher the specified class may, in some ways, be very
different from the rest of the teacher's classes.

On the average, an elementary class has mathematics for
five periods in each five-day week, and each period is about
40 minutes long. Some elementary teachers felt they needed
more time to teach the mathematics to their classes. The pro-
portion of teachers that felt they needed more time was much
greater than the proportion who felt they had more than enough
time.

Classroom Activities

Both groups of teachers rated each of eight activities
with respect to how frequently each activity was used in their
mathematics class. The results are shown in Table 9-10.

Table 9-10
Use of Instructional Time

(Percent)

Activities Elementary
Not Used* Used**

Secondary
Not Used Used

1. Oral work 1 82 8 56
2. Individual work 2 86 3 91

3. Small group work 18 39 45 20
4. Solving textbook exercises 7 77 3 88
5. Working on creative

mathematics projects 40 12 68 4

6. Listening to teacher
explanation (demonstration) 1 77 1 82

7. Working at activity centres 49 17 93 1

8. Drill on arithmetic
computation 5 77 46 21

*Percent of teachers responding Never or Rarely.
**Percent of teachers responding Frequently or Very
Frequently.

Individual work, oral work, solving textbook exercises,
and listening to teacher explanation (demonstration) were used
often by a majority of teachers. In addition, over three
fourths of elementary teachers had their students engaged in
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drill on arithmetic computation-quite often. Forty-six percent
of secondary mathematics teachers responded that their stu-
dents Rarely or Never engaged in drill on arithmetic
computation (this percentage is 70% for senior secondary
mathematics teachers).

One surprising result was that neither-Throup made fre-
quent use of Small group work or Working at activity centres.
It appears that the students sitting at their desks, listening
to the teacher, then solving textbook exercises is not an un-
realistic description of mathematics classrooms at both the
elementary and secondary levels.

In 1977 teachers were asked to rate the same eight acti-
vities with respect to how frequently their students engaged
in each. The results for both years for both groups of
teachers are presented in Table 9-11.

Table 9-11
Frequency of Use of Selected Activities

(Percent)

Activity Elementary
1977 1981

Secondary
1977 1981

Oral work 81* 82 56 56
Individual work 81 86 82 91

Small group work 45 39 19 20
Solving textbook exercises 75 77 87 88
Working on creative mathematics projects 13 12 4 4

Listening to teacher explanation
(demonstration) 83 77 87 82

Working at activity centres 18 17 0 1

Drill on arithmetic computation** -8 77 39 21

*Percent of teachers marking Frequently or Very Frequently.
**On the 1977 elementary form the activity was "Drill on basic

number facts".

The interesting finding that exists in the data for both
groups is how little change there has been. This is particu-
larly true of the data for the elementary teachers. The most
extreme changes in the data for the elementary teachers oc-
curred for listening to teacher explanation (demonstration)
and small group work, both of which had 6% fewer teachers res-
pond Frequently or Very Frequently than in 19774 While a 6%
shift may be statistically significant, it is not educational-
ly significant. The significance of the data for the
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elementary teachers is that little or no change has occurred
since 1977.

For secondary mathematics teachers there was a 9% in-
crease from 1977 to 1981 in the level of support for
individual work. The largest shift in all the data, however,
reflects how unimportant or inappropriate the secondary mathe-
matics teachers consider drill on arithmetic computation to be
for secondary mathematics students. In 1977 drill on arithme-
tic computation received weak support, with only 39% of the
sample marking Frequently or Very Frequently; in 1981 the
level of support was at barely half that level with only 21%
of the sample responding the same way.

For some items in Part H use was made of the concept of
responding to an item with respect to only the last meeting of
a class. The following statement appeared before those items:

Several of the following questions ask for
information about the last period you had with
this class. While your response for this last
period may not be typical of what you usually
do, the sum of responses from all teachers
will provide a representative picture for the
entire province.

If only one teacher were responding to each question, one
could get an atypical response. For example, in responding to
the item concerning lesson preparation time, the last lesson
might have been a chapter review and only took five minutes to
prepare. One can see how a person could think that the results
might show that teachers take only five minutes to prepare for
their mathematics classes when normally that very teacher
might take 3-4 times as long to prepare a lesson. In the
actual data, it turns out that 59 elementary teachers res-
ponded with five minutes, but 850 elementary teachers
responded to the item, not just one. Given that a large number
of teachers are responding, each to their last period with
their specific class, the result is a representative picture
for the entire province.

It took the secondary mathematics teachers longer than
the elementary teachers to prepare the lesson for their last
period with the specified class (24 minutes to 18 minutes).
Not surprisiogly, the last homework assignment made in the
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specified class took the average elementary student less time
to work (19 minutes compared to 30 minutes) and the elementary
teacher less time to grade (29 minutes compared to 43
minutes). It is alsc worth noting that 30% of the elementary
teachers responded in a way that is interpreted mean that
they had not given any homework assignment in the specified
class.

Both groups of teachers were presented with a list of
eight activities that are used in mathematics classes. The
teachers were asked to respond with tne percent of their last
period with the specified class that was spent in each activi-
ty. The most common response for each activity is presented in
Table 9-12.

Table 9-12
Percent of Time Spent on Activities

(Mode)

Activity Elementary Secondary

1. Large group instruction on a new topic 20* 20
2. Small group instruction on a new topic 10 10

3. Individual instruction on a new topic 10 10
4. Supervising seatwork on a new assignment 20 20
5. Correcting previous assignments 10 10

6. Giving tests or quizzes 10 10

7. Reviewing previously taught material 10 10
8. Other 10 10

TOTAL 100 100

*In describing each activity for one class, the mode was zero
in 7 of the 8 instances. The mode reported in the table is
the mode excluding all teachers who did not use the activity
in the last class.

The mode for elementary teachers is exactly the same as
the mode for secondary mathematics teachers for each of the
eight activities. Elementary classes in mathematics and secon-
dary mathematics classes appeared to be very similar with
respect to the percent of time spent on each of the eight ac-
tivities listed. The most common activities were large group
instruction on a new topic and supervising seatwork on a new
assignment.

There can be little doubt as to the major use teachers
made of textbooks. Both the elementary and secondary teachers
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responded overwhelmingly that the major use they made of the
textbooks was for exercises. If, as it appears, the overwhel-
ming majority of teachers use the textbook only as a source of
exercises, then the current textbook type should be changed.
It appears.as if the student is not expected to read his text-
book (which was a finding-in the 1$77 Assessment), but only
solve the exercises.

Evaluation

Teacher" gave clear results with respect to
which evaluation techniques the teachers consider important.
The results from the two groups are presented in Table 9-13.

Table 9-13
Evaluation Techniques Used in Class

(Percent)

Percent of Teachers Responding
Evaluation Technique Important or Essential

S
Elementary Secondary
0

1. Teacher observations of students'
performance 96 64

2. Teacher-prepared tests 89 98
3. Tests prepared by school.

personnel 19 33

4. Tests prepared by district office
personnel 19 9

5. Ministry-supplied classroom
achievement tests 19 14

6. Tests accompanying mathematics
series 46 19

7. Commercially-proftced
standardized tests 16 5

Teachers considered teacher-prepared tests and teacher
observation of students' performance to be the two most impor-
tant evaluation techniques. These two techniques were the only
two given a high rating by a majority of teachers. Almost 90%

of elementary teachers rated both teacher observation of
students' performance and teacher-prepared tests as Important
or Essential. Secondary teachers rated teacher observation of
students' performance second but almost one third fewer secon-
dary teachers rated it Important or Essential compared to
teacher-prepared tests, which is clearly their first choice.
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Given that 93% of the teachers rated teacher-prepared
tests as Important or Essential and 81% rated teacher observa-
tions similarly, efforts must be made that teachers receive
training in test construction and observation techniques.

What to do with students who are evaluated as being un-
successful in fulfilling the mathematics requirements for the
specified course was addressed by both groups of teachers, but
with different items. There are more choices as to what one
can do with such students at the secondary level. Tne results
-31-. both items are presented in Table 9-14. The last three sug-
gested policies listed in Table 9-14 appeared on the secondary
form only.

Table 9-14
Recommended Policy for Students Who Fail

Requirements
(Percent)

Policy Level of Support

The Student should... Elementary Secondary

...go to a special class within the school 75 17

for remedial work
...go to a special school for remedial work 0 1

...proceed to the next higher grade level 16 3

with their classmates
...repeat the course 9 49
...repeat the entire grade 0 C

...not be permitted to take any more *
1

mathematics courses
...take a different mathematics course at * 28

the same grade level
...proceed to the next higher mathematics * 1

course with their classmates

*Appeared on the secondary questionnaire only.

Three-fourths of elementary teachers were in favor of
keeping the students in the same school, but sending them to a
special class for remedial work. Since the secondary teachers
have more options open to them, it is not surprising that no
single suggested policy received support from a majority of
teachers Having students repeat the course, however, won sup-
port from 49% of secondary mathematics teachers. Combining the
response'; to two policies indicate that 77% of secondary
mathematics teachers support having the students take the same
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course over or another course at the same grade leve:; both of
these options are available while keeping the students in the
same grade with their classmates; such options are not easily
achieved at the elementary level.

Curriculum

Both groups of teachers felt the present B: C. mathema-
ticS curriculum is doing an adequate or better than adequate
job of meeting the needs of their students in the specified
class. Teachers were asked to indicte the extent of their
agreement or disagreement with five opinions about mathematics
curricula as far as their specified class was concerned. The
results are presented in Table 9-15.

Table 9-15
Responses to Five Curricular Statements

-(Percents)

Curricular Statement Elementary Secondary
NR* PR NR PR

1. Logical structure should be emphasized
as a framework forothe study of
mathematics 2 79 6 78

2. Opportunity must be provided for 0

students to apply mathematics in
as wide a realm as possible . 2 94 2 89

3. Instructional units dealing with
statistics zhould be included in the
curriculum 32 22 20 55

4. Problem solving should be the focus
of school mathematics in.the 1980s 14 70 8 75

5. Basic skills in mathematics should
be defined to encompass more than
computational facility 6 80 4 83

*NR--Negative Response, PR--Positive Response.

At least 70% of the teachers responded positively to four
of the five' mathematics curricular statements listed. The sta-
tistics statement was not agreed to by a wajority of either
group, which is consistent with other' data gathered by

J
the

questionnaire.

Teachers were presented with a list of 12 mathematical
topics which might be a part of any mathematics curriculum.
Teachers were first asked to rate each topic with the amount

°
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of emphasis they felt each was currently receiving in the

curriculum for theit specifie6 classes. Teachers were then
asked to rate the same topics with respect to the amount of

emphasis they felt each topi)s should be receiving. The percent

of, teachers responding Much Emphasis to each topic is pre-
sented in Table 9-16.

Table 9-16
Preferred Emphasis on Topics*

(Percent)

Topic Elementary Secondary
Is Should Is Should

Emphasized Emphasize Emphasized Emphasize

Mathematical concepts 69 73 48 53

Arithmetic skills 90 92 41 50

Algebraic concepts
and skills 6 9 62 63

Geometric concepts 4 8 15 26

Consumer mathematics 4 20 13 29

-Applications-to other
fields 3 13 7 22

Structure of number
systems and
properties 26 30 15 15

Measufement' 24 38 10 10

Problem solving 47 70 46 64

Logical thinking 27 50 28 45

Using mathematics to
predict 6 16 3 13

Reading, interpreting,
iand constructing

- tables and graphs 9 21 13 23

*Percent of teachers responding Much Emphasis-

With respect to the current emphasis given each of the
twelve topics, therm were some expected differences Such as on
arithmetic skills. Both groups felt arithmetic skills were
currently being emphasized in the B. C. mathematics curricu-
lum, but 91% of elementary teachers felt the topic was getting

Much Emphasis 'compared to 41% of secondary teachers.
Measurement was felt to be getting Some or Much Emphasis by

90% of elementary teachers compared to only 53% of secondary
mathematics teachers. On the other hand, 62% of secondary

mathematics teachers felt Algebraic concepts and skills were
getting Much Emphasis compared to only 6% of elementary
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teachers.

Of more interest tc curriculum developers than what
teachers perceived to be getting emphasis is what topics
teachers Want to be emphasized. Elementary teachers differed
from secondary teachers on half of the twelve topics. Some
differences were expected such as 92% of elementary teachers
felt arithmetic skills should receive Much Emphasis compared
to only 50% of secondary mathematics teachers (and only 35% of
senior secondary mathematics teachers); 18% of the secondary
mathematics teachers felt measurement should receive Much
Emphasis while 38% of elementary'lteachers felt that way (and a
total of 96% of elementary teachers felt it should receive
Some or M ch Emphasis); on the other hand, 63% of secondary
mathematics teachers felt algebraic concepts and skills should
be receiving, Much Emphasis compared to only 9% of elementary
teachers.

Some of the other comparisons were not so expected. Only
8% of elementary teachers felt geometric concepts should re-
ceive Much Emphasis compared to 26% of secondary mathematics
teachers. Only 66% of elementary teachers felt applications to
other fields should be receiving Some or MUch Emphasis com-
pared to 83% of secondary mathematics teachers. Finally, the
proportion of elementary teachers who felt structure of number
systems and properties should be receiving Much Emphasis was
double the comparable group of secondary mathematics teachers.

Ninety-five percent of teachers felt that problem solving
was currently receiving Some or Much Emphasis. The term
"problem solving", unfortunately, means different things to
different people It is not known what definition of problem
solving teachers were using.

Over 75% of teachers felt logical thinking was receiving
Some or Much Emphasis. Logical thinking does not appear as an
actual topic in the B. C. mathematics curriculum until Grade
8. It is unknown in what manner logical thinking is receiving
emphasis. However it is occurring, 90% of teachers felt logi-
cal thinking should receive Some or Much Emphasis.

Calculators

The last two items in the Class-Specific Information sec-
tion of the two questionnaires dealt with the use of
calculators in the specified mathematics classes. The only
comparison that will be made is the proportion of the two
groups of teachers who make use of calculat rs in their speci-
fied mathematics class. Sixty-two per nt of secondary
mathematics teachers allow their students use calculators
in their mathematics classes compared to 14% of elementary
teachers; 51% of secondary mathematics teachers ust calcula-
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tors themselves in the specified mathematics class compared to
-13% of elementary teachers. In Table 9-17 below, the data for
the two calculator usage items are organized by. teaching
level.

Table 9-17
Calculator Usage by Teaching Level .

(Percent)

Teaching Level o Used, by
Students Teachers

Primary 6 6

Intermediate 20 19 .

Junior Sec-ondary 49 38
Senior Secondary 87 76

eit

The proportion of teachers allowing their students to use
calculators or who were using calculators themselves increases
as one goes to higher grade levels. The only group of teachers
in which a majority made use of calculators is senior secon-
dary mathematics teachers. A majority of teachers was in favor\
of allowing junior secondary mathemati66 student3 to use -cal-
culators in their mathematics classes. Thirty-six percent of
elementary teachers were in favor of allowing intermediate
students to use calculators, but only 20% allowed students in
the specified class to do so. In 1977, 32% of. elementary
teachers allowed students to use calculators in their mathema=
tics classes. Since 1977 calculators have bezome' much more
affordable and more classroom material has been been devel-
oped. The 1981 result--only 14% of elementary teachers allot*
their students to use calculators in class. The proportion of

. secondary mathematics teachers allowing their students to use
calculators in class was also down, but by only 4%.

9.5 Summary

One of the most important parts of the process of teach--
ing mathematics is what actually transpires in the classrooms
where mathematics is taught. The results and recommendations
presented in Chapter 9 concern instructional practices.
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Procter'_ Implementation

Over 80% of th3 teachers had referred to'the Guide in the

last year and two thirds of the teachers felt it is very in-

fluential when selecting the course content they present in

their mathematics classes. The teachers had very strong feel-
ings that a curriculum guide _hnuld contain many things the

current Guide does not, and yet the teachers were split as to
whether the current Guide should be revived.

Seventy percent of the teachers felt mathematics should

be required of all students beyond Grade 10. Twenty-five per-
cent responded Grade 11 should be the last year mathematics is
required oi all students and 45% responded Grade 12. As one

would suspect over 85% of the teachers felt that mathematics
at the secondary level should be ,taught by specialists.
However, 40% of the teachers felt the mathematics in'Grades 4-
7 should also be taught by specialists.

Calculators and qmputers

A majority of the teachers supported student use of cal-
culators at the secondary level, and 90% of the teachers felt

tnat .de,fts should be allowed to use calculators in their
mathe-lt.cs classes at some level in their schooling. One pu.-
zling result is that the prop:-. ;on of elementary teachers

allowing their students to use calculators in class is down
frOm 3'1 in !977 to - 14% in 1981. Also 36; of elementary
teachers were in favor of allowing intermediate students to
use calculators in class but only 20% actually do so.

very few elementary teachers have ac,ss ro a computer
most secondary teacners do. An overwhelt ng majority of

the teachers responded positively to using comp,ters in their

classrooms, learning to use micro-computers, and including
computer literacy in the curriculum (not just the mathematics
curriculum) of B. C.

Assessment and Testing

More secondary teachers of mathematics than elementary
teachers had read one or more of tie reports of the 1977

Asseisment. This should be expected since teaching mathematics
represents 25% or less of the workload of 80% of the elemen-
tary.teachers. However, one third of elementary teachers and

amost helf of secondary 'teachers had read one of the 1977
Asscssment reports.

Not having read any of the retorts is reflected in the

result. that half of the teachers not knowing if the results
and recommendations of the 1977 Assessment had had any impact

in certain specified areas Forty percent of the teachers,

/5-
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however, did respond that the 1977 Assessment results and rec-
ommendation& had nad impact on t..eir own teaching.

Since the Ministry of Education instigated the
Mathematics Achievement Test Project (MAT) because of requests
from teachers for valid and reliable mathematics achievement
tests linked to the B. C. curriculum, it is not surprising
that the MAT tests were the mist commonly Used tests at the
secondary level and second only to the Canadian Test of Basic
Skills (CTBS) at the elementary level. The CTBS was the only
commercially-produced standardized test used by more than 20%
of the elementary teachers; no such test was,used by more than
20% of the secondary teachers.

While b.,th the MAT tests and the commercial standardised
testa are in use, over 90% of the teachers' first choice, for
an evaluation technique was teacher-prepared tests The
teachers' second choice was teac tr observation of student
performance.-

In response' to an item that appeared only in the secon-
dary teachers' questionnaire, a majority of secondary tears
were in favor of there being a mathematics test for placement
in university.

Class- Specific Information

The final section of the questionnaire required that each
teacher specify one of their mathematics classes and respond
to the items with that one class in mind. The average number
of students enrolled in each of the specified mathematics
classes is less than the average in 1977 for ell grade levels.
The teachers felt that their specified class was of about the
same mathematics ability as other classes st the same grade
leVel, but the teachers also felt tha: there was a wide range
of ability within their specified :lass.

Class Activities. When the teachers partitioned their
last meeting with the specified class using eight listed acti-
vities, the most common responses were identical between
elementary and secondary teachers. When rating eight other
activities based on how frequently, in general terms, their
students engaged in each, once again the responses were very
similar between secondary and elementary teachers.' There was a
stronger response by elementary teachers to th..e of oral work,
but a majority of secondary teachers also use oral work often.
The one activity on which the two groups of teachers d;
differ was drill on arithmetic computation. The proportion of
elementary teachers responding their students engaged in drill
frequently was almost your times greYer than secondary
teachers.
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Evaluation. The data appear to show that almost one third AI
of the elementary teachers had not given any mathematics home-
work to their specified class. The data definitely show that
the major use made of the textbook(s) was to provide exercises
for drill and practice. The findings for tests were summprized
earlier.

If a student was evaluated as not having fulfilled the
mathematics requirements for a specified class, then the ele-
mentary teachers felt the student should go to c special class
within the school for remedial work. Secondary teachers felt
such students should either repeat the course or take a dif-
ferent mathematics course at the same grade level.

Curriculum. The tee-hers felt the preient curriculum was
doing an adequate job in meeting tne needs of the students in
their specified classes. Seventy percent or more of the
teachers agreed with four of the five mathematics curricular
statements. While 46% of seconSary teachers also agreed with
the statistics statement, only 22% of elementary teachers did
so.

A majority of both groups of teachers felt that arithme-
tic skills, mathematical concepts, and problem solvi' I should
be emphasized in the mathematics curriculum. Elementary
teachers also felt logical thinking should be emphasized and
secondary teachers felt algebraic concepts and skills should
be emphasized.



CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

David F. Robitaille

Some cf the findings of the 1981 MaLhematics Assessment
warrant special attention because of their significance to the
teaching anti learning of mathematics. Moreover, the analysis
of the Assessment data has given rise to a number of questions
and issues which should be addressed in the near future. The
Contract Team, having considered the data in some detail, has
reached several conclusions about the state of mathematics in

the schools of the provin:e, and Lis a number of recommenda-
tions to make to those whose responsibility it is tc ensure
that the teaching and learnirq cf mathematics continue to im-
prove.

First and fpremost, the overall achievement results are
encouraging. They indicate that, for the most part, students
are learning the content expected of them. Of the total of 15

domain. scores at Grades 4, 8, and 12, nine were rated as
either Satisfactory or Very Satisfactory. None was rated as
being Weak. Of the five domains at each grade le-el,
Measurement is the cause for most concern since it consistent-
ly secured the lowest rating.

The process by which the ratings were reached, however.
is a cause for some concern. First of all, and as has been
mentioned earlier, the Interpretation Panels had considerable
difficulty in judging students' performance on difficult
items. In most cases their judgment was based almost solely on
the percent of students who obtained the correct answer, with
little or no weight being attached to the difficulty of the
item concerned. Secondly, the Panels rated performance on all
of the non-curricular objectives as Satisfactory because those
objectives dealt with content that was unfamilia! to the stu-
dents. In effect this renders their ratings in those areas
almost impossible to use to answer questions about the advisa-
bility of adding of those topics to the mathematics
curriculum. The Learning Assessment Branch should take steps
to alter the interpretation process in order to circumvent
these problems in the future.

From the other components of the Assessment, the Contract
Team identified a number of areas that seem to be especially
significant, Along with th.1 achievement results, they form the
basis for the recommendatfons that are 'listed below.
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On the basis of a project as large as the present one, it would be an

easy matter to put forward dozens of recommendations, and the temptation

to do so is rather strong. However, in the hopes of seeing most, if not

all, of them acted upon it seems prudent to limit the number of recommen-
dations and to include only those which, in the opinion of the Contract
Team, are in most urgent need of attention.

The results of the assessment have indicated that student achievement
in mathematics is generally satisfactory. There are, however, some areas

which, in the opinion of the Contract Team, require additional attention.

Recommendation 1

We recommend that teachers of mathematics give increased attention to

the following topics:

in primary grades, the concepts of inverse operatior, missing
addends, re-grouping, subset-set models for fractions, and esti-

mation

in intermediate grades, operations with decimals, numeration

(including properties of zero), estimation, and percent

in secondary grades, estimation, operations with decimals, prob-
lem-solving, owa consumer applications

at all levels, the metric system, perimeter, area, c- '2d volume

Questionnaire results show that the use of calculators and computers,

both in school and in tie home, is increasing and teachers have not bees

provided with sufficient -sistance for making use of these technological

aids.

Recommendation 2

a) We rec,mmnd that the Curriculum Develops' nt Branch immediately es-
tablish a committee to consider how calculators and computers should be

used and at what grade levels.

This committee should make recommendations, not only about appropri-

ate uses of calculators and -computers, but also about financial impli-

cations regarding both hardware and software.

b) We recomena that, bdsed on ne recommendations of the above comit-
tee, the Curriculum; Development Branch develop materials for teaching com-

puter lite2acy.

In line with the opinions expressed by teachers and members of Review
Panels, those materials should be usable in the context of several differ-

ent courses.
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c) We recommend that Program Implementation Services develop appropriate

in-service programs to facilitate successful ut'lization of the above ma-

terials at the classroom level.

Results of the Goals Survey and the opinions expressed by members of
the Review Panels and by teachers on the Teacoer Questionnaires provide

valuable guidance for future revision of the mathematics curriculum.

Recommendation 3

a) We recommend that the ;orthcoming revised mathematics curriculum in-

clude among its major goals, the development of student skills in problem-

solving, logical thinki'.g, and consumer applications of mathematics; and
that thg topics of probability and statistics be inauded as important and

identifiable components.

b) We recommend that in any revision of the mathematics curriculum, the
Curriculum Development Branch restructure the Curriculum Guide and Re-

source Book to include:

separate sections of the guide for each grade

minimal content objectives for each grade

suggested order for treating the topics in the course

suggested time allocations for topics

suggestions regarding appropriate methods and materials

for teachers to use

The results of the leacher Questionnaire indicate that the vast ma-

jority cf teachP-s consider that compulsory mathematics to the end of
Grade 10 is insOlicient.

Recommendation 4

We recommend that all students be required to take some form of math-

ematics course each year at least from Grade 1 through Grade 11.

In the opinion of the Contract Team, the Teacher Questionnaire re-
sults indicate that an unacceptably large number of teachers of mathema-
tics are inadequately prepared, either academically or professionally.

Recommendation 5

a) We recommend that School Boards and Principals attempt to ensure that
oily persons with academic and professional training in mathematics educa-

tion are permitted to teach mathematics at either the element vw or the

secondary school level.
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b) We recommend that all Faculties of Education in the universities of
the provinc? 0; British Columbia include, as a compulsory component for
elementary teacher preparation, a course in methods of teaching mathema-
tics.

c) We recommend that Program Implementation Services, with the cooper-
ation of School Boards and Faculties of Education, organize, and provide
adequate funding for, in-service programs for the re-training of those
teachers who, cor whatever reason, have been asked to teach mathematics
but do not hav- the necessary preparation.

Frcm the result- of the Teacher Questionr3ire, it is evident that
teacher-made tests form a substantial component of the evaluative data
used by teachers in making decisions about students. It is essential
that such instruments be both reliable and valid and that teachers be able
to interpret the results of the-2 tests in a professional manner.

Recommendation 6

a) We recommend that the Faculties of Education in the universities of
--he province of British Columbia ensure that all of their students are
exposed to tPe principles of test construction and analysis of test data
as well as to other methods of assessing student performance.

b) We recommend t,at 2onool Boar organize in- service programs for their
teachers on priruiples of test construction, analysis of test data, and
other methods of assessing student performance.

c) We recommend that the Learning Assessment Branch continue developing
c:asroom achievement tests, publfrhing reference materials for the use
c..f teachers and providing in- service assistance in methods of student
evaLiation.

There is consid,rable evidence that the geometry included in the pre-
scribes, curriculum is not being taught in all classes and that many teach-
ers do not see seometry as a particularly important part of the curricu-
lum. Moreover, in the 1980/81 school year. only six percent of the
Grade 12 students were enrolled in Geometry 12.

Recommendation 7

We recommend that, in the forthcoming revision of the mathematics
curriculum, the Curriculum Development Branch determine the place and the
role of geometry at all levels of the curriculum.
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At the present time, only one percent of elementary teachers belong
to the British Columbia Association of Mathematics Teachers.

Recommendation 8

We recommend that the Britieh Columbia Association of Mathematics
Teachers take steps to make membership in the B.C.A.M.T. more attractive
to teacher; of mathematics in the province, especially at the elementary

Results from the metric usage items indicate that students do not
"think metric ", that is, they do not use metric units as their first or
most natural response to a measurement situation.

Recommendation 9

We recommend that the Minister of Education alert the Metric Commis-
sion of Canada to the fact that students do not "think metric",amdre-
quest the Metric Commission take action to increase the use of metric
units in the media and to educate the public in the use of metric units.

Following the 1977 Mathematics Assessment and the 1978 Science Ass-
essment, a discussion paper entitled Gender and Mathematics /Science Edu-
cation in Elementary and Secondary SchogiTwas cohmissioned by the Min-
istry of Education. The results of this Assessment indicate no signifi-
cant change in the rate of participation of females in mathematics
courses at the senior secondary level. Moreover, the pattern of differ-
ences in achievement between male.1 and females remains unchanged.

Recommendation 10

We reoommenkthat the Minister of Education charge the appropriate
sections of his 'Ministry with examining and, where appropriate, acting
upon the recommendations of discussion paper 08/80: Gender and Mathema-
tics/Science Education in Elementary and Secondary Schools.
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THE REPORT

Ian de Groot is a teacher at Sutherland Secondary School in

North Vancouver. He is Vice-President of the North
Vancouver Teachers Association and a referee for The
Mathematics Teacher, published by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.

Michael Dirks is a doctoral student in Mathematics Education
at U. B. C. He has taught extensively in the United
States and in Thailand.

Leslie H. Dukowski is a teacher in Langley an heat of the
Mathematics Department at D. W. Poppy Secondary School.
He is a member of the executive of the B. C. Association
of Mathemntics Teachers and editor of Vector, the journal
of the BCAMT.

Wendy Klassen is a primary teacher in Richmond. She is cur-

rently completing the requirements for an M. A. in

Mathematics Education at U. B. C.

Thomas:O'Shea is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of

Education at Simon Fraser University. He has previously
been involved in assessment activities as research assis-
tant on the Mathematics Achievement lest Project and as a
representative for B. C. Research on the 1980 Reading
Assessment.

David Robitaille is a Professor in the Department of

Mathematics and Science Education at the Univeisity of

British Columbia. He served as chairman of both -..he 1977
and 1981 Mathematics Assessment Contract Teams, and of

the Mathematics Achievement Test Project. He is also co-
/- ordinating B. C. participation in the Second

International Study of Mathematics.

James Sherrill is a Professor in the Department of Mathematics
ar1317Tince Education at the University of British
Columbia. He served on both the-I977 and 1981 Mathematics
Assessment Contract Teams, as well as on the Mathematics
Achievement Test Project for the Ministry of Education.
He is currently serving as chairman o the Board of

Directors ofv°the Educational Reserch Institute of

British Columbia.
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'APPENDIX B

MEMBERS OF REVIEW PANELS

Primary Panels

Kelowna

Jean Aston, Teacher, Penticton School District
Barb Boonstra, Teacher, Kamloops School District
Eric Buckley, Okanagan College
John Ciriani, Cariboo College
Winnie Collins, Teacher, Vernon School District
Diane Lubnowsky, Parent, Kelowna
4Jennifer Murphy, Teacher, South Cariboo School District
John Opra, Principal, Revelstoke School District
Joe Petrelta, Teacher, Kelowna School District
George Staley, Teacher, Kelowna School District

Richmond

Peter Sullen, University of British Columbia
Don Cook, Principal, Abbotsford School District
Gale Corder, Teacher, Delta School District
Heather Kelleher, Teacher, New Westminster School District
John McMaster, Teacher, Trail School District
Ruth Miller, Trustee, Powell River School District
Suzanne Montemuro, Parent, North Vancouver
Ron Popoff, Teacher, West Vancouver School District
Sheila Roberts Teacher, Vancouver Diocese
Elizabeth Robert ;on, Teacher, Vancouver School District
Doug Super, ,Coordinator, Richmond School District
Polly Weinstein, University of British Columbia

Intermediate Panels

Richmond

Robert Betts, Teacher, Burnaby School District
Richard Bury, Teacher, Surrey School District
Sr. Helen Danahy, Principal, Vancouver Diocese
Bill Davidson, Teacher, Coquitlam School District
Grace Dilley, Helping Teacher, St/trey School District
Art Fletcher, Superintendent, Lillooet School District
George Ivanisko, Supervisor, Langley School District

-Hannu Makinen, Teacher, Delta School District
Robert Rqnnie, Capilano College
Gail Spitler, University of British Columbia
Bill Wallace, Principal, Burnaby School.District
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Qualicum

Bob Campbell, Teacher, Victoria School District
Ron Edmonds, Teacher, Victoria School District
Don Frewing, Teacher, Sooke School District
Ted Horn, University of Victoria
Lois Macy, Trustee, Qualicum School District
Mark Mahovolich, Teacher, Saanich School District
Greg' Murray, Teacher, Lake Cowichan School District
Peter Smart, Royal Roads College
Walter Tangye, Trustee, Saanich School District
Bill Van Dyke, Principal, Society of Christian Schools
James Wilson, Teacher, Campbell River School District

Secondary Panels

Richmond

Jack Buller, Teacher, Delta School District
Helen Casher, Trustee, Maple Ridge School District
Ken Corbett, Teacher, Richmond School District
Harvey Gerber, Simon Fraser University
Tom Howitz, University of British Columbia
John Klassen, Teacher, North Vancouver School District
George Mail, Principal, 'angley School District
Wayne Matthews, Teacher, North Vancouver School District
Fil Muaro, -Teacher, Grand Forks School District
Bohn Turnbull, Teacher, Richmond Se.00l District

Prince George

Doug Cutler, Teacher, Smithers School District
Ken Dick, Principal, Prince George Diocese
Dan Dobrinsky, Teacher, Quesnel School District
Margaret Ernst, Trustee, Quesnel School District
Dave Hamblin, Teacher, Cariboo-Chilcotin Schocl District
Harry Hufty, Coordinator, Prince George School District
Jennifer Johnston, Teacher, Prince George School District
Henry Kuiperi, Teacher, Fort Nelson School District
Clint Lee, College of New Caledonia
Jake Penner, Teacher, Prince George Schdol District
Ed Zolinski, Teacher, Peace River North School District
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APPENDIX C

MEMBERS OF INTERPRETATION PANELS

Grade 4

Franca Boratto, Multi-Cultural Worker, Vancouver
Pat Craig, Teacher, Sunshine ...oast School District
Margaret Diana, Teacher, Victoria School District
Randolph Gris, Principal, 'Nelson School District
Irene Macrae, Trustee, Qualicum School District
John Opra, Principal, Revelstoke School District
Ann Peterson, Teacher, Terrace School District
Mark Proctor, Teacher, Vancouver School District
Marilyn Shore, Teacher, Cariboo-Chilcotin School District
Gail Spitler, University of-British Columbia
Mary Stewart, Teacher, Richmond School District
Angie Thorn, Teacher, South Cariboo school District
Jean Valiance, Primary Supervisor, Langley School District
Marilyn Wood, Parent, Richmond

Grade 8
4

Jim Bourdon, Supervisor, North Vancouver School District
Terry Demchuk, Principal, Trail School District
Chris DarPni", Wfalt lipnrellwpr

John Gordon; Teacher, Delta School District
Pat Henman, Teacher, Abbotsford School District
Tom Howitz, University of British Columbia
Phil Judd, Teacher, Cowichan School District
Ed Kwasniewski, Teacher, Nelson Diocese
Lenore Lawrence, Trustee, Peace River South School District
Les Matthews, Principal, Chilliwack School District
David Miller, Teacher, Qualicum School District
Jack Morrison, Teacher, Prinra George School District
Euni.e Parker, Trustee, Coquitlam School Board
Jesse Rupp, Teacher, West Vancouver School District
Bill Seaton, Okanagan College

Grade 12

Helen Casher, Trustee, Maple Ridge School Board I
John Ciriani, Cariboo College
Lloyd Coiling, Supervisor, Nechako School District
Elaine Curling, Teacher, Victoria School District
Margaret Ernst, Trustee, Quesnel School Board
Chester Gris, Teacher, Creston School District
Ted Horn, University of Victoria
David'Kennedy, Teacher, Langley School District
Mike Law, Teacher, Lillooet School District
Ray Leung, Teacher, Sooke School District
Art Olsen, Teacher, New WeStminster School District
Les Phillips, Teacher, Coquitlam School District
Peter Woolley, Institute of Chartered Accountants
John Worobec, Consultant, Vancouver School Board
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF PILOT SRMOLS

Primary (Grade 4 items)

Alice Brown Elementary, Langley School District
Arthur Hatton Elementaty, Kamloops School District
Bear Creek Elementary, Surrey School District
Birchland EI,ementary, Coquitlam School District
Burrard View'Elementary; North Vancouvef School Disteigt-
Cascade Heights Elementary, Burnaby School District
Charles Dickens Elementary, Vancouver School District
Clinton Elementary, Burnaby School District
Coghlan Elementary, Langley School District
Davie Jones Elementary, Maple Ridge School District
Franklin Elementary, :Vancouver School District
Gabriola Elementary, Nanaimo School District
George Jay Elementary, Victoria School District
George Vanier Elementary, Surrey School District
Glenrosa Elementary, Central Okanagan School District
Golden Ears Elementary, Maple Ridge School District
Hastings Elementary, Vancouver School District
James Ardiel Elementary, Surrey School District
James Bay Community Elementary, Victoria School District
Lakewood Elementary,, Prince George School District
Latimer Road Elementary, Surrey School District
Lord Strathcona Elementary, Vancouver School District
Malaspina Elementary, Prince George School District
Marigold Elementary, Victoria School District
-McCloskey Elementary, Delta School District
Mount Benson Elementary, Nanaimo School District
Mundy Road Elementary, Coquitlam School District
Pitt Meadows Elementary, Maple Ridge School District
Port Guichon Elementary, Delta School Dist)rict
Ralph Bell Elementary, Kamloops School District
Raymer Elementary, Central Okanagan School District
Shortreed Elementary, Langley School District
Thomas Kidd Elementary, Richmond School District
Thunderbird Elementalry, Vancouver School District
University Hill Elementary, Vancouver School District
Walter Moberly Annex Elementary, Vancouver School District
Webber Road Elementairy, Central Okanagan School District
Westsyde Elementary, Kamloops School District
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Intermediate (Grade 8 Items)

Burnsview Jr. Secondary, Delta School District
Britannia Secondary, Vancouver School District
Cedar Jr. Secondary, Nanaimo School District
City School, Vancouver School District
D.P. Todd Secondary, Prince George School District
Edmonds Jr. Secondary, Bw.naby School District
Eric Hamber Secondary, VancouverSchool District
Frank Hurt Secondary, Surrey School District
George Pringle Secondary, Central Okanagan School District
Guilford Park Secondary, Surrey School- District
Hastings Jr. Secondary, Coquitlam School District
Hollywood Read Secondary, Central Okanagan School District
King George' Secondary, Vancouver School District
Lakewood 4t. Secondary, Prince George School District
LambrickiPark Secondary, Victoria School District
L.A. Matheson Secondary, Surrey School District
Mountain Secondary, Langley School District
Montgomery Secondary, Coquitlam School District
Poppy Secondary, Langley School Distict
R.C. Palmer Secondary, Langley School District
Royal Oak Secondary, Burnaby School District
Sutherland Secondary, North Vancouver School District
University Hill Secondary, Vancouver School District
Vancouver Technical, Vancouver Schoo District

Secondary (Grades 1'0 and -12 Items)

Britannia Secondary, Vancouver School District
D.P. Tbdd Secondary, Prince George Scnool District
Eric Hamber Secondary, Vancouver School District
Frank Hurt Secondary, Surrey School District
George Pringle Secondary, Central Okanagan School District
Guilford Park Secondary, Surrey School listrict
Hollywood Road Secondary, Central Okanagan School District
Lambrick Park Secondary, Victoria School District
L.A. Matheson Secondary, Surrey School District
Matthew McNair Secondary, Richmond School District
Mountain Secondary, Ric?,1c7id School District
P.C. Palmer Secondary, Richmond School District
Peppy Secondary, Langley School District
Royal Oak Secondary, urnaby School District
University Hill Secondary, Vancouver School District
westsyde,Secondary, Kamloops School District
Sutherland Secondary, North Vancouver School District
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Second D.C. Mathematics,Assessment

One of the major goals of the Second Assessment of Mathematics in

British Columbia is to provide information to determine if a revision

ef the existing mathematics curriculum is needed. To that end, this

questionnaire is designed to seek Your opinions about a number of

question which are relevant to this matter. The questionnaire is

divided into four sections, each one dealing with a major area of

concern to the mathematics curriculum. The four sections are:

A. Goals of Mathematics Education

B. Content of the Curriculum

C. Organizing for Instruction

D. Process and Affective Obje,tives

Your written comments dealing with env or all of the items

squad be welcome.

C
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A. Goals of Mathematics Education

1.1 lank the following goals of education (4-12) by writing a number from
1 (most important) to 6 (least important) in the space provided.

a. To pass on society's conventional wisdom to a new generation

b. To prepare students for the job market

c. To prepare students to live in society

d. To prepare.,:udents for higher education

e. To keep students out of the job market until they are at
least 16 years old

f. To have students acquire basic knowledge such as reading,
writing, and mathematics.

1.2 What other goals would you add to the above list?

2.1 Rank the following functions of school mathematics education (1-12) by
writing a number from 1 (most important) to 7 (least important) in the

space provided.

a. To teach students the mathematical concepts and skills required
to function as enlightened consumers in technological society

b. To serve as a mechanise for sorting students for entrance into
their vocational ields of i

c. To familiarize students with the majpr ideas and processes used

in wheastics

d. To prepare students for entry into specialized technological,
scientific, and professional fields

e. To develop in students the ability to think logically

I. To develop students' in in and enthusiasm for the study

of mathematics by introducing them to interesting mathematical

topics

To prepare students for the study of further mathematics.t

2.2 What other functions would yuu add to the abnve list?

-2-

B. Content of the Curriculum

3.1 Below is a list of nine topics which could oe included in the elementary

mathematics curriculum. Now important should each one be at the element-

ary school level?

a. mathematical ..oncepts

b. arithmetic skills . .

c. algebra

d. geometry

e. consumer mathematics.

I. applications to other
fields

structures and properties

measurement

i. problem solving

S.

h.

Not Somewhat Very Absolutely

Important !MUM IMELIMS. Essential

3.2 Salty is a list of nine topics which could be included in the second.

mathematics curriculum. How important should each one be at t second-

ary school level?

a.

h.

c.

d.

s.

I.

mathematical concepts

arithmetic skills . . .

algebra

geometry

consumer mathematics. .

Applications to other
fields

structures and properties

seleurement

problem solving

Not Somewhat Very Absolutely

!Walla IBUNWEL Important Essential

23
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4.1 Below is a list of twelve possible for emphasis in school

mathematics. How important should each _me be at the school level

for ehich your panel is constituted?

a. Alertness to the Reasonable-
ness of Results

Not Somewhat Very Absolutely
Important Important Important Essential

Because of arithmetic errors or oche .'mistakes, :l results

of mathematical work are sometimes wrong.'2todents should learn
to inspect all results Ind to check for reasonableness in terms
of the original problem.

b. Applying Mathematics to [very-
day Situations

The use of mathematics is interrelated with all computational
activities. StUdenrg should be able to take everyday situations,
translate them into mathematical expressions, solve the matherstics,
and interpret the results in the light of the initial situation.

c. Computational Skills

Students should gain facility with Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division with whole numbers and decimals.
Moue. long, complicated computations will probably be done
with a calculator, students need to know their basic facts,
mental arithmetic, simple computation with common fractions,
and percent. OP

d. Computer Literacy

Students should be aware of the many uses of computers in
society, such as their use In teaching/learning, financial trans-

actions, and information storage and retrieval. The "mystique"
surrounding computers should be eliminated.

e. Estimation and Approximation

Students should be able to carry out rapid approximate
calculations by first rounding off numbers. They should acquire

SOW simple techniques for estimating quantity, length, distance,
weight, etc.

f. Geometry

Students should learn the geometric concepts they will need
to function effectively in the three-dimensions' world. T4ey

should Pave knowledge of concepts such as point, plane, parallel,

etc. They should know basic properties of simple geometric figures

292
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History of Mathematics

Not Somewhat Very Absolutely
Important Important Important Essential

Students should know about great 'mathematicians as penile and
the processes and procedures they used to develop their areas of

mathematics. Students should also know the history of the develop-

ment of the major strands of mathematics.

h. Measurement

!umlauts should be sole to measure distance, weight, tine,.

capacity, tempers.ure in metric units. They should also be able

to aogles and calculate simple and volumes.

1. Numeration

j

Students should know what is required to create a numbering

system. They should study examples of numeration systems and

oaks comparisons to the lindu- Arabic system.

Problem Solving

Students oust learn to spivs problems, including non-textbook

problems. They must learn to pose questions, analyse situations,
trim/lete results, draw diagrams, uce trial and error, determine
which facts are relevant, and apply the rules of logic to arrive

at valid conclusions. Students sus. be unfearful of arriving at
tentative conclusions and having these conclusion subjected to

scrutiny.

k. Reading, Interpreting, and Constructing

Tables, Charts, end Craphs

Students should know how to read and drew conclusions from simple

tables, maps, charts, and graphs. They should be able to condense

numerical information into more manageable and meaningful terms by

setting up simple tablas, rharts, and graphs.

1. Using Mathematics to Predict

Students should learn how elementary notions of probability are
used to determine the likelihood of future events. They should learn

to identify situations where immediate past experience does not affect

the likelihood of future events. They should become familiar with how

mathematics is used to help make predictions such as election forecasts.
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4.2 In the first column check the three most important areas at your level,

and in the second column check the three least important.

Most Least

Important 1ELIASE.

a. Alertness to the Reasonableness of Results

b. Applying Mathematics to Everyday Situations

c. Computational Skills

4. Computer Literacy

e. Estimation and Approximation

f. Geometry

g. History of Mathematics

h. Measurement

i. Numeration

j. Problem Solving

k. Reading, Interpreting, and Constructing
Tables, Charts, and Graphs

1. Using Mathassepcs to Predict

5. Consider the present mathematics curriculum in B.C. For each level at

which you feel yourself competent to judge, name three topics which you

feel should NOT be part of a revised curriculum. The page numbers refer

;o the 1978 edition of the curriculum guide for mathematics.

5.1 GRADES 1 - 3: Page 10-12

a.

b.

c.

5.2 GRAPES 4 - 6: Page 14-19

a

b.

c.

\Ns

5 3 GRADES 7 8: Pages 22-26

a.

b.2 tf 11-

5.4 GRADES 9 - 10: Pages 28-37

a.

b.

c.

-6-

5.5 GRADES 11 - 12: Pages 40-60

a.

b.

c.

6. Consider the present mathematics curriculum in B.C. For each level at which

you feel yourself competent to judge, name three topics which you feel shculd

be in a revised curriculum. These topics need not be in the present curriculum.

The page numbers refer to the 1978 edition of the curriculum guide for mathematics.

6.1 GRADE 1 - 3: Page 10-12

a.

b.

c.

6.2 GRADE 4 - Pages 14-19

a.

b.

c.

6.3 GRADES 7 - 8. Pages 22-26

a.

b.

c.

6.4 GRADES 9 - 10: Pages 28-37

a.

b.

C.

6.5 GRADES 11 - 12: Pages 40-60

a.

b.

c.
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C. Organizing for Instruction

1. Some people have exp d the following opinions concerning the

organization of instruction. Other people disagree with these

positions. Indicate your agreement or disagrernent with each)

statement by checking the appropriate response.

1.1 Students in secondary school
mathematics classes should be
streamed according to their
vocational choice.

7.2 Students in secondary school
mathematics cl a should be
streamed according to their
mathematics ability.

7.3 Admission to senior elective
mathematics courses should be
decintd competitively on the
basis of an entrance examination.

7.4 Admission to senior elective
mathematics courses should be
decided competitively on the
basis of grades in previous
mathematics courses.

7.5 All students, through Credo
10, should follow the same
%mac mathematics program.

7.6 All students should be required
to take a mathematics course
each year, K - 12.

7.7 Students within an elementary
school mathematics class should
be grouped according to their
mathematics ability.

7.8 Students at a partivIlar grade

level in elementary school
should be placed into cl
according to their mathematics
ability.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Disagree agree Agree--

-6-

8. In soma countries, secondary school students are permitted to ;oncentrate
their studies in one or two subject areas. for example, a student might

take as much as 10 - 15 hours a week of mathematics cl

What would be the advantages and the disadvantages of introducing such
a system into the secondary schools of B.C.?

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

9. In 11.C., many secondary schools offer mathematics on a semester system.
Such a system allows a student to take a mathematics course for half
of the school year and no mathematics the other half of the school year.

9.1 What are the main advantages and disadvantages of using such a system'

at the senior secondary level in EC.?

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

9.2 What are the main advantages and disadvantages of using such a aystee
at the junior secondary level in I.C.,

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:
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10. At which grade should some form of mathematics course be requiegl777.'

all students? Check all that apply.

At no grade Grade 5 Grade 9 -
Kindergarten Grade b Grade 10

Grade 1 Grade 7 oracle 11

Grade 2 Grade 8 Grade 12

Grade 3

Grade 4

1101 What are the main advantages and disadvantages of requiring all students

to show evidence of naving mastered the essential mathematics content
of a given course (e.g., by writing an examination) before proceeUing to

the next higher course? (e.g. the Grade 5 course)

4e

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

11.2 At what grade should this evidence required' Check all that apply.

At no level Grads 5 Grade 9

Kindergarten Grade 6 Grade 10

Grade 1 Grade 7 Grade 11

Grade 2 Grade 8 Grade 12

Grade 3

Grade 4

9j

-10-

11.3 If a student is unsuccessful in the attempt to provlae evidence of havinis
mastered the mathematics content of a give,. grade level, what should happen'

The student shoulu: (Check ONE Only)

a. Repeat the course

b. Repeat the grade.

c. Go to a special class within the school for remedial work.

d. Go to a special school-for remedial work.

e. Proceed to the next higher mathematics course with his classmate.

f. Proceed to the next higher grade level with his classmates

g. Not be permitted to take any more mathematics courses.

h. Take a difference course at the same grade level (e.g., General
Mathematics).

i. Other. Please Specify

12. At what level(s) she..ad mathematics
that apply.

At no level

Primary

Intermediate

Junior Secondary

Senior Secondary

be taught by specialists' Check all

13. At what level(s) should students be Trouped a cording to abl:lu. for
placement in mathematics classes' check all th,at apply.

At no level

Primary

Intermediate

Junior Secondary

Senior Secondary

14. At what level(s) should students be permitted to use calculators for
mathematics' Cheek all that apply.

At no level

Primary

Intermediate

Junior Secondary

Senior Secondary



)1

c

13. Now should the coaching of comp4cerglicerecy (an explauation of computer

literacy can be four on page 3) be handled? Select only all response.

Computer literacy should not be a part of .he curriculum.

It should be taught as part of the 'mathematics program.

It should be taught as part of some other waving program.

(e.g.. business iducation)

A separate course in computer literacy should be introduced.

It should be taught as part of several courses (Science.

Accounting. Mathematics. etc.).

O. Process and Affective Oblectives

16, The curriculum includes product. proorms. and affective objectivm4010

Product objectives are those which concern the specific .opics
eta content of matlamdtics, for example, addition of decimals.

Process ohJectives go beyond the specific content of the courses.

They deal ,ith problem,solvlog zachniques and other abil,ties
which are seen to be outcome of the study of mathematics

, iv, objectives ae those related to the attitudes of

st ants toward mathematics and the confidence of students

in their ability to do mathematics.

16.1 The following is a list of process and affective electives only

Now important should each one be for the mathemaci.1 curriculum

of the 1960'?

Not Somewhat Very absolutely

Imsortant IREEELEIL Important tssential

Students should develop:

a. The ability to analyse

and conceptualise problems.

b. The abil.cy to apply

to apply skills and
Sias to new

situations.

e. Ths ability to discover
patterns and similarities.

d. An attitude of curiosity
and exploration.

I. A number of problem,
solving strategies.

f. The process of logical

reasoning.

The ability to formulate
key questions.

h. The ability to gather,
*rimier, and interpret
data an, communicate

results.

-12-

1. .4*
toward mathematics.

j. An improved oe
confidence in their
ability to use meta -

emetics as a tool to
solve real-life problcas.

k. A f enjoyment of

mathematics.

1. The ability to make
intelligent g

a. The ability to read
with comprehension.

Not

t portent

16.1 What vo'ld you add to this list?

Somewhat Very Absolute

Ismant Important. Issentia_
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British Columbia

Mathematics
Assessment
1981

302

INSTRUCTIONS

HOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Put oft X in the box beilide you* &wain.

For example: 0 you live in Canada?

Yes

No 0

MOH, ALL iiaNll3 *11 itellefill
IN rieceors emelt rO TN( Nm
tsr Wit NUNIII. SON( SCAUS PO
NOT IOW TO 10. ON( TO 'NO Nt.
srosse- SNP/ON iouNesmo 11104.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Please write your school code
number in the boxes on the
front cover.

2. When were you born?

Year: 1968 or earlier

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973 or later

Month: January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

0
1

2

3

S

3. Are you a boy or a girl?

Boy

Girl

ILI
2

4. Was English the language you
first learned to speak?

Yes

No In
2

5. Is English the language usually
spoken in your home now?

Yes

No UI

4



6. Oa you use a calculator at home?

7-1 1
Ti;

No
E

7. Do you sometimes use a calculator
to do your homework?

Yes

No

B
2

S. Do you sometimes use a calculator
In school?

Yes

No
2

9. Both answers given for the following
four questions are correct. If you
were asked each question, which one
of the two answers cones to your
mind first?

1. How much does a bicycle weigh?

About 15 kilograms

About 35 pounds 2 2

2. What is the temperature In this
room?

About 70 degrees
0

About 20 degrees

E1

3. How far is it from Prince
George to Prince Rupert?

2

About 700 kilometres..

About 450 miles

4. Now much gasoline can the gas
tank In a large car hold?

r-1 1
About 2D gallons ICJ

About 90 litres

30'1

Pa

MATHEMATICS AND MYSELF

Tki6 46 a acate to egeosune how you 44et above' mathematees. Below you mull
Itzezrz-2z =t:=t EtA4 zazA .tatimtnt and L. CIZ:417

the ehatee which best ducettie6 how lot ;set about 0.t.

EXAMPLE:

SKATING IS A WASTE OF TIME.

StrC;;;17)

Dlsagre Disagree
Can't Strongly

Decide Agree Agree

Please be a honest us possibie in eaten, each statement. Thite i6 no
comet &wee.

yo

fD

to

%cm

1. I REALLY WANT TO DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree' Disagree2 Decides

3 1

Strongly
Agree Agree s

25 65

2. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO TAKING MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree' Disagree2 Decides

Strongly
Agree' Agree

5 8 23 36 27

3. I FEEL GOOD WHEN I SOLVE A MATHEMATICS PROBLEM BY MYSELF.

Strongly
Disagree' Disagree2

3 3

Can't Strongl)
Decides Agree Agree s

a 37 49

4. I LIKE TO HELP OTHERS WITH MATHEMATICS PROBLEMS.

Can't
Disagree2 Decide

Strongly
Disagree'

6

Strongly
Agree" Agree 5

10 20 41 23

S. IF I HAD MY CHOICE I WOULD NOT LEARN ANY MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree'

i5

Can't

Disagree2 Decide' Agree

23 11 S

Strongly
Agree

6. I REFUSE TO SPEND A LOT OF MY OWN TIME DOING MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree' Disagree2

14 28

Can't
Decides

18

Strongly
Agree' Agree 5

16 10

7. MATHEMATICS IS HARDER FOR ME THAN FOR MOST PERSONS.

Strongly
Disagree'

24

Can't Strongly
Disagree2 Decide Agree Agree 5

31 20 16

8. I THINK MATHEMATICS IS FUN.

Strong4;
Disag 1 Disagree2

a a

Can't Strongly
Decide' Agree' Agree 5

15 33 36

3l.
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Second Assessment of Mathematics

Grade 4 1981
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A-1

Objective

Domain 1: Number and Operations

Test Items * P49e No.

N

1.1 Number Concepts and Computation A: 1,2,3,8,12,21,27,28,31,32,35,38
B: 1,2,4,5,15,23,25,27,28,32,37,46

2-12

C: 1,2,8,12,14,17,22,25,31,42,43,46

1.2 Estimation A: 13,20,24,36
B: 6,40

13-16

C: 15,20,28

1.3 Fractions and Ratio A: 6,9,19
B: 13,26,31,34,36

17-22

C: 4,7,13,26

Domain 2: Geometa

2.1 Geometric Figures A: 10,33,46
B: 7,9,44

23-27

C: 3,6,39

2.2 Geometric Relationships A: 4,7,16,34
B: 3,10,19,38 28-33

C: 21,27,32,37

Domain 3: Measurement

3.1 Length, Area, Volume and Mass A: 17,18,30,39,40,45
B: 18,22,35,39,43,45 34-41

C: 10,29,30,33,35,38

3.2 Time and Temperature A: 14,29,37,41
B: 14,16,17,33 42-46

'C: 11,16,18,34

Domain 4: Algebraic Topics

4.1 Number Sentences A: 5,43,44
B: 12,20,24,29

47-50

C: 23,40

4.2 Graphs A: 25,26
B: 41,42 51-54

C: 36,41

4.3 Probability (non-curricular
objective)

A: 22,23,42
B: 8,30

55-58

C: 9,19,44,45

5.0 Domain 5: Computer Literacy . A: 11,15
B: 11,21

59-60

(non-curricular objective) C: 5,24

*A = Test Booklet A B = Test Booklet B C = Test, Booklet C

306
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUMBER CONCEPTS AND COMPUTATION

1.1.1 AP. If you had 2 quarters. 1 dime and

3 nickels, how much would you

have? p-value

754

704

654 (13

854

I don't know .

Which number is greater than two

1.1.2 AQ. The 2 in 2645 means's hundred eighty and less than four

2 hundreds 3
hundred fifty?

2 thousands 120 SS
530 . L:1 ,

2 ones . . . , 190 . . . .

I:=1 ,
2 millions El s

480
[il 5

1 don't know 3 360 M 66

A.2

Mote: Items with the symbol
are not part of the

curriculum

11.1 11/3. SUBTRACT 4273

2896

SO

3

9

6

2
1.1.4 A/8.

2623 .

1377

2487

1623

I don't know .

280 4S0

0 7
20-

I don't know 10

A-1

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUNIERCONCEPTSAND CWJTATION

I 1.5 A/12. 9007 is read as:
p-vague I 1.6 A/21 Choose the sit with a star

nine hundred seven
, r 16ii

in the third Ola,e and a

circle in the stye:nth place
ninety -sPven 0 1
nine thousand seven. NI "...

nine thousand seventy . CI 2
A000A 00 OAA Ei 3

1 don't know

*AO Cl CIA000E1 0 4

0 00 0 A 0 0 0 LZ
0 *0 OALOE* Or
I don't know

6

3u;
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A-A

OBJECTIVE 1.1 NO MA CONCEPTS AND CCMPOTATION

1.1.7 A/27. H. grown needs 6218 stamps 1 1.9 A/31. 3n Monday, 185 people saw the morning

mt ldy k 1441 How many
whale shows and 412 peo..le s.. the

more stamps does he need/

',value

afternoon whale shows .1n. .nv pevvle

saw the whale shows that day'

3285 .
ri 2n

597
2cl 44

697 LI 4

9711 . 7
327 El]

4

3825 El 15
373 Ell 3

1 don't know F] 5

2725 M S°
co

1 1.8 /28

don't know . . E 10

There are five rows with seven

flowers in each row. TwOre

of the flowers died How many

flowers are left?

35 .

29

23 .

12 .

1 don't know

r--] 6

n5
[JiiQ 65

[::] 15

[::] 1°

1 1.10
A/32. Yesterday, Bella the whale ate a total

of 98 fish in three meals She ate 32

fish at the first meal end 25 fish at

the second meal. How many fish did

she eat for her third meal'

66

.41

155

57

I don't know.

rig 63

1,

U 11

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUNDENCONCEPTSAND COMPUTATION

1.1.11 A/15. 79

70 9

7 g

70 90

709 .

1 don't know

p-value

19

3

2

I

6

A S

1.1.13 91. Which says three dollars and 26 cents'

5300 26 . .

S 30 26 r]

S 3 26 . .
90

5326 00 . 1J

1 don't know

1.1.12 A/18, 8 tens and 5 ones

8105

805 0
58

85
50

I dOn't know
2.

1.1.14 P/2 What is the missing number?

24 x I I 24

4 .

0

24 .....

1 don't know. .

3 u
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUNBEICONCEPTSANO COMPUTATICW

1.1.16 CAL To check this subtraction, which two

numbers would be added?

476
337

139
476 and 337 . .

476 and 139 . .

337 and 139 . .

337 and 476 . .

1 don't know. .

1 1.IC 11/S.Find the missing number.

p-vatut

ri 25

D
g 4S

D 5

. . 0 is

3 tens 12 ones [] tens 2 ones

4

2

3 . .

1 .

1 don't know. .

E 52

D 4

16

O 8

1.1,17 1/15. The roller coaster has 8 cars

with 4 wheels on each car How

many wheels are there on the

roller coaster'

12 8

2

32

24

I don't know .

[X] sr

1 1.18 11/231ihtt digit is in the tens place

in the number in the box?

2079

2

0

7

9

1 don't know.

4

ft

4

4

OBJECTIVE 1.1. NUMBERCONCEPTSAND CENPUTATIO8

1.1 19 1/25. Which is an odd number? p_vabm

39 . Eiji 11

45 . M 70
42 . . C -5
36

8

1 don't know
[::I 6

1.1.20 1/27. Peter has just finished reading a

book that is 232 pages long. He was

in a hurry so he skipped 41 pages.

How many pages did he read?

191

41

211

291. .

I don't know

12

2

15

6

5

1 1.21 11/214: Bob needs 50t He returned 6

pop bottles and was paid cc

bottle

How much more money does he now

454

394.

tat.

204.

I don't know'

is

4

El I

N 74

D 5

1.1 '22 8/32. Which is one more than 399?

3 u

3991

3919

401

400

1 don't know. . . .

rr

O 1

E S4

A-7

4



01JECTIVE 1.1: USER COOCEPIS Ald COMPUTATION

1.1.23 1/ 37. 42 divided by 6 is:

p-votue

41 . . .
3

36

7 n JO

8 .. ri 1....

I don't know .

1.1.24 6/46. Find the missing number:

4 D
+23
65

, 2 -0

12

1

1 don't knoir.

6

=

2g 90

0
=

1.1.25 CA. SUBTRACT

64

68

54 . .

108

86
22

' don't know . . .

Appendices

SR

2

A-8

OBJECTIVE 1.1: MAIDEN CONCEPTS AND COMPUTATION

1.1.26 C12. ADD: 678

9

34

901

991

621

721

I don't know

abte

/

O /

O 5

4

1.1.27 C/8. '10 tens one

million
/

thousand
=

hundred
50 11

ten 15

I don't know.

1.1.28 C/12. What is the remainder .11 the

following division problem'

9
3

27

1

28

9.

3 LJ 6

don't know . .

1.1.29 C/14. Counting by 10's. the next three

numbers are:

31 0

[::]7140. 79(). [:::].

791, 792, 793
. .

[2] 4

720. 730. 740 . . .

[2]

BOO. 610. 120 . . . SR

1100. 101. 002 . . .

I don't know

A-9
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUMBER CONCEPTS AND CONFUTATION

1.1. 30 C/17. Which number says four thousand

two hundred sixty -five? p -value

1 1.31

42 065 .

5 624

40 265

4 265 .

1 don't know.

C/22. Ernie saved 112.00 to buy stamps fort

his collection. He bought 6 stamps

at 8t each, 8 stamps at 3t each, and

5 stamps at 254 each. How much did

he spend on stamps?

510.03 r-1 is

$ 0.55 El 15

S 1.97 ,I)A 45

113.97
6

I don't know 1:1 19

1.1.32 C/25. 4hich is the smallest number that

can be made using all the digits

4, 3, 9, 17

1934

1439

1349

1943

I don't know.

Lin
6

Z70
4

s

1 133 C/31. What is the total value of these coins?

434
4

t

75t
3

484

I don't know

A-10

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUMBERCONCEPTSANO COMPUTATION

ISam has 51 pop bottles and 8 cartons.
Each carton holds 6 bottles.

1.1.34 C/42. If Sam fills all the cartons, how
many bottles will be left over?

p-volut

6
s

8 to

3 . . 2:1 It

14 13

I don't know . . El 17

1 1 35 C/43. Sam collected 30 of the bottles

His sister, Marie, collected the

rest How many bottles did Marie

collect?

18

14

21

44

5

Ebb

El 7

I don't know Ell)

3

A-11



OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUMBER CONCEITS AND COMPUTATION

1.1.36 C/40. Jack has written these numbers from left to fight.

Whit is Jack doing?

3620 3610 3600 1 3590 1

Counting backwards
by 100's . . . .

Counting forwards
by 100's ....

Counting forwards,
by 10's

Counting backwards
by 10's ......

I don't know . .

[ 3580

p- value

s

11

1Z1 Si

Appendices
297

A-12

OBJECTIVE 1.2: ESTIMATION

1.2.1 A'13. Round 442 to the nearest hUndred.

p-value

SOO
[::] 17

290 U 3
600 Li
400 .. .

Er 76
ion't know. .

3

1.2.3 AI 24. Round off 43 to tne nearest ten.

30 . .

1

50 . .

g

1.2.2 A/20. Mr. Fish had 567 hot dogs to sell at 40 IR 41
the ball game He had 364 hot dogs

44 20left after the game.

did he sell?

200.

600 . .

SOO

300

don't know

About how many

0 SI

g

[::) g

[::)

[::) 6

312

I don't know .
I

A-I3
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OBJECTIVE 1 2: ESTIMATION A-14

1.2.4 A/31. If you round the prices of
these items to the nearest
10. which two would cost
the saw? 3900 ri 6000

car and doll . .

doll and lollipop.

lollipop and car .

no two would cost
the, same

1 don't know . . .

p-votut

D5
M

II

El 23

1.2. 5 8/6. Which one of the following is CLOSEST to

the number that goes in the box?

5 1000 . .

2000 . .

3000

5000

I don't know

5

DO 40

Eso

0 11

0

OBJECTIVE 1.2: ESTIMATION A-1S

1.2. 6 SAO This is a picture of birds flying south

for the winter About how many birds

are in the picture? Do not try to count

them.

20 . .

200.

500

1000.

don't know . .

1 2 7 C/15. Round 1368 to the nearest hundred

1300

1400

1.2.8

3000

2000

I don't know

CI
CI

c00. A hippo weighs .1153 kg. an elephant

weighs 1127 kg, a moose weighs 11,4 kg.

and a giraffe weighs 1183 kg.

Rounding to the nearest 100 kg, which

weighs closest to 1100 kg?

hippo

'elephant.
DK] 11

moose

F]
giraffe .

I don't know. , . .

'



OBJECTIVE 1.2: ESTIMATION

1.2.1 Cat. 166 rounded to the mares. 10 is:
p, value

160 .1X1

ISO U Ed)

170 0 5
140

I don't know.

OBACTIVE 1.3: FRACTIONS AND RATIO

,e-

1.3.1 P /G. Joke had B baseball cards.

Ne gave y of them may.

de, * memy did he give eine

p-volue

4

A

1.

ICJ

0
0 8

D 5I don't know.

0.

Appendices
299

1.3.2 A/9. Which set is one -third (1).shadedT

AA
A 0

non
if-V0 0

a0000
1 don't kitee

41

0 6

A-16

A -17
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OLJECTISt 1.3: FRACTIONS ANO RATIO A-I8

1.3.3 A/10,.

Children 1 2 3 1 S

x
Cookies 3 6 3 12 ?

The chart shows how many cookies are needed when

different numbers of children have three cookies

each. For one child, we need three cookies, for

two children, six cookies, and so on. What number

belongs in the box where you see the question

mark/
P-14461

[2;1 to

10 . .....
I don't know . DI

1.3.4 6/13. If 10 pencils sold for 90t,

what would S pencils cost/

654 El 14

6St
s

43t Se

1St

I don't know.

El IS

r

CSJECTIVE 1.3: FRACTIONS AMO RATIO

4

m

1.3.6 6/31. Petty cut her cake into two
1.3.6 6/26. Alg:f the parts of the figure

11

be are the same size. What parts of the tame size. "hat

is each part called?

p -value

.one -fifth . =

le
T
1

One-fourth. 4
1

12
1

19 1.
.

ono-third . . ®
I don't know.

one-half. . .

1 don't know.

I

1 v

0 4

D4
D3

A-19



OBJECTIVE 1.3: FRACTIONS ANO RATIO

1.3.7 11/34. Which group of dots is one-half (T) shaded?

ode

O

0
p-ualue U 57

0

I

I don't know

1.3.8 B/36. George. Nary and Henry decided to eat the pie shown

below. George and Mary each ate two pieces. What

fraction of the pie was left for Henry to eat?

OBJECTIVE 1.3: FRACTIONS ANO RATIO

1.3.11 c/I. Which shows shaded?

'fWk Fr-va2ue

VJ

I don't know c3 10

.me -half (1) . .

one-thiro (3). .

one-fourth (114 .

one-fifth (-1s). .

12

I don't know . . . 0 6

1.9.10 C/7. If one child needs 2 socks,

how many socks do three

children need?

316

3

6

S

9

I don't know. .

Di
[2] 95

=

Appendices
301

1

2

A

A -21
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OBJECTIVE 1.3: 'FACTION AO NATIO

1.3.11 C/13.

1
Eight cars are in s traffic Jam.

4
of the can are new.

New many cars are new?
p-valut

1 .. 1t

2 El VT

3 11

4 41

I don't know. . 0 4

1.3.12 C/26. Which box is one-fifth (i) shaded/

1n
6

ITV
Eln

1 don't know

0 5

fi

A-22

OBJECTIVE 2.1: GEOMETRIC FIglIES

2.1.1 A/I0. Which is a picture of a

triangle inside a circle?

pualut

0

I don't know

0 It

LJto

0

XMIN 2: GEOMETRY

2.1.2 A/33: A dot is on one of the corners

. of this cube. Now many corners

does the cube haft?

r""f71
V

4 o
6

7

0

I don't know. . .

0 7
0 ti

I

R-23



ESJECTIVE 2.1 GEOMETRIC FIGURES

2.1.3 A/46. Complete the pattern. Which comes next?

taiCIO,AD O OL\ _
circle, triangle . .

circle, square .

triangle, circle . . . .

' .

square. eirele

1 don't know

a,

3

3

5

Appendices
303

A -24

OIJECTIVE 2.1 GEOMETRIC FIGURES

2.1.4 B/7. Each of these shapes is a:

rectangle

triangle

square

4111101,

p-image

84

6

line 3

1 don't know . . .
0

A 25

2.1.5 I/ 9. The corner of this page is a square corner.

Now many square corners does a 'rectangle have?

1

2

4 El"

6

E.] I

I don't know

O r

U3

2.1.6 8/44. A soup can is shaped most like a:

318

sphere

cube

cylinder .

cone

1 don't know 11

4
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41.110111 1.1 4111111111 MIES

2.1.7 C/3. It you connected these three

dots with straight lines,

what shape would you get?

square

rectangle. . . .

triangle . . .

circle

don't know . .

0 13

50 33
10
3 0 37

3

5 gi it
9 0 /

2.1.6 C/6. Now many triangles are shown here?

I don't know.

A-26

084(CTIVE 2.1: 6ECMETRIC FICURES

2.1.9 C,'39. One face is shaded on this

cube. How many faces does

the cube have?

3

6
Erb'

73

0 3
12 t,

don't know . . . 0'

A-77
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OBJECTIVE 2.2: BEEINETRIC RELATIONSHIPS A-2I

2.2.1 A/4. What point Is the intersection of

the two lines below?

A

3

0

EK SO

I don't know. 24

2.2.2 A/7. Which one of these figures does

NOT have a line of symmetry?

B
P 05/

R
0'

I don't know [Dig

OBJECTIVE 2.2: 61OHETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.3 A/16. Which segment is not a side

of the square?

_rvatut

Al U 5

BC 5

CO 5

BO n

I don't know . 14

2.2.4 A/34. Triangles that are the same

site and shape are congruent

triangles.

Which triangle Is congruent

to this triangle? /\
A

L_A C3 4

320

33

I don't know

-29
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OOJECTIVE 2.2: GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS A-3n

2.2,S 0/3. These two lines:

p-votu4

E---

Intersect
10

form an angle .

Coro a square .

are parallel

I don't knee

2.2.6 6/10. Which figure has G and H

as its endrpoints?

F O H

I don't know

OBJECTIVE 2.2: IIIONETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.7 0/11. Which figure is 'metric?

p-value

[3 I/

9
7
I don't know

oil

2.2.8 8/38. 8111 is setting the table for

his pother. He wants the table

to look nice. He uses glasses

(-74
that are alike. Tell which

used.

321

A. 1 and C

A. 0 and F

I. C and 0,

O. C and E

I don't know

3

O s

s

Zia

A-31



OBJECTIVE 2.2: EIONETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.9 C/21. In which figure are all the angles

the same size/

N

p- value

Dt

5

7

49

I don't know IS

Appendices
307

2.2.10 C/27. How many lines of symmetry

does this shape have?

0
2 lz 14

3 0 1

4 74

I don't know. N

A-32

OBJECTIVE 2.2: itINIETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.11 C/32. Figures that are the same

size and shape are congruent

Figures. Which of the fol-

lowing are congruent?

pruatut

A A 4nd B 5

A and 0
El 7i

6

C and 0

6 and C sC

0
I don't know.

on

2.2.12 C/37. In which figure is the line

a line of symmetry?

A

322

I don't know

Ott

0 Id

A-33
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0I1A1N 3: KASUM011311

(*ACTIVE 3.1: LEWIN, AREA, VOIWIt AND MASS

3.1.1 A/17. Three insects travelled along
the ground. Insect C travelled
twice as far as insect I. How

much farther did insect C travel
Urn insect A?

A

C

7 cm

5 es

3.1.2 A/16. Which of the metric units
listed below is used to
measure the illibuitt of
water in a pail?

the metre

the cubic metre

the centimetre

the litre

I don't knot. .

5

0
/6

4

9

MCCUNE 3.1: LINITN. AIWA. VOLUME AND MASk

3.1.3 A/30.
Sells and Demerara killer whales.

They live in an aquarium.

Here Is Sella jumping to get fish.

p -value

10 ........ 16

5 cm . ....... 10

12 cm . ....... 011

3 cm . - -

l don't know 0 6

A-34

A- 35

Sell can jump 627 tentimetret high.

Dane can jump S metres high. Woo

much higher can Bells Jump than

Mut

323

vuetue

127 centimetres . St

622 centimetres .

22 centimetres . IC

632 centimetres . 1

1 don't knew. . ft



08JECTIVE 3.1: UNGTH, AREA, VOLUME AND MASS

3.1.4 A/39. A ten-year-old boy is likely to
weigh:

p-ostua

3S grams . .

7S grip

?S kilograms

7S kilograms

I don't know 14

3.1.S A/40. What Is the volume of
the figure?

rill3

1 cubic unit

Appendices
309

12 cubic units . SI

13 cubic snits . '
- 26 cubic units

SS cubic units . 0 6

I don't know . . O 9

3.1.6 A/45. S cm is the sue as how many
millimetres?

S00

IMO . . . .

SO

5000

I don't know

li

3

65

4

A-36

OwecTrit 1.1: LENIN, AREA, VOLUME AND MASS -

3.1.1 8118. About how far is It from
A to 8?

3.1.8 8/22: What is the DISTANCE ALL
THE WAY MOUND this
rectangle?

IA
p-witue

ff-21

10 In

6
1.25.1. 11

CO

3
16

10 me . . .

1
32

36 . .

I don't know

60 m

I don't know .

324

A-37
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OSJECTIVI 3.1: LEWIN, AREA, VOLUME AND MASS

3.13 8/35. Which one of the
three figures
below has the same
area as the figure
on the right?

vatut I! 3 53

4

4

don't know

16

3.1.10 8/39. S metres is the some length

as:

SO centimetres. .

500 centimetres. .

SO millimetres. .

500 millimetres

I don't bum'. . .

25

Ig II

9

4

14

3.1.11 19/43. A paper clip would weigh about:

1 g M Si

10g

100 g

1000 g

don't know
3

OBJECTIVE 3.1: LENGTH, AREA, VOLUME AND MASS

3.1.12 WS. How much does the bag of candy weigh?

225 g

more than 225 g

less than 225 g

225 kg

I don't know

p-velue

[327

9

3.1.13 C/10 Which unit should be used to
measure the length of a house?

millimetres . . .

centimetres . .

metres

kilometres

I don't know

12
O 6

g60

s

3.1.14 C/29. Mr. Jones put a wire fence
ell the way around his
rectangular garden. The
garden is 10 m long and 6 m

wide. How many metres of
fencing did he use?

16 m
[::] 60

32m If

36 m
[::1

4

60m
[::]

don't know 1
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OBJECTIVE 3.1. LENGTH, AREA, VOLUTE AND MASS A-40

1 1 15 C/30. how many centimetres are in one
metre?

1 . . .

10 . .

100

1000

4) don't know
-;

p -vaLut

[1 2

0

t

3.1.16 C/33 *trout sow long is this crayon'

1 centimetre . Ell 3

10 centimetres.

1 metre

10 metres . . .

I don't know. .

si

I

El 3

3

ONJECT1Vt 3.1: LENGTH, AREA, VOLUTE AND MASS 'A 41

3.1.17 C/35. What fs the area of this shape in square

centimetres?

3.1.18 C/38. A milk Jug is likely to hold:

cm2 .

12 cm2

9 cm2

cm2. .....

I don't know . . . .

32g.

1 millilitre J 5

m111111trec

I litre

100 litres

I don't know .

abut

as

9

10

0 "

16

n 3
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OBJECTIVE 3.2: TIME AMO TEMPERATURE

3 2.1 A/14. Which thermommmeter shows 17°1

20'

15'

10'

S.

0'

A

C

p-votue

010
a

ss

8

I don't know. .

12

OBJECTIVE 1.2 TIME ARO TEMPERATURE

3 2.3 A/37. About how Tong is the time between

Halloween and Christmas

2 months. .

30 days

2 weeks

* 1 year

I don't know

p-volue

18

2

5

3.2.4 A/41. The temperature on a sunny summer

day would most likely be:

50 Celsius 0 4

25° Celsius

550 Celsius .77

85° Celsius 0 34

I don't know. El 10

A-42

0
3.2.2 A/21mhat time does this rock

4.00 . . 1

11:40 0 1
12 20 .

C:1

I don't know.
C:1

3 2 5 8/14. Funland opened (- May 16 Jerry
and Teresa were there one week
later. On what date were thpy-
there'

May 37

May 21 .

May 22 .

May 23

1 don't know .

2



OBJECTIVE 3.2: TIME AND TEMPERATURE

Teresa and Jerry played ammo
from 4:2S p.m. until S:00 p.m.
for how many minutes did they
play Singe?

P-value

IS

2S 0"
3S

tipli

7S Dt

I don't know . 5

3.2.7 The thermometer reads 300 C.

I/17. It would be a pod day to:

turn on the furnace . . Lj1-1
it

wear a sweater. IS

wear shorts . 52

stay in out the

told,
io

I don't know. . 172

043ECTIVE 3.2: TIME ARO TEMPERATURE

3.2.9 C/11. Jane finished her homework at
7:45. 'filch clock shows this

Om?

Appendides
313

1.2.8 6/33 It is springtime and the first

flowers are blooming The

tere.rature is mosz likely

between:

328

z'

-50C and 0(3,e .

15 bC and 20 °C.

410t1 and 45°C.

50°C and 55°C

don't know .

D6

Or_
p,

17

"

A-44

3.2-.10 C/16. It was a cold. rain,/ de..
When Tun looked at the
thermometer it showed.

1 don't know. 013

3.2.11 C/16. Which says half past two?

30:2 13

230 .....

2:30

2.30

7

69

7

I don't know . . . 4



Appendices
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OBJECTIVE 3.2: TIME MO TDIPEPATUME

3.2.12 C134 what temperature does this

thermometer show?

nY

So

20°

17°

23°

15°

1 don't know. .

p-vaLue

IS =I
O

0
0 Is

1

A -46

OBJECTIVE 4.1: NUMBER SENTENCES

4.1.1 A/ S.

DOMAIN 4: ALGENRAIC TOPICS

To find the missing number in 746 + 931

you should:

p-value

-subtract 746 from

931 IA 42

add 746 to 931

subtract 931 from
746

add 93J to 746. 0
I qon' t know

A -47

4.1.2 A/43. Bill had 148 hockey cards and his brother

had 87 hockey cards. Which of the equations

below could be used to find out how many

hockey cards the two boys had together?

148 -87 n 0 IP

n 87 1411

12

25

4

143

148

+ 87 n

n 87

61

3

16

1 don't know El to
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OBJECTIVE 4.1: NUMBER SENTENCES

4-48

4.1.3 A/44. What sign is missing?
4.1.5 8/20.

6 4 + 3 5
p-tratue

14

Find the missing number.

407 < n

2 66
0 71399

X 0 3
470

CEP 54

ED 6

41? O 9

307 El 13
I don't know. . 0 12

0 /2
4.1.4 8/12. Choose the missing number.

I don't know.

207 > [::] , 198

188 0 14

203 Eg] 29

209 0 14

197 15

I don't k)ow. n21

OBJECTIVE 4.1: NURSER SENTENCES

4.1.6 8/24. Stisan's mother gave her 16 m of

cloth. Susan used 11 of the

cloth. Which of the equations
below could be used to find out
how such cloth Susan had left?

p -value

n +6 11 . .

11 6 n . .

n - 16 11 . ,

16 - 11 n . .

I don't know . .

4.1.7 8/29 Choose the correct symbol to make

this a true sentence.

330

13 0 6

I don't know. El

A-49
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OBJECTIVE A.): NUMBER SENTENCES
A-50

4.1.8 C/23. Which number or numbers can go In the [1],

to make this number sentence TRUE?

5 t [::]'< 12 p-value

7
f--1 66

any number less
than 7 El lg.

. any number greater
than 7 El 6

no number CD=

I don't know 0 6

4.1.9 C/40. Which is true?

35 30 5

35+ 30+5

35 + 5 30

30 + g c 35

I don't know

E67

O 3

O 3

:a

D 7

OBJECTIVE 4.2. GRAMS

Ellen

Sandy

Carl

Wayne

Alice

Distance 7,,ween Name and School

'4

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

NM& 3F BLOCKS ,

4.2.1 A/25. Now far away from school is

Wayne's house? value

2 blocks 11

4. b locks 1

6 blocks

8 blocks gi Ai

:".01 t knOw . . E-3 3 -

4.2.2 A/26. Now much farther from school is
Cllen's house than Alice's house?

9 blocks

8 blocks

7 blocks RI 69

6 blocks El S

D Is

0 I

I don't know . 0 3

A -SI



OBJECTIVE 4.2: ARAS

4.2.3 How many more children chose the
1/41. banana than chose the pear?

4

3

f2

VAVtiRITC MOS OF FRUIT

0
0

e
0

0

0

0

0

EC

0
Amou wocum mama' PIMIAIMUI PIAO

p-vatue

4
73

2 . . 0 8

5
E-1

10

3 3

I don't know 6

Appendices
317

4.2.4 How many children were in the group that
8/42. mad! the graph?

20 . 57

15 .. .

5 . . 0 78

JO . . 3

I don't know .

A-52

OBJECTIVE 4.2: ARAMS

4.2.5 C/36. Leslie's test scores were:

Arithmetic 18
Spelling 15
Science 17
Reading 19

Which graph shows Leslie's results?

21

19
TEST 17
SCORE

15

13

21

19

TEST 17
SCORE

15

13

21

19
TFST 7
SCORE

IS

13

2

A-53

V
YyF

Ht

w

19
TEST
SCORE ,:75

13

4A (1

332

I don't know

N58

1

9

Dia
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OBJECTIVE 4.2: GRAPHS

4.2.6 CAI.

Susan

Bob

Carol

Screen

IMO

2 4 6 10 12 14 16 15 20 22

Tim (in minutes, ,

Pat was testing his model plane. His

friends guessed how long it would stay

in the air. The plane stayed up for

17 minutes. Whe guessed closest to the

correct time'

Carol

Susan

dob .

', Steven

I don't know.
4

A-S4

OBJECTIVE 4.3: PRCSABIlITY fmon.ourrioutor objoetivol

4.3.1 AV22. The chances that lightning
will strike your school are:

6.3.24A123.
:r:::rhIn :e:e4cd:Oknr:om.

wane Six socks are black and four

9
socks are blue. Mat is the

certain smallest number of socks he
would'have to pick to be sure

very good t..
of getting two of the samej S
color?

2 Jj 4T
very unlikely . . . . 1K 66

impossible 13 3 . g"

I don't know 7 5
9

4 19

I don't know 16

333

A-55



OINCTIVE 4.1: 01101AOIL117 (mews.wweriewliar

4.3.3.A/42. Ms. Smith and Mrs. Harris are the
only Grade 5 teachers in a' school.
Ms. Smith's class always has
arithmetic first thing to the
morning. Mrs. Harris's class
sometimes has arithmetic and
sometimes has reading first in the
morning. If you are in Grade S
in that school:

you will have
arithmetic first . . .

you will have
reading first

you will probably have
arithmetic first . . .

you will probably have
reading first

I don't know

p-uatue

fl

11

2:1 40

1:3 15

E3 13

Appendices
319

4.3.4 1114 Sam and Sara are playing a game
with this spinner. Every time the

spinner lands on red, Sara gets

a point. Every time the spinner
lands on blue, Sam pets a point.
After 10 spins, the winner will be
the one with the most points. Who

is more likely to win?

Sara will

Sam will

It will be a tie. .

Either one has the same
chance of winning . .

1 don't know

Di
56

0
0 24

04

A56

OBJECTIVE 4.3: PROBABILITY

'
4.1.5 -um. A jar contains 3 red marbles,

1 green one, and 1 blue one.
If you picked 1 marble from

the jar without looking, which

colour would you most likely

get?

green .

blue

red.

you cannot tell . . .

I don't know

p-value

E3

0 4
It

15

0

4.3.6* C/9. A jar contains 2 blue nens.

4 red ones and 1 blacfr one.

Brad could not decide whether

he wanted a red pen or a blue

pen. He closed his eyes and

picked one from the jar.
Which colour is he likely to

pick'

blue or black

red . . ...

blue

black

12°-

D/4

0
I don't know. ... 0 9

4 3.i" C/19. If you tossed one die, what

number would show up?

3 3 ell

1. Z or 3
3

Dian even number. .

any member from
1 to 6

t don't knoll

A-57
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OBJECTIVE 4.3: NOBASILITY A-S0

4.3.8 C/44. The chances that it will snow
in Victoria in July are: p-value

certain P a
eery -good l_j 10

very unlikely 38

impossible
38

I don't know 9

4.3.9*C/45. If you toss a coin. which way is
it most likely to land?

heads or tails are
equally likely IE if

tails 9

heads 11

on its edge 4

I don't know '

MAIN 5: COMMIS lITEAACT

%ACTIVE 5.0 (nen-ourrioular objective)

5.011 A/11. In order to solve a ptoblme. a
computer:

5.0.2 11115. Coveters are:

big .

noisy

must use punched cards 11

::::frandr:1111es.

r-st have a set of instructions
written by people 34 heavy

.
15

must have solved a similar problem
before .

19 I don 0 5't know

6 0.3 0/11. Computers are use'
must have blinking lights (ii]

some libraries
3

I don' t know 19

El

0
14 65

many businesses

the government 0"
all of the above 4011

I don't know

.10

A-59



011.111CTIVE 11.0 Imesaearrtabler tobjestisv)

5.0.4. 3/21 People would NOT use a computer:

to find the sum of a column drvalue
of numbers ......

i4

to keep track of school

records ......

to decide the winner of a
football game .

to put a list of names in
alphabetical order .

1 don't know . . . ...

SAS C/S. Computers are used

by many different kinds
Zs of people

only by scienti:ts

only by very smart

People . .

11 only by big institutions
Itie businesses and
universities . . 0 17

39

Appendices
321

rI
4

Eli

I don't know . . . .

9

. 27 S 0 6 C/24 T3e main job of a computer
programmer is to:

.

9 operate a computer n 41

33G

prepare instructions for
a computer

schedule jobs for a computer 0 It

design computers 9

I don't know 16

e

A-60



8

British Columbia

Mathematics
Assessment number in the boxes on the

front cover.

1. Please writtyour school code

1981
2.

What is your date of birth?
Yes 57 1 \

Year: 1964 or earlier I I

No -13 2

1965 5. 2

5. Is English the languago usually
spoken in your home now' DO

1966 33 3
MI

Yes != 1 MI
1967 All_ ' No 7 2

1968 2 5

P-11969 0 6 6. In Grade 4 were you attending
a

.

',---

1970 or later. 0 7
a school >4 \\

Month. January o.
in this school district? 71 I G) \

February .
c:.

elsewhere in British

... March. . .

Columbia? , 17 2
----

in another province of \? ,

...0"
April 04 Canada? 8 l

*
.

/11110.11.111111

May --_-
0 5 outside Canada?.

\
.

June .
OE

7. Do you use a calculator at home'

AM c- August

o,

OE
Yes

36 1
July .

of
No

6f 2
--__

September ____

October ____
lc 8. Do you sometimes use a calculator

November .
to do your homework?

0

INSTRUCTIONS

MOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Put an X (nude your allAWCA.

For example: Do you live in Canada?

Yes )(

No

1101(1 ALL RISULIS A / fermi°
IN ITCINTS TOum010 TO INt MIA..
III WN011 IIIIIII SOW ALTS 00
NOT 1010t TO 100 Our TO I0 II
00MS1" AM0/01 101010144 01

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
\

4. Was English the language ,ou
first learned to speak?

IP
-

\
December .

No

Yes 34 1

64 2

3. Sex:
.. -

Male
9 Do you.sometimes us, a calculator Do

49

--__

Female

50 1
in school? 1:1

z

Yes 15 1

q".1

(T,

N0
84

:

0
---_ 0.

,.. 1-.

4..) 11

KJ (D

ta 0/

338
....
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10. Is there a computer in your

school?

No

Yes

I don't know .

31. 1
49 2

24 3

IF YES

1. Check all of your classes in
which was used during

thif school year.

1. None 21

2. Mathematics . . 17

3. Science . . .

gi.iness Ed..

6. Comnuter Science

6 Other 5

2. Check the ways in which the
computer waused in your
class(es).

Teacher demonstration 14

I used it myself . A11

11. Are you now enrolled in a
mathematics Course?

Yes

No

91
1

5
2

. .

IF YES

1. How long did it take you to
do your last mathematics
homework assignment?

There have been no
homework assignments 71

Between 1 and 10 minutes 22 2

Between 11 Ind 30 minutes 48 3

Between 31 and 60 minutes 11 '

More than one hour 3 5

12. Both answers given for the
following four questions are

correct. If you were asked
each question, which one of
the two answers comes to your

mind first?

1. How much does a bicycle

weigh?

About 15 kilograms. 26 1

About 35 pounds . 72

2. What is the temperature in
this room'

About 70 degrees . 601

About 20 degrees . . 382

3. How farts it from Prince
George to Prince Rupert'

About 700 kilometres 301

About 450 miles . . 672

4. How much gasoline can the
gas tank Ina la le car hold'

About 2D gallons. 74

About 90 litres . . 26 2

O

MATHEMATICS AND MYSELF

te a soak to mcasuhe how you 6eet about mathematics. Below you LotEt

quid some statements about mathematkes. Read each 6tatement and then CIRCLE

the cho.ce nitkch beet destubee hour you Beet about kt.

EXAMPLE:

SKAT:NG IS A WASTE OF TIME,

Disagree
Can't
Decide Agree

Strongly
Agree

Ftease be 0.3 honest de poss<ba ur uttng each statement. Mete 4.4 no cotnect

=net.

1. I REALLY WANT TO DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't

Disagree 1 Disagree = Decide 3 Agree

1 1 5 44

2. MY PARENTS REALLY WANT ME TO DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree 1 Disagree 2

1 1 3

Can't
Decide 3 Agree '

36

3. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO TAKING MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree 2

5 14

Can't
Decide 3 Agree

25 42

4. I FEEL GOOD WHEN I SOLVE A MATHEMATICS PROBLEM BY MYSELF.

Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree 2

1 S

Can't
Decide 1

11

Agree '

51

Strongly
Agree 5

49

Strongly
Agree s

60

Strongly
Agree 5

15

Strongly
Agree 5

32

5. I USUALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT IN MATHEMATICS CLASS.

Strongly
1 Disagree =

Can't
Agree '

Strongly

1'Decide 3

3 12 15 53 16
..,

6. I AM NOT SO GOOD AT MATHEMATICS,

Strongly
Disagree 1 Disagree 2

34

Can't
Decide

11

3 Agree"

27

Strongly
Agree 5

S

3;o



ti

7. 1 LIKE TO HELP OTHERS WITH MATHEMATICS PROBLEMS.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree ' Agree s

t ' 15 23 48 9

8. IF I HAD MY CHOICE I WOULD NOT LEARN ANY MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strghgly Can't Strongly
Disagree 1 1:1;.;.i.- 2 Decide 3 Agree ' Agree

33 40 15 i S

9, 1 FEEL CHALLENGED WHEN I AM GIVEN A DIFFICULT MATHEMATICS PROBLEM,

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Ag-ee 4 Agree.

4 16 20 45 15

ID. I REFUSE TO SPEND A LOT OF MY OWN TIME DOING MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
.

,
Cah't Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree Deride 3 Agree 4 Agree

9 36 23 75 7

11. MATHEMATICS IS HARDER FOR ME THAN FOR MOST PERSONS,

Strongly Can't Strongly

,Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide Agree ' Agree 5

16 42 18 18 6

12. 1_COULD NEVER BE A GOOD MATHEMTICIAN.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide I Agree ' Agree

14 35 20 22 9

13. NO MATTER HOW HARD I TRY i STILL DO NOT DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree 4 Agree s

21 , 45 li 16

1l. I WILL WORK A LONG TIME IN ORDER TO UNEERSTAND A NEW IDEA IN

MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree i Disagree 2

5

341

Can't Strongly

Decide Agree- Agree

21 23 39 11

. 15, WORKING WITH NUMBERS MAKES ME HAPPY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Dec Agree 4 Agree

7 30 35

7

16. IT SCARES ME TO HAVE TO' LAKE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Car .

I Disagree 2
Strongly

Disagree Decide 3 Agree 4 Agree 5

22 51 12 8 2

I USUALLY FEEL CALM WHEN DOW. -ATHEMATICS FlOBLEMS.

Strongly
Disagree 1 Disagree =

Can't Strongly
Decide 3 Agree ' Agree S

17 18 ' 50 11

18. I THINK MATHEMATIC! S FUN,

Strongly Strongly
Disagree ) D.: ,

:
jaeli'Decide 3 Agree Agree 5

13 2, 27 SO 9

19. WHEN I CANNOT FIGuA OUT A PROBLEM, I FEEL AS THOUGH 1 AM LOST IN A
MAZE ANr -.ACT F114) MY WAY OUT.

-ongly

Disagree 1 Disagree :
Strongly

'aeicl'itclo 3 Agree ' Agree

6 21 16 39 18

23 4

Y'

342



Appendices
326 SECOND ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS

GRADE 8 1981

Organization of Test Items

A-1

Objective

DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

Test Items*

1.1 Whole Numbers A: 1,3,18:31,32,36
B: 1,3,6,24,36,40 3-7

C: 1,23,25,32,43,46

1.2 Fractions and Decimals A: 5,7,11,12,22,30
B: 13,14,17,23,31,32 8-13

C: 2,7,20,21,26,36

1.3 Ratio, Proportion and Percent A: 20,23,15,43
B: 12,26,30,43 14-16

C: 13,18,19,27

DOMAIN 2: GEOME1RY

2.1 Geometric Figures A: 4;211

B: 28,34 17-19

C: 30,42

2.2 Geometric Relationships A: 27,28,41,42
B: 7,37,41,42 20-26

C: 10,28,39,45

2.3 Logical Reasoning (non-curricular A: 29,38

,objective) B: 10,33 27 -29

C: 9,12

DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

3.1 Metric Units A:

B:

15,17,25
1,15,44 30-32

C: 4,17,33

3.2 Perimeter, Area and Volume A: 10,16,34,40
B: 16,18,25,27 33-37

C: 3,8,34,38

DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

4.1 Expressions, Equations and A: 2,6,8,13,26,44

Inequalities B: 8,20,21,22,29,35 38-43

C: 6,24,29,35,41,44

4.2 Graphs A: 37,39
B: 9,19 44-48
C: 14,31

4.3 Probability (nqn-curricular objec-
ttve)

A:

B:

24,45

11,38 49-51

C: 16,2g.



SECOND ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS

GRADE 8 1981

Organization of Test Items (contect)

Appendices
32/

A-2

Objective Test Items* Page No.

4.4 Statistics (non-curricular A: 9,33,46

objective) B: 5,39,46 52-57

C: 5,15,40

5.0 DOMAIN 5: COMPUTER LITERACY A: 14,19

(non-curricular objective)

B:

C:

4,45
11,37

58-60

*A = Test Booklet A
B = Test Booklet B
C = Test Booklet C

344



Appendices
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.1: WHOLE NUMBERS

1.1.1 A/1. Subtract. 5421 1927 p-witue

4506 3

4504
3

4308 1

3494
4)( 92

I don't know

1.1.2 .A/3. Divide. 45 .f 1232

Mete. Items with the symbol
n' are not pert of the
Airrseu/um

A-3

1 1.3 HIM Twenty-nine million, fifty-four thousand.

three hundred is the same as

29 054 300 X 74

2 900 543 000 /

29 540 300 20

2 900 0$4 300 4

I don't know 1

25 remainder 7 8

1.1.4 A/31. British Cblumhia becamc A

27 remainder 17 12 province of Canada in 1871.
Alberta became a province in

29 remainder 27 8 1905 How many years after
British Columbia did Alberta

207 remainder 17 3 become a province?

I don't know

_
9

24 .... 4

134 5

74 3

34 . ) 86

I don't know 2

DOMAIN 1. NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

"OBJECTIVE 1.1: MOLE NUMBERS

1.1.5 A/32. Paul earned $12 272 in twenty-

six weeks. What was his

weekly income? p-vatuc

5482 . . . .
. . 8

$472 . .

5468

5293

. 51

14

12

don't know . .

1 1.6 A/36. As of June 1. 1976, the
population of Canada was

22 $89 ROund off

22 589 416 to the nearest
ten thousand.

15

22580000 8

23000000 9

22600 000 14

22 590 000 _ 6$

I don't know 3

1 1 7 8/1 What digit is in the thoJiands
place in the number 23 406!

2

3 _X 8;

4

8 3

I don't know

1 1.8 0/3 &wide 9315 . 23

405 remainder 0 1. 72

45 remainder 0 12

450 remainder 3

315 remainder 3 4

I don't snow

1.1.9 B/6. Simplify. 0

6

0 X 4?

Infinity

6 14

Cannot be uone . . 36

I don't know 6

6

A-4



Appendices
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS A-5

1 1.11 B/36 If m and n are any two
prime numbers, which one of
the following statements
is always true?

OBJECTIVE 1.1: WHOLE NUMBERS

1.1.10 8/24. The chart shows how }wig
It took Ted to deliver papers

last week. He worked a
total of 320 minutes during

the week. How long did it

take him to deliver papers

on Wednesday?

Day Mon

Minutes 50

Tues

60

Thursl Fri

60 I 55

54

50

55

60

I don't know

Sat i

45 '

p-value

4

4

7

5

m x n is a composite number .

m n is an integer 13

m n is an odd numb, 17

m x n is an even number 16

1 don't know 29

1 1.12 8/40 multiply' 403
x 59

24 337 .

5 642

23 117

3 627

I don't know . . .

6

3

X_ F4

3

4

DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.1: 1MOLE NUMBERS

1.1.13 C/1 Add. 3872
265

4932
1785

p-value

1 854 . .
3

10 854 .
)4(.. 92

10282414 .
1

8 644
3

I don't know
I

1.1.14 C/23. The greatest common factor of 24 and

30 is:

2

6 .

120

A-6

1 1 15 C/ 2S. Simplify 43 .

36

64
_:?( lb

12 15

32 4

1 don't know 3

1 1 16 C/32 1(100) 4 5(100 000) 2(10 000)
4. 8 =

207 508 . 3

502 708 10

/4 520 078 9

It 520 708 X. 65
60 3

I don't know . . .
3

342

I don't know 12



Appendices
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.1: WHOLE NUMBERS

1.1.17 r/43 A Roard can be cut intc 10 cm
lengths or it can be cut into
50 cm lengths or it can be cut

into 75 cm lengths, without any

waste. How long could the

board be?

1 m .

2m

3 m

4 m

I don't know

.....

p-value

14

12

36

15

22

1 1.18 C/46 Multiply 809

x 607

491 063

54 203

5 963

10 517

I don't know 4

A-7

bOMAIN 1 NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1 2 FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

' 2 ' A/5 One fourth of a cake is shared
1 7 2 A11 Sur had a hot dog, frriv-h 'fequally among i children What tnd milk. HoW much did shr

portion of the whole cake did spend?
each of the children receive'

7 7

3

12

20

Y50

11

I don't know . 6

34

MENU

Hamburger 85 Milk 20

Not Dog 70 Soft Drink 15

Grilled Cheese Milk Shake 45
Sandwich .55

Ice Cream 40
French Fries .40

31 20
7

SI 30 95

fl 40

$1.50

I don't know

A-8



DOMAIN 1. NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.2. FRACTIONS AND OFCIMAlS

1 2 3 Aill. The diagram shows a calculator

display. Use estimation to
decide which of the four

exercises would have that

answer

125 6644721

5.3269 x 4.8179

3.8245 x 7 93345

144 971 0.56487

131.4774- 10 6304

I don't know

p-value

38

27

9

8

17

Appendices
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1 ? 4 A717 ';ubtract C1 2- 4

46 95

46_85

17 7

7 7

t don't know 4

1 2 5 A/22 Written as a decima', four
and four hundredth. is

0 44

44 On

4 4

4 04

I don't know

7

75

2

A-9

DOMAIN 1. NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.2' FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.6 A/30. Which number is

2

4

3

5

largest?

r-vd&C

'5

I don't know 2

1.2.7 803' Subtract: 12 31 =

; P 6/14 Sever, pl..; nt
fourW Flow CIAI

thmr r,

7

1?
71

1 don't know

1 7 9 87,7 Theft, are 11 boys and 15 girls

in A oroup What frartion of

tie group is boys?

4- 10

9 ..... . . .

1

9.

1

16-
2

4

I don't know

4
15

7 11

13

T5

15

11

13

I don't know .

6

50

5

)<J1

2

3

_X S

7

348



Appendices
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00MAIK 1 NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1 2 FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.10 B/23. Divide: 12 036

p-vatue

9

0.003

0.3 _)( 59

0.03 13

I don't know 6

1.2.11 8/31 Divide'

1

13

21
7

2

5

1

17

I don't know

3 15

if

6

15

Y_ 59

11

1 2 12 0/12 ratt 1 tot k 0 pi es th

her new camera .i9e nf
pif-turw va-rf over-exp,scd

and rtOd not he devrIwel
It rw,t. $4 50 to develop the

roll What was the rout of

earh devel-wed pirture'

104

1St

24d

7st

I don't know

1 2.13 C/2 Add

2

5

6

5

6

I don't know

74

30

10

A-I1

DOMAIN 1 NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1 2 FRACTIONS AND DECIMAI S

1 2 14 C/7. If 1 kg of oranges costs

SO 85. what will he the .nst
of 4 2 kg' 2

2
1 7 16 f/21 If a man mowed ; of his lawn,

what part of the law., (1..-5 hr

Still have til

54.55

54 85

S3 98

S3 57

I don't know

1 2 15 C/20. written as a decimal.

p-tetth,

5

S

10 X "
X68

IC

0

I don't know

1 2 17 C/26 Multiply 0 84

x 0 030 12

0.8

0.125

0.18 .. ..

I don't know

6

41

45

4

4

25

7

0

0

2

52

252

0252

.).<6.

3i
I don't know

5

2

11

9

3

A-17



DOMAIN 1 NUMBER AND OPERATICNS

OBJECTIVE 1.2: FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.18 C136. The decimal point has
not yet been placed in the
answer to the exercise

below:

358.6 X 0 25 = 8965

Which shows the correct

placement?

0 8965 -

896.5

8.965

89.65.

I don't know

p-vatue

2

4

13

7

2

Appendices
333

A-13

DOMAIN 1. NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.3 RATIO, PROPORTION AND PEREINT

1.3 1 'A/20 What percent of the figure is shaded'

4

25% .

4%

20% .

16%

p-vaiue
7

31

54

- 6
I don't know . 2

1.3.2 A/23. If 4 volleyballs cost $96 00, how

much will 10 volleyballs cost?

$960.00 . .

$240.00

$ 24.00

$384.00

....

I don't know.

ZS

65

5

3

1 1 1 A/1r, Thr distance t,,twoo, 1 r,os
on a map IS A 5 cm Oil ?-

the aClual distance 1,twro, I

Iwo points if thr s ale used a-

thP map '; 1 cm to i0 ;1117

105 km

55 km

20S km

J830 km

I don't knew

1 1 4 N41

3t 0

X"

12 is 151 of what number,

AO _X_ 48

180

800

18

25

1 don't know 11

A-14



Appendices
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1.3 RATIO, PROPORTION AND PERCENT

1 3 5 8/12. If 31% of the Canadian
population is under 20

years of age, what percent

of the population is 20
years of age or older'

p-uatui

3
____

87

2

37%

63%

67%

137%

I don't know .

1 3.6 6/26. Now does 105% of a
number compare in size

with the number'

more than twice as large

less than half as large. . .

slightly smaller

slightly larger

I don't knta .....

1 3 7 B/40 A m4p of P f is to be drawn s:h that

1 millimetre ,epiesents 5 kt1(,,tles
If the actual distance between Jetnor.
and Pentirton is 125 kilometer ., row

.any apart should 'hese twu

mints he on the m4p,'

125

625

17'11

25

5
_

X 74

1 don't know 7

1

10

1 A 0/43 A salesman sold 37700
merchandlce in nee month

earns (nmmission on
1 Lis rommtssion for

3721) 00

3176 00

S 77 00

3 17611

I don't know

00 worth of
If he

sales, what
this month'

15

;)//s, 52

6

t9

7

5

58

21

A-15

DOMAIN 1 NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

nAJEETIVE i 3 RA110, PROPORTION APO PERCENT

C /13 Written as a percent,
,

5

p-vafGe

165% .

0.5%

20%

50%

I don't know

1.3.10 C/18

70

61

2

2

A pasture is 48 m long

and 30 m wide. How wide

should a scale model of
the pasture be if the
length of the model is

24 cm?

IS cm X 57

38.4 cm 6

60 cm 9

12 en
, 9

I don't know
IS

I 1 11 C/In, If perils (nct 414 a

hew inch WOo d

pen( vast/

/04

flOt

904 X 5_7

994

I don't know
6

1 3 12 C/27 Written as a decimal,

109% is.

1.09 .

64

1.9

0.109
14

109.0
10

I don't know

35-
4_

4

A-16



DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

OCJECTIVE 2.1: GEOMETRIC FIGURES

2.1.1 A/4. The heavy hoe shows one edge of

the cube How many edges does

the cube have?

6 .

5

9 .

p-vatue

6

19

.........
2

I don't snow
.

ti

2

Appendices
335

2.1 2 A/2I In wh.ch triangle is i,nl

nOtuce angle,

X

II

IV

I don't know

X4h

8

17

A-17

DOMAIN 2 GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 1 GEOMETRIC firoWS

2 1 3 8/28 If N is the centre,
which segment is a

diameter?

r-vatue

RV 4

0 19____

WI5 ____ 4

FIR
4

I don't know . . .
10

352

10,', r' ;he fc,low,t

c most ',Pr a '(

plane

table top

4 water glass

In Ice CrPaM ,nnr

a shoe box

4

11

r.

I don't know 16



Appendices
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DOMAIN 2' GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 I' GEOMETRIC FIGURES

C/30 Which one of these cc NOT a

oarattelo9ram1

I don't know

p-vaiue

5

5

11

- 4

A -19

2 1 6 C/42 Which floe of Ihr Tollo,..!r,, Is

most like a right trAr,,,

A

I don' I know

34

30

25

DOMAIN 2 GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 2 GEOMETRIC RFEATION'AIRS

2 1 A/,'7 In fifii1C, LB -

450

500

85° .

90° -

......

I don't know . . .

5'

19

13

2.2.2 A/28. What is the 'diameter of a
circle with a radius of 47

64

6

4 6

2

I don't know . . . . 19

1h' Ir i 01 1 T ,

.5 . II d c. ,rn

lorq IN the hypo teo,,c

I don't know

A20



-

DOMAIN 2 GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 2: GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.4 A/42.

What will the figure above
look like when its cut out

and unfolded?

I don't know

IV

\J

II

X

at up

5

2

Appendice
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,

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRIC FIGURES

OBJECTIVE 2.2' GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2:2.5 B/7. 4

S

Which one of the following figures
is congruent to the figure above'

3 5 <ft.

8

[II

II

III

IV

I don't know

iv

p-vaiue

2

16

70



V

Apppndic. .os
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Otimnin 2 GIOMETRIC FIGURES

'1"1(11Y1 1 ' GEOMFIRIE RFI Ai Intl tIIP'.

f. nit7 In in

90"

60"

45.

S' .
1J

I don't know .

is

7 11 /41 what is tt. m ol the nn','"

hI thr rinure below

iI ''

Not NIOW,11 tv.ormlftnn rw,eo

I ftnrot know

hc

fi 21

00MAINJ GEOMETRY

011.1tt I IVE 2 2 GEOMUIRICIIIIAIIONSHIPS

P/12 and Q arc the t yeti es of
the 2 ',qt1.11 '.Leven What
is the dust ince in 0Ialmetres
from P to Q7

I don't know

p-shifue

2 2 9 WO

The figure above shows a rube
4

with one corner cut off and
63 shaded Which one of the

following drawings show how the
Ic cube would look when viewed

directly from above'
it

9

11

1 don't know

lit

di

13

IV

'4



DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2.2: GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

4 2.10 C/28. E. imate the number of
dcgrees in angle Y of this

triangle.

60°

90°

30°

120°

I don't know

p-value

72

6

I I

6

6

7.2.11 C/39.

\

/

\

60.\

P

In tPIW. r

60

4, P

_ 0

I don't know

7

25

17

3

28

Appendices
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A-25

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 2. GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2 2 12 C/45

C

04

Whirhliquie Shows a line of syrfmtry?

A

B

C

0

1 don't know

27

36

20

A-2b
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DOMAIN 2 GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 3 LOGICAL REASONING (non-curricular objective)

2.3 I A/29 A LARGE BAG CONTAINS ONLY OBJECTS
WHICH ARE LARGE, RED AND ROOD

Which one of the following objects
could not be in the bag"

p-value

a large blue ball N 77

a large ball

a large red ball 9

a red ball 5

I don't know

2 3.2 A/38 ALL ROBINS EAT WORMS

Which of the following statements

is true given the statement above'

A bird that does not eat 4 worm is not a robin

All worms are eaten by robins

A bird that is not a robin does not eat worms

All worms eat robins

I don't know

3o

A 27

DOMAIN 2 GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2 3 l'iCICAL REASONING

2 3 3 8/;0 JOHN HAS MORE MONEY THAN
SARA AND SARA HAS MORE
MONEY THAN DEBBY

Given the,e statements, which one
cf the fo'.0v4Ing statements is

t,tie7 it

John and Debby have the time amount of money

Debby has more money than John

John has mart money than Debby

Sara has less money than Debby

I don't know

2 3 4 8/33. Two team captains take turns
choosing players for their
teams Ellen is always chosen

first Chris is always

chosen second If Ellen .nd

Chris are never captains, how
often do they play on the same

team?

always

frequently

very rarely

never .

I don't know

a

Xl°
3

36

A-7G



6

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

OBJECTIVE 2.3 LOGICAL REASONING

2 3 5 *C/9. Gear A is rotating clockwise Gear
8 is rotating counterclockwise
Which way is 'ear D rotating?

clockwise

counterclockwise

cannot tell .

does not rotate

p-value

12

4

3

Appendices
341

A-29

I don't know
1

9

2 3.6 C/12. NO STUDENT WHO GRADUATED
FROM CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
IS UNEMPLOYED.

Gerry is unemployed, so
we may conclude that.

Gerry did not graduate from Central High School X 62

Gerry went to Southside High School. _____ 2

6

Gerry did not go to school ..... ____

Gerry did not go to Central High School
23

____

7

I don't know

DOMAIN 3 MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3 1 METRIC UNITS

3 1.1 A/15. The temperature on a sunny summer
day would most likely be

p-value

3

53

19

21

5° Celsius

25° Celsius

55° Celsius

85° Celsius

I don't know

3.1 2 A/17 250 g is how many kilograms?

25
24

250 3

0.25 34

2 5
23

.

I don't know
16

4

3 1 3 A/25. The thckness of a dime is
about

1 cm
6

1 dm . 7

1 m 7

1 mm
t.

_Xb 7S

I don't know 2

3 1 4 B /2. A metre is about:

the height of a dining room table ..:,,. 85

the height of a grow.i man
4

the height of a skyscraper. 1

the height of a mouse . . . 5

I don't know

358

5

A-30
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A-31

DOMAIN 3 MEASUREMENT

same length as

p-value

3 1.7 C/4. How many metres are in
0 65 km?

OBJECTIVE 3.1: METRIC UNITS

3 1.5 8/15. 5 metres is the

50 centimetres 65 29

500 centimetres
/9

650 X 34

SO millimetres
3

6 5 15

4
500 millimetres 0 65 5

I don't know I don't know 16

3 1 6 B/44. What is the combined mass of

three objects having masses
of 600 g, 1.02 kg and 32 g?

1 652 kg

2 04 kg

834 g

733.02 g

I don't know

:X._

3 1.8 L/17 A ten-year-old boy is
likely to weigh:

25

/

10

26

33

35 grams

15 grams

35 kilograms

8 kilograms

I don't know

5

9

Y 56

20

IC

DOMAIN 3. MEASUREMENT

.

OBJECTIVE 3.1. METRIC UNITS

3 1 9 C/33. Which one of the following
statements is true?

p -value

100' C is the boiling point of water _X 65

212' C is the boiling point of water 9

326 C is the freezing point of water 8

10' C is the freezing point of water 8

I don't know 9

A-32



DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3.2. PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3 2.1 A/10 What is the volume of a box

that is 1 as lona, 1 as wide,

7

and 1 as high as the one given

2

below?

3 cm

4 cm

Appendices
343

3 2 2 A/16 Mr Jones put a fence around

his rectangular garden The

garden is 10 m long ar,J 6 m

wide Flow nany metres of
fencing did he use?

16 m

30 m

3/ m

60 m

I don't know

34

2

3 2 3 A/34 The area of a dollar bill would

- 5 cm be about

4
p-vatue

60 cm7 . . .
20

11
30 cm) . . _
15 cm3

10

7.5 cm3

I don't know
24

1 m2

10 cm2

50 mm2

100 cm2

. W

19

X13

I don't know /'

A-33

DOMAIN 3 MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3.2: PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3 2 4 4/40. Find the area of this right

triangle

p-vtteAle

14

42 27

20 20

84
36

21
4

I don't know
14

2 2 5 8/16 what is the vi fume of this

rectangular soliii'

360

12 cm3

26 cm3

9 cm3

24 cm3

I don't know

4

1

X69

7

4-34

.r
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DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3.2: PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3.2 6 8/18. What is the area 0 tne
shaded portion of this figure'

ge/ .6% .//17.07

iArldwYMMMMI,A

II 15

p- value

3.2.7 8/25 The area of triangle ABC is

54 ,

96

120

60

1 don't know

33

3.2

21

1

10

3e

42 cm2

49 cm2

13 cm2

21 cm'

6 cm

C

I don't know 19

8 8/27 What is the approximate
length of one side of a
square if its area is
200 m27

20 m

100 m

50 m

14 m

I don't know

X

27

fi

12

A-3;

DOMAIN 3 MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3.2 PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3 2.9 C/3 A rectangular pool of dimensions
4 X 5 X 6 has the same volume
as another pool of dimensions
2 X 12 X h
of

What is the value

N-uatue

3 6

4 4

5 66

6 7

1 don't know 16

3 2 10 C/8 When the dimensions of a square
are doubled, its area becomes
how many times as large?

2 times 64

4 times )IL. 22

6 times 3

8 times 8....

I don't know 3

3 2 1! 1/34 Wh.t is the area of the
sh.ded poltion of this hocleY
'Ink'

36';

C144 m'

231

160 m2

882 m2

7

I don't know 31

A >6
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A-5/

IN 3: MEASUREMENT

'BJECT1VE 1.2- PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3.2 12 C/38 Find the volume of this box

. p-value

30 2

40

240 6S

19 12

I don't know 10

DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 1 EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

4 1 1 A/2. The solution of

2n 8 20 is

12

14

6

10

I don't know

0- value

11

1

X69

10

4 1 2 A/6. Carol earned D dollars during
the week. She spent C dollars
for clothes and F dollars for
food One expression that
shows the number of dollars
she had left is:

D - C - F

F D

C F - D

D - F

I don't know

4

14

4

A-18

4 1 3 A/8 If n is an odd numbee then
the next odd number is:

n 1

n 2

n 1

?r - 1

. A 4/

10

7

I don't know 13

4 1 4 A/13 If is
. 1S-x.

what happens to y as x increases,

y decreases ... ..

y increases

y remains the same

cannot tell what happens to y

I don't know

54

17

/1

9

367
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DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS A-31

OBJECTIVE 4.1 EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS ANO INIQUALITIES

4 1 5 A/26 If 3n 1, then n

-2

2

I don't know

11

4 I 7 R!B If n is a whole number,

thew 2n I is

always even

always add

sometimes even and sometimes odd

never equal to I

I don't know

4 1 6 A/44 When
output

the Input
Is

19 .

2x -

a 4,

is x the

42

26

12

4 I 8 B/20 What values of n make the
sentence (n 5) - 5 n TRUE?

0 only 26

0 and S only 12

all values of n X
no value of it 4

I don't know 16

Input Output

3

4

S

6

8

z

9

11

13

15

17

1 don't know

X40

32

JZ

DOMAIN 4. ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

08JECTIVE 4 1 EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND ITIES

4 ; 9 B/21 If x and y a,e odd numbers,
what is true about A y7

It is odder

It is eve

It may bo tither even or odd depending on

what x and y are

You cannot tell at all

I don't know . .

4 1...TW0, 0/22 Solve Jr - 3 12

. I 2

x 4 6

r 3 9

5 /2

1 don't know

4 1 11 8/2Q 41Wh one of the foil, ;

exproc, ir.,s rep, osents

oumbel Ifss 5?
p-V.Itue

11

X56

26

4

3

a 10

2x 10

Lr 5

at 5

1 don't know

3

A-40

4

12

X a
6

ZO



DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.1 EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

4 1 12 B/35 If n 5, then 2n r 4

14

18

20

11

I don't know 9

4 1.13 C/6 Tom has y marbles and Mary
has x marbles. Mary has more
marbles than Tom Which

sentence shows this reIrtion2

x y

x < y .

x s y

x > 2y

I don't knot. .

11

84

2

DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.1 TXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

pendices
347

4 1 14 C/24 Whi,h of the following
represents the sentence

If 9 is added to 4 times
a number the result is .9"

.1x - /9 9

9) . /9
11

9.c 4 29

41 9 = 29 X6°

11

1 don't 'now

4 1 15 C/29 one number is 3 times 7.s large

as a second number The sum

of the two numbers if 72 What

are .he two numbers,

24 and 4

18 and 6

12 and 36

18 and 54

I don't know

X

10

9

90

14

A-el

A-42

4 1 16 C/35 The following formula has been used to determine the average masc

for boys between the ayes of 1 and 1

M . 9 2A

where M is the average mass in Illograms and A is the boy': aqe in

years

According to this formula, for each year older a boy gets, how much

more should he weigh'
r-value

2 kg 30

9 kg 21

11 kg 18

44 kg 3

I don't know 21

36A
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DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 1 EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

4 1 17 C/41. For m = 2 and n ' 3, the value of

5(3m 40 is

35 .

90

85

17

I don't know

n-value

12

8

6

19

4.1.16 C/44, Which one of the following describes the s)lution set of z 3 > 67

all values of z greater than 1
, ?2

all values of z greater than 3 .
Xis 54

all values of z greater than -2 .

6

all values of z greater than -3 .

4

I don't know
/5

DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 2 GRAPHS

4 2 I A/37 This is a graph of distance and
time for two cars. A and B How

many hours after they started
the trip did car A pass car 87

Mani-

10km

Mitm

1 hour 2 hours 3 hours 4hours

v au e

after 1 hour 14

after 2 hours 50

after 3 hours
25

after 4 hours .

6

I don't know 5 ti



DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.2: GRAPHS

4 2 2 A/39. Pat was testing his mode) plane
His friends guessed how long it
would stay in the air. The plane

stayed u for 17 minutes Who

guessed closest to the correct

time?

Susan

Sob

Carol

Steven

A k./34tj....,...
..*A. /4. .f

it
No

tes
1,!.,1

.:t
te, !

.'`,;" 1641.; 3 .

, R.v.z.:01, ii %IP

1:-0.,:. ..

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Time in minutes)

Susan

Carol

Bob

Steven

I don't know

Appendices
349

A-45

DOMAIN fr. ALGEBRAIC TOPIC

OBJECTIVE 4 2 GRAPHS

4 2 3 8/9. Leslie's test scores were

Arithmetic Ill

Spelling' 15

Science 17

Reading 19

Whirh graph shows Leslie's results?

A) 21

19

TEST 17

SCORE
S

(1)

C)

D)

TEST
SCORE

TEST
SCORE

13

2

I

21

19

17

15

13

21

19
TEST
SCORE 17

15

13

2

..1

a

El I don't know

366

A-46

2

2
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1

' DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 2: GRAPHS

4 2 4 B/19 The graph shows the speeds of three cars, A, B and C Which car is
travelling fastest.

U
4

a

TIME

4.2.5 C/14. KINDS OF LUNCHES STUDENTS EAT

LUNCH
AT HOME

BRING

LUNCH

HOT LUNCH
AT SCHOOL

Q

A

B

C

Not enough information
given

I don't ,now

If 400 students eat lunch,

about how many yo home for lunch,

25

100

200

300

69

II

I don't know 7

p-vauc

2

3/

2

A-47

DOMAIN 4 ' ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.2' GRAPHS

4'2 b c/11 For how many msnths was the ravid,1 more than S cm,

25

120

7
110

;:t. 5

0
Jan Fab Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

MONTHS
Sep Oct

3

4

6

9

Now Dec p-value

5

5

15

. 2

don't know . 2

A-48



DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 3 PROBABILITY (Non - curricular obJective7

4.3 1 A/24

4.3.2*A/45.

Sparky Spencer spun a spinner 100 times and made a retord of his results.

Outcome A

Number
of Times 55 30 15

Wn.ch sp,nner did he

most 'tkely_,Jse,

II Its

I don't know

If on the roll of a die the probability that attire will appear is

then the probability that a five or a three will appear is

16

ff

I don't know.
10

20

7

)4

6

. 10

9

18

47

14

Appentaces
351

A 49

DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS
A-50

Ca'

OBJECTIVE 4 3 PROBABILITY

4.3.3 * B/11 2,3,4,4,5,6,0,8,9,10

For a party game each number shown above

was painted on a different. Ping -Pong ball,

and the bolls were thoroughly mixed up in

a bowl. If a ball is picked from the

bowl by a blindfolded person, what is the'

probability that the ball will have a

4 on it?

4.3.4.8/38. In Canada, of every 1000 babies

born 515 are boys In a certain,
hospital, the last 27 babies born
have been girls. The next baby
born in that hospital wt11:

A)

8)

C)

01

almost certainly be awgirl (over 80% chance)

almost certainly be a boy (over 80% chance)

have a slightly greater chance of being a

boy than a girl

a

Tu

I don't know

have a slightly greater chance of being a

girl than a boy

I don't know
,

36s

10

II

77

12

16

X41

29

9
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DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

..JJECTIVE 4.3 PROBABILITY

4 3.5 c/16 If the probability that it will rai

on a given day is 0.36, then the
probability that it will not rain
is: p-vatue

0.J6 11

C.64 42

411,
99.64 25

9936 ....... 4

12
I don't know

4.3.6 C/22. Mike flips 2 dimes. What is the

probability that they will both
land heads?

X.2

5

60

1

4.

1

1

7

2

'in't know .....

4

a

DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.4- STATISTICS (non - curricular objeettuu

A-51

A-52

4 4 l' A/9 AIRLINE PASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIR MONTHS OF THE YEAR

Airpurts

Jan

Hundreds "f Passengers Per'Month

Feb Mar A)r May Jun
Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 4 30

Carden 6 8 1 S 8 2 30

Dover 8 5 9 6 6 3 37

Fiske 5 6 6 1 3 7 28

Grange 1 2 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 26 154

How many more Pass4A9^rs used

tht airports in January than
in April?

4

2900

29

p-vcue

12

1

3

400 X 2f

/own
I don't know.

3c0



DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.4: STATISTICS

4.4.2",A/33. The average age of 4 children
is 6 years. If the ages of
3 of the children are 4 years,

8 years and ., years, what is

the age of the fourth child?

p-value

6 years 15

9 years X_39
7 yeirs 12

5 years .. .. 27

I don't know. . .

13--

Appendices
353

4 4.3" A146 In fon- months, the volleyball
team spent the following
amounts travelling to games:

1st month - $17.95

2nd month - $22.40

3rd month - $ 8.25

4th month - $15,80

What was tche average amount
spent on travelling each month?

$10.10

$64.40

$32 20

$16.10

7

___ IS
6

I don't know 5

A-53

r;

DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOP14

OBJECTIVE 4.4: STATISTICS

4.4.4" 8/5, The median test mark was 37 out

of 50. Billy acored 30 out of

50. How many children scored

higher than Billy?

more C.11 half

less than half

exactly half

none

I don't know

p-vatue

41

35

4

It

4.4.54 8/39. A television commercial
states that less than 10%

901 of the people who expressed a

choice thought that Brand A was
up to 1002 .

better or no different than Brand X.

What percent of these people coi.ld at most 90%

have thought that Brand X was

better or no different than
Brand A? cannot tell based nn the information

31

6

13

23

Idon'tkoceo 6

370
A
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OMAIN 4 ALGEW:C TOPICS

OBJECT1i7 4.4 STATISTICS

4 4 6. 8/46. Which airport was busiest during the first six months?

AIRLINE PASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR

Airports
Jan

Hundreds of Passengers Per Month

Feb Aar Apr May Jun
Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 4 30

Camden 6. 8 1 5 8 2 30

Dover 8 5 9 6 6 3 37

Fiske 5 6 6 1 3 7 28

Grange 1 2 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 '26

I

15d_1

Bay City

Camden

Dover

Fiske

I don't know

p-value

7

2

X SS
1

2

A-s5

DOMAIN 4 ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4 4: STATISTICS

4 4.7 C/5 The chart shows
the population of the earth at different times

Year 1 1650 1100 1150 1C00 1850 000 19',

Population
In

Billions 0 60 0 62 0 80 0.95 1 20 1 10 2 55

4.4 8 C/15. Which statistic tells you which
:event happened the most
IPrequentlyi

mode

mean

median

rang.

...

I don't know

is

17

13

!

Which 50 year period
showed the largest
gain in population?

p-value

1100 - 1750 2

1800 - 1850

1d50 - 1900 5

1900 - 1950
,\;7 88

I don't kOow 3

37A.

e4-9



DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.4 STATISTICS

4.4.9 C/40

AIRLINE PASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR

Airports
Jan

Muldreds of Passengers Per Month

Feb Mar Apr May Jqn

Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 4 30

Camden 6 8 1 5 8 2 30

Dover 8' 5 9 6 6 3 37

Fiske 5. 6 6 1 3 7 28

Grange 1 1 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 26 154

I

Appendices
355

How many passengers used the

Fiske Airport in June'

p -value

26 12

28 11

700
X_ 31

7 . ...
44

I don't know
1

DOMAIN S. COMPOIfR LITERACY

OBJECTIVE 5.0. (Mon-currtoular objeotsve

5.0.1 A/14 For which of the following would people not use a computer:
;7-value

to find the sum of a column of numbers 6

to keep track of school records .

4

to decide the winner of a football game 55

to put a list of names in alphabetical order .
29

I don't know ........

5.0.2 A/19. Most computers are.

available to people for all sorts
of applications X 61

so large they require special
rooms 2

very complicated machines to nperate 17

so *slowest" that only very large
institutions car. own them 12

I don't know

3 72

3

A-58
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DOMAIN 5. COMPUTER LITERACY

OBJECTIVE 5.0

5.0.3'8/4 A computer program is a: p-volite

course on computers . . . 44

piece of computer hardware 2

computer-generated presentation . 12

set of instructions to control the computer 32

I don't know
10

5.0.4 .8/45. Computers are used:

only by very smart people . . . . 2

only by scientists . . .......

by many different kinds of people ...... it

only by big institutions like businesses

and universities 7

I don't know
3

A:59

DOMAIN S COMPUTER LITERACY

OBJECTIVE 5 0

5 0.5' C/11. Computers are used by

some libraries .

m.Ay bustrieS.,:s

the government

all .11, the above

I don't know

5.0.6' C/37. Jr order to solve a problem, a compute

must use punched cards 32

must have a set of instructions
written by prop'', X 46

must have Solvci a similar problem
7

before

must have blinkinc lights

p- vatue

13

4

X"

don't know 13

;.03

2

A-60
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British Columbia

Mathematics
Assessment
1981

37 4

riTCADE 10
a--

INSTRUCTIONS

NOW TO MARK fault ANSWERS'

Put an X bedAde your amwut4.

For example: Do you live in Canada?

Yes

No

MOTIft AIL RISULTS All RiP017110
IN IRCIATt ItOuADIO TO 11F VIM
1ST MMOlt NMI'. SOUL MALLS DO
MOT TOTAL TO Ill DUI TO 'MO Al-
SPOASt' AkV/01 AOANDINO

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Please write your school code
number in the boxes on the
front cover.

2. What is your date of birth?

Year: 1960 or earlier AL2

1961
0 2

1962 0 3

1963 1 4

1964 4 5

1965 336

1966 or later. 61:

Was English the language you first
learned to speak?

Yes

No 13 2

S. is English-the langinge usually
spoken i - your home now?

92 1

No. .0 7 2

6 In Grade 8 were you attending a

school

0

1.

Month:

Sex:

January

February

:7111April

N9y

June

July

August

September.

October

November .

December .

Male

Female

ol
---

12
---

03

04

___05

06

07

OS

05

10__
11

'2

.50 I

47 2

7.

8.

9.

In this school dfsc ict? s5 I

Elsewhere in British
. . . . . . . . 9 2..... 92

.nother province of

Canada? 5 3__
Outside Canada? 2

Dc you use a calculator at home?

Yes. . . . 54 I

NO
45 2

Do you sometimes use a talc later

to do your homework?

Yes

No
112

Do ?OU SOMOtiMe5 use a calculator

in school?

Ye6 ILL

375



10. Is there a computer in your
school?

No

Yes 57 2

I don't know 16 3

IF YES

Check all of your classes in
which Irides used during this
school year.

1. None
231

2. Mathematics . 20 1

3. Science

4. Business Education __JL1

5. Computer Science. JULI

6. Other 4 1

Check the ways in which the
computer was used in your
class(es).

Teacher demonstration 161

I used it myself. . 16 1

11. Ir'which grade are you :urrently
enrolled?

Grade 9

Grads 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

5 3

92 2

-2 3

0 4

12. Check all the mathematics courses
you have taken or are sresently
taking.

1. Mathematics JAL-1

2. Mathematics 9 . . . . 86 '

3. Mathematics 10. . . . 96 1

4. Algebra 11 (or
Algebra 11 enriched). I 1

5. Consumer Mathematics 11 1 l

6. Trades Mathematics 11 0 1

anrahuEv ON 14E0..tOLUM

12. (Continued)

7. Computer Science 11 . . . 11

8. Algebra 12
(or Algebra 12 enriched) 01

9. Geometry 11

10. Probability and
Statistics 12

11. Other

01

13. Are you now enrolled in a
mathematics course?

Yes. . . III (Go to 01 below)

No 16 2 (Go to 02 below)

IF YES

1. How long did it take you to
do your last mathematics
homework assignment?

There have been no
homework assignments. . . 91

Between 1 and 10 minutes 110

Between 11 and 30 minutes 403

Between 31 and 60 minutes le'

More than one hour. . . Is

IF NO

2. When did you take your last
mathematics course?

Earlier In this school
year 7 1

During the 1979/80

school year

During the 1978/79

school year

Prior to the 1977/78

school year

2

1 3

I 4

14. Both answers given for the following
four questions are correct. If you
were asked each question, which one
of the two an- .:rs comes to yol mind
first?

1. How much does a bicycle weigh?

About 15 kilograms . 181

About 35 pounds . . 812

2. What is thetemperature in
this room?

About 70 degrees .

About 20 degrees . . 35 2

3. How far is it from Prince
George to Prince Rupert?

About 700 kilometres ILI

About 450 miles . 14 2

4. How mich gasoline can the gas
tank 11 a large car.hold?

About 20 gallons. . ALI

About 90 litres . .

15. Oo you have a part-time job?

No (Go to (1gestkon 17) 49

Yes, involving work only
on eek ends LE2

Yes, involving work only
on week days 4 3

Yes, involving work on
both week days and
week ends 24 4

16. If you have a part-time job.
how many hours per week do
you spend on it?

Less than 5 hours 7 1

5-10 hours . . . . 13 2

10-20 hours - /12
More than 20 hours -EY

17. What do you plan to do after
leaving secondary school?

Attend a business school . . 3 01

Attend vocational, art or
trade training school . . .

jot

Attend a technical institute 5 03

Attend community college:
university transfer program 04

Attend community college:
career program

Attend a university . . .

Look for a job

Take a year off and then
return to an education
program

Take a year off and then
look for a job

Other plans

Undecided

6 OS

1125
122"

7 01

105.
12°

3r'41



18. Do you plan to enroll in a post-
secondary institution after
graduation?

No . .301

Yes. . .652 (Go to 01 6 02

below)

IF YES

Which of the following do you
hops to atte8d?

Colleges

Camosun College

Capilano College

Cariboo College

Douglas College .

East Kootenay College

Fraser Valley College

Malaspina College

College of New Caledonia.

North Isl.nd College . .

Northern Lights College

Northwest College

Okanagan College

Selkirk College

Vancouver Community College

Other

01

/ 02

2 03

2 04

. . O05
06

. .

/ 07

06

/ 09

0 10

Instituticis

12

/ 1?

1 14

15

B.C.I.T. _k_16

Emily Carr Institute of
Fine Arts

Justice Institute of B.C.

Open Learning Institute .

Pacific Marine Institute.

Pacific Vocational

Other.

0 17

CI 18

19

0 20

Institute 3 21

22

CONTINUED aN NEXT COLUMN

1. (Contuiuedl

Universities

David Thompson
University Centre. . .

23

Simon Fraser University

University of B.C. 13 25

University of Victoria 5 26

Other
27

2. Indicate the one general
area in which you intend

to study.

Agriculture and
Biological Sciences.

Auto Mechanics . . . .

Business Management and

Sciences

Communications . .

Community Services

Data Processing

Education

Electrical/Electronic
Technologies . . . .

Engineering
Sciences'

and Applied
3 os

4 01

3 02

4 03

1 04

/ 05

/ 06

3 07

3 os

Engineering Technologies_Lio

Fine, Applied and
Performing Arts . . . 111
Health Professio... and

Occupations
6 12__

Heavy Duty Mechanics 2 13

Hospitality Industry
i14

Humanities
1 15

Mathematics and Physical

Sciences
2 16

Primary Industries
(e.g. Forestry, Mining)

2 17

Secretarial Arts and

Sciences

Social Sciences

Other

I don't know

2 12

19

12 20

.12 21

MATHEMATICS AND MYSELF

Thia is a create to mea4uhe how you Seel about mmthera4c6. Below you wilt
Sind AMC 4tatement4 about mathematics. Read each statement and then CIRCLE
the chocce which beat deuxtbe4 how you heel about

EXAMPLE:

SKATING IS A WASTE CF TIME.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree Disagree Decide Agree Agree

Pteaae be 04 honest as possible 4.n mating each atatenent. Theft Ai4 no contact

dflAWeR.

1. I REALLY WANT TO td WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 1 Jisagree 2 Decide 3 Agree 4

1 1 '4 6 55

2. MY PARENTS REALLY WANT ME TO DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree

0 1 4 61

3. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO TAKING MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree 1

6

Can't
Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree 4

21 24 39

4, I FEEL GOOD *EN I SOLVE A MATHEMATICS PROBLEM BY MYSELF.

Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree 2

1 4

Can't
Decide 3 Agree 4

9 53

Strongly
Agree 5

37

Strongly
Agree 5

46

Strongly
Agree 5

10

Strongly
Agree 5

33

5. I USUALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT IN MATHEMATICS CLA88.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide 1 Agree 4 Agree 5

3 13 IS 55 13

6. I AM NOT SO GOOD AT MATHEMATICS,

Strongly Can't

Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide 3

13 40 14

Agree'

26

370

Strongly
Agree 5

1

OA

Ln (D
42 (A



7. I LIKE TO HELP OTHERS WITH MATHEMATICS PROBLEMS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree

4 18 21 50

8. IF I HAD MY CHOICE I WOULD NOT LEARN ANY MORE MATHEM1TICS.

Strongly
Agree 5

6

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

23 41

9. 1 FEEL OIALLENGED WHEN I AM

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

10.

4 20

Can't Strongly
Decide 3 Agree 4 Agree s

18 12 5

GIVEN ATIFFICULT LATHE/MT/CS PROBLEM.

Can't
Decide

18

3 Agree

46

I REFUSE TO SPEND A LOT OF MV ChN TIME DOING MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree I

6

Can't
Disagree 2 Decide

34 22

3 Agree

30

11. MATHEMATICS IS HARDER FOR ME THAN FOR MOST PERSONS.

Strongly
Disagree I

14

Disagree 2

46

Can't '

Decide 3

IS

12. COULD NEVER BE A GOOD MATHEMATICIAN.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

11 36

13. No MATTER HOW HARD I TRY I

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

19 50

Strongly
Agree S

11

Strongly
Agree s

Strongly
Agree 4 Agree 5

20 5

Can't Strongly
Decide 4 Agree ' Agree s

18 26 9

STILL CO NOT DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Can't
Decide 3 Agree

11 16

Strongly
Agree 5

4

14. I WILL WORK A LONG TIME IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND A NEW IDEA IN
MATHEMATICS.

Strongly

Disagree I

6

Disagree 2

28

Can't
Decide 3 Agree 4

23 46

Strongly
Agree 5

S

4

15. WORKING WITH NlBERS MAKES ME HAPPY.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

S 34

Can't

Decide 3 Agree 4

31 22

16. IT SCARES ME TO HAVE TO TAKE MATHEMAfICS.

17.

18.

Strongly
Agree s

3

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decidlt 3 Agree 4

19 58 11 10

I USUALLY FEEL CALM WHEN DOING MATHEMATICS PROBL045.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree 4

3 20 18 52

I THINK MATHEMATICS IS FUN.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree

V
12 21 26 27

Strongly

Agree 5

2

Strongly
Agree 5

Strongly
Agree 5

6

19. WHEN I CANNOT FIGURE OUT A PROBLEM, I FEEL AS THOUGH I AM LOST IN A
MAZE AND CANNOT ,FIND MY WAY OUT.

4,

Strongly
Disagree

5

Disagree 2

44

Can't

Decide

15

Strongly
3 Agree 4 Agree '5

38 11

3s



GRADE 12 I

12 (

British Columbia

Mathematics
Assessment
1981

382

INSTRUCTIOL_

NOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Put an X beside your 11114Wt4.

For example: Do you live in Canada?

Yes

NOTE, ALL RESULTS ARE R1PORTIO
IN PERCENTS NO,N010 TO THE NEAR-
EST DIME NUNS R. soul SCALES VI
NOT TOTAL TO ISO DUI TO *NO RI.
pow ANVIOR ROUNDING ERROR.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Please white your school code
number in fhe boxes on the
front cover.

2. What is your date of birth?

Year 1960 or earlier 11

1961 42

i962

1963

1964 13
1965 __Ei

1966 or later. 07

Month: January 01

February 02

March 03

April O- h

May os

June OS

July 0- 7

---

August OS

September. . .
OS

October 10

November . . . .

December . . . . 12

1. Sex:

Miele 41 1

Female 49 2

4. Was English the language you first
learned to speak?

Yes

No /42

S. is English the language usually
spoken in your hose now?

Yes 92 I

No 7 a

6. In Grade 8 were you attending a
school

In this school district? St 1

Elsewhere in British
Columbia? 10 1

In another province of
Canada? 5 3

Outside Canada? $ 4

7. Do you use a calculator at home?

Yes

No

ALI

B. Do you sometimes use a calculator
to do your homework?

Yes .7.E1

No IL2

9. Do you sometimes use a calculator
school1

Yes 14

'No 25 2
PI-

f)

Ch (8
I-601

383



Li

10. Ithere a computer in your
school?

No 14 1

tes

1 don't know

IF 1/3

1.' Check all of your classes in
which 71-6os used during this
school year.

1. Nene 3!1

2. MethematiCs . . 72 1

3.. Science

4. Business (dilution 9 1

5. Computer Science. 112

6. Other 7

2. Check the ways In which the
computer was used in your
class(es).

Teacher demonstration IS 1

I used it myself. . it 1

1 1

11. In which grade are you currently
enrolled?

Grade 9 1 1
Grade 10 0

Grade 11 1 s
Grade 12 98 4

12. Check a the mathematics courses
yob have taken or are presently

1. Mathemetics 1 . . . St I

2. atlantic, 9 . . . . 51 1

3. Mathematics 14. . . . 51 1

4. Algebra 11 (car

Algebra 11 enriched). ' 63 1

G. Waage Mathematics 11 It 1

G. Trades Mathdatics il 11 1

CONT161160 ON NEXT COMM

3j;

12. (Continued)

7. Computer Science 11 . . . 9-1

e. Algebra 12
(or Algebra 12 enriched) 37 1

9. Geometry 12
-1.1

10. Probability and
Statistics 12 3 1

11. Other 7

13. Are you now enrolltd'in a
athematic% course?

Yes. . . 38 1 10e to 41 ham)

No . . . tt = (Go to ft bass,

IF YES

1. Now long did it take you to
do your last asthmatics
hoiework assignment?

12.

e have been no

ork assignments. . .

_ n 1 and 10 minutes 4

an 11 and 30 minutes 1. I

. wen 31 and 60 minutes 10

Mort than one hour. . . . S s

IF NO

When did you take your last
asthmatics course?

Corner in this school
year 13 1

During the 1979/10
school year 36 2

Ouring the 1976/15
school year 1

Prior to the 1977/76
school year J

14. Both answers given for the following
four questions are correct. If you
were asked each question, which one
of the two answers cones to your mind
first?

1. Now much does a bicycle weight

About IS kilograms 161

About 3S pounds . . Si

2. What is the temperature in
this mom?

About 70 degrees . . je
About 20 degrees . .

3. Now far is it from Prince
George to Prince Rupert?

About 730 kilamtres it 1

About 450 miles . . 77 2

4. Now much gasoline can the gas
tank in a large car hold?

About 20 gallons . . 79 1

About 90 litres . . /3 2

IS. Do you have a part-time Job?

he Ito to %Litton 11). 30

vas. involving work only
on week ends ie 2

Yes, involving worn only

on week days 5 I

Yes, involving work on
both walk days and
weak ends 311, .11

16. If you have a part -tine 346,

how many hours per week do
you spend on it?

Less than S hours 4 1

"3-10 hours. . . . 14 2

10-20 hours . . . i8

b. More than 20 hours?, 4

Is. What do you plan to do after
leaving secondary school?

Attend a business school . . .411

Attend vocational, art or
trade training school . , Ili

Attend 4 technical institute 541

Attend community college:
university transfer program

Attend comunity college:
career program. . . . .

Attend a university . .

Look for a job

Take a year off and then
return to an education
program

Take a year off and them
look for a Job

Other plans

Undecided

3 ^-0

11 es

8 as

17 $0

ily

13 a

/ es

1 to

g ti



18. Du you plan to enroll in 1 Post-

secondary institution after
graduation?

No. .111 I

Yes. . . N 2 (Go to 01 1 02
Wow)

IF YES

1. Which of the following do you
hope to attend?

Colleges

Camosun College

Capilano College

Cariboo College

Douglas College

East Kootenay College .

Fraser Valley College

Millespine College

College of New Caledonia.

North Island College . .

Northern Lights College .

Northwest College

Okanagan College

Selkirk College

Vancosiver Community

Other

Col lege

.41I

_Li a

_12
GIs

Institutions

11.C.I.T.

Emily Carr Institute of
Fine Arts .

Justice Institute of 6.C. .

Open Learning Institute . .

Pacific Marine Invtituto. .

Pacific Vocational

Other

g 17

.L.11

itt

Institute 121

1_22

commute ow Ica COLIA4

386

1. (Continued)

Universities

David Thompson
Uni unity Centre. . . 0 IS

Simon Fraser University 3 24

University of B.0 . 5 22

University of Victorle 128

Other -1-27

2. Indicate the one general
area in which you intend
to study.

Agriculture and
Oiological Sciences. 3 21

Auto Mechanics . . . . t 22

Business Management and
s IS

I II

IS

811

-127

Sties

Communications .

Community Services

Data Processing .

Education °

Electrical/Electronic
Technologies / II

Engineering and Applied
Sciences I 011

Engineering Technologles1_10

Fine. Applied and
Performing Arts . .

Health Professions and
OccuOstlins

Heavy Duty Mechanics

A."
6

f II

Hospitality Industry I 14

Humanities I IS

Matheemtics and Physical
Sciences f 16

Primary Industries
(e.g. Forestry. Mining) 117

Secretarial Arts and

Sciences

Social Sciences

Other

I don't know

MATHEMATICS AND MYSELF

This AA a awe to weamote how you (eel about matAewathes. below you willihnd acne abstinenta about nethenatscs
deed each statement and then CIRCLE

the ehohee whheft but deachibe4 how you WA about it.

SKATING rs A WASTE OF TIME.

Strongly Can't StronglyDisagree/ Disagree ' Decide Agree Agree

Please be 414 honest of pouibte in hating each 4tntement. Theme is no cohhectanoweh.

1. I REALLY wANt TO DO WELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly

Disagree I Disagree ,
Can't
Decide I

13

Strongly
Agree Agree 1

Sr 13

2. Ph' PARENTS REALLY WANT ME TO DO WSJ. IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree

1 0

Can't
Decide 3

10

Strongly
Agree 4 Agree s

54 ft

3. I AM LOOKING FrafARD TO TAKING MORE MAINEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

16 3S

Can't
' Decide I Agree 6

/6 19

4. I FEEL GCCO MIEN I SOLVE A MATHEMATICS PROELEM BY WSW.

Strongly
01 sagree I Disagree 2

t 1 4

Can't
Decide 3 Agree

1 57

Strongly

AIM 5

S

Strongly
Agree 1

5. I USUALLY UMERITAND WHAT WE ARE TALKING MOUT IN MATHEMATICS CLASS.

Strongly
Disagree 1

0

Can't
Disagree 2 Decide I

11 15

6. I AM NOT SO GOOD AT MATHEMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3

36 IA

Strongly
Agree 6 Agree s

SI 10

Strongly
Agree Agree g

II

387



7. t LIKE TO HELP OTHERS WITH MATHBIATICS PROBLEMS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Deed* $

7 24 19
Agree

IS

Strongly
Agree s

6

8. IF i MOONY 00ICE i WCULD WIT LEARN ANY MORE MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

13 33

Can't
Decide I

12

Strongly
Agree Agree s

23

9.' t FEEL CHALLENGED WHEN I AM GIVEN A DIFFICULT MATHEMATICS MICISLEM.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide

6 tt 17

/` Agree

A.

10. t REFUSE TO SMAII A LOT OF 1W 1)11 TIME DOING WR4IMATICS.

Strongly Can't
Disagree I Disagree Decide

36 IS

11. 410)41011CS IS HARDER FOR ME THAN FOR MOST MOONS.

Strongly
Agree 5

10

Strongly

04* Agree 5

36 10

Strongly
Disagree I

Cant Strongly
Disagree 2 Decide I Agree Agree

44 I7 II 1

12. 1 CCULD NEVER SE A GCCO MATHEMATICIAN.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

33

Can't
Decide I Agree

17 21

Strongly
Agree

It

13. NO MATTER HOW HAND I TRY I STILL DO NOT DO ELL IN MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree I

IS

Can't
Disagree 2 Decide

41 If

Strongly
Agree 4 Agree S

Is 6

14. 1 WILL WORK A LORE TIME IN CROP TO UtelERSTOM) A NEM IDEA IN
PAIHIPATICS.

Stronilly Can't
Disagree I Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree

1 SS 0 33

Strongly
Agree

6

AP

15. womxtwo WiTH miMBERS MAKES ME HAPPY.

Strongly
Disagree Disagree 2

SS

Can't
Decide 9

ti

16. IL SCARES ME TO HAVE TO TAME MATHEMATICS.

Strongly
Disagree

14

Disagree 2

SS

Strongly
Agree Agree s

14 4

Can't

Decide s Agree

13 /4

17. i USUALLY FEEL CAL111904 DOING WHEFATICS FROBLIMI.

Strongly
Disagree I Disagree 2

6 11

18. 1 THINK MATHEMATICS Is FUN.

Strongly
Disagree I

17

Disagree 2

)0

Can't
Decide,'

10

Strongly
Agree S

3

Strongly
Agree * Agree 3

43 4

Can't Strongly
.Decide I Agree * Agree S

15 24 4

19. mem I CANNOT FIGURE CUT A PROBLEM, I FEEL AS 1)004 t AM ilea IN AMAZE AND CANNOT FIND MY WAY OUT.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 1 Disagree 2 Decide I

14 ISS

Strongly
Agree Agree S

31 - 17

(.)



Objective

SECOND ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Oades 10 and 12 1981

Organization of Test Items

DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS

Number Concepts

1.2 Computation with Fractions and
Decimals

1.3 Ratio, Proportion and Percent

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

2.1 Geometric Figures

2.2 Geometric Relationships

2.3 Logical Reasoning (non-curricular
objective;

DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

Metric Units3.1

3.2 Perimeter, Area and Volume

DOMAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

4,1 Expressions, Equations and
Inequalities

4.2 Graphs

4.3 Probability (non-curricular
objective)

4.4 Statistics (non-curricular
objective)

5.0 DOMAIN 5: COMPUTER LITERACY

(non-ourricular objective)

*A Test Booklet A
B Test mooklet B

390

Test Items*

A: 6,12,30
B: 10,11,20

A: 2,8,e0,22,33
B: L,16,19,24,34

A: 10,24,37
B: 4,9145

A: 26,27,29
B: 16,26,27

A: 18,36,42
B: 18,32,43

A: 7,21,38
B: 13,29,31

A: 11,13,19
8: 8,12,41

A: 23,32,43

B: 17,21,40

Appendices
365

A=1

A: 14,15,25,28,39,41,45
B: 7,23,25,38,39,42,44

A: 1,34,44
B: 1,14,30

A: 4,31,35
B: 6,33,37

A: 3,16,40
B: 5,35,36

A: 5,9,17

B: 3,22,28

Page No.

2 -3

4-7

8-9

19-20

21-23

24-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39



I I

Who: Items WM the event
ow not pert 41-04

thrrdotano

Appendices
366

DONAU 1: NUMB ANO motiougN

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NONNI CONCEPTS

1.1.1 6/6. Expressed in scientific
notation. the depth of a
certain pars the ocean
is 3.6 a 10 metres. Whit
's the value of 3.6 x 101?

2 1

3600 21 21

1266

360 67 de

I don't know

O

1.1f2 A/12. 31.1 L is a measurement which
has been rounded to the
nearest tenth. Which of the
following is mt, a possible
value for the measurement
before it was rounded?

31.76 L a

31.60 L 10

31.748 l :i 47

31.849 I. .... 25

II
I don't know ....111Nro

1.1.3 A/30: $114410:

0

20

156

6

30 4(11 -- 2)

I don't knew

4

7

IS 02

IA 72

A2

4

4

I

49

30

9

1.1.4 6/10. Estimate the predict:
41.71 e 8.46 5.211.

(Do net take the time te
perforn the calculation.)

400 5

48

24

II

4

4000 X 44

3900 74

5000 74

I don't know 4

MID RATIONRA ION

OBJECTIVE 1.1: NUMBER CONCEPTS

1.1.5 1/11. There are 13 boys and 15
girls in a group. What
fraction of the group is

p-uefue
boys?

ex 10 44 12

15
21

5 a

13 4t 3?
TT

IS
IS S 4

121 3 X. 41 St

I don't kno 1

1.1.f 6/20. Iiiclosest estimate for
J640 would be:

8

30 8

25 43

SO $4

8

46

54

I dee't knew . . . .
6

391
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DOMAIN 1: NUMBER AND OPERATION

OBJECTIVE 1.2: COMPUTATION WITH FRACTIONS AND DECIAALS

1.2.1 A/2. Written as a decimal.
3I
' p-vacua

0 10 0 It

3.3 4 4

0.24 I, 1/

0 375 77 so

1.666 I 1

I don't, know

1.2.2 A/1.

10
IT

2 5

5 4

14

TT _X_ 79 77

9
ff i

15
*

I don't know'
S

Appendices

1.2.3 A/20. Bond -Taste Caterers used 32.
1

rolls of aluminum foil -

wrap at a wedding. At the 1

next wedding. they will need 2t
times as much. Now many rolls
will be needed?

A-

rolls

7 rolls

8 rolls

9 rolls

IS it

/7 it

is 17

5 S

I don't know

1.2.4 A/22. Divide 12/761.

3

0.003

0.3

0.03

7 5

i 9

X 75 It

9 11

I don't know

367

A-4

9046414 1: NUMBER AND OPERATION

OBJECTIVE 1.2: COMPUTATION WITH FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.5 A/33. Tracy and Lisa earned 575 by
painting their grandoothor's
house. Lisa only worked 2
as many hours as Tracy
did. Now much should Lisa
be paid? p-vacua

04 10 #4 ft

$50 39 37

7
145

7

530 jc tt J7

$20 It 11

I don't know 9

1.2.6 5/2 A recipe for punch calls for 31-

units of pineapple juice for

10 people. Now many units of
pineapple Juice should be used to
make the some punch to serve
five motile,

65
1
7 71

7i

1
21

13

1 don't know

7 S

9 1

'IS 71

s

A-S
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DCMAIN 1: NUNIER AND OPERATION

01JECTIVE 1.2: COMPUTATION WITH FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.7 .11/fi. Tennis balls are on sale at
4 sport shop}. You would pay
the lowest price per ball if
you bought at the store which
offers.

SALE
TENNIS BALLS

8 tennis balls for $7.25

dozen balls for $11.00/).1

tennis balls for $0.95 each

or
3 tennis balls for $2.70

I don't know

a

1.2.1 /10. Five times as mew people
it a see ea isturdays as en A-8

oath of the other Ito Si the
week. Mat fraction of the

week visitors come to the

soo Saturdays?

p-, 46t

04 10 gA If

16 II

1.2.9
19 11

S

53 5,

3

2

5

S

65 62

s 7

6 7

I don't know tS 13

8/24. Wendy bought 3 record albums ea
sale. The regular price w.
$7.24 each and the sale price ens
$1.50 off each .ecerd. If she
paid 69t sales tax ea her tete
PLChASO. hew ouch sew did she
spend?

$17.22 fr.

$17 91 Y,_7I 75

$21.72 If 5

$22.91 5 4

I lon't know 6

DOMAIN NUMBER ANO OPERATION

01JECTIVE 1.2: CONFUTATION WITH FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

1.2.10 8/34. Which number is largest? puelme
14 10 g4 12

76 2/

ik 4
LK.49 57

17 16

2

3

5

I don't know

7 5

LI

A-7

0



pomAIN 1: MNaER Am0 OVATION, 1

06JECTIVE,1.3: RATIO. PROPORTION ANP PERCENT

1.3.19 A/10. At a party the ratio ef boys to
girls was 2 to 1. that percent
of the people at the party were
girls? - "-value

eh 10 #4 It

.2. 11 Itv. ____

502

33;6 de 66

No4 62001

I don't know

1.3.2 A/24. Written ,S adecimel, 201

te it

7 5

0.2 X

0.02 . . ... . . __-,.. 10

2.0 4

.
20.0

9

: don't know

MAIN 1: MINDER AND OPERATION

glilECTIVE 1.3: RATIO. PROPORTION AND PERCENT

80

2

8

1.3.5 1/11.00WItten as a *percent. i

p-vatma

II ea It
62 ...... 7 6

0.51 Is /6

202 77

50% I 1

I don't know

1.3.6 11/42. A salesman receives 202 of the

retail value of his sales as
a commission. Whet muit his total
sales bc if he is to earn a
commission of 6607

sioo
$ 00 ,

300

i 240

I lleetst saw . . .

SO 23

$ d

541

0

7

Appendices
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1.3.3 A/37. The lengths of two coils of
rope are In the ratio of 7 to 9.
find the length of the longer
seceent, If the shorter Is
9 long.

T
61 m

7

9m ....... . .

I don't know

X Y? 45

17 73

14 It

I

29

1.3.4 8/4. A map of a large ranch was drawn
to a scale of 2 cm to 60 m. OR
the map the distance from the
house to one of the bares was n
13 cm. What was the-actual u
dlitanca between the house and the
barn?

650 m to If

AG
7

1300

.4- 1/325 0 SS 4

1 doh.t know I0 if

39i

A4

I
A-9 '
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pewit 21 GEOMETRY
A141

OSJECT/PE 2.1: GEOMETRIC FIGURES

e.1.1 A126. If N is the centre. which segment
Is a diameter?

p-ve!.us

0" 10 g* It

RI

RF t II

IW I I

RR .. If 51

1 don't know S

DCMA1N 2: GEOMETRY,

0113ECT1VE 2.1: GEOMETRIC FIGURES

2.1.3 A/20. In the figure below, the
lengths of the sides err wm.

Which one of the follo,
ensures that the figure
rectangle?

7

the opposite sides are congruent .

the °epos:tisanes are congruent

the angles are right angles

the opposite sides are parallel

p-vacua
en 10 es It

$ 30

17 14

33 31

3 6I don't know

2.1.2 A/27. The perimeter

triangle is 21
length of one
sides is f ca.
length of the

6 cm

1.5 cm

4.5 cm

3 an

I don't know

A an isosceles
So and the
of Its equal
*at is the

shortest side?

O
7

I
4 4

.X71 It

14 /5

2.1.1 0/16. What is the name given to the
dashed line in this figure?

VP

39 5

mediin

altitude

angle bisector . . .

hypotenuse

I don't knew

A11



DOMAIN 11 GEOMETRY

06JECTIVE 2.1: GEOMETRIC FIGURES

2.1.5 11$. In which triangle is angle x an

obtuse angle?

IV

2.1.6 6127. The heavy line 'haws one edge of

the cube. Now luny edges does

the cube have

I .1)c" 54

IS It

111
g

IV
f S

I don't know

S 1

6

7 1

12 X "
I don't know t

If II

Appendices
371

MAIN 2: DEOMITIt

06JECTIVE GEOMETAIC RELATIONSGIPS

2.2.1 6/16. A regular hexagon is formed of 6
equilateral triangles. If the
perimeter of each Wangle is 11 cm.
what Is the perimeter of the Imam
hexegont

0,10 0 It

12 cm ....-- I I

1 cm _Ka O.

27 cm

St SY

64 cm

I don't know .

39P

2.2.2 A/36. sai

M2

In the diagram MI is parallel to Its.

El

606 If u'

406 )(.. li

206 ft -

$06 5 4

1 don't knew , IS IS

A-13
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pow', 2; UOMETAX

OIJECTIVE 2.2: GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.3 A/42. Triangle AOC Is similar to
triangle EWE. Find the length
of segment IC.

C

p-metu
04 9 ga

e
It

21 39 00

15 1

35 1$ tr

45 t
t

I don't know It 13

2.2.4 6/1S.

In 4POR, r 60
tt 14

A 4d ".

Q p 1t 10

q-P 3 t

I don't knoa . . . II 20

A-I4

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

_ OBJECTIVE 2.2: GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

2.2.5 9/3?
What fractional part of the large circle

Is shaded?

7

I don't knew . . .

2.2.6 1/43. If two sides of a right trIangle'are 6 cm

and 4 cm long, find the length of the

hypotenuse.

416

10 tl ft

52 0

i77 If If

I &met Romw IS 111

p-vatme

94 I0 94 It

10 9

lt 74

4

5 4

. ,

7 5

A-I5
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DOMAIN 2; GEOMETRY A-16

OBJECTIVE 2.3: LOGICAL REASONING boon -eorriuular oejeotive,

2.3.10A/7. Gear A is rotating clockwise.
Gear S is rotating counter-
clockwise Which wsv is

Gear D rotating?

clockwise

counterclockwise . . .
S6 SS

cannot tell 2 I

Goes not rotate ----
I I

g.t 10 ga If

11 fp

I don't know

2.3.23/21. JOHN HAS MORE MONEY THAN SAM AND SARA HAS MORE MONEY THANDEBSY.

Given these statements, which of the following statements is true?

John and Debby have the same amount of money
f 2

Debby has more money than John
f I

Sara has less money than Debby
I f

..)(:John has more money than Debby

93 93

I don't know

e

DOMAIN 2: GEOMETRY

OGJECTIVE 2 3: LOGICAL REASONING /non-ourrioular *featly.)

2.3.3 A/3d. ALL ROSINS EAT WORMS.

Which of the following statements is true given the

statement above?
p-valot

ga 10 #4 It

All worms are eat' by robins
54 21

A bird that does not eat a worm is not a robin 47 54

41

A bird that is not a robin dots not eat worms
I

All worms eat robins
f

I don't know

2.3.4 'II/13. Two team captains take turns choosing players for

their teams. Ellen is always chosen first. Chris

is always chosen second. If Ellen and Chris are

never captains, how often do they play on the same team?

4.

always

frequently

very rarely

never

I den't kosim

6

7 0

6 4

4 4

X SI $3

308

A-17
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pomAsi 7: GEOMETRY

04WICTIVE 2.3: LOGICAL REASONING Issom-eairria tor olajdootivel

2.3.5 ' 11/29 A LARGE 1AG CONTAINS ONLY OBJECTS WHICH ARE LARGE, RED AND ROUND.

Which of the following objects could not be in the bag?
p.untmt

,9-s. 10 gA If

a large blue ball A 14 19

a large ball --__ I I

a large red ball 4 4

a red ball 3 t

I don'toknow 2 2

2.3.6'1/31 NO STUDENT WHO GRADUATED FROM CENTRAL HIGN SCHOOL IS UNEMPLOYED.

Gerry is unemployed, so we may conclude that:

Gerry did not graduate from (Antral Nigh School
12 75

Gerry went to Southside Nigh School
1 I

Gerry did not go to school t
f

Gerry did not go to Central High School 19 16

I don't know 4 3

DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

OBJECTIVE 3.1: METRIC UNITS

3.1.1 Aill. How many metres are in 0.65 Mal p-value

100n It
3.1.3 A/19. 2 is how many kilograms'50 g

A -it

65 15 ff
25 16 IS

650 51 55 250 1 1

6.5 II 10 0.25 51 U

0.65 t t
2.5 . . ...... 21 If

I don't know II 13 1 don't know . . . . 10 11

3.1.2 A/13. A ten-year-old boy is likely
to weigh:

3.1.4 WO. If the temperature in Vancouver
on a given day is 211 C then the
Season is most likely,

35 grams 4 3 fall ___I 2

75 trams 6 4 spring 15 6
----

3S kilograms . 63 61 summer .X16 90

` IS kilograms . - 14 14 winter 3 f

I don't know . . . . It It I don't know . . .

390



O

MAIN 3: musuopson

OLIECTIVE 3.1: METRIC UNITS

3.1.5 sm. S,Motres is the sane length as:
co-value

so
0 10 0 It

$0 centimetres
S 7

SOO centimetres Si SS

SO millimetres
t

500 millimetres

I don't know
3

3.1.6 5/41. Now much would 200 g of meat
cost if the price of sett is

$10/kg?

S

$ 2 44
47

$ 5
6

a

$20 39 St

$10
S

1 don't know
11

Appendices
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A-20

DOMAIN 3: MEASUREMENT

OSJECTIVE 3.2: PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3.2.1 A/23. What is the area of the shaded p-volut

portion of this figure?

je/W/JviwzAow447

111114
111111111111,,,,

IS

10

54

96

120

60

X
0n 10 yet ft

Sc 56

/6 IS

4 s

7 S

I don't know
fi

11.2.2 A/12. Find the area of this right triangle:

42

20

$4

21

1 don't know . . .

41 43

I a

ft 17

4 S

IS 14

460

17

A-21
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DOMAIN 3: MEASUAEMEXT

OBJECTIVE 3.2: PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

3.2 3 A/43. Towns A. 8 and C lie on the short of a lake as shown In the map below.
the distance from A to 8 is 7.6 km and the distance from A to G is
2.4 be. Which of the following is the best estimate for the area of p-vmtme
the lake? g* 10 g* If

IS is10 kall

18 kma

14 km/

24 km?

St JJ

11

I? 11

I don't knOW It

3.2.4 8/17. The best estimate for the area of the circle shown is:

IS 02 . . IS II

75 m2 . . _X S4 34

100 . . a 6

2 3f 33

I don't know. . . . 14 Id

A-22

DOMAIN 3: MEASURO4ENT

OBJECTIVE 3.2:

3.2.5 8/21.

PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME

The perimeter of a square is 12

centimetres. Find the area in square

p-ustue

fp 10 ge If

48 . . . 14 If
centimetres.

J8

12
4

144 40 St

I don't knew
. . . a

3.2.6 1/40. A small cube measures 2 cm by 2 cm by 2 cm. Now many of these can

be put into a rectangular box that is 24 cm long by 10 Cm wide by

6 cm deep?

60

180

720

1440

don't hew

4ui

18 is

X-14_ 58

11 8

5 4

18 15

A-23



POMAIN 4: ALGEIRAIC TOPIci

08JECTIVE 4.1: EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

Appendices
377

11-24

4.1.3 4/13. 4hen w -1 and n 1, the value of !!!! IS'

11 A114. 4
..A a C
2

Solve for A in terms of 8 and C.
p-vatu

.1 13 11

A iC - 11 .. ...

5
A 4(C - 8) .

4
A gC - 9

4
A (C - 8)

5

I don't know

. .

.

ga 10 On It

t 8

14 45

35 )0

17 (8

53 13

_
).

4.1.2 A/15. Which of the toll:Vile describeS

the solution set . - 2)2 9?

x 5 or -1

z 5 or x -5

x S.

x -1

I don't know
18

1 X40 41
-20 18 tO

20 9 8
----

I don't know 10 It

4.1.4 A/28. If y IS - x, what happens to
y as A increases?

y increases 11 $

p decreases 14

10
g remains the same 10 6

16
cannot tell what happens to y S

4

I don't tow 1 7

13

MAIN 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPIC1 A-26

OBJECTIVE 4.1: EXPRESSIONS, EQUATIONS ANO INEQUALITIES

4.1.5 A/39. In factored form, al - 7s 1?
p-vatut

4.1.7 A/45.

OA 10 OR it
(s 4)(x 3) ----

(x - 4)(z 3)

(z 4)(x- 3)

(s - 4)(z- 3/

I don't know .. .... .

4.1.1 A/41. Soils for x end y:

2y 6
2x y 2

4
3

1 7

5

68 64

13 11

s 4, y
ft 8

x 2. y 11
4 S

x 3.1 2
A.56 ft

s 3 .y
3

t, IS
I don't know

the formula to calculate simple interest is i . ilpt where i Is
the interest, P is the principal, r is the rate, and t is the
tism in years.

2

find the interest on a principal of

11000 invested for two years at an

annual rate of 7%.

1 140 )(37 M

61400 14 If

$ 70

$ 14 0 5

I don't know II 9
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ppm/am 4: AL$9MIC TOPICS

OOJECTIVE 4.1: EXPRESSIONS. EQUATIONS ANO INEQUALITIES

4.1.9 B/7. The equation y(i 7) 2(2 3)

!: tree for' re-uaiva

10 ft It

all values of x 49 SI

no values of x
14 IS

only values of x greater than 7
8 8

6'

4.1.10 1/2S. Which of the following describes the

solution set of x 3 67

6 7
all values of 2 greater than 6

only values of 2 less than 7
all values of greater than 3

I don't know t3 tl all values of 2 greater than -2

4.1.9 9/23. 'which expression represents a number
that is 9 more than two-thirds of

A
a given number a?

2
2 9 .

76 67

7.2 3

/(s (2 9) 17 lo

3
7 (z 9) . . 1, I

I don't know 13

all values of 2 greater than -3

I don't know

A-26

td 10

PI 7.

t

t f

7

DOMAIN 4; ALOESNAIC TOPICS,

01JECTIVE 4.1: EIPRESSICNS, EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

4.1.11 9/39. r a - (r - ) 11$-uditue

.t 10 gia It

0 36 17

2r 22 14 11

2r
3 4

2. -X. 56
44

I don't know
It 14

4:1.12 9/39. Find the roots of the equation:

4.1.13 9/42. Find the principal, if the
interest received after. two
years at an annual rate of 99
is $60.

Tho formula to calculate simple interest is
Pre toterei is the interest, P is the

principal, r is the rate. and s is the thee

in years.

$2000

SHOO

SOO

1 720

I don't know 37 t4

(s - 1)(2 7) 0 . -

1.1.14 1/44. The cost of a new car is less
than 4 times the cost of a wedX df SI
car. If a represents the cost

1, -7 of a WI car. and y represents

1. 1 -- 6 I
the cost of a Nod car, which
one of these is tree Nj

I $
a 4y

.644 a.1, -7

tS Ji X y w 4

V 441 __II 19

knew
44

I don't knew . 4 y 4 0 6....

4-27

4 u3
I don't knew

. . 8 II



DOMAIN 4:

Appendices
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ALGISRAIC TOPICS A-22

011JECTIVI 4.2: GRAPHS

n/l. for how many months was the rainfall more than s cm?

Feb MU AN kW AO awl Awb 11.0 Om Nov
MONTHS

4.2.2 A/34. The slope of line Al is:

3

4

S

7

Dee I don't know

3 2 St 4t

S

2 tt 11

3

2

I don't know

s S

54 17

p-vacua

it 10 at 17

f

t t

90 91

S 4

pouts 4: ALGEOPAIC TOPICS

011J(CTIVE 4.2: GRAMS

4.2.3 4/44. This graph represents the relationship between the speed of a car in

kilometres per hour (km/h) ono the stopping distance in metres (a) after

first applying the brakes. It the skid marks were 46 metres long, about

bow fast was the car travelling when the brakes were first applied?

GO

s GO

40
ikm/$1

20

1TOPP6111 *STANCE tot

4.2.4 6/1. from the graph below, the temperature at a depth of 2.5 km 11

closest to:

40 km/h

pustue
to 10

S

04 11

4

S6 km/h .
C 7

72 kWh 11 25

SO km/h 4 4

I don't know 10 10

Sep* No ItSeoneMee

30° C 6 4

40° C . . . . 4 S

SO° C .... . "
60°C 4 S

I don't knew . . . .

404

A2/
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poufs 4: AkitiliMIC TOPICS

0141CTIVE 4.2; 61AMS

4.2.5 1/14. Mere are the ages of slw boys: 10, II, II, 1, 11, 1. Which of

the following bar graphs represents this Information?

AN

AN

4.2.6 11/30. The coordinates of point P are:

p-uatut

gh 10 04 It

10 11
.1111, .

II
41 61

4
III

IV

^1'

Au*

S 6
I don't know-

(-2. -3)

(2. 3) 3 5

(4. -2) X76 76

I don't know 7 8

A-30

DOMAIN 4: 101(111A1C TOPICS

06ACTIVC 4.3: PIOSAIIILITY (n00-46irrtomiar 003400'00)

4.3.1'A/4. If on the roll of a die the
probability that a five will
appear is 1/6 then the
probability that a five L. a
three will appear is:

I

IT

I don't knew

p-vetme
94 10 94 it

11 15

3 3

53 51

10

1 6

4.3.2"A/31. There are S pairs of white socks
and 3 pairs of black socks in a
drawer. The socks have not been
paired, they are loots in the
drawer. If you reach in without
looking, what is the smallest
number of seeks yew must pull
out in order to be sure of
getting a matched pair?

Our

A-31

3 IL
7. 16

8 14 14

11 S

I don't know 0 '6



DOMAIN 4: ALICIAAIC TOPICS

0834rTIvi 1.1. svingagiiisv

4.3.3"A/36. Nike flips 2 querters. What

is the probability that they

both land heads?
p-velue

gh II gel It

1 a 41 4,

2

I don't know

41 59

I

S

Appendices
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1.3.1 '8/6. The roof and the body of a car
are to be painted different,
colours. Using only S colourk,
hew many different ways can
tha car be painted?

... It

9 I 4

10 II IC

20 .K31 17

I don't know It II

A-32

FRAIN 4: AliIIIRAIC TOPICS

08.14CTIVE 1.2: 1011011AllItITT

4.3.6'8/33. 2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 9, .8, 8, 9, 10

For a party our each number shown above was painted on a different

Ping-Pong ball, and the balls were thoroughly mixed up in a bowl.

If a ball is picked froef04 bowl by.a blindfolded person. what is

the probability that the ball will have a 4 on it' p-valua
04 10 04 II

f

4.3.9 8/37.

TII

10 0

I don't know

_ft I7

If the probability that it will rain on a given day is 0.54, then

the probability that it will agl rain is:

0.94 p. II II

0.34
1

'9.94
111

84.36 I I

I don't knew / I

4U6

A-33

o.
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ti

OCINA1N 4: ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

OBJECTIVE 4.4: STATISTICS Imon-owertentar obitelivel

4.4.1 A/3. The median of the set of
numbers L2.2,2,3.4,5,10) is: lAglig

04
P
10 pi If

If ' 14 54

2 .

3

10

don't know

IS ff

fl 26

S

SS 14

4.4.2 'A/16. Now many more passengers used
the airports in January than in
April?

AIRLINE PASSENGr.R5 FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE TEAR

Airports
Jan

Hundreds of Passengers Per Month

Feb mar Apr May Jun
Total

Bay City 9 3 5 7 2 '4 30

Camden 6 8 1 5 8 2 30

Dover Is ' 5 9 6 6 3 37

Fiske 5 6 6 1 3 7 28

,Grange 1 2 3 6 7 10 29

TOTAL 29 24 24 25 26 26' 1S4

4 64 5!

2900 I

29 1 1

400 X i IS

I don't know

DOMAIN 4. ALGEBRAIC TOPICS
A-SS.

OBJECTIVE 4.4: STATISTICS

4.4.3*A/40. The table below shows, for each of four awe groups, thi%number of injuries
to pedestrians -and the total number of injuries related to motor vehicles
which occurred during 1170.

Age.G'oup
Pedestrian
injuries

Total Number
0' lnjuriei

IS 24 000 700 000

25 44 000 600 000

4S - 64 000 SSO 000

61 - 74 I 000 70 000

4.4.4' 11/S. A television commercial states
that 901 of the pestle who
expresSed a choice thought that
Iola A wet better or ne
different than grand X. What
percent of these poopl: Mad
have thought that Ira 1 was

better Or no different than
Brand A?

According to these statistics, which age
group had the fewest lumber of pedestrian
injuries per total nu*bor of injuries?

- 24

25 - 44 5,

4S - 64

- 74 *

I don't know

less than 101

up to 1001

at most 901

cannot tell based On the information . . .
29 27

16 18

14 II,

110 49

4 4

49

,

it

I Li
N 'N

I Omit know 1

4 u 7



gnolm 4; AMMAN TOPICS

011JkOlVf 4.4: STATISTICS

4.4.1' 2431.

AMAIN/ PASSLNSLPS FOP FIRST Sit OWNS Of TIME TEAR

Airports
Jan

'Modred' of Passdagers Per month

Feb Mar Ape 'May Jun
-Total

..lay Cttp 11 3 S 7 2 4 30

ide* 6 S 1 6 1 2 30

Over $ S 9 6 5 3 37

Fiske S 6 5 1 3 7 IS

Orange 1 2 .1 5 7 10 29

' TOTAL 21 /4 24 25 25 26 154

I& meg pssoolori used
A5rport In &oil ,

h Flske

o-vast

g4 10 gm II

7 45 It

2$
7 7

100

1030. .

I d

I deo:t 1445:
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A-36

4.4.611/36. e mein of the set of :bonbon

12,2.2.3,44.10j Is:

3 II II

2 SI IS

10
6 5

4 25IL IL

I don't know
IS t2

901411 S: COMM ficillACT

011.1CCTIllt 1.0

/nam-eurrievlar eldeesive

-mobvi
4b

14 It #4 It
1.0.11,211. At any 119411 2044112e a program

computer's memory volt
can store:

data I, II

aoswers I 1

,75Tall of the above II 75

1 Most knew 9 7

1.0:1 4/9. For which of the fellowlog

would sale si 1.44 a
commeterT

to ftod tho sem of a seem of numbers y

to keep track of school records S S.

to Node the wirer 041 football game . .
77 7,

, . .

ts Oat a list of Ramos lo alphabetical order 10 e

I Most knew 5

408

0
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PAIN 5: COMPUTER LITERACY

OOJECTIVE 1.0

5.0.3*A/1/ In order to program a computer, a
,

person ',morally:
pvetue

ga 10 94 If

can use any English lanouage words s s

can use any English or foreign language words . 1 s

must use goobers, net words 14

mast use a ;rereads, language .X.. 54 61

1 don't knew

5.0.4 11/3. A computer immoral is a:

if fa

course on computers 51 ft

set of instructions to control the computer . .
.X. 44 SO

computer -gemerated presentation_ - . -. .
_11 11

piece of computer hardware f

I don't home 1 1

A30

POMAIM 5; COMPUTER LITERACY

OSJECTIVE 5.0

5.0.5 11/12. Tho computer-related jelp closest to that of a typist Is: p-value

#4 14 $4 14

computer operator is 11

systems analyst
1 1

keypunch operator 41 as

computer programmer 06 01

5.0.611/21 The main Job

I don't knew It C

G4 a computer,programpor, is to:

prepare instructions for a computer. if

operate a computer 16

schedule jobs for a computer. . . If

design coMupters

I don't haw

1111.

C 7

A-34
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Appendix J

SECOND ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS 1981

A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ELEMENTARY TEAOERS-OF MATHEMATICS

1 -S

The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide Information to decision-makers in

curriculum, program implementation, teacher training, in-service. resource

selection and budge' allocation. With the results of this study on hand, these

decisice-makers will be In a peSitiOn to she informed Judgments about an,

pmepesed changes in the system new existing for the teaching and learning of

mathematics.

feu are asked to respond as fully as you can to these questions. It is recognized

that school programs ame so varied that some of the questions may not fit the

orgemitatiam or philosophy of your classroom or school. Where then Is a lack of

congruence Mermen the questions and your situation. please soecify and tangent.
0

Please check the appropriate response to each queztion. Por.some clearlY Identified

questions, mere than one choice may be marked. All other Items rewire only one

reams*. Use the last page if you wish to meke detailed cement* on any item, or

On any aspect of the survey.

A pamphlet which outliies some of the recant activities of the Learning Assessment

IranCt is included feir your information. Many of the services provided have been

'oeveloped as a consequence of previous assessments.

Previaaa of enlist Columbia
Vialstry of tdmoacioa .

Leareleg asseeesmosa hawk

4 1 O.

A. TEACUP 6ACK000I

1. Now esny years will you have been teaching mathematics as of June. 11101?

1-2 years
11..1

3-S years 17

6.10 years 30

11-15 years If

More than 15 years 21

2. What percentage of your present male workload it ttmetabled for the
teaching of mathematics?

0-20S

211-SOS

51-1511

76-100S

3. Which of the following describe(s) your teething situation?
(Chub aft that egg.)

1. Self-contained classroom

2. Ter teaching

3. Open area (2 or more classes)

4. Shared workload (one teacher take% all the
mathematics. another takes all "the language

arts. etc.)

4. To which of the following associations do you currently belong?
(auk 414 that optild

T. I.e. Association ofritturscics Teachurs"".

2. Provincial Interimpliate Teachers Association

3. 6.C. Primary Teachers Association

4. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

S. Local Mathematics P S A

6. None of the above

.3.
-ILL

.IL

1
Except where otherwise indicated all the numbers reported to this appendix
are percentages. All percentages have ban rounded to the nearest whole
number.

411



i.

Now well did each of the following mare you for the teaching of mathematics'

inadequately Adauately Very Well

1. Mathematics content courses . . 2B 64

2. Mathematics methods courses . . 30 59 11

3. Other education courses 34 SS 7

11. If you had a choice. at 4010 grads level
estheatics?

Now many years ago did you successfully complete a asthmatics content courts
at the post-Secondary level?

I have never successfully completed a mathematics
content course at thepost-secondary level 16

Lass then 2 years ago 6
12.

?6 years ago 16

6-10 years ago 25

11 or more years ago 37

7. How many years ago did you successful'y complete a mathematics metnods course
at the Ma-secondary level?

I have never successfully completed a mut-secondary
mathematics methods course '

Lass den 2 rare ago

2.6 years ago

6-10 years ago
.21L.

11 or are years ago

13

9

16

6. Nave you attended a mathematics session at conference in the last torte
years?

Yes
-U..

No
-U.-

9. Have you attended a workshop rasher :ham .1.9 o confirenoe) or an 1naervlay
day in MAthlatiCS in the last three years?

Yes 54

710 46

10. If you had a choice, would you avoid teaching mathematics altogether?

Yes 2

Undecided 4

No .22.

4

would you Prefer to teach

mone

Primary /kindergarten 41

Intermediate 55

Junior secondary

Sealer secondary

Post-secondary

J. GOALS OF MEIOTIC, EDUCATION

2.
0

How important is each of the following overall
seals for school mathematics?

not Somanst
Important

1. To tenth students the
miheatical concepts and
s' ills required to function
as enlightened consumers
in a technological society .

2. To serve as a mechanism for
sorting students for
entrance into their
vocational fields of
interest

3. To familiarize students

vith the aeJor '099 and
orOCISSOS used in
BathenItial

1

B. To prepare stuments for
entry into specialized

technological, scientific,
and professiOnal fields

3. To develop in students the
ability to think logically

.

6. To develop students'

interest in and enthusiasm
for the study of sistuestics
3y introducing them to
interesting Meth01111tiCli
topics

7. To origami students for
the study of further
mathematics

3. To develop the idea that
mathematics is the science
of abstract. deductive
structures-

-L

-.L

4

13

16E211 Essential

30 66

AIL A.

52 34

21

12- 33 24

4 31 1.

24 50 23 3



ROOM DIPLEMENTOTtpl

In 1971 the Ministry of Education published the Modemacier Cuttimulm Guide.
Varga One Am TWelue. In the following questions. the words uouicaGis Guide

refer to this document.

13. when was the last thee you referred to the Quuti4mian Guide

Within the last 10 days 11

Within the last month 23

Within the last 11 soothe
33

Within the last year 17

Mere than a year ago 2

I have never referred to the Cum..who Grids 1
I can't recall a

14. Nate the importance of each of the following in term of its influence on
-selecting the content for your mathematics courses.

Not

ANO1Cable
Not

Imam
Sa Meat
bloortin LaM, Essentiel

Textbook1.

3. Provincial
Cineiesten Gt: Ade . . . 3 6 24 46-- 21

3. Local curriculum . . . 17 a 17 40 20

414

IS. Various (minions have been expressed about curriculum guides. Check the
extant of your agreement or dissgromment with each one.

Suety

1. 1. No curriculum guide is
needed

2. 2:Agugrof the current
064:4dateadliguate

as it Is 4 23 20 30 2

3. ;141,84Vgof the current
Wile names to

be revived -a. AO- -J.

neutral/ It

ALUM kati.Jaft tat _trig_

4 t.

A. Topics in a orriculum
guide should be listed
separately far each
grade 1 a 7 if 24

I. A curriculum guide
should contain a

ngsuggested teethi
order for topics for a
grade

6. A curriculum guide
should include rem-
emulations for
appropriate methods
and materiels

I. Tim aliocatlams should

os 11401111411 for each
meic in a curriculum
guide

S. Minimal objectives for
each grade snoula be
loud tied In a carri cu 1 uos
guide 1

36-

1 11

aa.

9 61 le

-L. Ai- -I. la- JAL

7 4 64 21.
9. for each credo. a single

textbook should be
adopted as the Omit
textbook in asthmatics . . 22

10. ANy future curriculum
guide should be supple-
mated with one or more
resource books 9-

36

415

24

J_ IL_ IL.



11. Which one of the following best describes the use in your class of each
of the textbooks listed below?

(Respond only (a4 the gradd Gavot you teach)

a Used as a

Not Supple rotary Used as a

A. fastiniSda MIA Text Basic Text

1. Mad Ittaestew MathamaLiaa. . . . 46 3$ it-

6 23 69
2. 14,40-/-114404he Select Matumathel. .

3. noisat Ilatismatics 72 21 o

69 .4 1

4. Stales Thiconik keiduistic.

I. 4123153at

1. RumuWrats oiMetksmatrte 1 ii.- -U. -2-

2. Mathematics I 21_ IL 1.1,-

3. $choolMathernal.ea I 17 .11. fowl- .,

4. COISCOWNUMil 0611110W.V.0.4 72 21- .2.-

S. litukkochtel Com.ekte oi
atemruermy Mathematics 94 s 1

17. which of the following metric reference motorists have you used? (Check di
that ammlp.1

1. A matt4c Pem4Liamisatian Welouhap

z. A,Pcchet 0m de' to mete4ch

3. lathoduction to the *Vac .Hotta 3s

4. Mattes, Litter, and Crank (film) 7

S. *AU' SCVIA Gu4dt 11

S. Mowing to Attain (f11m)

7. 14fictiest Aetilat.444 tiamoducing the W ttia Svam
4A the Uumuitami Gesdao

8. None of the above (Go to Qsicatica 201

24

le. Chock each of the following 6010 describe' your use of the metric referees
materials listed In Question 17. (Check a44 that 4044.)

1. Used the matorials In developing ortsantations to the
class on the metric systsm

2. Usda the motorists In developing class activities

3. Used the motorists in developing class handouts

4. Students used the materials in Individual activities
.

S. Students used the materials in small group .OS161:146 .

6. Students were given some of the tarials as handouts .

19. which of the following best describes how often you used the metric
Weimar material listed in Question 17?

1 rarely (1-3 times) use the material

1 occasionally (4-10 times) use the material

t often (10 or own Mess) use the motels]

AA.

SL
11-

4 1"



2O. The current edition of the CuneiceLum WM lists fivemajer cogt1tive goals
Of the eStAMMItiCS CUrriC161.11. Nate these five objectives according to what
Sae mrsider their importance to 40.

The mathematics Moron will Not Somewhat
amble the Student: 41115III limn= sonle

1. To identify 4110 u$41 the
laic poorties and
operations of the real
number system

2. 10 identify cannon
gurea

4°11knowl

of their Meta a ereeeredgeties.

3. To transfers given
numerical and algebraic
expreeeienS into
equivalent expressions

4. To solve SOW SiOteRelle
of varies* types and
Merges of complexity

S. To apply kmadedge of
asthmatics to foe:flier
physical or ovine:mental
situation In order to
construct a descriptive
mathemstical sedel of the
situation or to salve s
problem arising from
the situation

0 2 26
1111111

72

I. li.. Ii. 111..

3 32 $4

1 1L .12. 2171..

2 1

23. At what levels should mathematics be taught by someone who specialises
in the teaching of asthmatics? (Check aLL but epotri.1

1. At no level

2. Prheery 1A..

3. Intermediate

4. Junior Secondary S
S. Senior Secondary

-9. CALCULATOR AND MUTER USE

COMPUTER LITERACY, us bit logliesimg Owe644e... 444.44 to a moat
emmenoo 04 the mil end isumtunte of onirsaAA An ow, musty.
LC Soto not meien to the teduMatt WWI o f ammot401. such do
emogmermairpn data ema,044.

24. At which of the following levels do you feel STUDENTS should be allowed
to use calculators in their mathematics classes? (Chtak al that 0044

1. At no hovel 2.
2. Primary

.11.
3. intermediate IL40 51 4. Junior Secondary , IL
S. Senior Secondary al

21. In your opinion. how well does this list coincide with your view of *het the
major cognitive goals of the mathematics curriculum should be?

Not at alt

Quite well

Very well

22. Check the highest redo at which mg `ore of mathematics course should be
required of all students.

Grade 1

Grade 2

ands 3

Grade 4

Grade S .2.

Grade 6 0

0

0

0

Grade 7

Grade a 2

Grade 9 _A.

Grade 10

Grade 11. 13

Grade 12 62

2S. If computer literacy were being consideredms topic loth...C. curriculum
.

how should the teaching of computer literacy be handled? (*teat one.}

Comeuter literacy should NOT be a part of the curriculum . . .

it should be taught as part of the mathemstics curriculum. .

It should be taught as part of some other existing
course (e.g.. Winos Education) 9

A course in computer literacy snsuld be introduced to

It should be taught as part of several courses
(e.g.. Science. Accounting. Mathematics, etc.)

Other

2S. In your school is there a computer weigh is uses for instruclional :urgosest

Yes
IL. :Go to Qpiation 271

No * (blotto $01

419

K
n
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27. Cheek
instructional

1.

all the ways in which the compute* is used in our school for U.
purposes.

A computer is used by a computer club or other
vitro-curricular group 5

2. A computer is used in some mathematics classes 63

32.
3. A computer is used in a computer science course, .

4. A 12041 is used in some classes other than
mathematics or commuter science 12--

00 In use a commuter with your mathematics classes?

Coro.

team to &mai* 30 Mat with tit gute4a4 ones
Lesny yj &Impugn 35 :most exatrcvaig wade MICIO-C

Do you nave access to 4 micro-c. -utar in your sow?

Yes

No

z

Suppose that Acro-computarl were available for 44 in your class
with which of the following groups of students would you use then?

All students

Only the brighter students . . . . ji..

Only students needing remodiation . . . . . I__

No students

Yes 9 33. would you be willing to attend 40e/shops on the use of aticrocomputers?

IS j (Ge to titest.i.e*30 r

2g. Check all the ways in 4110 a =NW is used in Bur mathematics classes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

Computer is used as a teaching tool td demonssrsts

COMMIS

Students use the comoutir for drill and practice . .

Students learn computer Pregromming .

Students use tne computer to Solve Problems that
art a normal part of the mathematics course

Student/ use the computar to solve enechment problems
that are an optional part of the mathematics course. . .

.106-

163.-
33

43

30. At which level should students be first introduced to computers?

At no level

Primary .306.-

Interimdiata A--
Junior Secondary

Senior Secondary

42E)

Ys*

No

34. which on of tne following ways of organising a workshop on micro - commuters
to youpsfer?

One workshop for your school

A series of workshop for your scnool

One workshop for each of the depat:lints
imatnematics. English, etc )

A saris* of *Wuhan for eaca deparment
(mathematics, English, etc . I .. 2

A district-wide workshop

A district-wide series of writsheoh-

A
LL 4.*

-L..

24

35. assuming a Dual ifled person is avai lable Prom thwe fol lowing, wno should teach such

a workshop? (Check on only.)

Personnel from your school

Personnel from your district office 30

Personnel from tne ainistry of :duration

Personnel from the univeroities 14

Personnel from computer dittributors 21



I. AUESSNIAT Afb TAM

38. Nave you reed the following publications concerning the 8.C. maciamecie.4
Aledelmaise (MT)?

31.

I. Your Oirrict's Interprelation Wert

I. Provincial Summary *wort ...... 24

3. Provincial Tutlissultsldport . . . 26

4. Provincial Instructional Practical Report .

73

74

A- -EL

In your Knot, whit insect have ale results and ruumendations from tne
previous S.C. WasitautAs Ateteutuutt had on each of ;he following?

39. The Ministry Of Education has produced the following curriculum -based
achievemint tuts. Check all of those which you have used or have
ordered for use this year.

1. Grade 3/4 Sets and Numbers

2. Grade 3/4 Operations with Whole Numbers la

3. Grade 3/4 Geometry and Measurement 13

4. Grade 7/8 Sots and Numbers 7

S. Grade' 7/8 Operations with Mole Numbers ... ...
6. Grade 7/8 °potations with Rational Numbers 7

7. Grade 7/8 Geometry and Messuremut

8. 'Grade 7/8 Applications
ti -so- '

38.

NEL

1. Allocation of personnel . . . . Al

2. Provision of inservice 28

3. Otsego in curriculum annuls

4. Change in evaluation brecticas

S. Provision of supplementary
tutorials 22

S. Sorovamint of.romedie
Itr-icas 23

7. Is of instructional
unction 17

3. increase in time scheduled for
mathematics instruction . . . .

e.ave results and recommendations from
4464048n. nod any impact on your own teaching?

'Yea. minimal impact

Yes. significant impact . .

Minimal Significant I Don't Know
40. Please check which of the following standardized tests in mathematics

are used in your class.

(Check alt onpnostua.t,- u400n4e4.1

1. California Achievement Test 2

2. Canadian Test of Basic Sk111i . ... .. Sa-
l. Comormenoive Teo! of Basic Skills A-

rm Tests of Educational Oevelipment -L.
3. key Math 4

6. Metropolitan Achievement Tests

7. Sequential Tests of Educational ',regress (37V) o

8. Stanford Achievement Tests 17

9. Stanford Diagnostic mathamocics Tests 7

10. Tests of Acadamic Progress (TAP)

11. Tests accompanying tie taxtboo it.
12. 'one IL

8 1 SA

20 6 47- -
id- 12- .Ait-

Z.L. -.8.

23 10 47

20 7 48

22 7 34

-L. .iL

the srevlous 3.C. ...c.era.ra.:.6

63

10

422
423



F. TEACHER EINCATION OF THE FUTURE

Fad arbutiocc 41 teem* 44, Lame geu.heve been asked to amen the
'VIAL Oahen edamet4en pagan tat k1& L0 teatime& ei etementag
methesatia. In teapentimg to .0444 quatione, playe do not Act
466DJ4tad by (Airtime magma and &teatimes.

41. If you were dustpan, a teacher preparation program f.r elementary school
mathematics teachers for the 1980's, how important mould each of the
following areas be to that program?

Not Somewhat
Important, Issums twortant Essential

1. nethematicp courses from
the department of .

methemItite 14

2. Mithascics content courses from
the Faculty of Education .

3. Methods of teaching
matheatice

4. Content courses in other

disciplines (44.. Coommroll.
PaIrsOby. etc.) 27

S. Foundation course* in
education (e.g., philosophy,
OsychOlogy, sociology, etc.).

S. Content courses in =o91101

7. General teaching skills
(e.g., classroom anagesat,
measurement and evaluation,
questioning tacalques, etc.).

8. Student teaching 1

6

0

.2.6.

15

-SL

4'44

30 35

11

3

44

311.
31

45

27

23

31

10

69

3

4 28 68

5 21 72

42. Now important would prepare A in each of the following area; be in your
proposed program/

1. Teaching decimals

Z. Teaching fingereath

3. Teaching the four basic
operettas with whole
numbers

4. Teaching fractions

S. Teaching gmmnetry

6. Teaching problem solving

7. Teaching metric
measurement

S. Tahniques for classroom
menagement'and discipline

P.' Techniques of diagnosis
and remediation

10. Knowledge of applications
of cathartics

11. Knowledge of the struc-
ture of mathematics

12. Use of stations and
laboratories

Not Somewhat
Important Important Important ingtal_

6 14 30 40

311 31 19 4

1 1 16 el

s 19 44 32
...-. .......

2
20- Ab..

-IL ..1..

1 7 AL

. 1 .../ 30 61.._

o 4 34 61

-1-

-a-
le

10-

26-

44

4J-

35

23

10

4 ')



43. Whet teal of importance would you assign to each of the following
matheme-ics content- areas in your proposed program?

G. TEACHER INSERVICE EDUCATION,

45 Indicate the degree of help you hale received in your teaching of mathematics
from each of the following groups who offer inservicm activities.

Not Somewhat
Important !wore Ant Important Essential No

Experience Mot

1. Algebra 13 26 46 16
With This Helpful Somewhat Moderately Very Extramel y

Group At All Helpful Helpful Helpful Helpful

2. Calculus se 31 25 6

3. Geometry ..
3 29 SS 13

1. Ministry of
Educationlr so 10 2 personnel 90 3 5 2 -1 04. History of Mathematics ...._

S. Logic ...b. 21.. AL. IL- t. IICTF
professional

6. Number Theory _L 11- .11,_ 411.- development
.

7. Probability 13 42 40 6 personnel . a_ ....L. J.L.
45 31 4 3. Local PSA

S. Statistics 21 .......... .....

Personnel . . 56 3 17

4. CMIT workshop
speakers , . 82 3 9

44. What level of importance would you assign to each of the following cohfrit 5. University
courses in other disciplines, in your proposed program? Personnil . . 39 s 19

6. District
supervisors.
coordinators,
or resource- teachers.. 20 6 20

7. Fellow
teachers . . . 5 1 15Alll

8. Community
resource
People . . . . 21. -3- 11

9. Educational

.--
consul ting
fires . . . . 83 4 7

Not
Important

Scandsat
Important Imoortant Essential

1. Astronomy 30

2. Molar, 25

3 Ciimmistry .2Z.

4. Commerce AI.
5. Ccabutor Science -LL

6. English 8

7 Engineering 34

8. Geography
le

9. Geology
31

19
10. Physics ---
11. Psychology ./.I..

46

35

41
.....

13-
21..

a....
41

35

47

39

3.1-

20

35

32
-..,

AL
.31-
36

22

40
......

20

36

-13-

2

6

6
.....

..b
IL.
40

4
.....

a

2

6
......

-3-

426
427

I -I. ...1

14 8 3

3 3 1

20 14 4

24 21 9

20 38 22
...,

6 5 1-- =111

2 o



sp. Now important is it to offer en inservice workshop or workshops to elementary

mathematics teachers on each of the following topics?

47.

1. Applying mathematics to
everyday situations

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important Important Essential

AL AL-
2. Computation with whole

numbers to 21 38 28

3. ComPuter literacy 13 37 34 14

4. Decimals it-- 31 39 16

S. Oiegmosis and mediation
of learning difficulties
in mathmmatics 7 41 50

6. Enrichment topics for
elementary school
matheistir.s 12 48 39

7. Fractions Ll_ 11. 12-
G. Geometry -4L &L.
9. Giftedness it- 24

10. Metric measurement 3 21 49 26

11. Probability and statistics. . . 25 44 26 4

12. Problem solving 2 10 45 41

If you had a choice of inservice format. which one of the following would
you prefer?

University course for degree credit

Non-credit university course

One to .he hour workshop on one topic

" as of workshops on one topic

Coe day workshop en ona'topic

42:3

27

H. CLASS-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

The questions this emotion ant meoxixadut one,' .46 ansuoxedwitim
dame in mind. This etas.* mutt be identitied by aneobeing

A641-757-50.

48. Oo you teach more than one grade of mathematics at the elementary level?

No 69 (Go to Question so)

Yes (Go to Queation SO)

49. (Id NO to Question 41) Which one cf the following best describes this class?

Grade/Year 1

Grade/Year 2 U.-

Grade/Year 3 16

Grade/Year 4 14

Grade/Year S 14

Grade/Year 6 13

Grade/Year 7 14

50. (Ii YES to g}1u.c.an tit The questions in this section are meaningful only
if answered with a specific mathematics class in mind. Please identify the
one class with which you have had both recent and extensive experience in
TR teaching of mathemmtics. If this irria-Possibir-EFFie the class with
which you have had the most recent experience. Note that all of the
questions in this section reeri this specific class. Which one of the
following best describes the class you have selected?

[Ii theist a most than one rode levet nepneeented an youeldtass, padre
Aettat only one oi those gnadu, pee6enah44 the one with the lasoest
neatment.T--

Grade/Year 1 t3

Grade/Year 2 14

Grade/Year 3 17

Grade/Yeer 4 J./-

Grids/Year 5 J2,

Grade/Year 6

Grade/Year 7

42)



I I I 1

57. GenerallIspeaking. how frequently during your class instruction time de
your stuientS engage In each of the following activities?

11. How does the class you have selected compare with other classes with which 1. Oral work

you are familiar at this grade level In terms of mathematical ability?

The selected class is:

Z. Individual wort

3. Smal group work

higher in mathematics ability
19 4. Solving taxtbook

about the same
44

exercises

...abilityl

5. Working on creative

?war in mathematics mathematics Projects

5. listening to teacher

32. In your estimation how wide is the range of mathematics ability in this explanation

class?
(demonstration) . .

Very wide M.
fairly wide

44

Fairly narrow
15

Very narrow r
1

53. Now many students are enrolled In this class'

Maas is 23.1

54. On the average. how much mathematics
instruction does this class receive

each 5 day week?

Number of periods
Man it3c1

SS. What is the average length of each class period (in minutes)?

Number of minutes FT-I
Mau is 43.1

56. Which of the following best
describes the total amount of time you have for

teaching mathematics to this class?

I have more than enough time

I have enough time

I do not have enough time 1IL

430

7. Working at activity
centres

a. Drill on arithmetic
computation

atm
0"

L.L
3

A.

.
0

.

14

1

Rea
Very

Ingsr. fmtmama !Emma
1$ 37 23

,u_ .3A. IL.
AL IL IL
16 46 II

46
....

10
WIAVO

2

23 33 It
.... 4/1 ...

.... 13 4

16 43 34

1

...2.

Lt.

5

34

1

22

4

Save/tat of the foUseceg qui/tom ash fo4 istioverzion spout dui teat

mod you had NUJ' thin ciao. Wit you 4/sponse son this tad
d wag not be typwas4 of :vital you laausilie do, the sum of 4espinees

funeaattacitens 441.4 egotude, a 44Mit46AOAUu( oi.otwia foot the ent4se

Wucket.

58. About how long did it take you co prepare your lesson for the Nit period
jou had with this class?

Number of minutes

Mout is 17.6

59. About how long did it GM* you (outside of class) to mark the last homework

assignment you gave to this class?

Numter of minutes

Mama to 26.7

60. Urinate how long it would have taken a student of average ability in this
class to omolsta the last homework assignment you gave.

viewer of minutes I 1

Pisan is 16.7
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61. Daring the last cerise you lied with this class. approximately what percent
of the tin die you spend on each of the following activities?
(114 COAL short! be /001.1

1. Lam group instruction on a new topic

2. Small group instruction on a new topic

3. Individual instruction on a new topic

4. Supervising network on a new assignment

f. Correcting previews assignments

6. Giving toots or quiz=

7. Aewiewin, previously taught materia)

O. Other

II
it

Ii

11
LIII

TOTAL

II

LILI
Halo

22.9

6.3

6.4

13.1

4.9

62. ich one of the follOwing describes the major use you make of the taxtbook(s)
i this class?

o de slop a new concept

T review circlets developed in class

To ide exercises for drill and practice . .

63. Now importaet is each of the followihe techniques of evaluation of student
mathematics ichievement in this class?

Not

11951Ma.

1. Teacher observations of
students' performance . . o

2. Teacher-prepared tests . I

3., Tests prepared by schiol
perswnnel 1

Somewhat

t imoortAnt Ess ntial

to

60

33-
LL
16 1

4. Teets rewired by district
ifOlie personnel

4A JO se 17 2

S. Ministry supplied classroom "'''-

achievement tests U.- \ 4,1... IL- -L.

6. Tests accompanying
I

mathematics series 21 33 itg-
1. COmerciAlly-orodurced

standardised tests . . 3 15 1

'43'1

64, If some students are unsuccessful in fulfilling the mathematics requirements
for tnis class, what should the policy be for them?
(Check the one but seamon44 on4g.1 They should:

`%.
go to a special class within the school for remedial work .

go to a special school for remedial work -J.
proceed to the oght higher grade level with their classmates . 16

repeat the course

repeat the entire grade

65. With respect to this class, the present prescribed curriculum moots the
needs of my students:

very we 1 1 14

adequately 77

inadequately

not at all 1

The following opinions have been expressed about mathematics curricula in
general. Indicate the extent of your agreement or ditagreement with each
statement ILLALilgusluittimszna.

itilmit7tnntlY Moan, &a loft NMI 43LStnally

Neutral/

1. Logical structure should
be emphasized as a frame-
work for the study of
mathematics

2. Opportunity must be Pro-
vtded for stilton )

apply mitt/rest as
wide a -realm as sible . .

3. Instructional units dealing
with statistics should be
included in the curriculum

4. Problem solving should be
the focus of school mathe-
matics in the 1960's . . .

S. Basic skills in mathematics
should be defined to encom-
pass more than computational
facility

0 2
...,.

2

19

A
.....

60
...

67

19

27

IL

13

il-

16

13

IL

53

61
IMNIO

-L.

17

19

433



Si. helm ia a list of twelve toolC areas which might be includes in any
°mathematics curriculum. To whet extent IL each one emphasited in the

. won curriculum for this class?

No Little Some Much'MU ANNELLt ( ehosis jsehaSis

1. Mathematical concepts

2. Arithmetic skills

3. Algebraic concepts and skills

4. Geometric concept*

I. 031110118r atheistic* .....

6.) Applications to other fields .

i 7: Structure of number *yawls and
OroOertiell

..

O.

9. =111.ving
10. Logical thinking

11. Using eathemetcs to predict

12. Reading. intarpreting, and con-
structing tables and graphs . .

-.2.
0

20

2

20

-IL

-A.
0

1

2

-L. .
,1.
32

20

40

AL.

IL
10

6

18

IL
s

42

-66

36

IL-

V.-
66

47

33

AL
91

7

-5

-7
-L.

26

24

47

27

69. In which of the following ways are lin this class allowed to use
calculators for mathematics? (C ant 00441
1. Students do not use hand-held calculators in my

mathsallticS class 86

2. Unrestricted use 2

3. To check work 12

4. To shorts' computation Limo and effort in class work . 3
3. To shorts' computation time and effort op Watt
6. To shorten computation- time and effort on assignments . 3

411. To To what extant do you feel aeon of the Sim twelve topics should be meohasizad
in the mathematics curriculum for the level you are currently teaching? 70. to which of the following ways do emu mike use of calculators with this

class/ (Check 41.4 that ommi4.1

1. Mathematical concepts

2. Arithmetic skills

1. Algebraic concepts and skills

4. GoonstriC contacts

S. Consumer mathematics

6. Applications to other fields .

7.' Structure of rusher systole and
provrties

8. metsument
9. Prob 1 oms sol Ong

10. Logical thinking

11. Using mathematics to predict

12. Reading, interpreting, and con.
strutting tables and graphs . .

No

Emphasis
Little

Esohasis

Some

Lionasis

such 1. I do not use calculators in this class
Emohasis

2. To do the computation so the concept can be emphasized
. 4

10

Fs-

(Ai C3

C. 03

0

-9-
. 17

2

10

-I-

4

._2.

o

1

. 7

. . 3

-A-

-I-
26

22

20-
26-

16
---

4

1

7

25

16
.111111D

Lt.:

7

46

67

49

33-

48
---

3.1_

28

41
---
51-
60

3. To do the caputation so many more examples of a concept-

may be shown
92

To show students how to use calculators
9

a

20

11-

30

18_

70

so-
16
---

211.

434 43,5 -4 02



Moose use this space to make any.other comment/ on the mathematics
'porta. in your school.

. ...

MIMiMMlin Asww.
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AppendiA

SECOND ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS 1981

A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SECONDARY 4EACHERS OF MATHEMATICS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide, information to decision-makers

in curriculum, program implementation, teacher training, in-service, resource

selection and budget allocation. Will the results of thiS study on hand, these

decision- maker' will be in a positioi to make informed judgments about any

prignsed change; in the system now existing for the teaching and learning cf

lethemItics.

You are asked to respond as fully as you can to these quistions. It is recognized

that'school program are so varied that some of the questions may not fit the

organisation or philosophy of your classroom or school. Where there is a lack of

congruence between the questions and your situation, please specify and meant.

Please check the appropriate response to each question. For soma clearly identified

questions, more than one choice may be mrrked. All other items require only one'

mom. Use the last page if you wish to make detailed comments on any item, or

4nY aspect of the survey.

A pamphlet which ',Alines some of the recent activities of the Learning Assessment

Drer:h is included for your information. Many of the services provided have been .

4veloped as a consequence of previous assessments.

Province of Iriciab Columbia
Ministry of Education

Learnine Assessment Branch

A. TEACHER MACKGROUHO

1. How meny years will you have been teaching mathematics as of June,1981?

1-2 year

3.5 year

6-10 year

11-15 year

More than 15 years

2. What percentage of your present school workload (including spares and
aaministl-ative duties), is timetabied for tne teaching of mathematics?

0-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%

18

12

41

3. To which of the following associations you currently belong? (Check att 3e

4,414.1

1. B.C. Association of Mathematics Teachers

2. Provincial Intermediate Teac,mrs Association 0

3. B.C. Comuters in Education Committee . .
4. Rational Council of Teachers of Mathematics 14

5. Local Mathematics P 5 A 21

6. None of the above 59

1 except where otherwise indicated all the numbers reported in this appendix
are percentages. All percentages have been rounded to the nearest whole

number.

438



4. Now many university /college courses have you successfully completed in each

6. How many years ago did you Successfully complete a mathematics content course
at the post-secondary level?

Of trs following subjects? (One course 1.5 units 3 semester hours 4.5
I have never successfully completed a mathematicsquarter hours; select nese shun one" tf, for instance, "Methods of Teaching
content course at the post-fecondary level 10Mathematics' was taught as part of a general Teaching Methods Course.
Less 2than years ago 6

2-5 years ago 13Less Than Three Or -
None One One Two More , 6-10 years ago A_

11 or more years ago

1. AlgebraAlgebra 20

2. Astronomy 86-

3. Biology $D-

tr'

3

i
18

-5.

12

17

1
-A.

42

6
21-

7. How many years ago did you successfully complete a mathematics methods course
at the post-secondary level?

4. Calculus, IL a
5. Chemistry 31- 1 IZ- 12., 31

6. Comma g_ 1 7 4 5

7. Computer. Science 61 6 15 12 6

B. Engineering 87 1 3 1 8

9. Geography 70 2 12 7 10

io. Geology 68 3 19 A 7 4

11. Geometry AA- 25. ln. 111-

12. history of Mathematics $1- 3 1
13. Logic i2- 6 IL 2-
j4. Methods of Teaching Mathematics 11. 11_

.11..
6

15. Number Theory 55 6 25 11 3

16. Physics 32 2 19 18 30

17. Probability 51 11 24 10 4

18. Statistics 31 11 35 15 8

5. Now well did each of the following prepare you for the teaching of mathematics?

I have never successfully completed a post-secondary
mathematics methods course 28

Less than 2 years ago 4

2-5 Years ago

6 -10 years ago 21

11 or more years ago 37

8. Have you attended a mathematics session at a conference in the last three
Years?

Yes
IL--

No

1. have you attended a workshop (maker then mr a extfereture) or an InsemIce
say to mrthematics in the last three years?

Yes

No 42

10. If you had a choice, would you avoid teaching mathematics altogether?

V' Yes

Undecided

No

jnadeouately AdeouatelY Very Vall

1. Mathematics content courses . 17 .51 32

Z. Mathematics methods courses 38 52 10

3. Other education courses 40 54 6

430



if

-
11. If you had a choice, at which grade level would you prefer to teach

mathematics?

4

Primary/kindergarten 0

Intermediate 2

Junior, secondary 38

Senior secondary 51

Post-secondary

8. GOALS OP MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

12. Mow important is each of the following overall goals for school mathematics?

Not Somewhat
Important Important Imoortant Essential

1. To teach students the
,mathematical concepts and
sifills required to function

as enlightened consumers
in a technological society . .

2. To serve as a mechanism for
sorting students for
entrance into their
vocational fields of
interest

3. To familiarize students
with the major ideas and
processes used in

mathematics

. 1

15

7

48

31 .

35

61

3

4. To prepare students for
entry into specialized
technological, scientific,
and professional fields . . .

S. To develop in students, the

ability to think logically . .

441

6. To develop students'
interest in and enthusiasm
for the study of methemstics
by introducing them to
interesting mathematical
wits

7. To prepare students for
the-study of further
mathematics

8. To develw. he idea that
mathematics is the science
of abstract, deductive
structures

3
41=ION

4

29

34
-.6

48

52

sl_

20

11

3

C. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

In 1978 the Ministry of Education published the Mothemetiza CuNxicutun Guide,
fuer One to Tatua. In the following questions, the words "Co.4.4..Lcutat Guide"
refer to this document.

13. When was the last time you referred to the Co/vacate' Guar.?

Within the last 10 days

Within the last month

Within the last 6 months/

Within the last year

More than i year ago

I have never referred to the Cwvu.caLui

I can't.maall

22

23

Guae 1.-

-Z.-

14. Rate the importance of each of the following in terms of its influence on
selecting the content for your matamatics.courses.

.1

3

1

3L

20

8

IL.

64

49

IL

23

42

1.

.2.

3.

Textbook

Provincial

CumAcutum Guide .

Local cerriculka .

Not
Applicable

Not Sumewhat
Important 'Important Important Essentiel.

0

5

. . 3
. . law

14
---

4

21

22
---

42
-_-

45

19

26

....

442
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15. Various opinions have been expressed about curriculum guides. Check the
extent of your agreement or disagreement with each one.

Strongly Neutra,1/ Strongly
Dissolve Disagree Don't Know am Aare*

1. No curriculum guide is
needed

2. The format of the current
Cueucubm Gdideisadequate
as it is

3. Tc14:14:M4ug..of the current

Guideneeds to
be revised

4. Topics in a curriculum
guide should be listed
separately for each
grade

5. A curriculum guide
should contain a
suggested teaching
order for topics for a
grade

6. A curriculum guide
should include recom-
mendations for
appropriate methods
and materials

7. Time allocations should
be suggested for each
topic in a curriculum
guide

8.' Minimal objectives for
sub grade should be
specified in a curriculum
guide . . . .

9. For each grade. a single
textbook should be
Adopted as the basic ,
textbook in mathematics .

10. Any future curriculum
quids should) supple-
mented with one or more

44 al

16. For each Of the mathematics courses ell teach, which oho of the following
best describes your use of each of thi-tiraZoks listed below? (Respond onlyiO4 COMAL4 you Leach)

4$ , 42 4 4 2

IL JL

26

21- 3L 32 L

24 42 2

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

B.

2 19

12_

-L 14 13 IL 11._

3

.15 35

10 56 14

5 65 26

11 26 13

2.

3.

4.

5.

C.

3.

4.

5.

6.

resource books -L .ZI-

,4

KATHimAncs

Ementiala oi MatkesnaucA 2

AlotheuatA.o.o 11

SchooLAkitherutAt4 2

Cantaapayseg Mackemata.4

Fuuriamentat Conceor4 oi
Elementaity AstkematAcr

MATHEMATICS 9

Euenti.atootilAr.theriktv-i 3. . .

AsChematizat PA44(.4.24, 04e . . .

Hatkemdtcca 6,4 a Modem 042d,
Book I

Woken Atgebea, Book 1
Modules 1, 2, 3
Tkoutat-Shooting MaCkematua
Sk442.1

Used as a

litdResource Text Basic Text

SupPlemontary or Used as a

63 30

33 27

33 33

90 10

94 S

8' 15

31 19

21 20

36-.

7

40

35

3

1

60

II- Z.L

?, I-
81 19

25 20

41 30

70 25

2L

_9-

56

29

4

MATHEMATICS 10

auraidaa and Conmapvt NitheaarAcs .

CJAW. A20'41.1=44.6, Inc luot.4 and
Tiede 68

Ma.C.kematioal Puolouas, Top

Mathemat44.6 bat a Whim Wo4td,
Book 2

Modem Atgebea, Batik 1

Modules 4, S, 6

TA2uhCe-Shoot,ng vathefin Acs
S4.21.6

44,;



D. ALGEBRA 11

Not

Used

Used as a
Supplementary or
Resource Text

Used as a
Basic Text A

17. Which of the following metric reference materials have you used? (Meek att
01/4C 4PPZ4/)

1. A Me.taic Familia/Liz/Awn Wokkohop 9

2. A Pocket :vide to MatAAco 23

3. Intaoduction to the Ma.4.44 Sous 18

4. getAtA, LUAU. and Gun& (film) 2

5. wet/Lcc Styta GuAdt ,
17

6. 'moving to Meta4c (film) 2

7. Nactzat Amteu4,44.1a Oa latkoducAng the Hattic Sotta
it tha Etemantaky Guam& 2

8. None of the abOVI1 (Go to Qockt4.on 201 !!'

'8. Check each of the following which describes ydur use of the metric reference
materials listed in Question 17. (Chet& aLL the! dPO4.)

1. Used the materials in developing presentations to the
class on the metric system 72

2. Used the materials in developing class activities 39

3. Used the materials in devaloping.class handouts 36

4. Students used the materials in individul activities 20

5. Students used the materials in small group activities .
13

6. Students were given soma of the materials u handouts . 33

.rich of the following best describes how often you used the metric
-eferince material listed in Question 171

I rarefy (1-3 times) use the material a
I occasionally (4-10 times) use the material

I often (10 or more times) use the material

'Li

rn

.66

27

10

39

43

.

. 46

12.

IlL
20

52

20

. 57

. 56

29

50-
14

24

22

-19-/

37

20-

LL.

36

35

20

20

24

6

23

76_

38

35

17

44

13

61

24

1. Nothesztica 04 a Modean Weald 1112

Z. *dam Atgebaa and Taigonmmetay,
Book!

Laing Advanced Atgebaa

E. CONSUMER MATHEMATICS 11

1. SILIZA4.4.1 and Coltman& *theme-AAA

2. Contempowuj Butute44 Mathematito
4

X. TRADES MATHEMATICS 11

1. SU4C. MethtmaticA SimpLitced . . .

2. Paartio0( Paobtmeo in Anthematue
ScMS4 (Am/ oa aLL 6 moduteel .

a. ALGEBRA 12.

Intmodoctwn to Catcolu

Z. ihtthastor 04 a *dean montd 1112

1. modem Atfcbart mmt ticgotoonerii,
Book!

4. Pme-Catautuo AmelumarAzo

Sr Using Advanced Atgebad

M. GEOMETRY 12

1. Ocmettity (B.C. Wetact Edit4onl . .

I. PINIMASILITY i STATISTICS 12

1. Paohabdity end StigiaAaA . . .

445 446
Io
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20.1110 current edition of the Cu/maculae Gage lists five major cognitive goals
of the mathematics curriculum. Rata these five objectives according to what
you consider their importance to be.

2.1.

The mathematics program will
enable the student:

I. To identify and use the
basic properties and
operations of the real
number system

2. To identify common
geometric figures and
demonstrate a knowledge
of their basic properties

3. To transform given
numerical and algebraic
expressions into

equivalent expressions

4. To solve open sentences
of various types and
degrees of complexity

5. To apply knowledge of
mathematics to familiar

ti

22. Various ways of organizing the secondary program in mathematics have been
suggested. Which one of the following saws to ).1u to be the most
appropriate organization? Respond for both-the junior and senior secondary
levels.

Not

Important
Somewhat
Imoortant Important Essential

1 7 35 57

1 57 21
23.

1 17 58 24

1 14 58 27

physical or environmental
situations in order to
construct a descriptive
mathematical model of the
situation or to solve a
problem arising from
the situation - - - 4 11_ 44

n your opinion, how well does the above list coincide with your view of what
the najor cognitive goals of the methemetics curriculum should be'

447

Not at all

Quite well

Very well

4

79

18
""

1.
Junior , Senior

Secondary Secondary

All students follow the same mathematics
program and are assigned to classes
according to ability 29 9

All students follow the same basic
program but are not assigned to
classes according to ability .LL
Students follow different proems
or courses and are assigned to classes
according to ability or interest

Check>toe highest grade at which you feel some form of mathematics course
should be reouired of all students.

Grade 1 0 Grade 7

Grade 2 0 Grade 8

Grade 3 0 Grade 9

Grade 4 0 Grade 10

Grade 5 0 Grade 11

Grade 6 L Grade 12

0

3

3

27

40

21

24. At what levels should mathematics be taught by specialists?
knack s12 that aggy.!

At no level

2. Primary

3. Intermediate 12.-
4. Junior Secondary 77

5. Senior Secondary 93

4



D. CX.CULATON AND COMPUTER USE

28. Check
instructional

1.

2.

3.

4.

all the ways in which the computer is used in au: school for
purposes.

A computer is used by a computer club or other
extra-curricular group

A computer is used in some matnematics classes

A computer is used in acomputer science course

A computer is used in some classes other than
mathematics or computer science

64

68

43

COMPUTER LITERACY, 411 the Ottomung qumotiono, keiCAA toe mama
AMOVILO 011 the Apt& and &outwits oi computam /n out oocitty.
It data not edict to the technical tiopetto oi computing ouch IA
040941000; VI. data seatoma.

25sh1c- of the following levels do yvu feel students should be allowed
to 4er-calculators it ttnir mathematics clasiiT7"Meck at/ that voty.l

1, At no level

2. Primary 12-
3. intermediate 20

4. Junior Secondary 56

1 Senior Secondary . .... 91

29.

30.

Do zog use a computer with your mathematics classes (excludvg Computer
Science courses)?

Yes 18

No 72 (Go to Qutation 31)

Check all the ways in which a computer is used in mmr mathematics ,
Comouter Science courses).

25. If computer literacy were befng considered as a topic in the 8.C.curriculum,
how should the teaching of computer literacy be handled? (Saga one.)

amputer literacy should not be a part of the curriculum .

It shOuld be taught as part of the mathom,tics curriculum.

It shOuld be taught as part of some other existing
Cour% (e.g.,,Business Education)

A course in computer literacy should ea introduced

It should he taught as multalf several course:
g., Science. Accounting, NatheeatiCs, etc.)

I-
. . 20

5

_32

Other

41

2

Z7., in your scnool is there a computer which is used for instructional purposes?

yes

No

4
A fl
.f *A

61 IG4 to Qutot.con 181

(Co to Quution39

1. Computer is used as a teaching tool to demonstrate
concepts

2. Students use the computer for drill and practice . . .

3. Students learn corouter programming

4. Students use the computer to solve proble.4 that
are a normal part of the mathematics c . - . . .

5. Storiownts use the computer to solve enrtm A. NOUN,
tl _es en optional part of the motheiestics course. . . 33

!S1--

37 37

31. At which level should students be first introduced to computer'?

At no level

Primary

Intermediate

Junior Secondary

Senior 1,-ondary

450



Item& 27 thaough 31 cleat with the genenat arcea op comodteA4.
Item 32 Lheough 36 deal ezda.44.velly with MICRO-COMPUTERS.

32. Do you have access to a micro-computer in your school?

Yes

No 48

33 Suppose that micro-computers were available for use in your class
With wnich of the following groups of students would you use them'

All' students 85

Only the brighter students 9

Only students needing remediation 2

No students 5

E. ASSESSMENT AND TESTING

37. Have you read the following publications concerning the B.C. eathora.t4c4
AS4A4MeAt 097712

Yes No

1. Your District's Interpretation Report
-311

E. Provincial Summary Report
.12.. 59

3. Provincial Test Results Report 39 61

4. Provincial Instructional Practices Report . . 16 84

38. In your school, what impact have the results and recommendations from the
previous B.C. Machouv....'c. Aaazkom_nt had on each of the following?

34.

35.

Would you be willing to attend workshops on the use of micro-computers?

Yes 95

39.

None Minimal Significant I Don't Know

1. Allocation of personnel 33 14 3 50

2. Provision of inservice 29 2C 3 49--- --- ---
3. Change in curriculum emphasis . 11. Ini

4. ChangeChange in evaluation practices. a ini 8 44
S. Provision of supplementary

materials 24 24 7 45

6. Improvement of remedial

15 45services 3,1_ 19
...

Imonromeenc at instructtanal
8 5024

---
practices ' 18

-.-
.ncrease in time scheduled for
mathematics instruction . . .

39 12 9 40

Nave the results and recommendations from the previous B.C. Owthtmati.cs
4.44mmt had any impact on your own teaching?

No 5

Which one of the following ways of organizing a morkshoo an nitcro-comutars
do you prefer?

worlahoo for your School 8

tOriOS of workshops for your school 33

3n4 acres** for each of the dmartments
(atOtheitiCS. English, etc ) -5--
A virigs of workshops for each department

(mathematics. English, etc ) 27

A district-wide workshop 5

A district-wide series of workshops 22

36.

4 z)

Assuming' Qualified person is avallablefronthe following, who should teach such
a workshop? (Chock one only.)

r'ersonnal from your school 43

Personnel from your district office 15

Personnel from the Ministry of Education 11

Personnel from the universities 15

PITTAMOS1 ?rem computar distributors 17

No

YOS, minimal impact 38

Yes, significant impact 6

4 ".



40. The Ministry of Education has produced the following curriculum-based

achievement tests. Check all of those which you have used or have

-rdered for use this year.

1. Grade 7/8 Sets and Numbers

2. Grade 1/8 Operations with Whole Numbers

3. Grade 7/8 Operations with Rational Numbers

A. Grade 7/8 Geometry and Measuremeht

S. Grade 7/8 Applications

19

18

16

16

6. Grade 10/11 Algebra
24

7. Grade 10/11 Geometry and Measurement 19
43.

8. Grade 10/11 Consumer Mathematics
19

9. Algobrt 11
18

10. Algebra 12 (SCANT vemsionl
12

11. Algebra 12 (Revmsed) IL.

F. TEACHER EDUCATION OF THE FUTURE

Fom egestcona'43 tivcough 46, assume you have been asked to dewiign the
IDEAL teachtt education pwg'wn 104 iutaxe tut-Mita o '.econckvuy

mabiematAts. Ir, mespondimg to tube quest4onA, ot06A. do not ice/
mestucted by cuAtsog pitogiumm old 4,CAUCtuRAA.

If you were =signing a teacher preparation program for secondary school
mathematics teachers for the 1980's, Now imoortant would each of the
following areas be in that program?

41. Please check which of the following standardized tests in mathematics

are used in your class.
(Check LLC appaopmsate mesponses.)

1.

2.

1. California Achievement Test
1

3.

2. Canadian Test of Basic Skills
13

3. Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
2 4.

4. Iowa Tests of Educational Development

S. Key Math 2.- 5.

6. Metropolitan Achievement Tests . . . 1
Sequeetial Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) - 1

8. Stmnferd Achievement Tests 6
6.

9. Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Tests 8

10. Tests of Academic Progress (TAP) 1

11. Tests accomoanying the textbooks
25

12. None
57

8.

42. Do you feel that an examination in mathematics (analogous to the Figish
Placement Test) should be used to determine placement in univers.ty?

Yes

No

453

Not Somewhat
Important Imoortant Important Essential

Mathematics courses from
the department of
mathematics _L 4- AL AZ.

Mathematics content courses from-

the Faculty of Education 18 23 41 18- - - -
Methods of teaching
mathematics 2 13 jz, -IL
Content courses in other
disciplines (e.g., comma,
geography, etc.) 1S 48 32 S

Foundation courses in
education (e.g., philosophy,
psychology, sociology, etc.)- .

Content courses in English

General teaching skills
(e.g.. classroom management.
amusurement and evaluation.

29 46 19 5

13 40 38 10

1 9 35 SS
questioning techniques, etc., . --- --- --- ---

Student teaching 1 _k_ 2L. ZL

454
4



44. How important would preparation in each of the following areas be in your
proposed program?

4S.

Not Somewhat
Important Important Important Essential

46. What level of importance would you assign to each of the following content

1. Teaching algebra- _JL 3
2. Teaching consumer

mathematics 1 14 49- - ___

3. Teaching geometry 1 15 53
..---

4. Teaching metric
measurement 7 25 43

5. Teaching probability
and statistics

7 AG 38-

6. Teaching problem solving . _o_ 1 as..
7. Teaching trade and

industrial mathematics . . .j. .11. 111
3. Teaching applications

of mathematics -IL IL 51_
9. Teaching the structure

of Mathematics 7 43 38

10. Techniques of classroom
management and discipline . 2 10 32

11. Techniques of evaluation . . 2 12 45

12. Techniques of diagnosis
and remediation 1 11 41

What level of importance would you assign la mach of the following
nathematics content areas in your proposed program?

36
---

31

25

9

.0_

_LZ_

_IL

J.IL

57

42

48

courses in other disciplines in your proposed program?

Not Somewhat
Important Important Important Essential

Astronomy1.
21.

52 19 2

2. Biology 30 46 21 3

3. Chemist?"' 12 46 37 4

4. Commerce 7 45 43 5

5. Computer Science 1 17 57 28

6. English 10 27 40 23

7. Engineering 19 45 30 6

8. Geography sr 52 17 1- - - ---

9. Geology 36 51 12 1

10. Physics 9 32 52 12

11 Psychology 30 44 23 4- - - -
Not

Important
Somewhat
Lmoortant Important Essential

1. Algebra 1 4 36 60

2. Calculus 14 37 36 13

3. Geometry --- 14 53 32

4. History of Mathematics 29 52 16 3

5. Logic 5 39- 42- 15
---

6. Number Theory 3 30 48 19

7. Probability 6 54 37 4

8. Statistics 5- 49- 40- 6
---

45Z

45C;



G. TEACHER INSERVICE EDUCATION

47. Indicate the degree of help you have received In your teaching of mathematics
from each of the following groups who offer inservice activities.

No

Experience
With This

Group

Not

Helpful
At All

Somewhat
Helpful_

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

1. Ministry of

Education

Personnel

2. 8CTF
professional
devdevelopment

personnel .

3. Local PSA

Personnel .

4. 1501.4 work-
shop speakers .

5. University
personnel . .

6. District
supervisors,
coordinators,

or resource

leiTer

rsemeitty
resource
moots. . . .

9. Educational
consulting
firms .

81

48-

49

Iii.

ii.

38

1

id-

7

-5

6

-I

_L

14

1

-t-

8

-15.

22

16

31

21

10

.1.i.

1

3

.-8-

i4

12

A-

17

21.

_A_

3

1

3-

7

_I-

II-

8

40

-1-

_I-

0

-4-

2

1
-2.

2

27
---

1

-IL

457

48. How important is it to offer an inservice workshop or workshops to secondary
mathematics teachers on each of the following topics?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Applying mathematics to
everyday situations

Calculus

Computer literacy

Consumer mathematics

Diagnosis and mediation

Enrichment topics for
secondary school
mathematics

Giftedness

Metric measurement

Probability and statistics

Problem solving

Topics In algebra

Topics in geometry

Use of micro-computers

Vocational or career
mathematics

Not

Important
Somewhat
Important Important Essential

. .

.

5

35

3
---

4

5

_a.
5

19

14

4

6

6
---

3

4

19 49 27

4gg IT 7
---ITIS 30--- ---

27 52 - 18

22 47 27
---

25 54 18

34 44 17

41 30 10

54 28
-.1

13 52
-21

26 -rf 16

33
---

IT
--- 12

3117 50 --.

29 50 17

O. If you had a choice of inservice tonna. which one of time following walet.
you prefer?

Universt I course degree credtt 17

., It university 3

$ to two hour workshop on one topic 20

Series of workshops on ne topic 34

One day workshop on topic 26

Other 2

,

45S
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0
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1111110.

50.

H. CLASS-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

The questions in this section are meaningful only if answered with a
soecific mathematics class in mind. Please identify the one class with
urinal you-3171-RiriarTicent and extensive experience in the teaching
of mathemetics. If this Triricit posiTigi7-Zioose the class *ith which
you have had tne most recent experience. Mdte that all of the questions
in this section refer to this specific class.

Which one of the following best describes the class you have selected?

Mathematics 8 23

Mathematics 9 21

Mathematics 10 23

Algebra 11 14

Consumer mathematics 11 5

Trades mathematics 11 ---

Computer science 11 0

Geometry 12 1

Probability and statistics 12 1

Algebra 12 10

51. Now does the class you have selected with other classes it ttas
grade level in tar= of atheistical ablltty. The selected class is.

higher to mwthentics ability .

about the same

lower in mathematics ability

52. In your estimation how wide is the range of mathematics ability in this

class?

Very wide

Fairly wide

Fairly narrow

Very narrow

36

45

16

2

53. Mow many students are enrolled in this class/

Mean is 26.7

54. Generally speaking, how frequently during your C' as instruction time do
your students engage in each of the following activities?

1. Oral work

2. Individual work . .

3. Small group work .

4. Solving textbbok
exercises

...

5. Working on creative
mathematics projects

6. Listening to teacher
explanation
(demonstration)

. . .

7. diorkia at activity'
:entree

8. Drill on arithmetic
computation ,

liNever Rarely Sometimes Freourutly
Very

Freovently

.1_
0

11

1

7'

4

34.
2

38.

6

'34

9

47

47

17

47

9

44
---
3

41

IL AA,
a

0 1 17 65 17

69 24 - 5 1 0

22 24 33 16 6

Soma, 06 the 6olZaucna queotconA cue 604'4:46onmaton about the I:at
Pexod you had outh th4.6 c2a4o. While youn ILeAponAe boa th.a W27--
Pc440d may not be typazat 06 what you ueually do, the cum oi %sesames&
6nom a.0 teaeheA4 uu.tt atouule a hepheoentat.we par_tuAe. 604 the. WAAL
pnau4nce.

',out ligw long did it take you to prepare your lesson for the last period
you nedwith this class'

Number of minutes
[

Mean is 24.2

56. About how long did it take you (outside oPclass) to mark the last homework
assignment you gave to this class?

Number of minutes . . . I

Mean is 43.0
;7. Estimate how long it would have taken a student of average ability in this

class to complete the last homework assignment y?u gave.

Number of minutes

Mean is 30.0



58. Curing
of
(The

the last period you had with this class, approximately what
the time did you spend on each of the following activities?
iota/ hoktd be 1001.)

percent

nIBOSil

61.

1. Large group instruction on a new topic 1 1 23.1

2. Smell group instruction on a new topic I I 3.5

3. Individual instruction on a new topic 10.9

4. Supervising seatwork on a new assignment I 25.9

5. Correcting previous assignments Il 8.8

6. Giving tests or quint. 8.2

7. Reviewing previously taught material 14.3
62.

8. Other I I 3.7

TOTAL

59. Which one of the following describes the major use you make of the textbook(s)

in this class?

To develop a new concept 5

To review concepts developed in class 7

To provide exercises for drill and practice . 87

60. Mow important is each of the foIlowing techniques of evaluation of student
mathematics achievement in this class2

Not

Important

Somewhat
Important Important Essential

1. Teacher observations of
students' performance . . . .

2. Teacher-prepared tests . . .

3. Tests prepared by school

personnel

4. Tests prepared by district

office personnel

5. Ministry supplied classroom
achievement tests

6. Tests accompanying
mamathematics series

7. Commercially- produced
standardised tests

7

0

37

67

-SA.

---
55

.7.1.

IL
-2.

30

25-
.32.

27-
LL

IL
.42_

28

8
---

12-

17
---

_4_

Li-

6.4...

6

1
---

.2...

.L-

461

If some students are unsuccessful in fulfilling the mathematics requirements
for this class, what should the policy be for them?
(Check the one beet rArponse only.) They should:

not be permitted to take any more mathematics courses _L
,take a different mathematic course at the same grade level . . 28

go a special class with n the school for remedial work . . 17

go to a special school for remedial work' 1

Proceed to the next higher mathematics course with their
classmates

proceed to the next higher grade level with their classmates

repeat the course

repeat the entire grade

With respect to this class, the present prescribed curriculum meets the
needs of my students:

Li-very well

lE_adequately

inadequately 15

not at all 2

63. The following opinions have been expressed about mathematics curricula in
general. Indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each
statement as far as this class is concerned.

Logical structure should
'me emphasized as a frame-
work for the study of
mathematics

2. Opportunity must be

Strongly
(Mum

provided for students to
apply mathematics in as
wide a realm k possible ...

3. Instructional units dealing
with statistics should be
included in the curriculum .

4. Problem solving should be
the focus of school mathe-

Neutral/ Strongly.

Oisaeremf. WW Know Agrem Some

1
.....

0-
j...

1

5

2

1L

17

9

a

59 19

65 25

4L -L

matics in the 1580's . . . . 0 8 -16 50 25

5. Basic skills in mathematics -

should be defined to encom- .13

PASS more than computational
facility . .... . . . 0

4 1L . 01- , IL 0,

4ti2
I- 0



64. /Aeon is_a list of twelve tout areas whicn might be included in any
mathmeatics curriculum. '6 what feint is-each-ont-eepoes-taul `.n -the
current curriculum for this class?

No Little Some much
Emphasis Emonasis Emphasis Emphasis

I. Mathematical concepts

Z. AritimetiC skills .

1. Algebraic concepts and skills 2

4. Geometric concepts . 7

5- CAMINO? eittilemettcs 17

6. Applications to other fields 10

1 7 Structure of number systems and
properties 3 13-

a. Mft.surseent 11 36

9.410mPlem solving . . 0

Logical thinking . 2 , a -ELfit `Aim; mathematics to Predict

12. leading. interpreting, and con-
structing tables and graphs .

10

23

36

42

.1/

26

56

33

41

.111.

AU_

62

15

13

7

IS-
41 9

49 46

6 49 13

4
6S, what Went 00 you feel each of the same twelve topics should Oa emortsized

in the mathematics curriculum for tht secondary level you pre currently
teachime

Methemetltal concepts

Arithmetic oki11s . , .

1_ Algebra'- rioter.. iv4 st.' s _

4, necometric tont', ..

5. Consumer math.**

6 Applications LO other fields

Structure of hunter systemslho
properties . .

measurement .

0r3Diem 'plying

Logical :hinting

a

9,

:0

11.

12

jsin4 mathematics to predict

leading. interpreting, and :on.
strutting Lst s and grams

66. :n

calculators

1.

which of the following ways are students in this class allowed to use
for mathematics? (Check all that app/.4.

Students do not use hand-held calculators in my
mathematics class 38

Z. Unrestricted use 17

3. To check work 30

4. To shorten computation time ...id effort in class work .
46

5 "o shorten computation time and effort on tests 22

6. To shorten computation time and effort On assignem.ts 45 '

67. ,11 which of the following ways do you make use of calculators with this
class' fChcck ILL that apply.)

No

Emphasis

Little
Emoftasis

Some
Emphasis

much

Emphasis

2.

3.

4

I do not use calculators in this class

,o do the computation so the concept can be emphasized
.

To do the computation so many more e.imples of a concept
MaV be shown

To shh- students how to use celci. ors

49

35

36

23

b 2

0

3

2

2
---

6_

2

6

5

9

.-

6
---

J.

4

9

6

11
---

16

16

31---
23

2

9

7
---

IL.

43

39

30

6.

49

51

40

54

as

---

10_

53

SO

63

27

22

15

19

64

45

13



68. olmase use this space to mate any other comments on tht mathematics
program in yaw school.

465
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